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i . grraoiiucTiqr 

The Specialists Meeting on Gas-cooled Reactor Safety and 
Licensing Aspects was held at Lausanne, Switzerland, 1—3 September 
1980. The Meeting was sponsored by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) on the recommendation of the International Working 
Group on Gas>«ooled Reactors (IWGGCR) and was attended by 51 part ic i 
pants and observers from Austria, Belgium, franco, the Federal 
Republic of Germany* Japan, The Netherlands, Switzerland, the USSR 
the Union of Soviet Social ist Republics, the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America 
and two international organizations: CSC and IASA. 

The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum for exchange 
of information on safety and l icensing aspects for gas-cooled 
reactors in order tr> rrovide comprehensive review of the present 
status and of directions for future applications and development. 

The meeting was opened by the Chairman, Mr. G. Sarlos who 
welcomed the participants on behalf of the Interessengemeinschaft HHT. 
Mr. J. Kupitz, Scientif ic Secretary of the IWGGCR welcomed the 
participants on behalf of the IAEA. 

The meeting was divided into three sessions: 

A. Safety and Licensing Experience of OCRs 
B. Safety Analysis and Research 
C. Future Prospects for GCR Safety 

- - - - During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on 
behalf of their countries or organizations. Each presentation was 
followed by an open discussion in the general area covered by the 
paper. 

At the end of the meeting a panel discussion was held. 
The meeting was closed by the co-chairman, Mr. A.J. Goodjohn from 
General Atomic Company, USA and the Scientific Secretary of the IAEA. 

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

2A. SAFETY AND LICENSING EXPERIENCE OF OCRs 

Contributions were made concerning the operating experience of 
the Port St. Vrain (PSV) HTC3R Power Plant in the United States of 
America, the experimental power station Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchs-
reaktor (AVR) in the Federal Republic of Germany, and the COg-cooled 
reactors in the United Kingdom auch as Hunterson B and Hinkley Point B, 
The experience gained at each of these reactors has proved the hi<#i 
safety potential of Gas-cooled Reactor Power Plants• 

Since the first criticality in 1974 the FSV has operated at power 
levels up to 7C$ and produced over 10° KWh electricity. During the 
start-up phase it has encountered problems of the type that would be 
expected in a first-of-a-kind system, such as steam generator leakage, 
purified helium leakage and circulator bearing problems. All of these 
problems dealing with the secondary cooling and auxiliary circuit could 
be solved. Another problem, the periodic fluctuations in gas tempera
tures has already been solved by installing region constraint devices 
(RCD) which prevent gaps between regions and blocks. These gaps were 
assumed to be the reason for the fluctuations. Subsequent to the RCD 
installation, no fluctuations have been detected within the present 
power limit of 70$. However, the behaviour of the plant at 100^ has 
yet to be demonstrated. 

The AVH has been successfully operated for more than 12 years. 
The helium-outlet temperature of 850°C was increased to 950°C in the 
string of 3974. The inherent safety features of the AVR have been 
demonstrated several times by shut-down of the primary cooling system 
during full power operation. The reactor, left uncontrolled and with
out use of control rods, at once became subcritical. After 15-24 hours 
it became critical again and balanced at a power of less than 1$ of the 
nominal power of 15 HW(e). During this demonstration the fuel elements 
showed a maximum temperature increase of only 65°C. 

The successful operation of the British ACHs have led to n«: 
construction plans for AGVf plants in Scotland (Torness) and in England 
(Heysham). The following m.-un design changes are planned for the now 
power plants: 

- increased number of channels 
- increased size cf main boilers 
- increased size o:" the prestressed concrete reactor vesisel 
- infection of nitrogen into discrete channels as an addi

tional diversity of secondary shutdown system 



Another demonstrated advantage of GCRs is the low occupational 
radiation exposure. The favorable exposures are supported by the 
results from the Peach Bottom and PSV plants, as well rs by operating 
experience of the British V(ylfa and Oldbury stations, .jhich also have 
prestressed concrete reactor vessels (PCRV). The d- t of average man 
rem/mi(e).y is a factor of ten lower than the K.~ data of all LWRs 
in operation in the USA. This advantage might ue of special interest 
for the utilities since this low radiation exposure is also the design 
basis for a large steam cycle plant powered by an HTR. 

For an increased understanding of nuclear power plants' response 
to postulated accident sequences at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
a whole plant simulation code (CHAP-2) is being developed. For the PSV 
the code includes 21 coded modules that model: 

= 1) the neutron kinetics and thermal response of the core 
2) the thermal hydraulics of the reactor primary coolant 

system, secondary steam supply system and balance of plant 
3) the actions of the control system and plant promotion 

system 
4) the response of the reactor building and the relative hazard 

resulting from fuel particle failure 

First results of calculations were presented showing good agreement 
between code output and plant data. 

The licensing experience of a prototype power plant, the THTR-300 
in FRG, was described. Since this commercial plant is the first of its 
kind to be licensed and licensing procedures are governed by water-cooled 
reactors, time delays were unavoidable. Construction was started in 1972 
and since that time the safety requirements have substantially increased. 

Since the main components of THTR have already reached a state of 
*c3ign permitting only limited modifications the plant protection system 
consequently had to be modified. The plant protection system consists of: 

— decay heat removal system 
— reactor scram system 
— penetration closure 
— steam generator protection system 

The licensing procedure was demonstrated for the steam generators. 
I Two steps have to be approved by the licensing authorities: 

1) the licensing of the manufacture 
2) the licensing of the system 

In some cases the approval of the manufacture took such a long 
time thr.t in the meantime new safety requirements were issued necessi
tating changes in the manufacture plan which had again to be approved 
by the licensing authorities. 

Two papers were made concerning the development of Gas-cooled Fnst 
Breeder Reactors (GBR). 

The reference design of the European Association for GBR has some 
installed safeguards that are different from other GCRs. 

1) The vented pin concept for the fuel elements 
The high helium pressure of about 90 bar necessitates vention 

of fission gases to a central fission product trapping system in 
order to eliminate differential gas pressure in the cladding. This 
design allows to operate even with minor clad failures without cir
cuit contamination. 

2) The design of the heat removal systems 
Three auxiliary loops (AHS) are always operating together with 

the main loops even under normal conditions. Three independent 
emergency cooling loops provided back-up solution against a common 
mode failure of the main loop and AHS. 

3) The reactor shut down system 
The shut down rods of the second system are equipped with a 

melting device, which would release the absorber at coolant tempe
ratures above 800°C in event of failure of the normal trip actuation. 

These specific GBR safeguards in combination with the PCRV and a 
necessary double shell containment essentailly reduce the overall safety 
risk to a level favourable comparable with that of other reactor systems. 

In the revised GCFTJ Safety Program Plan of the United States a quan
titative risk limit line hns been adopted to establish requirements for 
the safety related functions and systems. The risk limit line is derived 
from an interpretation of NRC established licensing requirements, includ
ing those for LMFBR s. Multiple barriers to the progression of txcident 
sequences are defined in the form of six Lines of Protection (LOPs). 
LOPs-1 to 3 are dedicated to accident prevention and represent the normal 
operating systems, the dedicated safety systems and the inherent design 
features, respectively. L0Ps-4 to 6 are dedecated to the mitigation of 
core melt accident consequences and include in-vessel accident contain
ment, secondary containment integrity and radiological attenuation, res
pectively. Cumulative frequency limits and consei,-»snoe limits are estab
lished for each LOP, Design features associated with each LOP were des
cribed. 

Each of the Lines of Protection defined in the plan provides an 
independent, sequential and quantifiable risk barrier between the public 
and the potential radiological hazards associated with operation of the 
proposed GCFfl demonstration plant. Reliability analyses and system 
design and performance studies completed to date indicate that CCFR can 
be operated without imposing undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public. 



2B. SAFETY ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH 
On the subjects of Safety Analysis and Research, the session dealt 

_ - - - mainly with Safety Analysis, though with some emphasis on experimental 
validation of computing codes which are used. 

= = = - - The first two papers were concerned with Probabilistic Risk Assess
ment. It reviewed work at General Atomic, much of which had already been 
published. The paper indicated the scope of the work and also contains 

_ - - - a useful and convenient compilation of references. No able in the scope 
is the pioneering work done in five hazards analysis. Discussion brought 
out the close dependence of a careful assessment of common cause failure 
possibilities. 

The second paper presented results of parallel work in Germany. 
The paper contains much information on the results of this work much 
of which is new. These results require quiet study outside the confe
rence and their availability is welcome. Discussion noted differences 

I between US and German conclusions for which explanations were sought. 
More discussion along these lines could well be of interest but was 
not possible in the time at our disposal. 

Another presentation from FRG considered a 35° MW(Th) annular pebble 
bed aimed at making full use of inherent protection mechanisms and espe
cially the natural removal of phut-down heat. Calculations were presented 
showing that conditions are acceptable even in the total absence of coolant 
flow; acceptable in the sense tĥ .t although damage may well occur to the 
PCRV, it is considered that the consequences of this very severe fault can 
be fully contained. 

Two papers showed the relative simplicity of calculating the pressure 
transient in the course of a depressurisation fault, a situation which 
provides a marked contrast with the LWR situation. Both papers gave expe
rimental results in very satisfactory agreement with the calculated pre
dictions. Che paper did indicate however that over-simplification of 
calculation methods can lead to more discrepant predictions. 

The next paper presented some conclusions drawn from experience in 
licensing procedures for THTR-300 and the HTR 1100 design which was based 
on the use of multi-block type fuel elements:. After some difficulties due 
to the relative novelty of licensing procedures being applied to GCRs in 
Germany, criteria were established and analysis of the resulting design 
is considered to confirm the favourable safety characteristics which were 
anticipated. Points receiving particular considerations had been depressu
risation and water ingress accidents. It was brought out in the discussion 
that it was now claimed that high quality manufacture and in-service ins
pection mnde it possible to exclude the possibility of failure of a complete 
tube sheet together with reactor circuit depressurisation and that water 
ingress could be limited to that resulting from a single tube failure. 

The naxt paper described HTGR Safety Research Program peraued 
since 1974 in the USA by General Atomic. The Program includes inves
tigations under unrestricted core heat-up conditions of the following: 
fission product release and plate-out, PCRV integrity, containment 
atmos,jihere response and criticality. The results provide fundamental 
support to the updates of HTGR probalistic risk assessment study and 
is of essential importance for the US HTGR licensing procedure. To 
reduce identified uncertainties the future safety research priorities 
will include: PCRV top head degradation containment failure modes and 
long term iodine deposition characteristics. 

The aspect of water ingress accidents in HTRs and two aspects of 
air ingresB were described. These aspects were the pressure build-up 
in the primary circuit in the case of water ingress accident™ and the 
air ingress rate as well as the graphite corrosion in accidents involv
ing air ingress. 

Taking the THTR as an example it was shown that the prensure build
up in the primary circuit is not critical even in the case when the loca
lisation and shut-off of the source is not successful. 

In general it was shown that air ingress rates are very small in 
the case of a topleak of the PCRV and cause no danger to fuel and con-
t ainment. 

The often feared graphite fire can be excluded even if n high 
percentage of containment atmosphere is transported into the core 
region by the circulators of the after heat removal. 

One paper dealt with a detailed study of the steam entry in CCFti. 
Exclusive steam entry calculations have been performed for a djtailed 
model of a 300 MWe COT?. The results show that for the middle of the 
equilibrium cycle and Bteam densities in the coolant channels in the 
range of interest the overall effect was computed to be negative, 
however a thorough analysis demonstrated that the effect is very sen
sitive to the basic data, the geometric and nuclear data. Particularly 
interesting are the large negative contributions of the blanket zones 
to the total effect. 

The transients analysis of a high temperature gas-cooled reactor 
with gas turbine cycle were described in a paper from Switzerland. 
Two cases were presented: a generator loss of load with plant trip 
and a generator loss of load followed by plant it and--by operation. 
In both r:ases a compressor bypass must open in order to decrease the 
pressure ratio and to suppress the excess power of the turbine. 

In addition to these cases very severe pressure equalization 
transients initiated by unlikely events like the deblnding of one or 
more turbo-nachines must be taken into account. 

Thermal insulations in HHT nuclear power plants must withstand 
very rapid depreasurization rate", that occur following a loos of 



generator load or in an emergency situation such as recuperator or 
turboaachineiy failure* Rapid depreasurization causes transient 
pressure differences across the hot internal structural elements of 
the insulation which consequently can lead to insulation failure. 
Therefore, experimental investigations of the depressurization behaviour 
of a model-insulation have been performed up tc 6000/s and results have 
been reproduced with sufficient accuracy by a numerical bumped parameter 
model. 

T>ie last paper contained the safety assessment of a multicavity 
prestressed concrete reactor vessel with hot liner. 

The PCRV makes it possible to increase the inherent safety of 
the plant by including in the vessel the whole of the thermal and 
nuclear equipment pertaining to the main circuit. 

the PCRV of the HHT-Project differs from other PCRV by the impor
tant number of cavities, different cavity pressures and by a liner in 
contact with hot gas. ft»e to the great thickness of the walls it is 
important to design a drainage system. As possible liner material a 
steel with low coefficient of thermal expansion is suggested. 

"n»e cavity closures are an important aspect of the vessel safety. 
Reinforced cone ite shell with independent liner is proposed. 

2C. FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR OCR SAFETY 
The OCRs achieve a high decree of plant safety relying on \nherent 

featurest such as single phase gas as coolant, prestressed concrete 
reactor vessel, ceramic core and reflector (exception: Cd'U) and coated 
particle fuel ^exception: GCFB and AGR). These features are supplemented 
by engineered safeguards such as dedicated heat removal systems, diverse 
and redundant shutdown systems and a secondary containment structure to 
prevent release of any radioactivity which may escape the primary coolant 
boundary. Engineered safety features provided for water ingrean in the 
primary coolant include moisture detection systems, steam generator iso
lation and dump system and PCRV relief valves. 

Additional features such a3 natural convection cooling loops may 
reduce even further the possibility of core heat up which however is 
already extremely low for all present concepts. 

The licensing experience of HTRs in the US was described basing 
on Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station and PSV as nuclear plants which 
have been or are still in operation and on plants that were to be built 
such as Philadelphia Electric 1160 MW(e) Plant, Delmarva 770 MW(e) Plant 
and General Atomic 1160 MW(e) Standard Plant. 

The history of licensing of the HTGR in the US has been one of 
changing requirements due to changing design concepts, changing plant 
size, and changing level of detail of the review by the regulatory 
authority. The influence of the TMI accident on the licensing of HTQR 
concepts was described as to be minimal. An increasing use of the pro-
balistic risk assessment is expected to result in heightened awareness 
of the safety margins inherent in the HTCR compared with other reactor 
types. 

In the UK the preliminary safety report and the pre-con3truction 
report have been submitted for two new ACR plants (Heysham II and TornesB). 
Construction on site is programmed to start in autumn 1980. Some design 
changes have been necessary for the new plants (compare Session I: Safety 
and Licensing Experience of OCRs) since an interval of twelve years has 
passed since the Hinkley Point and Hunterson Reactors were ordered. 

The multipurpose Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) with 50 MWth 
is being developed in Japan. The reactor will be designed for 1000°C 
gas outlet temperature. The reactor will be used for demonstration 
experiments of nuclear process heat application such as production of 
reducing gas for steel-making. The major design differences to other 
GCRs are: 

- intermediate helium/helium heat exchanger (IHX) 
- Ng-gas Injection System 
- steel pressure vessel (for this experimental station) 

file:///nherent


The IHX enables a pressure difference between the primary and 
secondary helium circuit, which prevents fission product leakage 
into the secondary system. 

The Njj-gas system pravents the core support graphite from being 
oxidized by the air ingressed after the primary pipe rupture accident. 

In the USSR a high temperature gas-cooled reactor (VGR-50) is 
being- developed with thermal output of I36 HW and a helium pressure 
of 80O°C. The produced energy will be used for chemical processes. 
Like the VHTO in Japan and the AVR in TOG, this experimental plant 
has no PCRV but a steel pressure vessel. 

The analysis of the following accident conditions was reported: 

— 0,lfJ r eac t iv i ty perturbation 
(i.e., as result of one graphite block dropping from the 
steam reflector on the core) 

- de-energization of four gas blowers 
~ " - fuel circulation scram 

- water ingress 
— depressurization of the nain duct 

Results proved th~t the VGR-30 is effectively self-controlled and 
has low sensitivity to the failure of the core cooling. The prirnr.ry 
circuit depressurization accident was reported to be the most severe 
accident _due to a possible subsequent core overheating. Therefore, 

- - - it was recommended to investigate additional R&D work and theoretical 
calculations. 

- - - The last contribution concerned investigation of explosion in a 
nuclear coal gasification plant. The nuclear system must be protected 
against the impact of possible process gas explosions. The results of 

_ _ - an extensive programme have demonstrated that escaping process (rases 
can not detonate and that in the worst case their explosion process 
will be an enhanced deflagration. 

2D. PANEL DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A summary discussion was held by a panel chaired by Dr. Ooodjohn. 

The panel included the following members: 

Dr. Balthesen (HiG) 
Dr. Brogli (Switzerland) 
Dr. Goodjohn (USA) 
Dr. Grebennik (USSR) 
Prof. Sarlos (Switzerland) 
Dr. Thorn (UK) 

The discussion was opened by nhort session summaries given by each 
session chairman. 

The first main topic that was extensively discussed was the fiestion: 
how safe is safe encugh for nuclear power plants? 

The hi^h safety potential of GCRs was often predicted by theoretical 
calculations, proved by results of experimental facilities and confirmed 
by nuclear power plants, such as the AVR in H?C, the Peach Bottom and FSV 
in USA and AGRs in UK. 

However, in most of the actual HTR-projects the trend can be realized 
to increase plants' safety potential by installation of additional engi
neered safeguards. Since these plans often lead to essential design changes 
and new requirements to the necessary R i D work, time delays and tost 
increases have to be accepted. Therefore, the question was discussed whether 
it is worthwhile to recommend to change +he future strategy of OTR-develop-
ment by considering more closely small power units with special inherent 
safety features like use of natural convection instead of large units with 
a greater number of engineered safeguards systems. 

The following discussion showed that opinions about these questions 
are split; 

One part of the participants expressed their opinion of increasing 
the safety potential of future GCR-plants in order to make them more 
competitive with other nuclear reactor systems. The other part had the 
opinion that besides safety features economy of the power plant plays 
the essential role from the users* point of view. 

Mow small plant units will become more expensive than lirge ones 
since: 

1) in ,<^neral, large plant unx'. n reduce capital coats 
2) use of special inherent safety features such as natural con

vection results in additional costs, since engineered safeguards 
systems h've also to be available with regard to minor accidents. 



In addition the opinion was brought out that new HTR designs 
would postpone the possible date of commercialization. However, 
the suggested small power units were generally regarded as a valu
able option to be considered after commercializing of the actual 
design. 

The next topic extensively discussed concerned the licensing 
procedure of OCRs. Due to the fact that in roost countries LWRs have 
been the first commercial line of nuclear power plants, the licensing 
procedure is strongly related to LWRs. Therefore, the licensing 
procedure for OCRs as a new principle line requires more effort and 
more time. The constructi-n period of new plants, for example the 
TKTR in FBG, is essentially governed by the licensing procedure and 

- - - not by the construction itself. 

In order to facilitate the licensing procedure of GCR and per
haps reduce the necessary time the following recommendation was made: 
to exchange licensing criteria and guidelines for OCRs between all 
Working Group Member Countriocs having already gained experience in 
this field. 

A time reduction in construction time of OCRs is regarded as an 
essential point for increasing the attractiveness of this line espe
cially from the users* point of view. 

Since this Specialists' Meeting was held on a broader subject 
which might be of general interest, the recommendation was made to 
write a more general report for „>mmon understanding based on results 
and papers presented at this meeting. The report could also include 
the general status of OCR development in IWGGCR Member States. It 
was proposed to discuss this possibility at the next IHGGCH meeting. 

= 3. CONTRIBUTIONS 6 

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE AT FORT ST. VRAIN 

G.C. BRAMBLETT, C.R. FISHES, F.E. SWART 
General Atomic Company 
San Diego, California 
United States of America 

ABSTRACT 

The Fort St. Vrain (FSV) station, a 330-MW(e) single reheat steam 
cycle powered by a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR), is the first 
HTGR to enter commercial operation. Designed and built by General Atomic 
Company (GA), the plant is owned and operated by Public Service Company of 
Colorado (PSC). 

Many unique design features have been Incorporated into this reactor 
system, including high-pressure helium as the primary system coolant, a 
graphite-moderated prismatic block core dt3ign, fission-product-containing 
carbide coatings on both fissile and fertile fuel particles, steam-driven 
helium circulators turning on water bearings, and once-through steam gen
erators. All of these systems are contained in a prestressed concrete 
reactor vessel (PCRV). Extensive testing has been conducted during the 
rise to power following first criticality early in 1974 to verify system 
design performance. During this period, the plant has operated at power 
levels up to 70% and produced over one billion kilowatt hours of electricity. 
In 1979, the first refueling was conducted in conjunction with an extensive 
in-core inspection, the addition of in-core instrumentation, and a planned 
removal of a circulator for inspection. Later in the year, a scheduled 
shutdown was undertaken for surveillance tests, insertion of core region 
constraint devices (RCDs), and other maintenance. 

Fort St. Vrain has encountered problems of the type that would be 
expected in a first-of-a-kind system. The plant is currently restricted to 
70% of design power by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) pending 
resolution of the core region gas outlet temperature fluctuation problem. 
Even so, the basic performance of the HTGR concept and all of the unique 
design features have been successfully demonstrated. T.ie system has been 
characterized by low personnel radiation exposures, operational flexibility, 
and long time afforded for status evaluation and response. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Fort St. Vraii. (FSV) station is a 330 MW(e) tingle reheat steam 
cycle plant powered by a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTCR). (See 
Figs. 1 and 2.) Fort St. Vrain was designed and built for the dual purposes 



of CI) providing a base of experience for the U.S. advanced converter 
program and (2) operating aa a coanerclal unit supplying electricity on a 
utility grid. This ambitious project was undertaken by General Atomic 
Coapany (GA) as the designer and prime contractor, by Public Service Com
pany of Colorado (PSC) as the owner and operator, and by the U.S. govern
ment under what Is now the Department of Energy (DOE). 

This plant, incorporating many unique design features, was conceived 
In the mid-1960s based upon experience with Peach Bottom Unit I (a AO-MW(e) 
demonstration plant] and British gas-cooled reactor technology. High-
pressure helium is the primary coolant carrying thermal energy frotr the 
graph!te-molerated prismatic block core to the 12 steam generator mo-tules. 
Both the fissile and the fertile fuel particles are coated with laye's of 
silicon carbide and pyrolytic carbon to form the first bvrrler to fission 
product release. Bonded rods of these particles arc then Imbedded in the 
graphite moderator blocks, providing a high core heat capacity and elimi
nating rapid temperature transients in the core. The helium coolant Is 
pumped by steam-driven helium circulators turning on water bearings. All 
of these major nuclear steam supply systems are contained In a prestressed 
concrete reactor vessel (PCRV). Two independent closures at every PCRV 
penetration as well as the water-cooled vessel liner and the vessel itself 
provide additional barriers to fission product release. High primary sys
tem operating temperatures made possible by the ceramic core and core sup
port components lead directly to the high thermal efficiency (39X at design 
and 37X at 70X power). 

The secondary coolant and power conversion system is typical of fossil-
fired plants with main steam of 2400 pstg, 1000'F and reheat steam to 1000*P. 
The power conversion system consists of a tandem-compourd reheat turbine 
generator exhausting tc a condenser. 

2. OPERATIONAL HISTORY 

Following Initial design work and preliminary licensing submittals, a 
construction permit for the FSV plant was Issued in September 1968. Con
st rue don proceeded approximately on schedule, being completed In 68 months. 
A full-power, full-term operating license was Issued by the Atomic Energy 
Commission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or NRC) in December 
1973. Initial criticality was achieved in January 1974 following initial 
fuel loading. Cold physics tests were completed in April '974. 

The year following the cold physics tests was spent addressing problems 
in the areas of plant hydraulic system operation, helium circulator Pelton 
wheel (hydraulic drive) materials durability, condensate water treatment, 
and claan-up/repair that was required because of water inadvertently pumped 
Into the PCRV through the circulator bearings. 

Rise-to-power testing began In April 1975 and proceeded through the 2X 
power level. Test data revealed that excessive helium circulation up into 
the control rod drive penetrations below the double closure would result In 
overheating of the adjacent concrete at full load. Accordingly, the plant 

was shut down and additional seals were installed to reduce the flow and 
heat load. During this period, extensive electrical cable rerouting was 
undertaken to correct some initial Installations and to coirply further with 
new NRC criteria imposed in response to the fire at the Brown's Ferry plant. 
Fire retardant material was applied, and fire protection system additions 
were also made. An alternate core cooling capability utilizing the existing 
liner cooling system with independent water sources was designed at this 
time and Installed In several stages. The final system was completed and 
approved by the NRC prior to operation following the first refueling. 

The rise-to-power program was resumed in July 1976. At 27Z power, 
excessive purified helium leakage was detected. This leakage came fro* 
the pressurized Interspace between the primary and secondary closures 
through the primary seal and into the primary system at one of the circu
lator penetrations. The plant wa« shut down and the circulator replaced. 
Later in the year, smaller leaks of a similar nature occurred in two cir
culator penetrations. Increased mounting bole torque reduced these leaks 
to an acceptable level. 

During the second half of 1976, plant start-up was hampered by control 
problems In the main steam start-up bypass system. Replacement of the air 
operators with electrohydraulic operators resulted in satisfactory back
pressure control, but initial synchronisation of the generator (2BX power) 
was delayed until December. 

The first nine months of 1977 were characterised by periods af plant 
operation up to 40% power and testing interspersed with periods of shutdown 
for operator licensing examinations, routine plant maintenance, and modi
fication. Rise-to-power testing Included a reactor scram test from 30X 
power and a turbine trip test from 40X power. This testing through 40X 
power was completed in September. 

In October 1977, release was obtained from the NRC to proceed with 
testing and operation up to 70Z power. The 70X limit was imposed pendlrg 
HRC evaluation of revised accident analyses and some p!.ant modifications. 
These analyses were submitted when it was found that the original work was 
done using expected rather than limiting core operating parameters. 

In November, with the power level between SOX and (OX, small periodic 
temperature fluctuations with a period of 5 to 20 minutes per cycle were 
first observed on Instruments associated with core region exit thermocouples, 
with individual steam generator module inlet helium temperatures, and with 
main steam temperature. Fluctuations have been reliably terminated by a 
reduction In power vlth the corresponding reduction in associated operating 
parameters, Itnenn.vi investigation into the nature and caisas af fluctu
ations has ensued over the past two and one-half years. A design fix 
(region constraint devices or RCDs) has been installed but not yet thor
oughly tested, although no fluctuations have been detected subsequent tt 
the RCD Installation. Fluctuations are described In more detail In a later 
section. 



A leak in the superheated steam section of one of the steam generator 
modules occurred late In November 1977. The presence of the leak was 
readily detectable because of a gradual rise in moisture content of the 
primary helium coolant. The reactor was manually scrammed without any 
required action from the plant protective system. The leaking module and 
tube were identified and the leaking tube was plugged. There was no radi-

= ation exposure to plant personnel involved in these repair operations. 

The plant returned to power in mid-January 1978 but on January 23, 
1978. the failure of a level control valve and the back-up in the helium 
circulator bearing-water surge tank resulted in an upset in the circulator 
bearing water / buffer helium system. This allowed a small amount of pri
mary coolant helium to flow into the buffer system and subsequently to be 
released into the reactor building. The contaminated helium then ttaveled 
through the filtered building ventilation system and to the atmosphere. 
There was no detectable increase in activity found in environmental samples. 
Plant safety devices worked as designed and clean-up and repair were 
affected within allowable guidelines for nuclear plant personnel. 

In March, following a period of repair and removal of the moisture 
injected into the primary system during the incident, the plant was returned 
to power. The remainder of the year and through January of 1979 was spent 
carrying out rise-to-power testing and perating at levels up to 70X. Fort 
St. Vrain was shut down for operator licensing examinations, planned main
tenance, and a number of upsets due to diverse causes including 430-V 
transformer problems, circulator bearing water / buffer helium system 
upsets, and circulator trips associated with plant protective system semi
conductor chip failures uncovered during surveillance testing. Remova1 of 
moisture injected into the primary coolant during upsets necessitated 
extended dryout periods at low power during several restarts. This is 
because water injected into the primary system through the circulator 
bearings tends to be adsorbed into the Kaowool (a ceramic fiber blanket 
material) insulation adjoining the circulator. D<»sorption of water from 
the insulation and into the primary coolant helium rather than drying of 
the helium is usually the pacing item during moisture clean-up. 

The plant was shut down for refueling, planned maintenance, and sur
veillance from early February until mid-July 1979. The pacing item in the 
refueling was the major inspection/overhaul cf the turbine generator set. 
This is generally performed after the first year of operation and at five-
year intervals thereafter. The scope of the refueling activity was 
increased significantly over a normal refueling in order to include in-
reactor TV inspection, detailed inspection of selected core elements, 
installation of fuel and reflector test elements, and installation of two 
instrumented control rod drives for further evaluation of primary coolant 
temperature fluctuations. About one-third of the core hexagonal f-lements 
(approximately 1000) were handled and/or i-emoved from the core without 
incident. Although a number cf hardware and operational problems with the 
fuel handling machine were encountered, experience indicate? that a routine 
refueling could be accomplished in about two weeks. Personnel radiation 

exposure during this first FSV refueling was less tnan 0.5 man-rem. It 
should be remembered, however, that power levels had not exceeded 70% of 
rated power, a.id the spent fuel had decayed for a period of 45 to 60 days 
prior to discharging. Based upon this experience, and extrapolating to 
conditions following full-power operation, a refueling personnel exposure 
of lfcss than 5 man-rem is projected. 

The detailed inspection of primary system components included the 
thermal barrier, the top edge of the core barrel, the permanent side 
reflector, the plenum elements, and orifice valves in adjacent regions. 
This inspection was carried out using a TV camera mounted on the fuel 
handling machine and did not reveal any signs of damage. Although some 
stains and surface marks were found on some fuel elements, there was no 
evidence of physical damage to core components that could be related to 
reactor operation. 

In addition to refueling and activities related to core component 
inspection, a circulator was removed for a planned inspection. Only normal 
wear was evident on the Pelton wheel, bearing, and seal surfaces. Major 
balance-of-plant maintenance was also performed. 

The plant returned to power in July 1979 but experienced a number of 
shutdowns due to loss of circulator speed signals associated with cable 
connector problems A voluntary shutdown throughout September was made 
pending demonstration of compliance with NRC seismic criteria. The plant 
was returned to power in October and fluctuation testing wa? carried out 
utilizing the newly-installed instrumented control rod drives. 

Late in October, the plant was shut down for surveillance testing, 
insertion of the 84 RCDs, and concurrent retubing of the condensers. 
Approval for the Installation of and operation with these RCDs had been 
obtained from the NRC in October. 

During operator training prior to start-up in late December, it was 
found that one of the circulator shutdown seals could not be activated. 
Consequently, the circulator was removed and replaced by the spare machine. 
The plant was returned to pjwer in March 19?0 but experienced a number of 
trips due to operational problems in the helium circulator bearirg water / 
buffer helium system. The plant operated well through May and until mid-
June when buffer helium problems again led to a shutdown. Even so, plant 
availability during the first half of 1980 was 472. 

3. PERFORMANCE OF UNIQUE DESIGN FEATURES 

Although FSV has encountered problems of the type that would be 
expected In u first-of-a-kind design, the plant has successfully demon
strated the basic performance of the HTOR concept. The high thermal effi
ciency inherent in the HTCR design has been demonstrated, with an efficiency 
of 37X at the 70S power level. 



The safety of the HTCR concept has also been demonstrated. Perhaps the 
best recognition has been that FSV was the only one of the 72 U.S. nuclear 
plants that was not required by the NRC to conduct major safety reviews 
immediately following the Three Mile Island accident. Technical advisors, 
now required by NRC to be on site for all water-cooled reactors, are per
mitted to be on one-hour call at FSV. 

In addition, the functional design of the many unique components has 
been proven. High-pressure helium has been storeu, handled, end utilized 
as the primary system coolant. Purified helium losses have averaged about 
200 lb/day, higher than the design goal of 25 lb/day out of an 8800 
lb normal inventory. Helium purification train performance has been good 
although the regeneration cycl« time has been shorter than desired on the 
hydrogen getter unit. 

-- - The graphite-moderated prismatic block core components were found to 
be in excellent condition following the detailed inspection during refueling. 
Remote handling of the fuel blocks was also demonstrated under field 
conditions. 

The once-through steam generator modules have continuously operated at 
rated steam conditions of 1000°F at both the main and reheat steam outlets. 
Only one leak in a steam generator module wat experienced and this was 
readily detected and quickly plugged. 

Measured core physics and thermal-hydraulic parameters and safety 
factors have shown excellent agreement with design predictions. The impor
tant safety-related negative temperaturf coefficient of an HTCR has been 

- - - fully denonstrated in FSV. Fission product release from the uel to date 
ha- been even lower than the very low initial predictions. Measured cir
cuiting coolant activity levels to date are about 1% of those permitted 
by the technical specifications. 

The four helium circulators, driven by axial flow steam turbines 
utilizing cold reheat steam, have performed within approximately 2% of pre
dicted values. These circulators turn on hydrodynamic bearings which have 
also performed successfully. The circulator auxiliaries system, which pro
vides pressurized water for these bearings and pressurized helium for the 
buffer seals on the circulator shaft, has been a source of sora- problems. 
Upsets in the auxiliaries system have caused water to travel up the shaft 

- - -and into the primary system. (This condition leads to an automatic circu
lator shutdown.) Further, moisture removal problems in the buffer helium 
system have also resulted in moisture injection into the primary system. 

- - -Consequently, a number of circulator auxiliaries system modifications have 
been made and additional improvements are currently under study. 

The FSV PCRV is roughly 60 ft in diameter and 105 ft tall. No major 
problems have occurred in operation at over 90% of design pressure and 
liner cooling system heat load. 

4. FLUCTUATIONS 9 
The major core problem has been the small periodic fluctuations in 

core region outlet gas temperatures and steam generator module inlet helium 
temperatures. During the more than two years of operation since the 
detection of fluctuations, 37 fluctuation events have been observed under 
a variety of core conditions at power levels between 30% and 702. Over 
this period, the plant has spent some 100 hours in the fluctuating mode. 

Test data to date have clearly shown that these fluctuations are not 
caused by nuclear instabilities, although the core nuclear behavior is 
responding to fluctuations. Further, core pressure drop has been identified 
as an important operating parameter, and a fluctuation threshold line of 
core pressure drop versus core flow race has been established. Bas*d on 
this threshold, the core has been operated up to 70% power uulwut fluctu
ations. Recent plant test data and scale model test results have shown that 
core region flow control valve position also has an effect on core stability. 

The most probable explanation for the temperature fluctuations is small 
movements of reactor components, such as fuel elements and reflector columns, 
resulting in varying coolant flow in the gaps between regions and in the 
gaps between blocks (cross flow). This motion is most likely induced by 
pressure difierences in the gaps and thermal gradients in the core compo
nents causing component deformations and bowing. The fluctuations are sus
tained by the interplay of these two phenomena. This hypothesis is sup
ported by analysis, test data, out-of-pile model tests, and in-core 
inspection results. 

Region constraint devices have been designed and Installed to stabilize 
the gap size between refueling regions at the top of the core and thus pre
vent, or at lease reduce, the extent of -ore component motion. Analysis 
and out-of-pile model tests support the expectation that the RCDs will 
reduce or eliminate the fluctuations. 

5. SUMMARY 

The FSV plant has been highly successful in demonstrating the overall 
systems periornunce f.nd unique design features of an HTGR. A base of 
experience has been provided for future gas-cooled reactor development. 

Overall, the start-up experience of the FSV plant has been difficult 
at times, but the difficulties were not entirely unanticipated for a first-
of-a-kind system. Wit',, the resolution of the fluctuation problem and 
improvements in the circulator auxiliaries, the outlook is good for satis
fying the remaining goal of successful commercial operation. 



Fig . 1. Fort S t . Vrain IttGR arrangement 
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Fig. 2. Simplified Fort St. Vrain cycle flow diagram for turbine generator 
throttle conditions of 16.5 MPa/538°C/538°C (2400 psi/1000°F/ 
1000°F) 

SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE OPERATION EXPERIENCE 
WITH THE AVR E3CFEKIME3ITAL POWER STATION 
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TJflsseldorf 
Federal Republic of Germany 

The AVR experimental power station supplied electricity 
into the public grid since the end of 1967. During that 
operating time the safety behaviour has been carefully 
observed and tested. Some results will be given in the 
following. 

Concise Descripton of the Reactor Concept 

Approximately 100,000 fuel elements - pebbles of shecical 
shape - are packed randomly in the reactor core. They con
tain the fissile and fertile material in form of coated 
particles, embedded, in a graphite matrix. The fue. ele
ments are continuously recirculated during operation: they 
are withdrawn from the core bottom and are returned to the 
top of the pebble bed. During this procedure the spent ele
ments are removed and replaced by others. 

Helium is used as coolant gas and flows through the core 
from bottom to top. Graphite is the moderator, reflector 
and also the core structural material. 
The side reflector has four perpendicularly pierced ledges 
extending into the core. The four shut-down rods can be move 
in these borings. 



A gas purification plant extracts the gaseous impurities from 
the coolant gas. The steam generator is placed in the reactor 
pressure vessel on the top side of the core (fig. 1). 

Figure 2 shows some design data of the power station. 
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Thermal power 46 MW 
Gross electrical output 15 MW 
Maximum fuel element 

1066°C surface temperature 1066°C 

Maximum fuel temperature 1162°C 
Helium pressure 10,9 bar 
Helium flow rate 13 kg/sec 
Core inlet helium temperature 270° C 
Core outlet helium temperat ure 950° C 
Mam steam flow rate 56 t/h 
Main steam pressure 72 bar 
Main steam temperature 505° C 

AVR ! Design Data 

Figure_2 

Activity Release 

The release of fission products into the atmosphere is 
amongst others determined by the retention capability 
of the fuel elements. The principle of coated particles, 
which are embedded into a graphite matrix, makes possible 
an excellent retention capability, as has been proved in 
numerous irradiation tests with single fuel elements. More
over, selected fuel element batches of at least, some thousand 
fuel balls each are applied in AVR and tested up to their 
complete burn-up under real reactor conditions. As the 
results show it is feasible to produce appropriate fuel 
elements in big batches with high reliability /!/. 



During the operation of the different test batches, how
ever, some fuel element damages have been observed. There
fore the following examples are mentioned: 

Highly burnt-up fuel elements of an older design with 
carbidic fuel kernels(without SiC coating), in spite of 
their intact pyrocarbon coating, show at high operating 
temperatures the release of strontium and europium, 
consequently contaminating strongly all surfaces of the 
primary circuit. (Fuel elements with oxidic fuel kernels, 
nearly exclusively applied today, retain these fission 
products). 

One of the highly burnt-up test batches shows a large rate 
of broken coatings. As a consequence fission noble gases 
and cesium are strongly released. This batch amounts to 
about 1 % of all fuel elements, but nearly triplicated the 
noble gas activity in the coolant gas. 

- Most of the used fuel particles have no silicon carbide 
coating. Therefore they hardly retain the silver isotopes 
when operated at high temperatures. 

Despite of these activity releases into the coolant gas the 
activity release into the atmosphere was nearly not increased 
This has the following reasons: 

All noble gas activities, as far as not yet decayed in 
the primary circuit, are delayed in the gas purification 
system long enough to decay - except the long-lived Kr-85. 

The solid fission products deposit themselves either in 
the primary circuit, or on the surface of graphite dust 
which is transported with the coolant, gas, or finally 
completely in the gas purification system. 

The activity release during reactor operation is corresponding
ly low. The annua] release of noble gases and tritium is bet
ween 20 and 30 Ci each. Long-lived aerosols like the isotopes 
of cesium and strontium as well as iodine isotopes and alpha-
emitters cannot be detected in exhaust air. 

In figure 3 the noble gas activity in the coolant gas is 
plotted versus the hitherto operating time. The increase; 
in the mid of 1975 can be explained by the mentioned fuel 
element damages. It is worth to be mentioned that the in
crease of the hot gas temperature from •S'iO to 950 C in 
spring 1974 was of nearly no influence on the noble gas activity. 

During the operation of a large commercial high-temperature 
reactor, however, experiment.* with fuel element test batches 
certainly will not be approved, so that fuel clement damages 
in an extent as mentioned above need not be expected. The 
observations indicated above are nevertheless important, since 
they show that eventual production mistakes which would not 
be figured out in the subsequent checks can in fact lead to 
a higher activity release in the coolant gas, however, with 
hardly effecting the releases into the atmosphere. 



Noble Gas Activity in th« Primary Circui t 

Figure 3 

Radiation Exposure of Operating Personnel 

The good retention capability of the fuel elements turns out 
to be favourable also with regard to radiation exposure of 
the operating personnel. Figure 4 shows the integral and the 
mean annual exposure over the hitherto operating time for an 
average of 150 surveyed people (internal and externel person
nel). The exposure has been relatively high during the first 
three years, because within that time the containment had to 
be entered very frequently for component repair and maintenance 
during operation at places of fairly high direct radiation. 
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Figure 4 : Annual Radiation Doses -
Integral and Mean Values 

The components susceptible to incidents were mainly the re
fuelling system for fuel elements and some diaphragm com
pressors for helium transport. Also the recirculated air 
cooling in the containment was not dimensioned sufficiently 
so that temperatures of more than 60 C were reached in 
larger regions. 60 C, however, was the design temperature 
for numerous magnetic valves, and for the instrumentation 



arranged in the containment. Thus by extending the recir
culated air cooling, exchanging the solenoids of the 
magnetic valves against those with temperature resistant 
insulation, replacing two diaphragm compressors by one 
piston compressor situated outside the containment, and 
improving the refuelling system it was possible to enter 
the containment during operation much less frequently as 
before. 
Since that time the annual exposure of personnel was around 
50 rem. Only during the years 1978 and 1979 the total doses 
were almost twi^e as high due to extensive reparation work 
after water ingress into the core /2/. 

During the first seven years of operation it was possible to 
demount and repair or maintain the components of the primary 
circuit without a special shielding, because the contamination 
was extremely low. As the fuel elements with carbidic fuel 
particles, as mentioned in the chapter before, released stron
tium more and more, that kind of work can only be performed 
with respirators. This makes work more difficult to carry out, 
but did not lead to an increase of radiation exposure. The 
source of contamination is, because of the fuel test character 
of the plant, an AVR specific problem; therefore it should not 
stand as a typical criterion for a high-temperature reactor. 

Tests on Failure of After-heat Removal 

A failure of after-heat removal has to be classified as a hypo
thetic incident. The behaviour of a reactor here is essentially 
determined by: 

1 

the power density and heat capacity of the core and its 
surroundings; 
the heat removal from the core through the pressure vessel 
wall to outside; 
the possibility to remove heat by natural convection of 
the coolant; 

- and the ability of core and coolant to stand temperature 
overshoots without damage. 

These properties are most favourably combined in AVR: 
3 The power density of about 2,5 MW/m is very low; heat 

capacity is high because of the large graphite and car
bon masses. 
Because of the small dimensions of the reactor pressure 
vessel, about 2 % of the nominal power are lost by heat 
losses from the pressure vessel under operating con
ditions. 
The larger part thereof comes from the core region. 
Since the steam generator is arranged on top of the core 
in the reactor pressure vessel about 10 7, of the nominal 
power are removed by natural convection at operating tem
perature and stopped helium circulators. 
It is known from experiments that fuel elements retain 
quite well the fission products at short temperature 
overshoots up to 1600 Cj permanent damages arise only at 
about 1800 - ?000°C (Beginning of coating failure). 

It was therefore tried to simulate a failure of after-heat 
removal. Thereby it is important :o prevent the heat being 
furtheron transported from the core to the steam generator 



after reactor shut-down from power operation. This is not 
as simple, for the AVR after shut-down of helium circulators 
reacts with a strong natural convection. Onl) after closing 
also the main gas valves in the outlet sides of the helium 
circulators the convection is more hindered. Also then a gas 
circulation nevertheless occurs between core and steam gene
rator, by which 1 to 2 % of the nominal power are yet trans
ported to the steam generator /3/. 

These tests have been performed under different initial 
and boundary conditions. Thereby, under unfavourable con
ditions, an increase of 65 K was determined for the maxi
mum fuel temperature. Other temperature overshoots occured 
only in regions, which during operation are on a medium or 
low temperature level and not endangered therefore /4/. 

Many of the tests have demonstrated that the reactor can 
quickly be made subcritical without using the shut-down 
rods, i.e. by simply interrupting the coolant flow, that 
means by shutting down the helium blowers. This is favoured 
by the particularly strong negative temperature coefficient 
of reactivity of AVR. The reactor remains subcritical for 
at least 12 - 15 h, and after decay of Xe poisoning it sta
bilizes at a power of less than 1 % of the nominal power. 

The results of the tests on the interruption of after-heat 
removal are at first valid for the AVR reactor only. They 
show, however, that it is quite reasonable to maintain the 
therefore decisive properties mentioned above as far as 

possible for layout and design of subsequent projects. If 
necessary, one could therefore also put up with higher costs 
for power plants in the neighbourhood of residential areas 
or industrial areas, where inherent safety will be requested. 
These considerations above all can be made for systems which 
in addition to electric energy whould deliver district or 
process heat, too. 
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Introduction 

The subject of my paper is the accident analysis and accident 
control of the thorium high temperature reactor, the THTR, which 
has been under construction in Hamm/Uentrop since 1972. At present 
all buildings, the concrete pressure vessel and the cooling tower 
are erected and all major components of the primary circuit and the 
turbo machinery are installed. 

As it is generally known, the safety requirements have substan
tially increased since erection started which have greatly affected 

_ -the boundary conditions for the individual components, as well 
as the safety systems required for accident control. On the 
other hand the main components of the THTR had reached a state 
of design permitting only limited modifications to account for 
the backflow from the accident analysis. Consequently, the 
plant i-otection system had to be modified and refined conti-
nously in the course of construction. 

- 3efore going into the details of the plant protection system 
and the accident analysis let me give you a short description 

_ of_the principal layout of the THTR power station. 

_ Fig._l shows a simplified diagramm of the THTR power station. 
The primary circuit contained in a prestressed concrete pres
sure vessel consists of the core and six parallel steam gene

rators with their blowers producing lifesteam of 535 »C and 190 " 
bar pressure. The working fluid of the primary circuit is 
helium at a pressure of 40 bar in the temperature range between 
250 and 750 °C. The confiquration of the secondary circuit or 
steam cycle with the gas heated reheaters resembles those of 
conventional coal- or oil-fired power plants working with forced 
circulation in the steam generators. 

The Plant Protection System (PPS) 

The plant protection system of the THTR consists of the following 
active safety systems in order to fulfill its fundamental tasks, 
n ame 1 y 

the reactor scram system 
the decay heat removal system 
the activity enclosure system 

and further systems to protect the major components such as steam 
generators and blowers from undue loads. 

Reactor Scram System 

The scram system has to meet the following requirements 

diversity, i.e. there must be two different independant de
vices to scram the reactor 
one of the two devices (primary scram system) must be capable 
of scramming the reactor in all normal and accident conditions 
and keeping it subcritical for a sufficiently long time 
the other device (secondary scram system) must be capable of 
scramming the reactor from normal conditions and keeping it 
subcritical for any length of time in all conditions. 



In the THTR these requirements are fulfilled by a primary scram 
system consisting of 36 absorber rods moving freely in the side 
reflector under gravitational force, which are linked together as 
six groups of six rods. At least four groups are permanently with 
drawn to their upperst position and are at disposal for a rapid 
scram. If the electrical drive motor fails all rods drop in
to scram position under gravity with a speed of 50 cm/sec, 
The secondary scram system consists of 4 2 rods which are pushed 
ir.to the pebble bed core by two different pneumatic drive mecha
nisms. These rods alone are capable of keeping the reactor sub-
critical for length at any time. 

Decay Heat Removal System 

Three different procedures, which are initiated according to 
the type of accident, are used to cool down the reactor at 
different rates: the 

rapid shut down and the 
emergency cooling 45 and 
emergency cooling 5 

where the numbers 45 and 5 denote the design frequency of these 
events. 

The rapid shut down system is used in case of accidents in the 
nuclear part of the plant, provided the electric supply from 
the grid or the internal maintenance is available and the steam-
condensator circuit and the cooling loops are functioning. This 
can be assumed for most of the scrams. During rapid shut down 
all essential parts of the operational system of the plant are 
in action, only the blowers and the feedwater pumps - which 
normally run on separate auxiliary turbines - are switched to 
the electrical supply,, The turbine is tripped, the steam cycle 
operates in bypass condition, i.e. the main steam bypasses the 

turbine and is fed into the cold reheat pipe and the condensa-
tor respectively. 
This procedure is designed to minimize the loads on the com
ponents and to allow a restart of the plant after elimination 
of the disturbance. 
The emergency cooling system is initiated whenever a rapid shut 
down is impossible, i.e. when the steam cycle or the main 
cooling loop are inoperable or in case of mains failure. In 
the case of a nains failure the electric supply is ensured by 
four diesel engines. This decay heat removal system covers all 
accidents which have to be anticipated and is therefore a safety 
system of major importance. 
For an emergency system it is required that - as far as possible -
parts common with the operational system should not be used. 
This, however, could only be partially fulfilled in the THTR 
at the time when it was demanded, since separate auxiliary 
cooling loops within the concrete pressure vessel were not 
feasible at that tine. 

The decay heat produced in the core after shut down is there
fore removed via the main steam generators and their associated 
blowers. Outside the pressure vessel there are two seperate 
emergency cooling loops which are located in different parts 
of the reactor building. Two groups each of three steam gene
rators are linked to these two emergency cooling loops. Two 
generators of each group are normally used for the emergency 
cooling. 

Activity Enclosure or Penetration Closure System 

This system is activated whenever the plant protection system 
notices the release of activity. This is carried out by activity 
sensors as well as by temperature and pressure measurements in 
these areas of the reactor building where activity containing 
apparatus are located. 



The penetration closure system shuts off all connection pipes 
between the pressure vessel and the exterior parts of the plant 
by at least two shutt-off valves. In the postulated case of a 
multiple failure of all closing devices the maximum cross 
section for the release of primary coolant is 33 cm* i.e. a 
pipe of 65 mm diameter. The corresponding depressurisation of 
the primary circuit takes 1 1/2 hour, which ensures a high 
coolant density for a sufficiently long time in order to cool 
down the reactor. 

Steam Generator and Blower Protection System 

In order to reduce the possibility of steam generator failure 
or damage these components and their associated blowers are 
supervised by the steam generator & blower protection system. 
This system checks all essential quantities of the process 
and initiates shut down of those units whose values exceed 
the specified limits. The corresponding blowers are switched 
oCf. the steam generators are depressurized and are cooled by a 
backflow of cold gas. 

Since the steam generators and their blowers are parts of the 
emergency cooling system it must be ensured, that under all cir
cumstances and at any time a sufficient number of steam genera
tors is available for emergency cooling. This is achieved by 
initiating the emergency cooling {45) whenever more than one 
steam generator of each emergency loop is imperiled. 

Interaction of the Safety Systems 

Fig. 2 surveys the interaction of the systems activated by the 
= =pfaht protection system (PPS) in accident conditions. 

If - following an accident initiating event - the plant pro
tection system registers that essential variables of the pro
cess have exceeded their tolerable ranges, the above mentioned 

safety systems are activated. The same applies if more than 
one steam generator in each emergency loop is identified by 
the steam generator protection system (SGPS) as being over
charged. The actions of the plant protection system are in 
any case the 

reactor scram by the primary scram system (absorber rods 
in the side reflector (SRF)> and 
decay heat removal (DHR) from the reactor core. 

According to the type of accident one of the above mentioned 
procedures for the decay heat removal are initiated by the PPS: 

rapid shut down (RSDI the in case of an accident in the 
nuclear part of the plant respectively in the primary 
circuit, for instance reactivity excursions, hot gas tem
perature accidents, and major disturbances of the coolant 
flow. From all accidents the above mentioned have the 
highest expectancy of occurrance. 

Emergency cooling 45 (EC-45) when the steam cycle is no 
longer available for this task. This procedure is compara
tively moderate with respect to the components (especially 
the steam generators); it is initiated in case of 

rupture of larger pipes in the steam circuit, 
shut down of more than one steam generator per loop 
by the steam generator protection system, 
failure of the electric supply. 

Emergency cooling 5 (EC-5) is finally employed for acci
dents which demand a rapid cooling down of the reactor 
core in order to limit the effects of graphite corrosion 
for instance in case of 

II 



depressurisation with air ingress and 
water leakage into the primary circuit. 

Since the rapid shut down system is not a safety system, the PPS 
still supervises the process variables in order to initiate 
the emergency cooling system whenever required, which means it 
is possible to switch from rapid shut down to ertergency cooling 
in the course of the accident. 

By use of the primary scram system the reactor remains sub-
critical under all accident conditions for more than 30 minutes. 

After that time either a restart can be considered in case of 
a spurious scram or minor disturbances which can be quickly ad
justed or the secondary scram system is inserted to ensure 
long-term subcriticality. Only in case of emergency cooling 5 
all absorber rods of the secondary scram system are inserted 
automatically, additional to the side reflector rods, a few 
minutes after the first scram signal. 

Depressurisation accidents are limited by activation of the 
penetration closure system and initiate the primary scram 
system and emergency cool m y 5 if the loss of helium cannot 
be stopped. 

Accident Analysis 

By means of accident analysis, specific design conditions for 
the individual components are deduced and evaluated from the 
general safety requirements. It is the primary aim of the acci
dent analysis to verify that the effects of the events (acci
dents) taken into consideration remain within tolerable limits 
with regard to their environmental impact. 
The accident analysis of the THTR has shown that individual 
parts of the larger components, such as the steam generators. 

metallic and ceramic internals, in-core rods, and th* secon
dary circuit play a dominating part whereas the core with its 
fuel elements and their behaviour under accident conditions is 
unproblematic. 
In the accident analysis the following proceeding was adopted: 

1. Starting from an accident initiating event, e.g. the fai
lure of an operational or safety system or a combination 
of more than one failure, the consequences are analysed 
for the total plant. This is done by means of computer 
programmes which simulate the time-dependant behaviour 
of all major components and systems. 

2. The probability of the event or of the sequence of events 
are calculated (or estimated) on the basis of the failure 
probability of the inidividual parts. 

3. Appropiate limits for the PPS and the actions to be taken 
are fixed. 

4. Another simulation of the dynamic behavour of the plant is 
perform 1 taking into account the actions of the PPS and 
the safety systems. 

5. On the basis of the time-dependant variables of the process 
the load conditions of the components can be assessed. 

Within these last three items numerous iterations take place to 
achieve tolerable design conditions. 

For the assessment of the loads on the conponents the accidents 
are classified according to their probability: 

IS 

From all events and accidents which are expected to occur at least 
once during the life-time of the plant (e.g. K£.i/30al a repve-



sentative history is assorted, yielding the corresponding stress/ 
strain cycles of the individual components on the basis of the above 
mentioned dynamic calculations. These stress/strain cycles must 
be endured individually as well as collectively by the components, 
the latter with respect to fatigue-strength of the material. 

Accidents which are not anticipated during the life-time of the 
plant but which cannot be ruled out because of low probability 
(3 . 10~ /a> H ^ 10~ /a) are assessed individually only with 
respect to the safety function. After such events repairs might 
be necessary which require * new licensing. 
Hypothetical accidents with a probability less than 10 /a are 
only considered to asses the health hazard of such events. 

Example; Emergency Cooling 

Let me - at the end of these more general remarks - explain to 
you in more detail the procedure of emergency cooling 45 and how -
by appropiate control - undue loads especially on the steam 
generators can be avoided. The problem in the steam generators 
arises from the facts that 

a) the feed-water undergoes a change of phase when being con
verted into steam 

W the water-steam side as well as the helium side of the 
steam generator cover a wide temperature range of several 
hundred degrees centigrade 

c) different materials with different te ature limits are 
used in the steam generator approximately corresponding to 
the temperature profile of full power operation. 

Depending on the ratio of feed-water to gas flow - the latter 
with variing temperature - the evaporation front either moves 
into the economiser with its low-quality steel or it can expand 
too rapidly towards the steam generator outlet and the external 
thick-walled headers where it creates temperature shocks and 
fatigue problems. 

The actual control of the feed-water flow during emergency cooling 
45 is shown in Fig. 3: 
At the beginning of the procedure the gas flow is reduced to about 
30 % and is kept constant subsequently. Similarly the feed-water 
flow is fixed at 30 % at the beginning of the emergency cooling 
and after 250 secondes reduced to 20 to 25 %, When the gas inlet 
temperature to the steam generators falls below 610 *c the feed-
water flow is reduced again to a value between 6,5 and 15 %. 
This second reduction takes place sooner or later depending on 
the amount of decay heat and stored heat in the core. 

In case of a gas temperature less than 610 *C right from the 
beginning of the procedure the emergency cooling starts directly 
with a correspondingly reduced flow. The adjustment of the feed-
water flow is performed indirectly by controling the gas outlet 
temperature of the steam generator with an appropiate steering 
of its set point. By this means tolerable steam temperatures 
can be achieved satisfiing all anticipated requirements. 

Generally it can be stated that despite the considerable in
crease of the safety requirements the plant protection system 
and the corresponding actions of the safety systems could be ad
justed in such a way that the plant and its components remain 
within their design limits under all accident conditions. 
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THTR STEAM GENERATOR LICENSING EXPERIENCE 
AS SEEN BY THE MANUFACTURER 

H.W. FRICKER 
Sulzer Brotherst Ltd* 
Winterthur 
Switzerland 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of any licensing procedure is to ensure the necessary 
plant or component safety. Reliability msy be a secondary 
consideration, inasmuch as the failure probability is 
affected. Time schedules or costs are not relevant. 

It follows that licensing ought to be treated in a technical 
way. 

For the THTR steam generators two licensing procedures can 
be distinguished: 
1. The licensing of the manufacture, expressed by an approval 

of manufacturing plans and documents ("Vorprufung"). This 
is the important phase for the manufacturer. 

2. The licensing of the steam generator system, permitting 
the final installation of the steam generator into the 
concrete pressure vessel ("Genehmigung"). 

This licence is issued by the Ministry (MAGS), on the 
recommendation of the TUeV. A necessary condition was the 
approval of step 1, although this had been planned otherwise 
at the onset of the contract. Additional documents required 
are the operation procedures and stress analysis reports. 
This paper wLLl n^t treat this licensing in more- detail. 



2. THE TH'JR STEAM GENERATOR 
The six steam generators are arranged in the concrete pressure 
vessel around the reactor core as part of the primarj loop. 
The heat, produced by the reactor, is transmitted by means of 
helium and steam is produced in six parallel circuits working 
on the once-through principle. 

Operating data for the 300 MWe THTR steam generator 
(Thermal power per steam gen.rator is 126 MW) 

Helium Steam 
HP 

Systems 
Rfl 

Flow- kg/s 49.25 42.17 40.97 
Inlet temperature °C ?50 180 365 
Outlet temperature °C 250 550 535 
Outlet pressure bar 38.1 186.2 49.O 
Pressure drop bar 0.4 53.9 5-9 

Design 
The helium, heated in the core, enters the steam generator at 
the bottom and transmits the heat in the reheater bundle, in 
the HP II bundle with superheater and evaporator and in the 
HP I bundle with economiser. Then the circulator pumps the 
helium back to the reactor core. 

The feedwater is conducted from the main header in 40 tubes 
penetrating the outer and inner pressure vessel closures. Each 
tube is then bifurcated and connected to the 80 heating sur
face tubes of the HP bundles. After passing the two counter-
flow high pressure bundles with downhill evaporation; the 
niain steam is collected in 40 connecting tubes in the central 
column and led via an expansion modulus through the two 
closures to the outside main steam headers. 

The "cold" reheat steam is transported from the main header 
to the sub-headers by 11 pipes, again via the two closures, 
the expansion modulus and the central column. In each sub
header the steam is distributed to 8 reheader tubes and, 
after reheating in parallel flow, is again collected into 
11 sub-headers and led to the main header outside the concrete 
pressure vessel. 

The differential thermal expansion is accomodated in the 
expansion modulus by means of expansion loops introduced into 
the connection tubes. The expansion modulus is situated 
between the HP I bundle and the inner closure. 

Each HP bundle is held on the upper end by three radially 
spaced, drilled plates, which are attached to the outer shroud. 
The reheater bundle is attached to the central column with 
movable rods. The central column itself is attached to the 
outer shroud, which in turn is welded to the inner closure. 

Materials 
For the pressure carrying parts of the steam generator the 
following materials are used, depending on the estimated 
temperature: 
- 15 Mo 3 DIN-W.Nr. 1.5415, U P to ca. 400 °C 
- 10 Cr Mo 910 DIN-W.Nr. 1.7380, up to ca. 520 °G 
- X 10 Ni Cr Al Ti J220 DIN-W.Nr. 1.4876 (alloy 800), 

from ca. 430 °C 

For the structural parts the following materials are used: 
- K II DIN-W.Nr. 1.0425, up to 400 °0 
- li Cr Ko 44- DIN-W.Nr. 1.7335, up to 500 °C 
- X 10 Ni Cr Al Ti 3220 DIN-W.Nr. 1.4876, (alloy 800> 

above 500 °C 
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For all these materials considerable restrictions on the con
tents of alloys and inclusions in relation to the base specifi
cations were imposed. 

Manufacture and installation 
Based on the experience gained in the manufacture of the steam 
generators for the gas-cooled nuclear power stations in France, 
St. Laurent des Eaux I and II, Vandellos and EL-4 (Brennilis), 
the THTK steam generators were manufactured in the SULZER-CCM 
works at Mantes/France. 

The first step in the manufacture of the HP bundles is the 
welding and inspecting of the heating surface tubes to a lenrr+ -. 
of 100 to 110 m each. The straight tubes are formed to helical 
coils and are then pressure tested and helium leak tested. The 
helically coiled tubes are then threaded into the drilled 
support plates. The tubes are fixed in the holes of the plates 
by means of sleeve and wedge assemblies, which eliminate fretting 
damage on the tubes. At the bundle faces the tube ends are 
straightened. This procedure is repeated for each tube cylinder, 
consisting of 4 to 7 helically coiled tubes each. Finally the 
outer shrcud is fitted and fixed to the support plates. 

The manufacture of the reheat bundle is carried out in a simi
lar fashion. 

When the steam generator units are assembled, the HP and RH 
outlet connecting tubes are introduced into the central column, 
before the flH bundle is mounted. The RH inlet connecting tubes 
together with the lower fix point are introduced into the 
central column through the centre of the bundle and then 
fastened. The connecting tubes are welded to the tfH heating 
surfaces and, after inspection, the two HP bundles are slid 
on the central column. The connecting tubes are also fitted 
and inspected and the support of the central column is attached 
to the central column. The expansion modulus and the inner 

closure are then aligned with the already mounted heating sur
faces, before the system-connecting tubes are welded. Finally 
the outer shroud is closed at the sections of the tube connect
ions. Then the heating surface is finally leak tested and pre
pared for transport to the site of assembly. 

In January 1980 the last of the six units was transported to 
the site. By August 1980 all six units had been installed in 
the concrete pressure vessel and final installation of the 
secondary closure had begun. All leak tests on the tubes and 
the flanges had given excellent results. 

LICENSING OF THE MANUFACTURE 

This license was issued by the Rheinisch-Westfaiische Techni-
sche Ueberwachungsverein e.V. (RWTUeV). It was expressed by 
the approval of a number of documents. For the steam genera
tor, as it was manufactured in France, these documents («• Vor-
priifunterlagen) consisted of approximately 

700 workshop drawings 
18 material specifications 
3? manufacturing specifications 
2J inspection specifications 

The principal document, however, which ties together all the 
qbove-mentioned , is the inspection plan ("Bauprufplan). In 
it the main manufacturing steps and all inspection steps are 
listed in the correct sequence. About 500 original pages, 
similar to that shown in annexe 1, had to be written for this 
job. 

All these documents had to comply with the base specification 
by the client, which had been approved by the TUeV at an 
earlier ntage. 

After preparing; these documents they were sent to the client, 
who performs an examination to see whether or not his specifi-



cation has been observed. After this examination the client 
sends the papers to the TUeV for approval. 

It is obvions that not all *Jhe documents could have been 
established in one go. Therefore eleven subassemblies had been 
defined, which were treated separately. The object was to 
enable all concerned to phase their work and to permit the 
start of the manufacture of the first subassemblies at an 
early date. A disadvantage of this method was the fact that 
the licensing authority lacked detailed knowledge of the com
plete apparatus. This did occasionally lead to problems when 
judging the validity of the design and the manufacturing pro
cedures at the subassembly boundaries. 

However, it can be said that on a technical scale this proce
dure worked reasonably well and that the task was attacked 
and executed by all concerned with an extreme measure of good
will. When technical changes were proposed or demanded from 
either side, a solution could always be found*, occasionally 
hard bargaining was necessary. This in particular when TUeV 
requirements exceeded the standards demanded by the underlying 
specification, or when novel concepts or procedures were at 
stake, for which this specification gave no guide line. 

The difficulties that arose concerned mainly the time scale. 
We have stated in the introduction that time schedules and 
cost are not to be considered in the licensing. This is, of 
course, a purists viewpoint. As a manufacturer we were obliged 
to observe the time schedule of our client, and it was often 
impossible to obtain approval within the 3 months stated in the 
contract. In some particularly difficult cases approval was 
only obtained after 15 months and more. The implication was 
that manufacturing schedules began to slip, manufacturing 
sequences had to be adjusted to conform with the state of 
approval of the subassemblies, and sometimes the long approval 
period led to new requirements which again necessitated changes. 

i 

While the latter did not happen too often in the case of the 
steam generator as such we have now the unfortunate situation 
for the external pipework, that regulations, requirements and 
design change alternatively, so that a satisfactory conclusion 
of the job is nearly impossible. 

We believe that we have now reached the stage when additional 
safety requirements imposed have a low probability of in
creasing the inherent safety. Often, a certain proprietary 
procedure of a manufacturer can produce a good quality compo
nent. If, however, the same manufacturer is forcea to apply 
external or novel specifications for the same procedure, even 
if they are more specific or demanding, the product quality 
may suffer. This because the people concerned have difficulties 
in comprehending the new rules and the probability of committing 
errors increases. It is like the ordinary cyclist, who is faster 
and safer on his touring bicycle than on a fancy racing 
bike. 

4, QUALITY CONTROL 

After having had obtained approval of the named documents 
the manufacturing steps were controlled by the supplier, and 
where demanded, by the client and the TUeV. During most of 
the manufacturing time, e.g. from October 1973 to December 
1979, one or two representatives of the client as well as the 
TueV were present constantly in the workshop. The positive 
results of the control operations were written into the 
inspection plan and countersignied by all concerned. For 
each of the six steam generators a complete documentation 
was established; the total number of original pages, format 
A4, amounts to more than 20'000 pages. 
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. CONCLUSION 

-We are pleased to be able to state that the licensing and 
quality control procedure concerning the manufacture of the 
steam generators has been extremely successful on the technical 
side. One example to show the high quality of the work per-
formed:of the more than 1?'000 tube to tube welds not one was 
found leaking after having performed the non-destructive 
testing. 

However, the procedure was time-consuming and costly in 
consequence. 

We shall not advocate the introductions of a cost and time 
criteria for licensing and quality control, si-ice it might 
lead to reduced quality. However, we would wish that a certain 
cost awareness be permitted and accepted. This to avoid the 
spending of taxpayers money and the delay of vitally important 
projects for no real ^afety benefit. 

ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTORS (ADR) 

R.M. TOMANS 
South of Scotland Electricity Board 
Hunterstcn Power Station 
West Kilbride, Ayahire 
United Kingdom 

1 GENERAL 

The Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor System Is a development of the e a r l i e r nacur, : 

uranium Magnox type reactor which, in various fonts was the bas i s of Che f i r s t 

nuclear power programme In the United Kingdom. Hunterston 'A ' , one of the 

f i r s t Magnox type s t a t i o n s , was commissioned in 1964 and has achieved a l i f e i i 

load factor of t*3X, a record us yood as any nuclear s t a t i o n of any type In <•' > 

World. 

LiV.o the Magnox reactors, the ACKs enploy a graphite core and carbon dioxide , 

coolant, Fig. 1. The fuel however is enriched and encased in stainless sett-

cans. The whole of the core and Che boilers enclosed In a concrete pressure 

vessel, a concept that was first developed for Che later Magnox reactors. '.' 

blowers Co circulate che gas through the core and the boilers are installed i 

the pressure vessel wall. 

The AGR fuel ratings, gas pressures and temperatures are significantly higher 

Chan in Magnox reactors leading to smaller and more economic designs. Stu..-

pressures and temperatures are che same as for coal and oil fired generating 

stations allowing the use of a standard 600 MW sent out turbine generator ur.i 



The amount of cooling water required for a givea electrical output therefore is 

the same as for coal and oil stations. In contrast, water reactors, because of 

their lower steam conditions, require about 401 more water. 

2 CONSTRUCTION OF HUMTERSTON 'B' 

Construction of Hunterston 'B' with 2 x 600 MW units, commenced in 1968. It is 

of similar design to Hinkley Point 'B', a CECB station built at the same time. 

The Nuclear Power Croup were main contractors for both these stations and both 

commenced operation in February 1976. Construction of the reactors did not 

present a particularly difficult task. The field experience gained by the 

contractor at the Oldbury Magnox station was relevant to Hunterston 'B'. The 

vessel liner, the gas baffle and the diagrid were fabricated on site adjacent to 

their final position and then rolled on to prepared foundations, as had been 

done at Oldbury, except that there was no gas baffle in Magnox reactors. 

Although Che site work content of the ACR is somewhat greater than that of IWRs, 

in the AGR system there are no components that require a high degree of 

precision. 

The delays that occurred were due to the prototype nature of the design, but 

were contained to 2 years. The greater part of this delay was due to the 

Insulation fitted to the inside of the concrete reactor pressure vessel. 

Laboratory tests after the installation of the insulation started on site showed 
= the need for design changes and extensive areas of insulation had to be 

dismantled and rebuilt. The redesigned insulation has, however, performed 

without problems in service. The remainder of the delay uas due to vibration 

problems with the fuel stringer. During the preliminary commissioning phase 

after the construction uas complete, it was noticed that the fuel stringers were 

suffering from vibration at certain settings of gags which control the gas flow 

through the fuel elements. Extensive investlyations were carried out to 

determine how best to stabilise the stringers. The problem uas solved by a 

simple modification of drilling a few holes in the gag unit to make it 

aerodynamically asymmetrical, thus producing a lateral force to hold the gag 

unit against the side of the channel and preventing vibration of the stringer. 

3 CAPITAL COST 

When the ACR system uas first adopted for commercial use, there were 3 reactor 

companies each with a different design of the same generic features of the ACK. 

There is an erroneous Impression that all the ACRs have greatly exceeded the 

original estimates. This is certainly not true of Hunterston '&', At the 

start of construction in 196B, SSEB estimated that Hunterston 'B' would rose 

197m. excluding initial fuel. The outcome on completion uas vIOra. About 

l30m of the Increase was due to inflation and llom due to the prototype 

problems and deliys. The Hinkley Point 'B' figures were of the same order. 

4 OPERATING PERFORMANCE 

After the manufacture of b o i l e r s had reached an advanced stage t e s t s on t [ « t U 

showed that the corros ion rate in hot CO., of 93 Cr. s t e e l used In the 

evaporator s ec t ion of the b o i l e r s uas higher than had been expected. Some 

des ign changes were made to reduce the operating temperature of the ¥% Cr. sti-«l 

parts and the steam cyc le was re -opt imised . As a long term Insurance of the 

l i f e of the b o i l e r s i t was further decided to r e s t r i c t the o u t l e t gas 

temperature from the reactor to 57S*C which l i m i t s the output to 100 MWe. The 

reactor output has p r o v i s i o n a l l y been l imited to th i s figure s ince 

commissioning. The corrosion t e s t s which are s t i l l continuing ate i-ncour.iyinn 

and indicate that i t u i l l be poss ib le to Increase the gas temperature without 



shortening the life of the boilers. The reactor has been operated at its full 

output for a short period to demonstrate its capability. The design output 

from the reactor uas achieved without difficulty. If the corrosion tests 

continue to confirm the present rates of corrosion, it will be possible to 

increase the output. 

Bearing In Bind that the Hunterseon and the Hlnkley AGRs were the first 

commercial AGRs to go '»to service, their performance has been satisfactory and 

the load factors of the units have been increasing progressively. 

Unit R3 

Figure 2 shows the annual load factor of the first unit at HuntersCon designated 

R3, since it was commissioned in 197b. In April 19HU it was shut down for its 

routine 2 yearly statutory survey. All Che reactor components were found to be 

in a satisfactory condition. 

When the teething troubles of the ACRs have been overcome, ic is expected that 

they will achieve LFs comparable with those of the Magnox reactors. This 

confidence is based on a detailed analysis of the reasons for the loss of output 

from the reactor to date. A summary of the analysis is shown in Table 1 and 

each item is briefly discussed. 

TABLE i 

Hunterston 'B' - Reactor 3 

Analysis of lost output 

X 

Statutory Inspection 14 

Oft" Load "efuelling 10 

Gas circulators 7 

Other reactor Items 5 

Statutory Inspection 

Each r e a c t o r has to be inspec ted every two years under the terras of the o p e r a t i n g 

l i c e n c e . The main f e a t u r e s in spec ted are the p r e s s u r e pa r t and the r e a c t o r 

components . I n s p e c t i o n i s c a r r i e d out e i t h e r by man a c c e s s , for example, I n t o 

the b o i l e r a n n u l u s , or remotely by t e l e v i s i o n cameras . These surveys cake 

about 10-12 weeks, and on a 2 y e a r l y b i t i s r e p r e s e n t a l o s s of a v a i l a b i l i t y ot 

10%. They a r e planned to take p lace dur ing the summer months when the 

e l e c t r i c i t y demand in Che UK i s lower . Other known r e p a i r and maintenance work 

as far as p o s s i b l e i s planned to be c a r r i e d ouc dur ing the same p e r i o d . 

Gas Circulators 

There are 8 circulators per reactor, each driven by a 4.2 HW electric motor. 

The conplete motor-circulator unit is mounted within the wall of the concrete 

pressure vessel and operates in the pressurised reactor environment. Early 

operation of che units has been encouraging but not unexpectedly with the first 

of an advanced design, derailed difficulties have had to be resolved and on a 

number of occasions it has been necessary Co depressurise che reaccor to remove 

and replace the units. After some detailed modifications confidence is growing 

that a higher degree of reliability is being built into the machines, and that 

the 7% loss of output due to che circulators will be greatly reduced in future. 

The boilers are divided into 4 quadrants, each quadrant being served by 2 

circulators. This provides flexibility in operation, as lc Is possible Co 

continue to operate the reactor at reduced output with 3 quadrants, in the event 

of a failure of one of the circulator units, until it is convenient to shut down 

the reaccor and Co replace or repair che unic. 
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Unlike water reactors, gas cooled reactors can be refuelled with the reactor on 

load. The operational and economic advantages of this feature are obvious and 

cannot be emphasised too strongly. In the llagnox reactors on-load refuelling 

Is a matter of routine, and in the 2 reactors of the 'A' station over 1000 

channels are refuelled every year in this way. The ACRs are also designed for 

on-load refuelling, and the operation of the fuelling machine at the 'B' station 

has been demonstrated. The duty required is about 2-channels per week. For 

the time being however only vacancy channels are being loaded with fresh fuel 

on-load, and spent fuel Is being changed off-load. This arises from 

considerations of the extremely unlikely possibility of dropping a fuel stringer 

into the reactor. In such an event, provided the reactor is tripped 

immediately after the fall, no nuclear hazard should arise. Automatic tripping 

devices, triggered by the fall, are now being investigated and will be installed 

in due course. Until then spent fuel will be'changed off-load. It Is planned 

to seek the approval of the Licensing Authorities and to introduce on-load 

refuelling next year. 

Other Reactor Items 

This heading covers various minor component failures that have caused some loss 

of output. A few examples are given below. 

Relays used in the control rod withdrawal sequence were found to be 

insufficiently reliable for this particular application. As the system is 

designed to fail safe, relay faults caused hold-up in starting up the reactor. 

The relays have now been replaced by another type better suited for this duty, 

and a satisfactory performance is now being achieved. 

The operating temperature limits on the superheater and reheater penetrations 

were initially set tight at a precautionary measure until some operational 

experience was gained. The output was reduced in any operating mode If the 

temperatures reached the set limits. As a result of the experience gained 

the limits have been relaxed with confidence. 

Again as an initial precautionary measure Che Instruments chat detect the rate 

of change of the coolant pressure and trip the reactor at a predetermined figure 

were set at a high sensitivity. As a result some unnecessary trips occurred. 

The sensitivity has now been relaxed, with satisfactory results. 

Faults have occurred in the auto control loops which delayed startup and 

achievement of cutput. The problems have been identified and the faults are 

being eliminated. 

It will be seen that apart from planned outages and the gat clrculacors the 

whole of the reactor plant proved to have a high order of availability - 95X 

over its life. 

Conventional Plant 

The conventional plant is similar to chat used at coal and oil fired stations, 

but there have been some teething troubles which are not likely to recur. For 

Instance, during commissioning in 1976 instability was experienced in the 

deaeracor at about 502 power. This was found to be due to flow oscillations 

between two deaerating towers. These oscillations were large enough to cause 

damage to the deaerator supports and for the deaeracor conservator to move 

physically. Modifications were made to the spray trays In the towers and 



cianges made to steam supply pipework which overcame the problem. Tins 

accounted (or 5X of loss of oucput troa the station. 

There were also a number of minor teething trouble.*. There is every confidence 

chat die remedial measures taken will greatly improve Che availability in 

future. 

I'nic R4 

The second unit, designated R4, was commissioned in April 1977. From May to 

the end of September of that year it achieved an availability of 5b%. In April 

= it was discovered that there was some leakage of COj into the labyrinth 

cooling water of one of the circulators. The labyrinth acts as a seal round 

the circulator shaft where it passes from the motor compartment into the reactor 

vessel co prevent leakage of oil from the -circulator bearing inco the vessel. 

The block containing the labyrinth is cooled with uemineralised water in a 

closed circuit which icself is doled by sea water in a heac exchanger. The 

presence of Che small amount of CO, in the labyrinth cooling water Indicated a 

- detect in the labyrinth weld. 

To repair the crack would have been a simple matter but it would have required 

shutting Che reactor down, depressurising it and removing the circulator unit, 

thus interrupting c.eracion for about 2 weeks. As it had already been planned 

co shut che plant down in October to carry out some rectification work on the 

conventional plant, it was decided to continue operation uncll October and co 

repair die circulacor ac che same time. The CO, in the closed circuit 

deninerallsed cooling water would have formed carbonic acid. To avoid this the 

labyrinth cooling water outlet flow was diverted and discharged to a convenient 

point on the sea water Inlet side of the heac exchanger as shown In schematic 

turra in Figure 3. The circulator continued to operate with this arrangement. 

In July it was found that the cooling of the labyrinth was not essential and 

therefore the inlet and outlet valves were closed, thus completely isolating 

this pare of Che cooling system. 

On 2 October 1977 the reactor was shut down and the pressure gradually reduced 

from 38 bars. On 11 October the pressure had come down to below 3 bars, the 

pressure of the sea water inlet of che heat exchanger, when sea water began tu 

leak into the depressurlsed reactor through the defective labyriith weld, as the 

outlet valve from the circulator labyrinth which had been turned off In July, 

and logged as such, was in fact found to be partly open. About 8000 litres of 

sea water entered the space below the boilers. When the sea water evaporated 

it left salt deposits on the stainless cover places, che mineral wool insulation 

and the mild steel liner. About 10* ot the insulation was affected and was 

replaced. A thorough and derailed survey was carried ouc and many thousands of 

specimens were taken and analysed to ascertain che full extent of the damage 

before refurbishing started. This phase took 5 months. The removal and che 

replacement of the affected insulation, cover plates, studs and the cleaning of 

che liner cook a further 20 months. The reactor was then commissioned and went 

into service In February 1980; its load factor since then Is shown In 

Figure A. 

The total cost of the repair was about llioi. In engineering all experience has 

some value. This particular costly experience demonstrated that it is possible 

co enter the reactor and to carry out remedial work in che boiler annulus, with 

radluaccive fuel in the core. The radiation dose levels were less Chan 



per day in the reactor in shifts. Each shift, instead of working continuously 

for 6 hours, worked on a 3-hours-on, 3-hours-off and 3-hours-on pattern, anothet 

shift taking over in the 'rest' periods. In this way a higher productivity was 

achieved. This was particularly reassuring in view of the delays caused to the 

original construction programme by the insulation problems. It is clear that 

- - - provided "the necessary components are available when required, Che Insulation of 

tne vessel is not a critical activity in the construction programme and does 

not present a major problem. 

5 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

Intrinsic Features 

There are certain intrinsic features of ACRs wnlch are unique compared to other 

cypes of reactor and which enhance its degree of safety. 

i The prestressed concrete pressure vessel with some 2tib0 tendons eacn with 7 

separately teasioned strands cannot fail suddenly. The maximum rate of 

Jepressurisation would be caused by the fracture of a gas pipe 20 cms in 

JUaaeter, which circulates soiae of the reactor gas through filters and driers 

and returns it back to the reactor. It would take about 30 minutes for the 

pressure to fall to near atmospheric. 

There is no phase change of :he coolant, and the performance of the fuel at 

all pressures, in air or CO,, can be reliably predicted. 

= - J TSe fuel r'ting is relatively lew and the r.ass of ^ra;>hite acts as a heal 

SL"N . As a result, the fuel element temperatures under fault conditions rise 

slowly. 

10 mreni/hr. People working b hour sWltts and b shifts per week throughout the 

refurbishing work received an average dose of 0,3 rem. Ac tl\« peak • workforce 

of 3A0 industrial and supervisory staff was employed, tach nan worked 6 hour* 

Engineered features 

As in all types of reactor the most important considerations are to ensure that 

the reactor is tripped with certainty under all fault conditions, and that the 

decay heat in the fuel is removed with certainty. It Is a feature of the 

design that with the reactor tripped and pressurised, the decay heat could be 

removed even by natvral circulation of the gas through the coce and the boilers. 

Measurements on a shut down reactor indicate that there will be some margin of 

gas flow, over the minimum flow necessary to maintain safe fuel can 

temperature. 

If under an accident condition the reactor lost pressure, it would be necessary 

to run some of the circulators to cool the fuel. Figure 5 shows a curve of 

the fuel can temperature transient after the rupture of the 20 cm gas pipe, with 

5 out of the 8 circulators running. There are several alternative aupplies to 

run the circulators: the electrical grid and 4-JJ kV diesel generator sets 

which are automatically started on reactor trip, and any one of which is capable 

of running 6 of the circulators. 

The rupture of the 20 cm gas pipe is considered to be the Maximum Credible 

Accident (MCA); this would depressurise the reactor with a time constant of B 

mi:\utes. However calculations have been carried out for a hypothetical case of 

nare rapid depressurtsac ion. with a time constant of 3 alnutes, and with 5 

circulators as before. The fuel can temperature transient is not dissirai 1 i.ir 



from the MCA case, and is shown in Figure 6. Further hypothetical cases 

"have -been considered in which only 1 circulator is run. The final fuel can 

temperature would reach a higher figure than 650°C but it would still be well 

below the melting point of the can, 1350*C. Even with no circulators running 

radiative heat transfer to the large mass of the graphite moderator would 

prevent the can temperature reaching the melting point for some hours, about 4 

or 5; which would allow time for extraordinary measures to be taken to 

reinstate some forced circulation. 

In all cases it Is of course essential to have water in the boilers to reduce 

the gas temperature. Each reactor has a steam turbine driven 100% flow feed 

pump and 2-302 flow standby 11 kV electric motor driven feed pumps. With the 

reactor tripped one of the 50t flow pumps would be more than sufficient to 

- - - remove the decay heat. However in addition to these feed pumps, there are 5-

415V electrically driven emergency feed pumps to serve 2 reactors. Three of 

these pumps would be sufficient to remove the decay heat from both reactors 

simultaneously. The electrical supplies to the emergency feed pumps are 

- - - provided either by one of the four 11 kV diesel generators or one of two 3.3 kV 

diesel generators, or one of three 415V diesel generators. 

The boilers of each reactor are made up of 12 units, which provide diversity 

under fault conditions, but in addition there is a decay heat removal system 

that is brought into operation half an hour after the reactor is tripped. 

Normally base load stations are not shut down frequently. However in view of 

the prototype nature of this plant, there have been a total of sone 70 reactor 

trips of the two reactors. In every case the decay heat removal system has 

operated satisfactorily. These trips although contributing to the loss of 

availability discussed earlier in this paper, have demonstrated the high 

reliability of a vital engineered safety feature of the ACR systes). 

Operator exposure to radiation 

The Magnox stations in the UK, particularly the later ones using concrete 

pressure vessels, have a very good record of low operator exposure to radiation. 

It is evident that the ACRs will maintain and even improve on the record of the 

Magnox stations. Fig. 7 gives an analysis of Che level of whole body exposure 

of the station personnel during the last 5 years for the 'A' and 'B' (Cations. 

Fig. 8 gives the average radiation doses to station and outside personnel of 

both the 'A' and 'B' stations, together with the total sCatlon dotes, for the 

last five years. It will be seen that Che great majority of the workers 

received less than 1 rem per year, and chat Che ACR dose levels were 

considerably less than those of the Magnox station. 

Environmental radioactivity 

Routine discharges of gaseous and liquid radioactive effluent from Che station 

are governed by authorisations Issued to the SSF.B by the Scottish Office of the 

UK Government under the Radioactive Substances Act I960, and Che methods of 

discharge ard the means of nonitoring the radioactivity have to b« approved by 

the Scottish Office. Records are kept and are submitted to Che Scocclsh 

Office, who also carry out independent random checks. All the figures have 

been well within the authorised limits. The gaseous radioactivity arises 

mainly from the impurities and additives in the reactor coolant COi* They 

are A-41, N-16, H-3. There Is some S-35 released from the graphite and traces 

ct 1-131 from minor defects in the fuel cans. The liquid radioactivity arises 



l a r g e r l y from Che fuel scorage ponds, In the form of Co-60 and Ca-45, and some 

TJ-3 from Che d r i e r s in the CO2 by-pass c i r c u i t . The ad loac t ive l iqu id i s 

d i luced by Che vase amount of the turbine coo l ing wa.er and discharged to the 

sea . 

There Is regular monitoring of the water, f i s h , v e g e t a t i o n and milk up to 10(?) 

m i l e s from Che s t a t i o n . The readings have been c o n s i s t e n d y i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e 

from the natural background radiat ion that e x i s t e d before the 'A' s t a t i o n was 

b u i l t , but the background i t s e l f has varied with the f a l l o u t from nuclear 

weapons t e s t s In Che 1960s . 

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The Hunterston/Hlnkley Point AGR des ign has been s e l e c t e d as the bas i s for che 

next nuclear power s t a t i o n s to be constructed in the UK: Torness in Scotland 

and Heyshaa 'B' in England. Naturally opportunity i s being taken to improve 

some a s p e c t s of the d e s i g n , based on the cons truc t ion and operat ing exper ience . 

A l s o , s i n c e the e x i s t i n g design was prepared about 14 years ago, s a f e t y 

philosophy has undergone some changes. The new des ign w i l l incorporate the 

= = present day thinking on these mat ters . The major changes a r e : -

The nuaber of channels has been increased from JOB to 332 to g ive greater des ign 

margin. 

34 
The size of the main boilers and of che decay heat boilers have been 

Increased to give greater design margin. 

The prestressed concrete pressure vessel dlamoter and height have been increased 

to accommodate the larger core and to improve access. 

To provide an additional diversity of secondary shutdown system, nitrogen 

injection Into discrete channels from beneath the core has been added. 

The Irradiated Fuel Disposal and maintenance cells have been duplicated and tne 

number of buffer storage tubes has been increased. 

A number of layout changes have been introduced to give further segregation of 

plant, and to meet seismic criteria. 

The planned construction time for the first unit of the Torntss station Is 75 

months which is not very different from the achievement at Huncerston 'a', 

excluding the delays due to th« prototype problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

The European Association for the Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor [GBR A], set-up 
in 1969 prepared between 1972 and 1974 a 1200 MWe Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor 
[GBR] commercial reference design GBR 4. It was then found necessary that a 
sound and neutral appraisal of the G BR licenseability be carried out. The 
Commission of the European Communities (CEC] accepted to sponsor this exer
cise. 

At the beginning of 1974, the CEC convened a group of experts to examine on 
a Community level, the safety documents prepared by the GBRA. A working par
ty was set-up for that purpose. The experts examined a "Preliminary Safety 
Working Document" on which written questions and comments were presented. A 
"Supplement" containing the answers to all the questions plus a detailed fault 

= tree and reliability analysis was then prepared. 

After a final study of this document and a last series of discussions with 
GBRA representatives, the experts concluded that on the basis of the evidence 
presented to the Working Party, no fundamental reasons were identified which 
would prevent a Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor of the kind proposed by the GBRA 
achieving a satisfactory safety status. 

Further work carried out on ultimate accident have confirmed this conclusion. 
One can therefore claim that the overall safety risk associated with G B R s 
compares favourably with that of any other reactor system. 

1. BACKGROUND. 

The European Association for the Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor [GBRA] was set 
up in 1969. It is presently made of 8 European Industrial Organizations* and 
^s supported by four major utilities. 

*A SE A-Atom. BELGONUCLEAIRE, CEN/SCK-Mol, NERATOOM, NIRA, NPC, Sulzer, 
TECHNICATOME. 

The objective of the Association is the development and commercialization of ' 
the Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor [GBR]. From 1969 to 1972, the GBRA examined 
alternative coolants [He and C02] and fuel element designs [pins and coated 
particles). In 1972, the conclusion was drawn that the most reliable prospect 
for the short and medium term was a pin fuelled reactor with helium coolant. 
Since then, the GBRA programme was devoted primarily to a 1200 MWe commerci
al reference design and to the assessment of feasibility, performance, safety, 
economics and required R4D work related to this design. 

When the Nuclear Energy Agency [N E A) of the 0 EC D.Paris, started in 1972 to 
organize the GBR development on an international and co-operative basis, the 
GBRA was invited to represent the European industrial activities in the NEA 
programme. The GBRA reference design and the various studies performed on 
the latter were fed into the NEA programme. 

At the end of 1973, the GBRA reference design [G B R 4) reached a degree of 
•maturity that raised questions of its potential licenseability. The GBR, as 
at./ breeder, is a high power density reactor. This is reached through a combin
ation of high primary gas pressure [about 90 bar] ar.d high blower powr.r 
f- 10 Z of the net station electrical output). At that time, several special
ists in the nuclear field had expressed doubts on the licenseability of the 
GBR essentially because of their belief that it would be difficult to remove 
the decay heat from such a high power density reactor, should the pressure sud
denly be reduced to atmospheric level through a catastrophic rupture of the 
primary circuit boundary. 

It was therefore necessary that a sound and neutron appraisal of the overall 
GBR licenseability be carried out. The GBRA approached several organizations 
to submit Che design to scrutiny. The most responsive was the Commission of 
the Europe3. Communities [CEC]. 
2. CEC. 

The Commission of the European Communities was always interested in the develop
ment of the Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor and Euratom's Joint Research Centre of 
Ispra made several contributions to the assessment of GBR feasibility and sa
fety. The CEC is now a member of the NEA Co-ordinating Group for the Gas-
cooled Fast Reactor development. 
After the GBR A request for a GBR safety assessment, the CEC Headquarters 
in Brussels invited experts from several European organizations involved in 
the nuclear field, to join a GBR safety assessment working patty. More than 
20 specialists from licensing authorities, nuclear research organizations, 
utilities and industry agreed to participate in the assessment work the co-or
dination of which was undertaken by the CEC. 

3. PRELIMINARY SAFETY WORKING DOCUMENT. 

The activities of the Working Party started in January 19?''. The party was 
requested to judge whether the design put forward by the GbRA could be deve
loped into a plant without undue hazards to public health and safety. 



G B R A was in turn asked to prepare a "Preliminary Safety Working Document" 
i P S W D ] which is a smaller version of a "Preliminary Safety Analysis Report" 
[ P S A Rj . 

The P S W D , issued in July 1974, was subdivided into three main sections : 

(i) Safety design criteria ; 
(ii) The G B R 4 design and safeguards ; 

(iii) Accident analysis. 

These will be shortly described hereafter. 

3.1. Safety design cxitziia.. 

In order to render the G B R safety criteria generally acceptable, and in anti
cipation of a future convergence of national safety rules, the G B R 4 design 
was based on the requirements established by the Euratom Code [\] and by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection [2J. 

The purpose of the fault analysis is to demonstrate that the consequences of 
anticipated faults are safely within the set out limits. The term "anticipat
ed fault" was taken to mean an accident which has a chance of occurring once 
in the life-time of 100 reactors, i.e. a probability of between 1 0 - 3 and ' 0 - 4 

per reactor year. Incidents having a probability of less than I0~4 per reac
tor-year are mainly those involving two or more independent failures of essen
tial safeguards. Since it was felt unsatisfactory to treat such failure com
bination in purely deterministic way, i.e. to associate them with a probabili
ty of either one or zero, incidents with a chance of 10"^ per reactor year or 
less were evaluated against a probability-consequence criterion. It was ex
pected that this quantitative method would give less rise to dissent than the 
definition of "credible" and "incredible" occurrences. 

3.2. SkUnG BR 4 i^zguaidi. 

Fuel elements. 

A fuel element technology similar to that developed for the liquid-metal-cooled 
fast breeder ( L M F B R ) is proposed using mixed oxide fuel in stainless steel 
cans. However, the high G B R coolant pressure makes it necessary to vent the 
fission gases to a central fission product trapping system in order to elimin
ate differential gas pressure on the cladding (Fig. I). Because of this vent
ed pin concept, it is possible to : 

- maintain the fuel element geometry intact at transient peak clad temperature 
up to 1300-1400°C at any coolant pressure level ; 

- operate with minor clad failures without circuit contamination ; 
- detect the transition from minor to severe pin failures. 

It is a design requirement that the fission gas venting system prevent the re
lease of significant quantities of fission products into the primary circuit 
and secondary containment during all credible transients with intact core geo
metry . 

Reactor coolant. 40 
The selection of helium permits high temperature reactor (HTR) plant technology 
to be employed for the G B R and offers certain inherent operational and safety 
advantages compared with L M F B R ' s owing to the chemical inertness of helium, 
its negligible effect on the neutron spectrum and its transparent and non-radio
active nature. However, helium has poorer heat transfer properties than sodium 
and, in order to achieve adequate breeding performance, the G B R 4 coolant pres
sure and total circulator power had to be chosen at 90 bar and 10 7. of net plant 
output respectively. 

Primary circuit integrity. 

The complete primary coolant circuit is integrated within a prestressed concrete 
vessel (PCV) at about twice the pressure used in similar P C V s for A G R s and 
H T R s (Fig. 2). The feasibility of P C V s at a design pressure of 90 bar has 
already been demonstrated by the Scandinavian R 4 D programme on P C V s for boil
ing water reactors [3] . 

The maximum G B R 4 depressurization rate is limited by the redundancy of pre-
stressing tendons, plug hold-down features, double closures and flow restrictors 
to a design basis leakage area of 100 cm 2. 

Heat removal systems. 

Fig. 3 shows the C BR 4 heat removal scheme, which is designed to guarantee re
liable transient heat removal by means of a number of independent and redundant 
systems : 
- in normal operation 1.5 7. of the total thermal power is dissipated via three 

parallel auxiliary heat removal systems (AHS), which continuouily energize 
the pony motors of the main helium circulators and also supply the steam ge
nerators with 1.5 7 of the nominal feed-water flow; 

- after the trip of the mail- turbine plant and the main circulator drive mo
tors, the A H S s continue to dissipate the reactor power and to drive the he
lium circulators via their pony motors, without sophisticated control or 
switching operations under all transients including a failure to scram; 

- three independent emergency cooling loops provide a back-up against the most 
unlikely common mode failure of the main loops and A H S s . They are started 
as soon as the A H S s fail ; 

- the emergency loops are also designed for "last ditch" decay heat removal by 
natural circulation at the nominal helium pressure. 

Secondary containment. 

A double shell secondary containment with back-venting (Fig. 4) improves the 
emergency cooling during depressurization accidents by raising the final back
pressure to 2.5 bar. This containment also provides protection against radio
activity releases and external shocks and disturbances. 

Reactor shut-down systems. 

The rates ot change of reactor temperatures in an accident depend on the rates 
of change of the disturbances of cooling or reactivity, which rates are con-



trollable by design. So the requirements as regards speed of scram in the C B R 
do not differ significantly from those of thermal gas-cooled reactors. 

Two independent shut-down systems are actuated by various sensors of a type al
ready employed in gas-cooled reactor practice. All absorbers are inserted by 
gravity and in the direction of the coolant Clow. The design is such that 
ejection of absorbers is impossible. The shut-down rods in the second system 
are equipped with a melting device ("fuse") which would release the absorbers 
at coolant temperatures above 800°C in even; of failure of the normal trip ac
tuators. 

\ntietpated £ai4uFt»s of the above described protection systems, and the result
ing transients are discussed in 14] . A summary of the onsequences is given 
hereafter. 

J. 5. Acc-idznt gaait/i ti. 

Methods. 

The accident analysis was performed with the modified BELGONUCLEAIRE code 
PROFUSION-GAS 15] for the primary system and the Sulzer code PANDYNE (6] for 
the steam generator. For the final transient evaluation a decay heat produc
tion according to the A N S standard for thermal reactors [7] plus a 20 % mar
gin has been assumed. 

Loss of coolant pressure. 

Fig. 5 shows the design basis depressurization transient for G B R 4 assuming 
a 100 cm- leak in the primary circuit and a subsequent most unlikely 400 cm 2 

leak in the secondary containment : 

- in the event of a failure to scram with the two shut-down systems normally 
used, there is sufficient time for inherent scram by the "fuse" devices be
fore clad melting would occur ; 

- decay heat removal with only one-third of the main loops and auxiliary sys
tems is sufficient to keep the clad hot spots below )200°C, provided the he
lium circulators are designed for 40 Z peak overspeed and the uuirifUiu 
flaps in the failed loops are closed. 

Fig. 6 illustrates some of the C B R 4 safety margins during depressurization 
-accidents : 

- the maximum permissible leak sizes in the primary circuit and secondary con
tainment without exceeding transient peak clad hot spot temperatures of 1200-
1400°C are shown, assuming only the operation of the main cooling loops with 
no emergency injection of coolant ; 

-even in the low probability case of only one-third of the main loops operat
ing, subsequent leaks in the P C V and secondary containment equal to three 
times the design basis values would still not lead to any local clad melting. 

The injection of additional coolant during loss of coolant accidents is an es
sential part of the safety technology of LWR, A G R and H T R. For example, in

jection of helium cr carbon dioxide during the critical first 2000 seconds of 
a depressurization transient would prevent safe clad temperatures being exceed
ed in event of the instant loss of the secondary containment back-pressure cou
pled with extreme PCV-leaks of 300-600 cm 2 [8], 

Furthermore, the three stand-by emergency cooling loops are designed for decay 
heat removal at atmospheric pressure. 

First fault tree assessments, based on reliability data from the literature 
and the U K A E A Safety and Reliability Directorate [9), indicate a total prob
ability of all depressurization events lending to a core melt-down, owing to 
failures of the engineered safeguards, of less than I0~9/reactor year. 

Loss of main circulator power and/or feed-water supplies. 

For these fairly frequent initiating faults the total associated melt-down 
probability was assessed to be less than for the depressuriiation accidents, 
mainly for the following reasons : 

- with the main loops and auxiliary systems in operation and a failure to scram, 
the reactor power will level off after about 150 seconds at 46 Z of nominal 
power because of reactivity feedback from the core fuel temperature and core 
expansion. The corresponding peak clad temperatures are than below I200"C 
(Fig. 7) ; 

- natural convection decay heat removal at full helium pressure is sufficient 
to prevent any clad melting in C B R 4 , as shown in Fig. 8. Depending on 
whether heat rejection is via all cooling loops or only through the emergen
cy or main loops, the peak clad hot spot temperatures following a complete 
loss of forced helium circulation will be about 900, 1000 and I200*C, respec
tively. 

Reactivity insertion. 

Unlike the l.MFBR, for the C B R 4 design with intact fuel element geometry, no 
physically possible mechanism for significant reactivity ramps can be identifi
ed, since : 
- the reactivity worth of the primary coolant i). I low one dollar ; 
- the control rod absorbers are inherently safe against ejection from the core ; 
- the leakage of more than JO - 60 te of water into the primary circuit is re

quired to produce a reactivity increase of one dollar [10], 

In this context, only the uncontrolled withdrawal of all control rods together 
with a f.dlure to scram might lead to a core melt-down. However, the probabil
ity of such an accident is considered to be negligible compared with other G B R 4 
accidents because : 

- interlocks prevent the withdrawal of more than one control rod group at a 
time ; 

- the maximum control rod withdrawal speed is limited to the peak value required 
for power control and start-up, which corresponds to about 0.002 dollar/second 
reactivity increase for every control rod group j 

- the associated shut-down system or the inherently "fusing" shut-down rods. 

file:///ntietpated


4. SUPPLEMENT TO PRELIMINARY SAFETY WORKING DOCUMENT. 

E = Tha £ B_R Safety Assessment Working Party examined the "P eliminary Safety Work
ing Document" on vhich written questions and comments re presented. The main 
subjects of discussion were : 

- clad design criteria ; 
- fission product venting and trapping system and radioactive release to prim

ary circuit ; 
- reactivity insertion with intact core geometry ; 
- shut-down systems ; 
- blowers, isolation valves, steam rfe-erators ; 
- prestressed concrete vessel and secondary containment integrity ; 
- heat removal with intact core geometry ; 
- fault trees ; 
- core melt-down. 

A "Supplement" containing the answers to all questions, incl ing also fault 
tree and reliability analysis was then prepared. 

The fault tree and reliability analysis contained in this "Supplement" is sum
marized hereafter. 

Statistical analysis of G B R 4 safety. 

A statistical analysis was made of credible sequences of events which could lead 
to releases of activity to the environment. It aimed at quantifying these re
leases and their probability of occurrence. The study was carried out in three 
fields ; 

- probability and magnitude of the radioactive releases ; 
- consequences of the radioactive releases ; 
- assessment of the overall risk. 

As regards probability and magnitude of radioactive releases, three main initi
ating events were considered : loss of main plant power, fast depressurization, 
spurious trip. The potential radioactivity which might be released and the ty
pes of failures which could lead to these releases were evaluated. Starting 
from the initiating events, the evolution of each of the accidents was built up, 
using the so-called "event tree representation". Fig. 9 gives a simplified ex
ample of such an event tree for a fast depressurization accident. 

L'sing this tree the probability and magnitude of possible radioactive releases 
were quantified, taking into account the associated probability of failure of 
each of the circuit components. Each probability was based on reference given 
by experience. The consequences of the radioactive releases were analysed 
taking into account the distribution of radioactivity in the environment as a 
function of the atmospheric conditions. 

The assessment of the overall risk wis made knowing the distribution of the pop
ulation around the site. The study took into account only fatalities, a 200 Rem 
exposure being considered as the division between acute illnesses and fatalities. 

For each radioactive release, the doses of exposure for the different population '2 
areas were computed allowing for t'.ie different types of weather (normal and most 
unfavourable conditions) and their associated probabilities. For each magnitude 
of release, there then corresponded a certain numbar of fatalities. Fig. 10 
shows the plot of these fatalities versus the probability of their occurrence. 
The numbers are seen to be very low indeed. 

5. CONCLUSIONS OF THE GBR SAFETY ASSESSMENT WORKING PARTY. 

After the study of the "Supplement to G B R 4 Preliminary Safety Working Document", 
the s r o u P of experts had a final meeting with C B R A representatives on May 21 -
22, 1975. Questions and answers were once more exchanged. 

Finally, the conclusions of the Working Party were as follows : 

"The experts note favourably the following claims, proposed by the C B R A : 

- no mechanism leading to large reactivity insertion has been identified ; 
- the use of a single-phase coolant eliminates energetic fuel /coolant inter

actions and simplifies the accident analysis ; 
- the provision of an additional shut-down system activated by a thermal "fuse" 

device ; 
- progress in the design of a highly reliable decay heat removal system incorpor

ating also natural convection cooling at full helium pressure ; 
- the inspection and maintenance of safety relevant components may be facilit

ated by the use of an inert and transparent coolant. 

On the basis of the evidence presented to the group and bearing in mind the lim
ited effort available, no fundamental reasons have been identified which would 
prevent a gas-cooled fast breeder reactor of the kind proposed by the Associ
ation achieving a satisfactory safety status. 

The above will be dependent upon successful completion of essential experimental 
and theoretical programmes, supported by detailed engineering design, development 
and testing related to safety at a level comparable with other reactor systems. 

Key aspects include : 

- further examination of fuel assembly failure mechanism and the 'evelopment and 
substantiation of fuel safety criteria ; 

- the fuel pin venting system ; 
- the substantiation of the proposed shut-d >wn systems ; 
- the demonstration of the proposed emergency cooling systems ; 
- the validation of the prestressed concrete vessel integrity ; 
- the consolidation of the position in regard to reactivity accidents ; 
- whole core excursion analysis ; 
- core catcher performance including associated processes", 



6. ADDITIONAL WORK ON ULTIMATE ACCIDENT. 

One of the main concerns of the members of the GBR Safety Assessment Working 
Party was the whole core accident and the associated feasibility of a core cat
cher device. It was generally agreed that there is no identified mechanism 
leading to a large reactivity insertion with an inlet core geometry in the GBR. 
The only reactivity insertion with this type of reactor is that related to the 
core compaction during a gross core melt-down accident. 

An assessment of this question was carried out. It is reported in "Supplement 
n*2 to GBR 4 Preliminary Safety Working Document" issued in February 1978, and 
summarized hereafter. 
The analysis reflected the designer's views and was carried out in a pragmatic 
way ; simple assumptions were made on the various phenomena, and when a clear 
physical situation could not be identified, the most pessimistic case was anal
ysed. 

The selected initiating event of the melt-down accident in the reference case 
was the maximum possible depressurization with complete loss of coolant flow 
and reactor trip. The probability of such an event which is also the highest 
to get a gross core melt-down, is of 1.2 10~'0/reactor year. But even more re
mote types of accidents such as the melt-down with no trip were considered. 

The analysis of the melt-down process under decay heat [tripped reactor] has 
shown that the core collapse was very slow : 400 s after trip to start the fuel 
melting and 600 more seconds for the core to be completely molten, Fig. 11. 

Each mesh of clad, wrapper and fuel is assumed to fall by gravity as soon as it 
reached the melting temperature, the upper not molten part of the core falling 
on top of the lower, still solid part. 

It was also assumed that, in the worst case, the molten fuel was prevented to 
flow further dovnwards by the steel from the clads refreezing in the channels 
of the lower blanket. This compaction rises the problem of recriticality and 
energy release. 

The latter phenomena are essentially governed by the presence of absorber in the 
melt, but this is very difficult to asses, and a probabilistic approach only can 
allow an attempt to analyse the situation. The effects of a recriticality have 
therefore been assessed in the worst possible case, i.e. that of a molten core 
with no absorber in it. The worst possible reactivity ramp in this particular 
case is only 0.48 $/s when the reactor becomes prompt critical and this leads 
to a power excursion of less than 2000 MWs during which the fuel does not reach 
vapourization, Fig. 12. This release is calculated without taking into account 
the effect of gases heating up and expansion which would lead to a quicker dis
assembly. The destructive forces are therefore negligible and it seems reason
able to postulate that the PVC integrity is maintained. The power excursion 
is terminated by a materials displacement [mild disassembly), but the melt-down 
process continuing under decay heat, there might be further compactions followed 
by rather weak power excursions and disassemblies, and this would tend to acce
lerate the melt migration through less reactive [lower blanket] and absorbing 
IB4C lower shieldl materials, decreasing therefore the risk of further recritic-
alities. 

Thanks to the delay provided by a large circulator inertia during run-down, and 43 
by the Doppler and core expansion effects, the melt-down without trip gives a 
ramp of reactivity of 2.5 to 3 tit only and this with a probability of occur
rence 102 lower than in the reference case. The energy release, about 8.000 MWs 
without effect of gases expansion, is not either likely to endanger the PCV 
structure. 

When the debris have migrated through the lower blanket and shield and reactor 
steel support, they fall on the floor of the reactor cavity and produce the 
melting of a cap opening the way to a core catcher located in the cavity below 
that of the reactor. The mixing of molten fuel with a sacrificial material 
[Borax] in the core catcher makes easier the heat removal from the melt without 
heavy thermal constraints. 

The conclusion is that, now that it appears that no significant fuel vapouriz
ation is likely to occur, the real source of short and medium term fatalities 
remains the fission gases which could escape from the reactor building since 
the beginning of the melt-down accident. These gases are leaking in the build
ing from the rupture which has caused the depressurization. The reactor building 
therefore remains the vital protection for the public and its reliability is 
the key argument in the GBR safety analysis. 

The core catcher merit is to stop the melt migration and avoid the long term 
pollution of the water table, but it has a limited influence on the short and 
medium term fatalities. The reliability of the core catcher still being diffi
cult to assess, it might be worthwhile to provide a last barrier at the bottom 
of the reactor cavity : a kind of pan provided with another sacrificial mate
rial (basalt) where most of the decay heat would be removed by conductivity or 
radiation to the materials and the atmosphere of the building. 

In order to investigate the potential margins of the GBR 4 system, the conse
quences of a 10 and 50 t/s reactivity ramp were analysed with the BELCONUCLE-
AIRE code PANIC and the JRC-Ispra code REXCO. The following were the main 
results : 
- the destructive mechanical energy release was about 50 and 270 MWs for the 

10 and 50 t/s case, which roughly corresponds to an explosive charge of about 
15 and 70 kg T NT respectively ; 

- the vapourized fraction of the core volume was about 5 and 10 Z for the 10 and 
50 t/s case ; 

- peak pressure pulses of up to 200 bar were found for the 50 $7a case with a 
short duration of only 1 ras [I I) ; 

- the thermal energy released by the excursion would increase the coolant pres
sure by less than 10 7. provided the core debris is cooled by the core cat
cher described earlier. 

It is obvious that a PCV designed to fail at static pressures above 250 bar 
will withstand extremely short (milli-second) pressure pulses of 200 bar. Ac
cording to a recent US assessment [12], the PCV for a 300 MWe GBR demonstr
ation plant should be able to sustain a mechanical energy release of more than 
2000 MWs. 
It is concluded that in the low probability event of a Bethe-Tait excursion, 
the GBR PCV structure provides large margins against any major vessel fail
ures and the generation of missiles. 



Nevertheless, a minor breach of the pressure circuit might occur and it is 
than desirable to determine the associated radioactive release. During a Bethe-
T*it excursion coupled with depressurization, the majority of the fission pro
ducts contained in the core may be released into the secondary containment. 
A part of the plutonium is vapourized but some of it may plate out in the ves
sel itself and the rest in the secondary containment, where the surface temper
atures would not exceed 100'C. This containment being intact, any releases 
to the atmosphere would occur via the stack after passage through absolute fil
ters which stop virtually all particles. 

7. CONCLUSIONS. 

The safety assessment made by the group of experts in the European Community 
was the first of its kind to be conducted on a G B R in Europe. It did not re
veal any serious drawback in the overall safety approach and was extremely 
useful insofar as it helped to identify the key aspects on which further work 
had to concentrate. Furthermore, the findings should encourage the advocate 
of this system to pursue their work and continue their dialogue with all the 
interested parties. 

The conclusions of the safety assessment work carried out so far by the G B R A 
may be summarized as follows : 

- the most significant safety risks are associated with the depressurization ac
cident. Owing to the provision of a highly reliable decay heat removal system 
with novel design features, it is claimed that the overall probability of a 
core melt-down occurring after depressurization is reduced to extremely low 
values ; 

- all other fault transients result in considerably lower melt-down probabili
ties, mainly because of the following inherent features in the G B R 4 design : 
. the potantial to operate at very high peak coolant temperature without dis-

torsion of the fuel element geometry ; 
. the virtual elimination of a complete failure to scram owing to the inherent 

feasibility of incorporating a high-coolant-temperature actuated "fuse" 
device ; 

. adequate natural convection decay heat removal ; 

. the absence of any mechanism for the introduction of significant reactivity 
ramps ; 

- a G B R 4 gross core melt-down would most likely be slow and free from any si
gnificant nuclear excursion. It appears feasible to provide a molten core 
catcher which would solidify the fuel debris within the P C V and minimize the 
risk of fission product and plutonium release to the environment. 

It is therefore claimed that the overall safety risk associated with gas-cooled 
breeders of G B R 4 design compares favourably with that of other reactors sys
tems and, consequently, there would appear to be promising prospects for the 
future licensing of gas-cooled breeder plants without undue difficulties. 
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WITHOUT BACKFLOW THROUGH FAILED LOOPS ANO WITHOUT EMER
GENCY CCOLANT INJECTION 
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GAS-COOLED FAST REACTOR SAFETY -
AN OVERVIEW AND STATUS OF THE U.S. PROGRAM 
A. TORRI, D.R. BUTTEMER 
General Atomic Company 
San Diegot California 
United States of America 

ABSTRACT 

In the revised GCFR Safety Program Pl«n a quantitative risk l imit line has been 
adopted to establish requirements for the safety related functions and systems. The risk 
l imit line is derived from an interpretation c', NRC established licensing requirements, 
including those for LMFBR's. Multiple barriers to the progression of accident sequences 
are defined in the form of six Lines of Protection (LOPs). LOPs-1 to 3 are dedicated to 
accident prevention and represent the normal operating systems, the dedicated safety 
systems and the inherent design features, respectively. LOPs-4 to 6 are dedicated to the 
mitigation of core melt accident consequences and include in-vessel accident 
containment, secondary containment integrity and radiological attenuation, 
respectively. Cummul j t ive frequency limits and consequence limits are established for 
each LOP. Design features associated with each LOP are described and the results of 
supporting safety analyses are summarized. 

1 . THE CCFR SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN 

The purpose of the Safety Program Plan is to establish a logical framework within 
which the technological requirements necessary to demonstrate that the CCFR can 
achieve a requisite degree of safety in terms of public risk can be identified and ordered 
according to priority. This purpose is to be accomplished without penalizing the ability 
of the CCFR to compete successfully with alternate power generation technologies on an 
economic basis. The approach which has bee'i taken In establishing the Safety Program 
Plan is to (I) develop a framework of multip'e barriers, called lines of protection {LOPs), 
to limit the progression of accident sequences, (2) to establish demonstrable probability 
and consequence limiting goals for each LOP, and (3) to construct a work breakdown 
structure which clearly identifies the activities required to ensure that the objectives of 
each LOP are fulf i l led. 

For large amounts of radioactivity to be released from the core fuel it must be 
severely overheated and essentially melt to present any potential hazard to the public. 
The yardstick for measuring this hazard potential of the plant is ' r isk ' , as measured by 
the probability of a given radioactivity release to the environment. Thus, the study of 
the plant at all levels of operation is important to ensure that a requisite level of risk is 
attained by reducing accident probabilities, accident consequences, or both. The plan's 
scope therefore includes activities which address the probability of acccidents occuring 
which could lead to fuel melting as well as the ability to mitigate the consequences of 
fuel melting should it occur. 



In licensing a nuclear power plant, construction permit applications require that 
analysis be provided so that the risk to the public health and safety resulting from 
operation of the facil ity can be quantified and the margins of safety during all stages of 
plant operation can be determined. This assessment of risk has traditionally been made 
within the context of "multiple levels of safety design" on the basis of deterministic 
evaluations of conservative plant conditions; to date this approach has been reasonably 
successful judging by the absence of hazards to the public for nuclear plants currently in 
operation. Establishing such levels on the basis of deterministic analyses alone, however, 
has provided relatively l i t t le insight into the likelihood of system failures which init iate 
the accidents in the first place making it nearly impossible to determine where safety 
improvements can most optimally be made or where research efforts should be 
directed, l o address such issues, probabilistic analysis methods have been introduced in 
the past few years so that both consequence and probability information is available to 
assess risk. This approach has been included in the GCFR Safety Program Plan. 

The primary physical barriers of the GCFR plant, as well as other nuclear plants, 
which prevent exposure of the public to core radioactivity are the steel clad which 
encloses the core fuel , the reactor vessel which houses the core and coolant, the 
containment building which houses all this, and the site itself which places distance 
between the public and the plant. 

The goals of the Safety Program Plan wi l l , therefore, primarily be met by 
developing six separate and independent lines of protection as illustrated in Figure 1 . 
The i i rst three LOPs (operating systems, dedicated safety systems, and inherent 
features) are intended to prevent accidents by maintaining gross cladding integrity and 
have rightfully received the traditional first priority in the plant design. The second 
three LOPs (primary vessel, secondary containment and site) mit igate the consequences 
of accidents resulting in the release of core act ivi ty. Each LOP provides a sequential 
and quantifiable risk barrier between the public and the radiological hazards associated 
with postulated GC FR accidents. The six LOPs and their functions are described below: 

LOP-1 . The function of LOP-1 is to minimize the frequency of incidents requiring 
plant shutdown and to provide a first means of reliable shutdown and coolduwn of 
the reactor core for events which require shutdown. LOP 1 employs the operational 
and design features provided in the GCFR plant to provide normal electrical power 
generation to accomplish this function. This includes the reactor core, reactor 
vessel, reactor internals, plant control and instrumentation systems, main loop and 
shutdown cooling system, control rod system, and related balance of plant (HOP) 
systems. 

LOP-2. The function of LOP-2 is to provide automatic reliable shutdown and 
cooldown of the core in the event that the operating systems in LOP-1 fa i l . LOP-2 
includes those systems dedicated to providing this safety function and which are 
independent of the systems providing normal electrical power generation. This 
includes the core auxiliary cooling system, shutdown rod system, plant protection 
system and related BOP systems. 

L OP-3. The function of L OP-3 is to demonstrate that the inherent response of the 
reactor system will limit core damage even if the active systems in LOP-1 and LOP-
2 fa i l . By providing this function with inherent features, free from human 
intervention, an additional level of protection is provided against common cause 
failure mechanisms. LOP-3 includes natural convection core cooling, inherent 
reactor shutdown mechanisms, and inherent local fault accommodation. 

L OP-4. The function of LOP-4 is to demonstrate that the progressed concrete 
reactor vessel structure and associated systems inherently protect the containment 
against consequential failure in the event of whole core disruption r esult ing from the 
failure of LOPs 1 through 3. LOP-4 deals primarily with two threats to vessel 
integrity, namely, accident energetics and molten core debris, 

LOP-5. The function of LOP-5 is to demonstrate th j t the containment building 
structure and associated systems can delay, control, and reduce the release of 
radioactivity to the environment in the event of LOP-4 fai lure. LOP-5 deals with 
considerations of internal missile generation, containment pressure buildup control, 
containment leakage control, f lammable gas control and heat load accommodation. 

L O P-6 The function of L O P-fa is to demonstrate that naturally occurring and 
engineered attenuation mechanisms l imit the quantity of radioactivity which can be 
transported in the environment to produce significant public health effects even in 
the event of failure of the preceding LOPs. LOP-b deals with aerosol depletion 
mechanisms, weather and siting conditions and emergency procedure planning. 

The LOPs defined above separate the core disruptive accident sequence into its 
major components. Each LOP independently reduces the probability and consequence, 
hence risk, of a given accident initiator; the failure of each successive l OP serves as the 
challenge to each succeeding LOP. LOP-1 and LOP-2 deal with design features provided 
in the normal course of addressing those safety issues which must be addressed within the 
design basis, and LOPs 3 through 6 address the capability of the GCFR to accommodate 
and mitigate events traditionally considered beyond the design basis. 

Two formidable problems are faced in implementing a quantitative risk-based 
approach in identifying technology requirements for each of the LOPs: (I) the overall 
risk acceptance criteria for the plant must be quantified, and (2) Roals consistent .with 
the overal I acceptance criteria must be allocated to each of the I Ol's. 

In general, generic risk acceptance criteria have nut been established for nuclear 
power plants in the U.S. However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has 
provided some guidance in terms of risk goals for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor 
(LMFBR): (1) 1 he design should ensure minimization of the risk associated with core 
meltdown events to an extent comparable to that of I WK designs; and (2) there be no 
greater than one chance in one million per year ( i .e. 10" per reactor year) for potential 
consequences greater than 10CI l-'10ll guidelines for an individual plant. Until such time 
as risk acceptance criteria are esahlished for nuclear power plants, the above guidance 
will be assumed to present an acceptable risk objective for design ..rid operation of the 
G C F R . 

fhe problem of allocating goals to each I OP does not have a unique solution. 
Vhere are innumerable combinations of weightings which might be assigned to each LOP 
which would be consistent with the overall acceptance criteria. The optimal allocation 
of LOP goals is attained by minimizing plant operating, capital and/or lesearch costs. In 
quantifying goals early before complete information is available, there is a danger in 
selecting objective, which are non-optimal in terms of capital oi research costs. 
However, the alternative of having an unfocused program is considered even more 
perilous. The early identification and numerical - uantificatiun of program goals is 
therefore considered to he of pa ramount importance. In accomplishing this allocation it 
is important that realistic and demonstrable probability goals be assigned to each LOP. 



Deta i led considerat ions of L IV R exper ience, inc luding common cause fa i lures, show that 
the achieved LtVK system fa i lu re probabi l i ty is typ ica l l y in the range of 1u" to "Hi" . 
Considering that for each LOP several systems must respond, a goal for I OP fa i l u re 
probabi l i t ies in the range of 10~ to 1o" appears to be real is t ic based upon current 
industry exper ience. Main ta in ing the LOP ta rge t fa i l u re probabi l i t ies w i t h i n this range 
helps ensure tha t packages of work can be def ined having techn ica l l y achievable 
probabi l i ty goals, even a l lowing for common cause fa i lu res , 

With the above in m ind , as wel l as other considerat ions of main ta in ing some 
equivalence w i t h L W K systems. Figure 2 provides a pa r t i t i on ing of the risk envelope in to 
indiv idual p robab i l i t y and consequence targets for each LOP. The pa r t i t i on ing shown in 
th is f i gu re places a max imum rel iance of 10 per demand in probab i l i t y and a f ac to r of 
10"^ in consequence for »ach LOP. The combined goal of the f i rs t two LOPs which 
include the systems t rad i t i ona l l y provided to meet the design basis is 10 per year. This 
ta rge t is consistent w i t h the mean core mel t f requency ca lcu la ted in the LWK Reactor 
Safety Study. The barr iers provided in addi t ion to the f i r s t two L OPs thus represent an 
accommodat ion of accidents t r ad i t i ona l l y beyond the design basis. 

Fur ther , the consequence aversion por t i on of the risk envelope is to be achieved by 
the LOPs for wh ich the highest re l i ab i l i t y can be ach ieved, namely LOPs " th rough 1 
wh ich include systems and features which prevent loss of coolable core g e o n e t r y . I ess 
st r ingent probab i l i t y targets are assigned t o LOPs 4 through fa where the ex t reme 
complex i t y of core mel t and core disassembly phenomena must be qu- ' . i t i f i ed . At the 
higher frequency of events dealt w i t h by LOPs 1 and 2, economic c r i t e r i a are expected to 
be more l i m i t i n g than the publ ic consequence c r i t e r i a , hence the plant success c r i t e r i on 
is concerned w i t h l i m i t i n g damage to plant equ ipment . There fore , safety program 
emphasis in LOPs 1 and 2 w i l l be t o ensure that the re l iab i l i t y goals are me t . At the 
lower LOPs, the publ ic consequence c r i t e r i a became l i m i t i n g , and the re fo re the safety 
program must emphasize the a t ta inmen t of both re l iab i l i t y and consequence goals. 
Notab ly , the success of any one of the f i rs t f i ve barr iers prevents s ign i f i cant harm to the 
publ ic heal th and sa fe t y . 

The Safety Program Plan establishes a work breakdown s t ruc tu re wherein ac t i v i t i es 
required to support each of the LOPs a e iden t i f i ed as descr ibed in Reference 1 . 

2 . DESIGN FEATURES OF THE CCFR DEMONSTRATION P L A N ! 

The 350 MW(e) CCFR demonst ra t ion plant is composed of a balance of plant (HOP) 
por t ion and a nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) po r t i on . The BOP design is wel l w i t h i n 
the s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t of current nuclear p lants. The NSSS is enclosed w i t h i n a leak t igh t 
concre te reactor conta inment bui ld ing which in tu rn is surrounded by a low leakage 
conf inement bu i ld ing . The innerspace between the conf inement and conta inment 
bui ldings is ma in ta ined at a s l ight negat ive pressure so as to prevent the d i rec t release of 
i K i i i i i c e d gases to the env i ronmen t . 

An isometr ic drawing of the NSSS is shown in Figure i . The en t i r e pr imary coolant 
system is enclosed w i t h i r a prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV). The normal 
opera t ing pressure of the hel ium coolant w i t h i n the PCRV is 10.5 MPa and the mixed 
mean core in le t and out le t tempera tures are 298 and 524°C, respec t ive ly . The reactor 
core and i ts associated s t ruc tu ra l support and shielding components are located w i t h i n 
the cen t ra l PCRV c a v i t y ; the coolant f lows upward through the co re . The core is 
supported f r o m below by an in tegra l core support s t ruc tu re composed of a g r id p la te and 
a core barre l whic> provides la tera l support to the indiv idual core assemblies at two 

e levat ions. I he cont ro l and shutdown rods enter the core f rom above and are dr iven by 
independent and diverse dr ive mechanisms located w i th in penetrat ions in the reactor 
cav i ty closure plug. l a t e r a l support of the ac tuat ion shafts and guides for the t o re 
out le t tempera tu re mon i to r ing thermocouples is provided by ins t rument t rees. Refuel ing 
is done f rom above, wherein groups of seven (Aire assemblies are serviced bv a refuel ing 
machine which enters t l i rough the cont ro l rod / re fue l ing pene t ra t i on ; in the closure plug 
located above the center of the seven elements; the rod mechanisms and t tie inst rument 
trees are removed pr ior to the re fue l ing opera t ion . 

l i te reactor core consists of 1 SO fuel assemblies, 14 con t ro l rod and shutdown rod 
assemblies and 1t>2 radial blanket assemblies arranged in a hexagonal geomet ry , I wo 
rows of re f lec to r shield assemblies surround the radial b lanket assemblies to provide 
shielding to the core ba r re l , f ach core assembly is approx imate ly 5 m long and is held in 
the gr id p late by a pneumatic holddown dev ice, I h e core s t ruc tu ra l mater ia l is 
auste. iet ic stainless steel and the fuel mate r ia l is mixed p lu ton ium and uranium ox ide. 
I h e core has three fuel enr ichment /ones w i th an average enr ichment of 17% 
p lu ton ium. Depleted UO_ is used as the f e r t i l e mater ia l in the axial b lanket regions of 
the fuel assemblies as we l l as in the radial blanket assemblies, l ioronated graphi te is 
used as the shielding mater ia l in the re t lec to r shield assemblies. 

Each fuel assembly contains a bundle of 2<>S fuel rods and 6 gr id spacer support rods 
w i t h i n a hexagonal duc t . The ac t ive core height is 1200 m and fiOO mm axial blankeis are 
provided at e i ther end. Axial shielding is provided above and below the fuel rod bundle to 
pro tec t the s t ruc tures above the core and the bo t tom gr id p la te f rom excessive radiat ion 
exposure. 1 he fuel rods are la tera l ly supported by spacer grids located along the bundle 
length and are roughened over the fueled por t ion of the i r length to improve heat t ransfer 
t o the hel ium coo lan t . Pressure w i t h i n the fuel rods is equal ized to that of the reactor 
coolant by co l l ec t i ve vent ing in to a pressure equal izat ion sys tem. This, plus the fact 
that the hel ium coolant doesn't become ac t i va ted , is expected to result in very low 
c i r cu la t ing ac t i v i t y levels w i th in the pr imary coolant sys tem. The indiv idual fuel 
assemblies have an o r i f i c e at the top which can be ad lusted at refuel ing t ime to 
compensate tor power shi f ts w i th in the core. 

The three main cool ing loops, each of which includes a once- through hel ical co i led 
steam generator and a bo t tom mounted hor izonta l ly o r ien ted e lec t r i c motor dr iven 
hel ium c i r cu la to r , are located in per ipheral cav i t ies in the PC KV wa l ls . The three core 
aux i l ia ry cool ing system loops, each of which includes a he l ' um- to -wa te r core aux i l ia ry 
heat exchanger and an e lec t r i c motor dr iven auxi l iary c i r cu la to r , are conta ined in 
smaller cav i t ies in the PC" RV wal ls . 

As shown in f i g u r e 3, there are three separate c i rcu i ts for residual heat removal in 
the 1 ] I I K : (1) steam bypass to the condenser using the normal main loop cool ing system 
(MLCS) components; (2* opera t ion of the three safety class shutdown cool ing system 
(SCS) loops which make use of the steam generators and main hel ium c i rcuators (dr iven 
by pony motors) w i t h a safety-c lass isolat ion condenser; and (i) opera t ion of the three 
core aux i l ia ry cool ing system ( ( A C S ) loops which employ separate safety-c lass 
c i r cu la to rs , heat exchangers, and heat dump c i r cu i t s . Ihe water loop of the SCS is 
designed for n a t j r a l convect ion operat ion and the isolat ion condenser has approx imate ly 

Ref. 1: "Gas-Cooled f a s t Breeder Reactor (CCFR) Safety Program Plan, ' General 
A tom ic Company, Report GA-A154JO (Rev.), to be publ ished. 



JO minutes of water inventory before makeup water is required. The C AC S is designed 
to naturally convect residual heat from the core all the way to the ultimate heat sink 
through the helium, water, and air fluid systems. 

J. AC CI I H NT PREVENTION BY LINES (J F I ' K D T E C D O S 1 , 2 , A N 0 3 

•\s discussed in Section 1, tOPs 1, 2, and 3 include those normal operating systems, 
dedicated safety systems and inherent design features intended to prevent accidents by 
maintaining acceptable core temperatures. These systems have rightfully received the 
major design and reliability emphasis to date. The reliability allocations and functional 
requirements for the control rod scram system (LOP-1) and the shutdown rod system 
(LOP-2) are similar to those for LviFFSR designs and are felt to be achievable whereas 
those for the residual heat removal (RHR) systems are somewhat more unique and have 
received more detailed attention. 

The RHR systems employed in LOP-1 are the main loop cooling system (MLCS) and 
the shutdown cooling system (SCS). The MLCS is non-safety grade sharing several 
components with the power conversion system. Helium circulation is provided by the 
main circulator and its drive motor and heat is rejected through the steam generator into 
the main condenser using main turbine bypass l inei. Feedwater flow is provided by the 
main feedpumps and auxiliary boiler steam is used for some modes of operation. The 
MLCS can maintain core temperatures bel.-w the appropriate limits with one of the t hree 
loops operating with full helium pressure and with two of the three loops operating during 
refueling or for depressurization accidents as severe as the design basis depressurization 
accident (DBDA). The second LOP-1 RHR system is the SCS which is automatically 
initiated by the PPS should the MLCS be unavailable. The SCS is an engineered safety 
system which shares the steam generator and main circulator with the MLCS , but 
errploys circulator pony motors, class IE electrical power supplies and dedicated heat 
rejection systems. Heat is rejected by boiling water off in individual isolation condensers 
which have about 30 minutes of stored water inventory with water makeup available. 
Water is circulated in the closed loop by either forced or natural convection. The SCS 
has the same RHR capability as does the MLCS for pressurized and refueling events, but 
it cannot accommodate a DHDA because the pony motors have only a 50% speed 
capability. 

Should the RHR systems in LOH-1 fail to operate when needed, the LOP-2 RHR 
function, provided by the core auxiliary cooling system (CACS), is automatically 
started. The safety class CACS has three independent ioops each with an electric motor 
driven auxiliary circulator, a helium isolation (or check) valve am! a core auxiliary heat 
exchanger _(C AH E). Heat is transferred from each C AH t to an auxiliary loop cooler 
(ALC) by the pressurized core auxiliary cooling water system (CACWS) and is rejected 
from the ALC to the atmosphere through elevated natural draft towers. Electrical 
power is provided to each loop by three independent class IE sources. Transient analyses 
indicate that core temperatures are maintained below the appropriate limits for 
pressurized cooldown, refueling and l)FU)A events with two of the three CACS loops 
operating. 

Several inherent and passive design features are included in the CCFR 
demonstration plant which provide an additional level of protection in »iie very unlikely 
event th=tt the active systems included in l. OPs 1 and 2 fail to operate. These features, 
which mak: up LOP 3, include natural convection core cooling as well as inherent reactor 
shutdown mechanisms. They are self controlling and do not require operator act ion, thus 
providing protection against common cause failure mechanisms. 

Natural convection cooling of the core is provided by the thermal profiles in the 
helium, water and air fluid portions of the CACS as shown in Figure 4. Isolation valves in 
each of the CACS loops are designed to open by gravity and those in each of the main 
loops are designed to close by gravity when the pressure head from the main circulators 
is lost. If during full power operation motive power to the main circulators is lost, the 
reactor will be scrammed. If the SCS and active CACS fail to start up, the main 
circulators coast down and natural convection in the three C AC S loops begins at about 55 
sec. when the main and auxiliary loop isolation valves change their states. The maximum 
clad temperatures in the core during the natural convection cooling phase remain below 
the normal operating temperature and the maximum water temperature reached in the 
CACWS is I B O ' C , well below the 300°C saturation temperature. Sensitivity studies of 
natural convection cooling have investigated 2 out of 3 CACS loops operating, premature 
opening of the C ACS isolation valves and fail j r e of the main loop i so la tin valves (ML IVs) 
to close. With only two CACS loop operating the maximum clad and CACWS 
temperatures are 760 and 2 1 5 ' C , respectively, well below their l imits. If the auxiliary 
loop isolation valves open earlier than expected or if the ML IVs fail to close, there is 
some core bypass flow, but the maximum clad temperatures still remain below their 
normal operating value. The small sensitivity to failures of the ML IVs is due to 
intentional self-isolation features in the main loop design involving the upper PC RV cross 
duct location and the thermal center of the steam generator being above that of the 
core. The current SCS design is capable of satisfactory natural convection cooling in 
both the helium and water systems although the ML IVs are designed to close by gravity 
so as not to impair active CACS operation during depressurization accident events. 

All of the above discussion of natural convection RHR is based upon pressurized 
helium with a full helium inventory in the PCRV. However, planned refueling and 
maintenance operations will be conducted at slightly subatmospheric helium pressure. 
Reliability studies have shown that RHR reliability can be improved significantly if 
natural convection capability is available during these events. The core adiabatic heat 
up rate for the low decay heat levels and the low initial temperatures associated with 
these planned operations are such that twenty minutes is available to restore core 
cooling before the faulted core temperatures are exceeded. The helium pressure 
required to cool the core by natural convection during refueling is 10.1! a t m . The GCFR 
design includes the capability to repressurize the PCRV sufficiently fast and to an 
adequate pressure level simply by opening a >*alve in the line to the high pressure helium 
storage system. This, of course, requires that certain refueling equipment be designed 
for the moderate pressure levels. 

In addition to inherent natural convection core cooling capabilities of the C C F R , 
inherent reactor shutdown features are being considered as part of L ' p - 3 . Devices 
under consideration include a thermally actuated Curie point magnet or a pressure-drop 
actuated design which would decouple the control and/or shutdown rods from their drives 
so as to automatically scram the reactor if the active systems fail to operate. In 
addition to these potential design features, recent analyses of a loss of forced circulation 
accident with failure to scram indicate that the inherent reactivity coefficients of the 
CCFR core will reduce the core power level sufficiently so that three LACS loops can 
provide adtqume natural convection cooling following main circulator coastdown. The 
two principle negative reactivity feedback components are fuel rod duct bowing and 
thermal expansion of the control rods downward into the core. Core power reduces to 
less than 10% within about 100 seconds and remains nearly steady at this low level 
thereafter; natural convection provides about 4% flow, sufficient to maintain core 
temperatures below the faulted l imi t ' . 



4. RELIABIL I ,' CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACCIDENT PREVENTION 

Since 1977 every major design decision in the U.S. GCFR program has included a 
quantitative reliability assessment of the available design options and major design 
changes have resulted in a design which now is believed to be compatible with the 
reliability goals for accident prevention. Most of the emphasis has been on 
improvements of residual heat removal reliabil ity, which in 1976 was foind to be by far 
the dominant contributor to the overall probability of a core melt accid -n t in the CC F R. 

The integration of reliability considerations into the design development program 
for accident prevention requires that the limitations of a *afety reliability program are 
clearly recognized. Foremost, one must recognize that an integral verification of the 
accident prevention reliability goal cannot be verified by the actual operation of a plant 
or even by the l i fet ime operating experience of many plants. Because of this inherent 
l imitat ion, it is essential that the plant developer clearly define the process and 
acceptance criteria by which a design is judged to meet or fail the safety reliability 
cr i ter ia . For this purpose a plant specif.catin on reliability has been prepared. It defines 
the reliability allocations for each system, subsystem, and component. It defines the 
procedures, analysis methods and cri ter ia for meeting the allocated goals, and it defines 
the responsibility within the design and safety organizations for performing the work 
necessary to demonstrate compliance with the goals. It is equally important for the 
licensing authority to review the plant specification on reliability and agree that it 
constitutes an acceptable basis for determining compliance within the probabilistic 
safety goals. Secondly, one must recognize that common cause failures are an 
engineering reali ty. Experience indicates that common cause failures are dominated by 
unintended design dependencies and human error, and not by rare events such as 
earthquakes or floods. Such unintended design dependencies can be reduced by a 
framework which utilizes each technical discipline in an optimal manner. To this end, 
the designer must be intimately involved in the reliability program. He is best qualified 
to perform the qualitative reliability work, because (1) he has a more comprehensive 
knowledge of the design for which he is responsible than does the reliability engineer, and 
(2) the qualitative reliability methods, i.e., the failure modes and effects analysis (F M E A) 
and fault t ree development, are rather straightforward to learn and apply. Special 
emphasis will be required to assure that the potential for dependent failures of redundant 
components have been minimized. Innovative techniques and an enhanced safety 
awareness by the designer will help to accomplish this goal, ' r example, by expanding 
FMEAs to discuss explicitly how the designer has minimi. _J the dependent failure 
potential for a given failure mode. Operating, test, and maintenance procedures must be 
subject to FMEAs to reduce the potential for human error, particularly the possibility of 
a single person causing dependent failures through repeated errors. 

The responsibility of the safety/reliabil i ty organization in the CCFK program is 
threefold: 

1) Reliability allocations are developed for each system, subsystem, and support system 
down to that level where a single design group !"=«s cognizance over the design of the 
hardware associated with a specific reliability goai. 

2) An independent review is performed of the designer's qualitative reliability analysis. 

1) Quantitative reliability analyses are performed for each system, subsystem, and 
support system, and the calculated reliability is compared with the allocation to 
determine whether the goal is met . 

Since initiating this reliability integration program, significant progress has been 
made in the enhancement of residual heat removal reliabil ity. In some cases this has 
entailed major changes to the GCf K design, such as the conversion from a top-supported 
downflow core to a bottom-supported upllow core arrangement with its .accompanying 
natural connection heat removal capability. Numerous other options have been 
considered and screened by this reliability process, leading to the current RHR system 
configuration which is projected to meet the LOP targets for accident prevention, 

5. ACCIDENT MITIGATION HY LINES OF PRO I t C"l ION 4, 5 AND 6 

Line of Protection 4 evaluates the PC RV as a barrier which can successfully 
contain accidents which proceed to a loss of coolable core geometry by failure of LOPs 
1 , 2 and 3. In order to accomplish this function the PC RV must be capable to contain 
energy releases which may occur in the sequence of core melting and it must retain 
molten core debris. This capability can be assigned to the GC F R reactor vessel because 
the PC RV is a very massive and structurally redundant component which inherently has a 
very large capability for energy release containment and because a cooling system is 
normally provided to cool the PCRV liner which can also be utilized to remove decay 
heat from molten core debris inside the PC RV. Additionally, since the helium coolant is 
a compressible gas, any energy release from the core is moderated significantly in trans
mission to the vessel, obviating for example 'he sodium slug impact concerns posed by a 
similar event in L M Ft) R designs. 

The loss of shutdown cooling (L OSC.') accident is likely to be a more risk dominant 
accident than accidents which postulate failure of reactor shutdown. Recrit icality 
during an L OSC accident cannot currently he ruled out due to the formation of steel 
blockages in the lower axial blanket resulting from melting, draining, and refreezing of 
cladding. This phenomena has been analytically predicted and observed in prototypic 
length fuel rod bundle experiments at the I o; Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Molten fuel 
is expected to accumulate on the steel blockage and the time for remelting the steel 
blockage or for sideward meltout of the fuel is long compared to the time for 
accumulating a crit ical molten pool size. Potential energy releases due to a 'ecr i t ical i ty 
will act t> deform the remaining structures inside the PCRV, principally the grid plate 
and its support and the axial and radial blankets. Gross energy absorption capability of 
the PCRV is at least an order of magnitude larger than the mechanical energy release 
from a vtry unlikely core disruptive accident. Ffowever, mechanical energy can be 
transmitted from the core to the penetrations ano closures in the PC RV through the 
internal structures such as the instrument tree and the control rod guide tubes, Ruckling 
of the energy transmitting members will occur well below the penetration failure 
threshold and, therefore, the energy is absorbed by structural deformation of internal 
structures and will not lead to a penetration failure. Thus, the PCRV will remain intact 
and no containment missiles will be generated. 

Molten fuel containient inside the PCRV is technically feasible if an enchanced 
liner cooling system is provided for the lower portion of the central PCRV cavity. 
Functional requirements for in-vessel multen fuel containment have been developed and 
several design concepts for the lower cavity region have been evaluated. The preferred 
concept consists of a ceramic layer of magnesia (Mgo) inside the cavity liner with a J0-
40 cm thick layer of sacraficial steel on the inside of the MgO. The sacraficial steel 
provides a 10 hour delay time before the peak heat flux reaches the liner cooling 
system. At 10 hours, the decay heat is sufficiently low that the heat can be carried away 
by an enhanced liner cooling system. In addition, an initial interruption of liner cooling 
for 2 hours can be accommodated without loss of the in-vessel molten fuel containment 
function. 



Tine of Protection 5 evaluates the containment building as a barrier which can 
successfully delay and control the release of activity to the environment for accident 
sequences which fail the first four LOPs. Three basic challenges to the integrity of the 
containment can result from a failure of the LOP-4 barrier: a) PC RV failure may result 
in the generation of missiles which may impact the containment and cause it to fail as a 
leak tight barrier. Based on current knowledge this is an unlikely failure mechanism; (b) 
core melt penetration into the PC RV base can generate large quantities of CCu and 
hydrogen, although at relatively slow rates. Containment failure can result from 
overpressurization due to accumulation of non-condensible gases or from the effects of 
hydrogen combusion; and (c) core melt penetration through the PCRV base slab will 
release the debris to the containment floor. Continued penetration through the concrete 
base mat may potentially result in downward conta - nent fai lure. 

The dominant containment failure potential appears to be from a failure to 
reestablish liner cooling within a two hour period, which would result in a loss of in-
vessel molten fuel containment. The release of C O . and hyd'Ogen from limestone 
concrete deco-nposition causes the containment presure to increase to the failure 
pressure in about 3 days. A f lammable mixture of oxygen and hydrogen is reached in 
about one day, however, because of the diluent effect of C O , and helium, a uniform 
explosive mixture is never reached. Thus, even without any mitigating action, 
containment integrity is maintained for one to several days and this t ime can be further 
extended by use of non-limestone aggregates, hydrogen recombiners or controlled and 
f i l tered containment venting. 

As molten fuel penetrates into the concrete PCRV base, the fuel pool becomes 
diluted by the solution of concrete. After 2 days the pool perimeter reaches the axial 
prestressing tendons and release into the containment may occur through the tendon 
channels. Complete peneteration of the PCRV base would require about 22 days. In 
either case, the debris pool is sufficiently diluted such that spreading over the available 
containment floor area appears adequate to freeze the debris with only minimal 
penetration into the containment base mat and penetration into the ground is not 
expected. 

Lines of Protection 6 deals with naturally occurring and potential engineered 
attentuation mechanisms which could limit the quantity of radioactivity which can be 
transported to the environment. Currently there is no specific research activity under 
the GCFR program on this LOP. However, it currently is an item of intensive 
investigation as part of the U.S. L W R research program. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The CCFR Safety Program Plan provides a logical framework for a quantifiable 
risk based approach to CCFR design and research activit ies. Each of the Lines of 
Protection defined in the plan provides an independent, sequential and quantifiable risk 
barrier between the public and the potential radiological hazards associated with 

- operation of the proposed GCFR demonstration plant. Reliability analyses and system 
design and performance studies completed to date indicate that the CCFR can be 
operated without imposing undue risk to the health and safety of the public. 
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PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE IN HTGR PLANTS 

S. SU, B.A. ENGHOLM 
General Atomic Company 
San Diego, California 
United States of America 

ABSTRACT 

Occupational radiation exposures in h i gh-t enperat ore gas-cooled reactor 
(IlTGR) plants were assessed. The expected rale of dose aeoumul at. i ons for a 
large ilTGR steam cycle (HTGR-SC) unit is D.07 man-rem/MW( e > y, while the 
design basis is 0.17 maii-rcin/MW(o)y. The comparable figure lor actual light 
water reactor (l.WR) experience is 1.3 man- rom/MW( e )y. The favorable HTGK 
occupational exposure is supported by results from the Peach Bottom Unit 
No. 1 liTGR and Fort St. Vraiii HTCR plants and by operation experience at 
British gas-iooled reactor (OCR) stations. 

1. SUMMARY 

Radiation exposures ol reactor plant personnel include exposures 
arising from reactor operation and surveillance, routine m;. i utenance, 
refueling, waste process i ug, in-service inspection, and 'ipecial (or 
unplanned) maintenance. This paper will address projected as well as actu
ally experienced occupa t i ona 1 exposures at HTGR j lints. Compa r i sons with 
actual exposures at l.WR plants will also be presented. 

Dose assessments performed for the 2240-MW(t) |900-MW(e)] HTGR-SC 
reference plant led to the conclusion that the expected anrual exposure 
would amount lo 50.8 man-rem per unit. The corresponding expected rate of 
dose accumulation is 0.07 man-reni/MW( e) y, whereas the design basis estab
lished for the large HTCR-SC plants is 0.17 man~rem/MW(e)y. It should be 
mentioned that the dose assessment for the HTGR-SC refueling operation 
assumed an ex-vessel refueling concept. With tile current in-vessel refuel
ing scheme, reduction of refueling mnn-ren exposures by a factor of 2.0 or 
more appears to be attainable. 

Actual man-rem exposures at the Peach Hot torn Unit No. 1 IlTGR and at the 
Fort St. Vrain HTGR have been exceptionally low. The annual collective dose 
IKO; nuviT exceeded 10 man-rem, and the average annual dose per worker has 
been minimal. Furthermore, operating experience to date at the Fort St. 
Vrain plant shows thai the rate of occupational dose accumulation is less 
than 0.1 man-rem/MWte)y. 

The comparable radiation exposure for actual l.WR experience, averaged 
over all operating, l.WR plants in the United Slates from 1%9 through 197H, 
is 420 man-rem per reactor per year, or 1.3 man-rem'MW(e)y. Ry comparison, 
occupational exposures at IlTGR plants ire considerably lower than those at 
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LWR facilities. The favorable I1TOR occupational exposure is supported by 
the results from the Peach Bottom and Fort St. V'rain HTGR plants, as well as 
by operating experience at the British Oldbury and Wy' i OCR plants, which 
also have prestressed concrete reactor vessels (PCRV . 

2. HTGR DOSE COMMITMENT 

A comprehensive study of occupational radiation exposure was conducted 
for a reference large HTGR-SC plant rated at 2240 MW(t) or 900 MW(e) net. 
The dose assessment covered the following work functions: reactor operation 
and surveillance, refueling, routine maintenance, in-service inspection, and 
special (or unplanned) maintenance. 

2.1. Reactor Operation 

During reactor operation, routine surveillance and inspection are 
required around the PCRV. The HTCR containment building is accessible on a 
United basis for a maximum occupancy duration of 10 hr ea. week per person 
during operation. The operating dose rates in the containment range from 
1.0 to 10 mrem/hr, depending upon the location and the containment ventila
tion rate. Radiation sources affecting containment access include direct or 
streaming radiation from the reactor cavity and gasborne activity due to 
PCRV leakage. 

Based upon a conservative operating dose rate of 8.0 mrem/hr in the 
containment building and an access requirement of 20 man-hours per week, the 
annual exposure for reactor operation at 80% load factor is estimated to be 
approximately 7 man-rem. Reduction of the exposure is possible with a 
reduced PCRV leak rate and/or an increased containment ventilation rate, 
which would lower the gaseous dose rate in the containment building. 

2.2. Re fueling 

About <-ne quarter of the HTGR core is refueled annually. Refueling can 
be accomplished with an ex-vessel or in-vessel refueling scheme. The ex-
vessel scheme requires extensive use of refueling equipment to load fuel 
elements and transfer them out of the PCRV. With the in-vessel scheme, all 
fuel elements are transferred within the reactor vessel. 

A detailed dose assessment was performed for the ex-vessel refueling 
scheme. The refueling operations include handling and storage of spent fuel 
and reflector elements, control rod drives (CRDs), and the high-temperature 
filter/adsorber (HTF/A). The major refueling equipment for the ex-vessel 
scheme consists of one fuel handling machine, three fuel transfer casks, and 
one auxiliary service cask. The ex-vessel refueling operations for the 
900-MW(e) HTGR-SC plant require a crew of 15 persons per shift on a three-
shift-per-day basis and last for 5.5 days (assuming 100Z equipment and 
personnel efficiency). 

The steady-state dose rates during refueling range from 2.5 mrem/hr in 
the general accessible areas to 10 rarem/hi' near the refueling equipment. 
The dose rates for transient conditions are limited to a maximum of 100 
mrem/hr. The integrated transient exposure was determined to be negligible, 

since the refueling equipment is fully automated and personnel are not 
rocn : rid to remain near the refueling equipment under transient conditions. 

The total integrated dose to all refueling personnel (45 persons for 
the ex-vessel schene) over a refueling period of 5.5 days was estimated to 
be 5.5 nan-rem. The average exposure amounts to 1.0 man-rem/day. 

The occupational dose for the in-vessel refueling scheme has not yet 
been assessed. However, reduction of the refueling man-rem exposure by a 
factor of 2.0 or more appears to be attainable with the ln-vessel scheme, 
since all fuel and reflector elements are transferred within the PCRV. 

2.3. Maintenance and Repair 

The components and equipment items within the nuclear steam supply 
(NSS) system are, in general, designed to require minimum maintenance or 
repair. It is recognized t h n plant maintenance contributes significantly 
to the annual personnel done for LWR plants, because of crud (corrosion and 
erosion product) deposits on the components. For HTGR plants, the fission-
product plateout activity is the major radiation source for maintenance 
consideration. 

The component maintenance that must be considered includes normal 
maintenance and unplanned maintenance. An example of normal maintenance is 
the replacement of the HTF/A during refueling. Steam generator removal and 
tube plugging are regarded as unplanned maintenance for radiation exposure 
assessment. 

Normal maintenance associated with the helium purification system 
Includes periodic replacement of the HTF/A components and helium purifica
tion filter. The HTF/A removal and replacement operation is performed dur
ing refueling; hence, the occupat ion.il dose for mich operation is included 
in refueling man-rem exposure. The dose resulting from manual change of the 
purification filter is fairly small, since the filter is an rnd unit In the 
helium purification train with very little accumulation of activity. Other 
components In the purification system sire designed for 40-yr life, requiring 
no maintenance or replacement. 

The main circulators In the primary system are designed to be 
removable, although they have a design life of 40 yr. Circulator removal is 
considered unplanned maintenance. Removal of a main circulator will not be 
initiated until 5 days after reactor shutdown to allow time lor PCRV depres-
surizution and preparation for removal operation. A shielded handling 
cask, which limits the dose rate at Its outside surface to 20 mrem/hr when 
loaded, will be provided for removing the circulator from the PCRV penetra
tion and transferring it to the reactor service building for maintenance and 
storage. Maintenance and repair work on the circulator will be remotely 
accomplished in the reactor equipment service facility, which supplies the 
required service equipment and tools, The circulator will be stored in a 
shielded storage well. The total exposure for completing the removal 
operation is about 1.0 man-rem. 
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Like the main circulators, the steam generators »r« designed for a 40-
yr life but can be replaced or repaired during plant life. Steam generator 
removal involves removal of the main circulator, the concrete shield plug 
above the circulator, the dlffuaer, the compressor inlet duct, and the steam 
generator. To ease the complexity of the removal operations, the loop with 
the defective steam generator ia Isolated from normal plant operation for 1 
yr with no bypass flow to allow decay of plateout activities. Steam genera
tor reaoval operations may be initiated 1 month after shutdown. Ra-liation 
shielding (as provided by the circulator handling cask, the shield cover, 
the adapter, and the steam gnerator handling cask) and appropriate access 
control will be required to maintain AlARA (as low aa reaaonably achievable) 
radiation exposures. The estimated radiation exposure for steam generator 
removal and replacement amounts to 16.5 man-rem. The main contribution to 
the man-rem exposure results from transfer of the steam generator out of the 
containment building. 

In case of steam generator tube leaks, tube plugging will be required 
during reactor shutdown. The dose assessment for steam generator tube plug
ging is based upon 1Z tube failure during the plant life. It is roughly 
estimated that approximately 1.0 man-rem may be experienced per tube 
plugging occurrence. 

2.4. In-Service inspection 
The main areas of concern for in-service inspection are basically those 

within the primary coolant system boundary which, if they failed, could 
cause depresaurization of the PCRV and might impair an orderly shutdown of 
the reactor. These areas include the PCRV and its penetrations and the 
pressure relief system. Provisions required for in-service inspection 
include accessibility and inspectability. 

In-service inspections will be accomplished by appropriate methods such 
as visual examination, ultrasonic inspection, radiographic methods, and 
liquid penetrant techniques. Direct or remote inspection may be performed 
as convenient to reduce the working time and number of workers. 

As a further step toward maintaining ALARA radiation exposure, 
in-service Inspections will be performed, insofar as possible, during 
reactor shutdown to take advantage of the significantly reduced radiation 
levels. 

Determination of the occupational dose for in-service inspection is 
pending the availability of time-and-motion data. An integrated dose of 5 
to 10 man-rem/yr has been established as a design goal for in-service 
inspection. 

2.5. Total Dose Commitment 

The expected man-rem results for the 900-MW(e) 1ITGR-SC plant are 
summarized in Table 1 along with the design basis-- values. The expected 
annual exposure is 50.8 man-rem per unit, whereas the design basis is 130 
man-rem per unit. The corresponding rates of dose accumulation are 0.07 and 
0.17 man-reta/MW(e)y for the expected case and design basis, respectively. 

It should be noted that the doae estimate for special maintenance 
within the NSS system represents an average exposure on an annual basis, 
with the assumptions of tube plugging every year at 1.0 man-rem per occur
rence, steam generator removal every 10 yr at 16.5 man-rem per occurrence, 
and main circulator removal every 2 yr at 1.0 man-rem per removal. Th* 
expected exposure for balance-of-plant (BOP) maintenance la included to 
indicate the order of magnitude. Actual doae assessment for BOP maintenance 
is the responsibility of an archltect-rnglneer. 

TABLE 1 
MAN-REM EXPOSURE FOR 900-MW(e) HTCR-5C 

Type of Operation 

Annual Man-Rem Exposure 

Expected Design Basis 

Refueling*"* 

Reactor Operation and 
Surveillance 

NSS Maintenance and IS1 

BOP Maintenance 

Special Maintenance 

Rate of Accumulation 

|~950 MW(e) gross<b), 
80% load factor) 

5.5 

7.0 

10.1 

25.0 

3.2 

50.8 

20 

20 

20 

50 

20 

130 

50.8 
950 x 0.8 0 0 7 mro-rtm -L2<L 

MW(e)y . 0 1 7 nun-rem 
950 x 0,8 »'t>)y 

'a'Ex-vessel refueling schone assumed, 
sumed p,ross power. 

3. HTCR OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

This section describes actual ex[erie.'<e with man-rem exposure at two 
commercial HTCK plants In the United States: the Peach Bottom IITCR and the 
Fort St. Vrain IITGR. 

3.1, 

Peach Bottom Unit No. 1, operated by the Philadelphia Electric Company, 
was a 40-MW(e) prototype HTCR plant with a steel reactor vessel. The plant 
was operated successfully for over 7 yr until October 31, 1974, at which 
time it was shut down for decommissioning. 



According to records of Philadelphia Electric health physicists, 
personnel exposures during operation, maintenance, and refueling were excep
tionally low. Yearly and cumulative exposure and power generation data are 
listed in Table 2. The total annual exposure is about 3.0 man-rem. 

No separate data are available for refueling exposures, but the 
exposure is estimated to be less than 1.0 man-rem per refueling. 

TABLE 2 
PEACH BOTTOM HTGR OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

Gross Power Generati jn Average 
Man-Rem Exposure (MW(e)y) Man-Rem 

Year of per Operation By Year Cumulative By Year Cumulative MW(e)y 

1967 -3 ~3 18.9 18.9 0.16 

1968 ~3 -6 16.8 35.7 0.18 

1969 ~3 ~9 17.6 53.3 0.17 

1970 ~3 -12 18.4 71.7 0.16 

1971 -4 -16 27.0 98.7 0.15 

1972 ~3 -19 13.8 112.5 0.22 

1973 ~3 22 23.4 135.9 0.13 

1974 NA NA 22.3 158.2 NA 

3.2. Fart St, Vrain CFSV) UICK 
The Fort St. Vrain plant, owend by the Public Service Company of 

Colorado (PSC), is the only HTGR plant presently operating in the United 
States. In contrast to the Peach Bottom plant, the Fort St. Vraln plant uti
lizes a PCRV. The 842-MW(t) or 330-MW(e) rated plant achieved initial crit-
icality on January 31, 1974, and began generating electricity in December 
1976. The first refueling was accomplished in the spring of 1979, 
Commercial operability was declared on July 1, 1979. 

3.2.1. Total Exposure 

The PSC Health Physics office maintains detailed records of personnel 
radiation exposure in compliance with state and federal regulations. Based 
upon the PSC reports submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), the man-rem data for the years 1976 through 1979 are summarized in 
Table 3. 

As shown in Table 3, annual collective doses incurred by plant person
nel have been minimal. No one has exceeded an annual dose of 0.25 rem, aiu 
the average annual dose per radiation worker remains at approximately 0.05 
rem. For the last 4 yr (1976-1979, inclusive), the total collective value 
was 12.3 man-rem and a total of 137 MW-y of gross electricity had been gen
erated. The resulting average rate of exposure is 0.09 man-rem/MW(e)y. 

TABLE 3 
ANNUAL DOSES AT FORT ST. VRAIN PUNT 

1976-1979 

Personnel Monitored Annual 
Dose 

(man-rem) 

Cross 
MW(e)y 
Generated 

Average 
Man-Rent 
per 

HW(e)y 

Average 
Dose per 

Year Nil Exposure <0.1 Rem 0.1-0.25 Rem 

Annual 
Dose 

(man-rem) 

Cross 
MW(e)y 
Generated 

Average 
Man-Rent 
per 

HW(e)y 
Worker 

(rem/y)(<> 
1976 1362 25 0 1.3 2.8 0.46 0.05 

1977 946 55 1 2.9 29.8 0.10 0.05 

1978 896 34 0 1.7 75.7 0.02 0.05 

1979 1149 120 2 6.4 28.7 0.22 0.05 

(•"̂ Averaged over those individuals who received measurable exposures. 

3.2.2. Refueling Exposure 

The first refueling of the Fort St. Vraln HTGR took place in March an 
April 1979. During these refueling operations, numerous gamma dose rate 
measurements were made. 

Most of the refueling dose rates were so low that the use of a mlcror 
meter by PSC health physicists was required. For instance, the average do 
rate on the accessible surface of the fuel handling machine (FHM) when 
loaded with spent fuel was less than 1 mrem/hr. The only time personnel .i 
near the loaded FIIM is during unbolting, crane, and bolting operations, 
about half an hour per fuel region. Assuming six personnel and jix fuel 
regions, the man-rem exposure for this part of refueling would be 

6 x 6 x 0 . 5 x 1 r, n, o 
— Toon ~ = ° ' 0 1 8 man-rera 

Control rod drive handling operations were equally inconsequential (i 
exposure, except for one CRD which had activated clevis pins. In this cat 
the dose rate at some distance from the auxiliary transfer cask (ATC) was 
about 4 mrem/hr. Hence, it is possible that another 0.02 man-rem could h. 
been accumulated in moving this CRD to the storage wells. 



Health physicists made one-time measurements at greater elevations of 
the Fort St. Vrain FHM and ATC, where the surface dose rates are intention
ally higher than those within an 8-ft height above the refueling floor. It 
is possible that a few tenths of a man-rem could have been accumulated by 
these health physicists in this fashion. 

Although no breakdown of personnel exposure by work function is 
available in the PSC report to the NRC, it is believed that the total dose 
accumulation during the first refueling was less than 0.5 man-rera. 

It should be mentioned that prior to the first refueling, the Fort St. 
Vrain reactor had not exceeded approximately 65" of full power rating, and 
the spent fuel had decayed for a period of 45 to 60 days. The 60-day decay 
time reduces the La-140 inventory in the fuel elements by a factor of 25. 
If the plant had operated at 100% power and started refueling at I day 
after shutdown, the refueling personnel exposure would probably have been 
less than 5 man-rem. 

4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER REACTORS 

4.1. LWR Information 

Occupational radiation exposures at operating LWR plants for the years 
1969 through 1978 are available in NRC Report NUREG-0594 (Ref. 1). The 
report provides a compilation of information such as annual collective dose 
for each reactor, average collective dose per reactor, and average 
man-rem/MW(e)y. 

The NRC report also summarizes the annual man-rem data by work 
function. In 1978, workers involved in routine and special maintenance 
activities at LWR plants incurred 67.4% of the total cumulative dose. The 
percentages of the cumulative dose for other work functions in the same year 
for all LWRs are 13.3% for reactor operation and surveillance, 7.7% for in-
serv'ce inspection, 5% for waste processing, and 6.6% for refueling. Evi
dently, maintenance activities continue to be the predominant component of 
the collective dose. 

4.2. Experience at British GCR Plants 

The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) in the United Kingdom 
operates several GCR stations with concrete' reactor vessels, such as the 
Oldbury and Wylfa stations. Each station consists of two reactor units. 
The rated net power per unit is 300 MW(e) at Oldbury and 590 MW(e) at Wylfa. 
The actual raan-rem experience at the Oldbury and Wylfa stations for the 
years 1972 through 1978 is provided in a recent report by the CEGB (Ref. 
2). 

4.3. Comparison 

Figure 1 compares the annual collective doses per reactor for the Fort 
St. Vrain HTGR, Peach Bottom HTGR, British GCRs, and LWRs. The data on 
average man-rem/MW(e)y are compared in Fig. 2. The British Wylfa station is 
included in Fig. 1 but not in Fig. 2 because of the lack of information on 
electricity generation. 

It is obvious that LWRs have experienced considerably greater man-rem 
exposure per reactor than GCRs, On a man-rem/MW(e)y basis, the !,WR exposure 
is higher by about one order of magnitude. 

A summary of the average collective and individual doses over the 
operating years is given in Table 4 for each of the reactors. 

TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES 

Reactor Type( a) 

Average 
Annual 
Man-Rem 

per Reactor 

Average 
Man-Rem 

per 
MW(e)y(°) 

Average 
Annual Dose 
per Worker 

(rem) 

900-MW(e) large HTGR-SC (projected) 51.0 

330-MW(e) FSV HTGR (1976-1979) 3.0 

40-MW(e) Peach Bottom HTGR (1967-1973) 3.0 

300-MW(c) Oldbury GCR (1972-1978) 39.0 

590-MW(e) Wylfa GCR (1972-1978) 26.0 

All LWRs in U.S.A. (1969-1978) 420,0 

0.07 

0.09 

0.16 

0.12 

<0.1 

1.3 

NA<r> 

0.05 

NA 

0.2 

NA 

C.8 

' a>The indicated power level is a rated net capacity. 
(°'0btained by dividing the total man-rem over all operating years by tlu 

corresponding gross MW(e)y generated. 
<c>Not available. 



5. CONCLUSIONS 

Available data on occupational man-reni exposures at coramercial nuclear 
plants clearly indicate that GCRs are experiencing less dose accumulation 
than U.S. LURs. Reactors of the HTGR type, both Peach Bottom and Fort St. 
Vrain, as well as the large HTGR-SC, fall in line with this observation, 
having annual collective dose per reactor or man-rem/MW(e)y values 
substantially lower than LWRs. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Composite HTO» Analysts Program (CHAP) consists of 

a moaei-inoependent-svstems analysis mainframe nv-n-o LASAN 
ant? model-dependent linked code modules, each representing •> 
component, subsystem, or phenomenon of an HTOR plant. The 
Port St. Vraln (FSV) version (CHAP-2) includes 21 coned 
modules that model the neutron Kinetics and thermal response 
of the core; the thermal-hydraulics of the reactor primary 
coolant system, secondary steam supply svstem, w d t»al»r;e-
of-pl*nt; the actions of the control system and plant 
orotection system; tne resoonse of the reactor building: ana 
the relative hazard resulting from fuel particle failure. 
FSV steady-state and transient plant data are being used to 
oartlally verify the component modelinq and dynamic simu
lation techniques used to predict plant response to postu
lated accident sequences. Results of tnese oreliminary 
validation efforts are presented showing oooo agreement 
between code output and plant data fcr the portions of tne 
cod* that have been tested. Plans for further development 
and assessment as well as application of the validated code 
are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Tne Safety Code Development Croup of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

(LASO is developing wnole-plant simulation codes 'or hlqh-remperature 0*s-
cooled reactors (HTGHS) under the ausoice* of the Experiment.*! Gas-Cooled 
Reactor Safety Research Branch of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( U S N N O 
[1-3]. This oaoer describes the status of ann the development ni-*n« fnr to* 
rort St. Vrain (FSV) version of tne Composite HTOR Analysis Program (CHAP-?). 

The cooe is deslaned to provide Flexibility in Th* definition of *»otn the 
transient sequence and the detail of the oUnt component mooei*. Tois 
requires a modular appioach to component modelino, * fle<iDl« Input/output 

package, variable dimensioning, and solution methods that can gracefully 
handle the abrupt changes In system description and behavior that occur In 
some accident sequences. The code was deslqned to be very fast running, 
however It's ultimate computation speed has not yet been evaluated. 

II. CODE PHILOSOPHY 
The CHAP cooes consist of a model-Independent systems analysis mainframe 

named LASAN, and model-aepftndent linked code modules each modeling a 
component, subsystem, or phenomenon of an HTGR plant. The Los Alamos Systems 
Analysis (LASAN) code has steady-state, transient, and frequency-response 
analysis capabilities. The standardized modular structure for component 
modeling required by the lASAN code facilitates modification of component 
models and the incorporation of new features. The LASAN code, which has been 
described in detail elsewhere («], accepts mixed imRUclt-expltcit-Quaslstatlc 
mathematical descriptions, providing the modeler with a very flexible, 
powerful, and easy-to-use systems analysis tool. These codes are designed to 
be exportable but were developed on a nx.*-7(400 computer and do require some 
modification for other computer systems. 

The FSV-dependent coo* modules arid generic HTC,R component and material 
property suoproqrams are coupled with the LASAN code to create the F S V whole-
plant simulation code CHAP-?, The CHAP-? proqram Includes 21 eodef modules 
that model the HTOR reactor, the vented confinement structure, fuel particle 
failure and relative fission product hazard, the electrtcai qentratlnq station 
balance-of-plant, and the control and plant protection *v*tem*. In general, 
the mathematical complexity of these code modules has oeen minimized while 
maintaining an acceptably accurate representation of the static and dynamic 
characteristics of the modeled component. Some components, such as the steam 
generator and steam reneater, require considerable spatial ana mathematical 
detail to represent their dynamic characteristics. Options an- provided that 
allow the user to select tne degree of soatial detail for the thermal-
hydraulic and neutronlc analysis of the reactor core that Is required by the 
transient being simulated, Early In the development program the tJSNRT defined 
a number of transient* to be considered when designing a systems analysis code 
for F5V that the code must be *o|e to analyze, with or without additional 
system failures and/or mitigating operator actions, These transients Include 
rod withdrawal at newer, turbine trip, moisture leakage lots the orlmary 
coolant, parti*! loss of primary coolant fj.jw, slow primary system 
oepressurl/ation, partial loss of feedwater flow, loss of normal AC power, end 
loss of condenser vacuui., 

The only Fsv component required ny some or the transients mentioned above 
that Is not vet modeled is the n«iium circulator auxiliary water turbine 
(pelton wneel) drive. To date portions of these transients n»ye neen analyzed 
with various CHAP-',' detailed code modules active In the simulation, we have 
not yet completed any detailed whole-plant, simulations, 

me h*ve completed a module-ny-module checkout of tiw coiie to assure that 
boundary conditions are parsed properly between the module* aro that the 
mathematical description provide* in Internally consistent representation of 
the component, subsystem, or oneiiomenon bring modeled, Me no* are entering a 
developmental assessment phase In whlcn we will refine the modeling and cooe 
parameters to match rnw.'/ output with measurement s t*ken on the FSV plant. 
This assessment, will Include analyses of Individual component steaily states, 
whole-plant steady states, *rm partial and whole-plant operational 



transients. When the developmental assessment is complete, we will release 
CHAP-2 and begin analysis of those postulated operational and accident 
scenarios that are of interest to the USNRC. The LASAN code will be released 
to the US National Energy Software Center (NESC) near the end of October, 1980 

III. DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

In our assessment efforts, we have lelied on oublished and unpublished 
transient and steady-state data for FSV. One problem with this data is that 
the initial conditions, operating procedures, and system cnnfiquration are 
often inadequately described. Public Service Company nf Colorado (PSC), the 
owner and operator of the FSV Nuclear Generating Station, has provided LASL 
with inaqnetic tapes containing a relatively detailed time history of 256 
analog and comouted plant data points recorded by their Data-Loqqer computer 
system. We are in the process of implementinq the proaram to read these tapes 
on VAX computers at LASL. When operational, the program and data tapes will 
allow us to choose an interesting operational transient, bring the whole-plant 
model to an accurate initial condition, and then perform the simulation. 

The process of code assessment and subsequent model refinement is an 
iterative one. we begin by obtaining a steady-state for an individual code 
module with fixed boundary conditions. At this staqe we hooe to discover any 
obvious coding errors and determine whether the mathematical model is adequate 
for the static representation of the component modeled. We may then adjust 
certain model Darameters within their limits of uncertainty to improve the 
agreement between code output and olant data. Examples of some parameters we 
have adjusteJ to obtain outouts more representative of rSV can he found in 
Table I. 

Once this process ha; been comoleted, it is repeated at other power levels 
to determine if the flow deDendence, temperature dependence, and so forth are 
approximately correct. Model refinement may be reouired, as well =is 
subseguent parameter readjustment. When the individual module steady-state 
reoresentation is satisfactory, detailed modules can be coupled for steady-
state and transient plant simulations. These simulations may reveal dynamic 
modeling inadequacies. 

The code modules that have required the most model refinement are those 
that model the helical coiled once-through steam generator and steam 
reheater. During the rise-to-power testinq program at FSV the thermal 
performance of the steam qeneratnr was consideraoly below design levels 
[5-7], This performance deoradation is caused orimarily bv (1) reoenerative 
heat transfer between the main steam, feedwater and cold helium in the 3rea 
below the main steam generator bundle and in the main stpam downcomers from 
the finishing s-^erheater bundle, ano (?) regenerative heat transfer between 
the main steam and feedwater subheader tubes in the lower steam oenerator 
oenetration where these tubes are in close proximity. The first effect was 
inadequately modeled in the oriqinal CHAP-2 code module, while the second 
eff9ct had been neolected. Tables II, III, and IV summarize the steady-state 
representation . for the steam generator and reheater in the latest CHAP-2 code 
modules, which include both heat transfer effects noted above. These modules 
contain 31 ordinary differen'ial equations compared to 20 equations in the 
earlier mode'. 

To date, a few comparisons have peen made between CHAP-? code output ana 
FSV operational transients. F;qures 1 anq 2 oresent results from a CHAP-2 

simulation of the fully automatic load change test from 30* to 68X reactor $4 
power performed at FSV on May k, 1978. During this load change all of the 
control systems, including adjustment of the hot reheat and main steam 
temperature setpolnts with load, were in full automatic. The average reactor 
power level change rate during the load increase was approximately 0.9% per 
min. The CHAP-2 model used eight pf the 20 detailed FSV component mpdules 
with the remainder of the plant modeled by simplified mathematical 
descriptions in an additicnal boundary condition module. The modules that 
model the intermediate-pressure and low-pressure (IP/LP) turbine, the 
feedwater heaters, the turbine-driven and motor-driven feedpumps, and their 
controls are important for this transient, but were not used. The feedwater 
flow was assumed to be proportional to load demand, and the various reguired 
values cf enthalpy, pressure, and flow for these components were calculated 
from simplified models. The resulting model used 104 ordinary differential 
equations and required approximately 33 m'n of computer time for the 54-min 
transient, giving a ratio of simulation time to transient time of about 0.6. 
No attempt has been made at line-by-line optimization of the code, and no 
compiler optimization was used because the simulation was executed under the 
control of an interactive debugger. 

In general, the comparison appears good. The plateau in some of the plots 
at AC min if due to the reheat temperature setpoint changing from a load-
varyinq to constant value at 53% of rated feedwater flow. T'̂ is setpoint 
affects the load change because reactor power is controlled on the difference 
between the reheat steam temperature and its setpoint, with a feedforward from 
the high-pressure turbine first-staae pressure that is proportional to load. 
In general, the helium flow, main steam temperature, reheat steam temperature, 
and reactor cower all appear to chanqe more smoothly for the simulation than 
in the data. Tnis may be caused DV incorrect values for controller gains, or 
it may be that some reservoirs used in the lumped parameter modelinq have too 
large a volume, thereby introducinq an artificial damping into the plant 
response. The simplified models of the IP/LP turbine steam extractions, 
feedwater heaters, and pumps used in the simulation probabjV mask the true 
dynamics of that portion of the system. The sinqle equivalent loop model in 
CHAP-2 does appear to simulate the averaqe of the two loop steam temperatures 
very well. 

In the months ahead *e will be performing manv comparisons of CHftP-2 
simulations with FSV plant data. We will continue to refine the models and 
include more code modules in the simulation until we h3ve a valicar.ed whole-
plant simulation model for FSV. 
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TABLE I 

EXAMPLES OF CHAP-2 PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT 

CHAP-2 PARAMETER 
ADJUSTED 

PLANT DATA VALUE 
ACHIEVED 

1) Core channel orifice loss 
coefficients 

Channel exit temperatures 

2) Width of side reflector gaps Side reflector heat removal 

3) Helium circulator turbine 
flow coefficient 

Flow rate in circulator 
turbine 

4) High-pressure turbine flow 
coefficient 

Feedwater flow rate 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF STEAM GENERATOR CODE MODULE PERFORMANCE AT 70* REACTOR POWER3 

PARAMETER 

Helium Flow, kq/s 
Helium Temperature at Module Exit, K 
Feedwater Flow, kg/s 
Feedwater Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Module Inlet, J/g, K 
Regenerative Gains, J/g 
Feedwater Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Bundle Inlet, J/g, K 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Finishing 

Superheater Outlet J/g, K 
Regenerative Losses, J/g 
Steam Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Module Outlet, J/g, K 
Net Main Steam Generator 

Heat Duty, MW 39.65 39.61 

CHAP-2d PLANT 

26.9 26.9 
624.0 622.0 

15.52 15.52 

823.5, 465.0 823.5, 465.0 

44.8 44.6 

868.3, 475.0 868.1 , 475.0 

345^.0, 834.0 3451.3, 834.0 

74.0 75.1 

3378.0, 806.0 3376.2, 805.0 

3 Plant data at 1030 hours, May 3, 1978. 
& Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to mat .n measured values. 



TABLE III 

SUMMARY OF REHEATER CODE MODULE PERFORMANCE AT 7CT REACTOR POWERd 

PARAMETER 

Helium Temperature at Module Inlet, K 
Helium Temperature at Reheater Bundle 
Exit, K 

Cold Reheat Steam Flow at Module 
Inlet, kg/s 

Cold Reheat Enthalpy ana Temperature 
at Module Inlet, J/g, K 

Regenerative Gain, J/g 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Bundle 

Inlet, O/g, K 
Labryinth Seal Leakage, kg/s 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Bundle 

Exit, J/g, K 
Enthalpy Drop Due to Labyrinth 

Seal Leakage, J/g 
Regenerative Loss 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Module 

Exit, J/g, K 

CHAP-2L PLANT 

966.0 966.0 

910.0 908.0 

15.84 15.84 

3046.4, 593.0 3046.4, 593.0 
12.1 11.2 

3058.5, 599.0 3057.2, 598.0 
0.446 0.446 

3572.9, 825.0 3573.2, 825.0 

14.5 14.5 
12.1 11.2 

3546.3, 813.0 3547.5, 814.0 

Additional Heat Balance Data 

Total Outer Shroud Heat Loss, m 
Net Heat Loss to Penetration Liner 

Cooling System, MW 
Total Heat Removed From Helium, MW 

0.442 

0.019 
47.729 

0.442 

0.02 
48.008 

a Plant data at 1030 hours, May 3, 1978. 
Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to match measured values. 

TABLE IV 

SUMMARY OF THE STEAM GENERATOR AND REHEATER CODE MODULES AT 40% REACTOR POWER3 

PARAMETER 

Helium Flow, % 
Reheater Helium Inlet Temperature, K 
Module Helium Outlet Temperature, K 
Feedwater Flow, kg/s 
Feedwater Temperature, K 
Main Steam Temperature, K 
Cold Reheat Temperature, K 
Hot Reheat Temperature, K 

CHAP-2b PLANT 

48.55 48.55 
920.0 920.0 
598.0 593.0 

8.72 8.72 
435.0 435.0 
787.0 785.0 
539.0 539.0 
801.0 800.0 

a Plant data at 2020 hours, October 1, 1977. 
Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to match measured values. 
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TIME (mln) 
Fig. I. Comparison of CHAP-2 simulated primary system response with 

measurements from the FSV automatic load change test on May 4, 1978. 
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TIME (mln) 
Comparison of CHAP-2 simulated steam conditions with those 
measured during the FSV automatic load change test of Hay k, 1978. 
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ABSTRACT 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment methods have been 
applied to gas-cooled reactors for more than a decade and 
to HTGRs for more than six years in the programs sponsored 
by the U.S. Department of Energy. Significant advancements 
to the development of PRA methodology in these programs are 
summarized as are the specific applications of the methods 
to HTGRs. Emphasis here is on PRA as a tool for evaluating 
HTGR design options. Current work and future directions are 
also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Much has been written about probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) since 
the release of the Reactor Safety Study report, WASH-1400, (Ref. 1). It 
is well known that this study was the first comprehensive application of 
PRA methodology and represented a significant advance in the state-of-the-
art in light-water reactor (LWR) safety assessment. The roots of PRA in 
the nuclear reactor field actually date back about a decade earlier to the 
pioneering contributions of Farmer (Ref. 2). Subsequently, important con
tributions to methodology development were made,for example, those by 
Mulvihill (Ref. 3), Joksinovic (Ref. 4), and Garrick (Ref. 5). 

Because of WASH-1400 and its acknowledged breakthrough in obtaining 
the first set of comprehensive results, PRA in the U.S. has been closely 
associated with light-water reactor safety assessment in recent years. 
However, the first applications of PRA concepts in the nuclear reactor 
safety field have been to gas-cooled reactors in the United Kingdom as 
exemplified by papers presented at an IAEA Conference in 1967, and at a 
British Nuclear Energy Society Symposium in 1969. These papers included, 
among others, Farmer's pioneering work as well as an application to 
Advances Gas-Cooled Reactors by Cave and Holmes (Ref. 6). 

The application of PRA to gas-cooled reactors continues in the U.S. 
as a major part of the HTGR program. In view of the timing, scale, and 
maturity of this effort which began i' 1974, it is safe to say that the 

^ W 

HTGR design and development has benefited more i rum PRA than any other 
nuclear reactor system. A number of technical reports have been published 
including GA-A15000 (Ref. 7), which is the most comprehensive report avail
able on PRA applications of HTCR safety. The purpose of this paper is to 
summarize some more recent advances in PRA in its application to the HTCR. 
An earlier perspective on this subject can be found in Reference 8. 

PRA is a systematic, disciplined method for quantifying the losses or 
gains from events which can occur at random points in time. It evaluates 
and ranks various outcomes of an event or alternative decision choices. 
Practitioners regard PRA as the science of quantifying uncertainty. Further 
perspective as to what PRA is and is not is provided in a recent paper by 
Joksiraovic and Vesely (Ref. 9). 

In its application to nuclear reactor safety, PHA provides a compre
hensive framework for estimating and understanding the risks of reactor 
accidents by providing answers or describing the state of knowledge associ
ated with three basic questions: 

1. What can go wrong? 
2. How frequently is it expected to happen? 
3. What would be its consequences? 

One of the objectives of the HTGR risk assessment effort has been to develop 
and refine the methodology in order to provide better answers to these 
questions. Specific advancements in this area are discussed in the next 
section. 

The potential applications of the knowledge obtained with PRA are 
limited only by the number of different types of decisions which are 
encountered. Applications of PRA in the HTGR program, in addition to 
public risk assessment, have included design options evaluation, safety 
research and development prioritization (Ref. 10), reactor siting (Ref. 11) 
and licensing (Ref. 12), plant productivity improvement and investment risk 
assessment. In support of these activities, the reliability data base was 
expanded on gas-cooled reactor components (Ref. 13). The main application 
to be discussed in this paper is the evaluation of design options. 

METHODOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS 

Although PRA has not yet matured to the extent that the methodology has 
become standardized, there are certain general aspects of the approach utili
zed in WASH-1400 which have reappeared in other risk assessment applications 
including that of the HTGR. With regard to Question 1 above, the topology 
of accident sequences is generally identified with a collection of initiating 
events and event trees. The latter are used to enumerate a wide spectrum of 
accident scenarios that can be hypothesized to stem from the initiating event. 
Answers to Question 2 are provided by a number of different types of proba
bility models including fault trees and their equivalents which are derived 
from elementary probability thorny and borrowed from the field of systems 
reliability. The ability to predict accident consequences in answer to Ques
tion 3 essentially depends on that to modfl fission product transport 



and associated physical processes. Though these processes are highly 
dependent on the type of reactor for that part of the transport path inside 
the reactor building, comparisons indicate that several of the available 
atmospheric dispersion models tend to produce consistent results (Ref. 7). 

Beyond the general elements described above, a number of significant 
advancements have been made in some of the detailed aspects of the metho
dology since WASH-1400 was published. Advancements attributed to HTGR pro
grams are sunoarized in Table 1. Of these, the most important in terms of 
their potential for changing previously computed risk assessment profiles 
are the treatment of common cause failures (Ref. 16) including major fires 
(Ref. 15) and the quantification of consequence uncertainties (Ref. 16). 
The latter includes those associated with modeling the physical processes 
of radioactivity transport. The other advancements ->f note include the use 
of fault trees to structure the process of selecting initiating events, the 
integration of accident simulation and system analysis tasks in constructing 
the event trees and the use of a time-dependent operator response model 
(Ref. 17). 

One of the earliest contributions to PRA methodology in the HTCR risk 
study was the development of the Beta Factor method of common cause failure 
analysis (Ref. 18). This method is now widely used to estimate the relia
bility characteristics of redundant systems subject to multiple, dependent 
or common cause failures.as well as the independent failures which are 
ususally modeled. In addition to requiring the usual input data such as 
component failure rates, the degree of failure coupling associated with 
common cause failures is measured directly in terms of a parameter, Beta, 
defined as the ratio of the common cause failure rate to the total component 
failure rate. 

A sample of the types of common cause failures which have occurred and 
which have been accounted for using the Beta Factor method in the HTCR risk 
study is presented in Table 2. The existence of a significant amount of 
data such as these runs contrary to a popular misconception that there are 
inadequate data available to quantify common cause failure probabilities. 
In order to obtain common cause failure information from the data base, 
however, it is necessary to invest a significant fraction of the available 
resources for application of PRA to the collection and interpretation of 
available data as exemplified by Reference 13. With the use of data such 
as those in Table 2 in conjunction with independent failure data, common 
mode coupling factors, or Beta factors, have been estimated for generic 
component types. Estimates of the pooled vaLue of Beta averaged over the 
available experience base have ranged from less than .01 to more than .5 
depending on the type of component and failure mode. 

Another significant contribution in the area of counon cause failure 
analysis was the development of a comprehensive approach for the treatment 
of major fires (Ref. 15). Several aspects of the PRA methodology were 
specialized to take into account some of the unique characteristics of 
fires important to determining their risk. Two methods were developed to 
screen the plant layout to identify the most important fire locations in 
terms of the likelihood of a major fire and the location's Inventory of 
safety related equipment, cables and piping. Data on fires in nuclear 

plants was compiled and analyzed In terms of initiation frequency, propa- 69 
gatlon distances and burn time. This Information was Incorporated into 
a fire propagation model which was used in conjunction with detailed fault 
trees to estimate the location-dependent common cause failure probabilities. 
The fire methodology was applied to the same HTCR steam cycle design which 
has been extensively analyzed throughout the HTCR risk study. 

One of the *ost important facets of the I'RA methodology developed in 
the Reactor Safety Study was the analysis of uncertainties in the prediction 
of accident occurrence frequencies. In the HTC.R programs the Monte Carlo 
method of error propagation utilized In the RSS was adopted, significant 
improvements to the computer program developed to implement it were made 
(Ref. 19) and, most importantly, the application of this technique was 
extended to the analysis of uncertainties In the prediction of accident 
consequences. 

The method begins with a series of point estimate consequence calcula
tions using detailed deterministic computer models. Simplified consequence 
models are then derived which describe the key underlying physical processes 
in terms of relatively small set of Important variables. In view of the 
large uncertainties in the input data, much of the fine detail and complexity 
in the existing computer models can be eliminated from these sample models 
without introducing significant errors. The Monte Carlo method of error 
propagation is then applied in which the .simplified models are executed 
°.ens of thousands of trials. In each trial, a random value in selected from 
an uncertainty distribution for each of the key model variables. Some of 
the key variables whose uncertainty has been analyzed in this way for the 
HTCK are described In Ref. 16. One of the key results of tlilii analysis is 
the increased Importance of uncertainties in predicting the magnitude of 
releases during accidents In comparison with meteorological variabilities 
which heretofor have been the focus of consequence uncertainty analyst.; 
In I'RA. 

Salient Applications j:o_JU'.CKs 

A major portion of the HTCK risk assessment study has been devoted to 
application of the PRA methodology to a particular design of ,i steam cycle 
plant for electricity generation designed in 1975. A number of reports 
were published on the results at key stages in the study including <;A-A15000 
(Kef. 7), which provides the most complete description of the analyses of 
potential HTCR accidents involving cure overheating, Subsequently, the 
study discussed earlier on major fires was carried out which enhanced th2 
completeness of accident scenarios assessed for the 1975 steam cycle plant. 
The overall i Isk curves for this plant are presented In Kiguru 1 In which 
the accidents involving major fires are plotted separately. The dominance 
of tires In the low frequency part of the accident spectrum underlines their 
Importance as a common cause failure, of multiple systems, It was determined 
that enhanced physical separation of electrical cables which Is provided in 
more recent HTCK designs would have diminished the relative significance of 
fires. The risk curve derived from the remaining set of initiating events 
analyzed in CA-A15000 (Kef. 7) is used as a basis for comparison In the analy
sis of various design systems and variations such as those described below. 



The design of the steam cycle HTGR has evolved somewhat since 1975. 
In 1979, a description of a 900 MW(e) plant was published. The risk 
profile for this plant was calculated by transforming the work in GA-A15000 
(Ref. 7) in accord with the changes to the design features, tne noteworthy 
change was that the new design did not specify reheat of main loop steam 
by means of primary helium coolant. Therefore, the reheater leak events on 
the risk plot were removed. There were several changes which affected core 
heat-up risks slightly, but these only raised consequences of dominant 
accident sequences by about a factor of 1.5 and frequencies by about a 
factor of 2. 

A smaller steam cycle/cogeneration plant of 1170 MW(t) has also been 
designed, and a brief risk analysis was performed for it. The analysis was 
based on GA-A15000 (Ref. 7) and on the above mentioned assessment of the 
900 MW(e) which was very similar except for power level. 

As safety became more important in the aftermath of the accident at 
Three Mile Island, interest arose as to how the HTGR-SC could be made safer 
even though many assessments showed it to be a very safe concept already. 
The investigation was conducted using probabilistic risk assessment techni
ques. A number of combinations of design options were analyzed to determine 
which options could satisfy the quantitative safety criteria that had been 
chosen. Since th_ criteria were very stringent, one of the options selected 
by the process was the addition of natural circulation core cooling In order 
to reduce the projected frequency of core heatup to even lower values than 
had been calculated previously. The designs studied for the natural circu
lation loops were conceptual. Therefore, more design effort to clarify 
their feasibility and cost ir. needed and will be applied next year. But 
the probabilistic study assisted greatly In clarifying the reliability 
problems and requirements for decay heat removal systems under accident 
conditions. This study demonstrated that it is necessary to apply the PRA 
approach at the early conceptual stags of design to achieve a significant 
increase in safety. 

Probabilistic safety techniques have been applied to the Gas Turbine 
concept on a more limited basis. This version of the HTGR has a helium 
closed cycle loop with the turbo-compressor inside the prestressed concrete 
reactor vessel. The probabilistic analysis was applied to the question of 
turbomachine failure. The missiles from the rotor cannot penetrate enough 
concrete to damage the reactor core and cooling systems, but the pressure 
transients associated with shaft failures are important to consider Some 
design changes in safety valve systems were identified and made on the 
basis of PRA assessments to reduce frequencies of turbomachine overspeed. 
Event trees constructed for major failures of the turbomachine were found 
to be helpful in clarifying design problems with design and project people. 
Misunderstandings were uncovered and resolved, and a list of design improve
ments was generated to provide a balanced design agaiinst these types of 
accidents. 

Another example where PRA has provided a more rational basis for deci
sion making at the early stages of conceptual design has occurred in the 
development of a VHTR process heat/cogeneration plant. One of these decisions 

was the selection of a configuration of core cooling loops for decay heat '" 
removal. It was concluded, In this evaluation, that the design alternative 
with the lowest cost among those evaluated had the greatest potential for 
achieving high reliability. In addition, it was found that the use of pony 
motors as a backup to the main drives on the helium circulators in conjunction 
with specific system configurations had little reliability improvement impact. 
Current PRA applications to the VHTR Involve the investigation of potential 
accident scenarios Involving the chemical processes, e.g., hydrogen production, 
which utilize the process heat. 

PRA has also served as a vehicle for feedback of operational experience 
data from the Fort St. Vraln HTCR Demonstration Plant to the design of the 
next generation of HTGR plants. The basic tools of PRA such as event trees 
and fault trees have been employed to provide a systematic review of this 
experience and to Identify precursors of potential accident scenarios. The 
probability of occurrence of these scenarios should be significantly reduced 
in the future as PRA information is incorporated into operator retraining 
programs. 

CURRENT WORK AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The currently perceived trajectory of future applications of PRA in the 
HTGR programs calls for further refinement of the methodology, enhanced com-
pletness in the coverage of potential accident scenarios for each of the 
HTGR designs under consideration and application of the PRA methodology to 
new areas. One of the most important new areas in which work has already 
been started is the assessment of the financial risks to the utilities, 
lenders and insurance industry associated with potential accidents resulting 
in costly plant damage and extended outages. Early Indications from this 
effort are that the PRA methods developed previously for public health and 
safety assessment are generally applicable to assessment of Investment risk. 
An equally important new area is the refinement of proposed Quantitative 
Safety Goals (Ref. 20) which Include numerical targets to meet for the relia
bility characteristics of reactor systems. Work is in progress on the use 
of PRA to establish siting requirements for HTGRs in the light of those 
proposed for LWRs in NUREG-0625 (Ref. 11). 

Although the PRA methodology has already benefited from a substantial 
amount of development effort, continued refinements are needed in support 
of the extension to wider applications and because of the desire for enhanced 
completeness. Although specific tasks In next year's HTCR programs have not 
been developed as of yet, it is thought worthwhile to mention some of the 
candidate areas for further methodology advancement. A partial lict includes 
treatment of intersystem dependencies in event tree quantification, effects 
of acts of sabotage and terrorism, human factors, external actions to mitigate 
long term accident consequenes, and improved methods for treatment of uncer
tainties. The ultimate benefits of continuing the development of PRA and 
applying it to the HTGR will be realized in terms of continued advancement in 
the state-of-the-art of designing and operating safe nuclear reactors. 
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Table 1. Contributions to PRA Methodology in HTCR Risk Assessment Study. 

Fundamental 
Safety Question 

Applicable Element of 
PRA Methodology 

Methodology Advancements 

o What can go wrong? o Initiating event selection, 
o Event tree construction. 

o Fault tree analysis of barriers. 
o Treatment of major fires 
o Integration of physical processes. 

o How frequently is it 
expected to happen? 

o Event frequency estimation. o Beta Factor Common Cause Failure 
Method O O ) , 

o Fire propagation model 
o Tlme-deoendent operator response 

model 

o What would be its 
consequences? 

o Accident consequence 
assessment. 

o Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis 
o Analysis of radioactivity transport. 

Table 2. Some Instances of common cause failure used in estimating component heui-factors. 

Description of Common Cause Failure Incident Station 

Three Mile Island-2 

Kewaunee 

Oyster Creek 

Date 

3/28/78 

11/5/7S 

1/5/77 

Redundant auxiliary feedwater system Inadvertantly valved out, 
FIX'S turned off by operator, containment isolation design error. 

All i auxiliary feedwatet pumps fall due to clogging ol" strainers. 

Both diese) fuel transfer pumps failed to start due to dirty 
switch contacts. 

Quad Cities 6/17/72 17 pumps in 4 systems, including the HUH and DC cooling water 
system, failed as the result of a flooded room. 

Millstone 2 5/15/77 Hoth dlesei-generators failed to run after start, fuel supply 
lines Inadvertantly left valved out. 

Haddam Neck 4/27/b8 All three dlesel-generator units tripped off-line following 
start subsequent to loss of offsite power, action ol" voltage 
regulator and overload protection. 
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Probabilistic risk assessment techniques were developed by Farmer 
/I/ and were applied to a complex system comprehensively in the 
Reactor Safety Study for IMP. known as 'WASH-1400' III. Though 
this study and its use in the discussion of reactor risk has 
incited a lot of criticism it is generally accepted that 'it 
was largely successful ... in making the study of reactor safety 
more rational and In establishing the topology of many accident 
sequences ...'12/. A risk assessment for German PWR was carried 
out /«/, largely based on WASH-1400 methodology. 
Probabilistic risk assessment techniques were applied to the HTGR-
1160 design by the General Atomic Comp. under contract to USOOE. 
The results of Phase I of this 'Accident Initiation and Progression 
Analysis' (AIPA) were published in 1976 IS/ and comments were 
made /SI. The analysis of dominant accidents has been revised 
in AIPA Phase II; the results were published in 1978 PI. 
In West-Germany a probabilistic safety study was initiated in 1977 
to establish the topoloy of severe accidents and to evaluate 
safety of a HTR-concept for its early classification and optimisa
tion as well as for the definition of new R+0 priorities. The 
first phase of this study, which is almost completed, was based 
on AIPA and on the 1160-concept with prismatic fuel elements(Fig. 1) 
The PSH-study was funded by the Bundesminister des Innern and 
carried out by the Institute for Nuclear Safety Research (ISF) of 
KFA-Julich and the Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorslcherhelt (GRS). 

In Phase I, en which I want to report here /I, 9, 10/, AIPA metho-' 
dology and results were reviewed and applied to the German equi
valent of the HTGR-1160 and German site conditions (see Table 1 
for milestones, basic assumptions and status). The reference plant 
design is described in technical documents H k e 197S PSAR, which 
passed judgement in the licensing procedure before cancellation 
of the project. While the basic design remained unchanged, specific 
systems were changed during the transformation process to meet 
German licensing criteria. Key design features of the MTA-1160 
and major differences from the American plant design are listed 
in Table 1 III/. The differences in design had to be considered 
in fault tree analyses and they, altogether, are one reason for 
higher risk figures compared with AIPA. 

?. Methodology Ml 

The basic methodology of PSH • the application of fault/event 
tree techniques - is similar to other studies. To be consistent! 
data for reliability analyses have been taken over from the DRS 
for common components; for HTR-specific components, e.g. steam 
generators,updated information has been used from British Gas-
Cooled Reactor experience. In general the median values are 
slightly higher, and the error factors are less favourable than 
in AIPA. Most demand data are derived from failure rates under 
consideration of test intervals. Therefore for components with an 
annual test Interval, e.g. He-shutoff-valve, the calculated pro
babilities for failure to start are poor.(s. Tab. 3 ) . 
Similar to AIPA common-mode failures (CMF) of redundant components 
were taken Into consideration by introduction of a B-factor, 
which is defined as the ratio of CMF to CMF plus Independent failur 
Because of no adequate data base, a fl-factor of 10% was assumed 
for all components; only for feed-water pumps (f5 • Z%) and diesels 
(cmf to start: 8 . 10* Id) were common-mode failure rates derived 
from experience. 
Operator actions which influence the course of the accident are 
considered as far as they are possible without electrical or 



nechanlcal override of PPS-Interlocks within the first few hours, 
e.g. no override of 426 °C-Interlock to restart the Main Loop 
Cooling System. For quantification AJPA or RSf-models were applied; 
an error factor of 10 was assumed In general. Human actions suit
able to reduce the consequences of severe accidents, e.g. avoidance 
of Ignition sources, were quantified as a first step by engineer
ing judgement. 
Similar to ORS numerical results are presented as mean values 
with the related error factors (EF). The mathematical difference 
between mean and median values, used In A1PA and RSS, depend 
on t*e EF, e.g. for EF = 10 the median 1s lower by a factor of 2,7. 

In PSH consequence calculations are limited to the assessment 
of time-dependent release to **>e atmosphere for relevant nuclides. 
Basic models are listed in Tab. 4 and explained in greater detail 
later on. 

3. Accident topoloy and numerical results 

The investigations of accidents contributing to risk can be 
concentrated on those event sequences which lead to major 
release of core inventory or - with less Importance - to release 
of plate-out activity together with coolant gas activity. With 
regard to release mechanisms severe HTR-acc1dents can be grouped 
into (Tab. 5 ) : 

- water ingress events with fission product release due to hydrolysis 
of defective coated particles and desorption of plate out activity, 

- core heatup events with fission product release after coated 
particle failure due to excessive temperatures. 

3.1 Core heatup /13/ 

Core heatup accidents have turned out to be the counterpart to 
core melt-down accidents for LWR, but because of different generic 
features of a MTR, fission product release is reduced or drastically 

delayed. To clear up this point causal failure of the containment '* 
of a German PWR is expected to be In the range of 1 hour (steam 
explosion) to 24 hours (overpressurization) IM while in our study 
for a non-optimized HTR-design causal containment failure 1s calcu
lated for 4,5 days at the earliest; use of the DRS-model for H,-
behavlour (local burning) would lead to a further delay of 15 
days. For HTR, transients like loss of main loop cooling caused 
by mechanical failure or loss of power supply, have turned out 
to be the dominant initiating events, while loss of coolant acci
dents can be neglected. 
A look into the topology of core heatup accidents (Fig. 2) results 
in three dominant scenarios and confirms the importance of long-term 
phenomena for risk prediction. 
Normally after loss of main loop cooling after-heat is removed 
by the cooling system provided and no damage Is caused to the 
plant and there are no effects on the public. After failure to 
start of the cooling system the reactor gives time 1n the range 
of hours to restore cooling (HTR-1160~3 hr). If core-cooling 
cannot be restored, the core will be heated up, the primary 
circuit will be depressurIzed and a massive release of volatile 
fission products to the containment will follow the failure of 
coated particles. The release of non volatile fission products 
like Caesium and Strontium 1$ delayed primarily because of reten
tion in the reflector. The consequences of core-heatup-sequences 
are dominated by avalllabilIty of the Containment Isolation System 
and the failure of the Liner Cooling System, which may cause 
concrete heatup, release of water and formation of flammable or 
non condensable gas mixtures. The types of releases, time scale 
and frequencies ranges are illustrated as well in Fig. 2 for the 
analysed HTR-1160 design. 
The topology of core-heatup accidents 1s described universally 
in the American and German study; areas of uncertainty are: 

. the behaviour of the core under extremely high temperatures, 

. the failure temperature of the PCRV, 

. the modelling of gas burning and containment failure. 



To take up the last point we assume a 90X probability for reaching 
flammablHty limits, a 40X probability for non-removal of Ignition 
sources and a SOX probability for containment structural failure 
assuming Gaussian distribution for resistance (mean value 14,3 bar) 
and load (mean value 15 bar). The basic modelling Is in agreement 
with AIPA but different from WASH-1400 and ORS (Fig. 3). 
The statements referring to the topology confirm the relatively 
slow evolution of core heatup accidents as a generic feature of 
HTR. Nevertheless the numerical figures for different sequences 
depend mainly on design and on the adaptation of the design to 
the generic features. 

Before presenting the numerical results for selected release cate
gories I want to outline briefly the general procedure, relevant 
Issues and areas of uncertainties for the analysis of frequencies 
and the consequences. The frequencies of accident sequences have 
been estimated by use of pertinent event and fault trees, similar 
sequences have been summarized as a total of 9 release categories 
distinguished between failure modes of the Liner Cooling System 
(LCS) and the Containment. Fig. 4 shows a simplified event tree 
for Loss of Main Cooling (LNLC) and the most important sequence 
dealing with loss of liner cooling and containment failure after 
160 hr, caused by global burning. For the German design there 
is only a 60* chance to cool-down the core with the main loops 
for 20 min. The further course of the accident is similar to 
spontaneous LNLC only delayed by 10 hr. The integral probability 
for core heatup is in the range of 10" per reactor-year which 
indicates a non-optimised after-heat-removal-concept. 
The event tree for Loss of Preferred Power (LOPP) is quite 
similar apart from an additional event questioning energy 
supply (Fig. 5). Total loss of energy is assumed in case cf diesel-
CHF and non-restoration of external energy within one hour (after 
one hou" the batteries necessary for the switches are depleted) 
or CMF of one battery system. In this case the Core 
Auxiliary Cooling System (CACS) cannot be started and the LCS 

will fall spontaneously; failure of the Containment Isolation 
is quite likely because one of two closures per penetration is 
not fall-safe under loss of energy conditions. Here again the 
mean values depend on the design and on specific assumption; they 
should not be interpreted as HTR-spedf 1c. Options for improvement 
will be given at the end of the presentation. The largest uncertal 
ties originate in modelling of containment response (operator 
actions). 
The main steps and applied computer codes for the consequence 
analysis are illustrated in Tab. 6. The results are sensitive 
to the retention of fission products in the reflector, to plate-
out in the primary circuit a.'d to the processes Inside the contain 
ment. For relevant fission products the release from the PCRV, 
the retention by the containment and the release to atmosphere 
can be taken from Fig. 6 in case of structural failure after 110 h 
which is the earliest average time for global burning. 
The results for relevant release categories are summed up in Tab. 
It can be concluded: 

1) Due to the HTR-1160 design and maybe some conservative assump
tions the probability for eore-heatup accident; is quite high 
but with 80 out of 100 event sequences the radiological 
consequences are marginal. 

?) Release to atmosphere 1s delayed by hours (volatile) / days 
(non-volatile) even in case of open containment and delayed 
by days in general for isolated containment. 

3) Containment failure can be caused by gas burning or accumulate 
after LCS failure. It seems to be possible that the severest 
categories can be eliminated by improved design. 

3.2 Water ingress /14/ 

The dominant n asons for water ingress into the primary circuit 
of an HTR are steam generator (SG)-leaks combined with non-orderly 
SG-isolat ion. As mentioned before, Ingressing water may cause 



an Increase of coolant gas activity because of: 
- hydrolysis and swelling of fuel in failed coated particles 

leading to release of volatile fission products for temperatures 
below 900 K, 

- graphite oxidation and release of non-volatile fission products 
for temperatures higher than 900 K, 

- desorption and washoff of plated-out activity. 

The dominant sequence for risk includes causal failure of the 
steam relief valve and release of fission products directly into 
the atmosphere. A simplified event tree is shown in Fig. 7 for 
leak rates in the range of 0.5 to 11 kg/s of water. Leaks of this 
size are most important because they lead to almost the same con
sequences as larger leaks but they are much more likely. Causal 
failure of the steam relief valve had to be assumed because non-
orderly isolation of the steam-generator means isolation of the 
HP-steam-side and failure of valves on the feedwater-slde. In 
this cas3 feedwater is forced against the valve after a very short 
time. The valve will be pressurized by water in the liquid phase 
for which it is not designed. 
Basic assumption for fission product release calculation into 
the coolant-gas are listed in Table 8. It should be pointed out 
that plate-out inventories predicted for Sr and Cs have error 
factors in the range of 20 and therefore mean values are higher 
by a factor of more than 5 compared with medians. Furthermore 
no fission product retention on the relief path has been assumed. 
To sum up. water ingress accidents caused by SG-leaks lead quite 
likely to a considerable release of activity and therefore domi
nant sequences contribute significantly to risk. The figures are 
only valid for the analysed HTR-1160 design; they are expected 
to be much lower after it's optimisation. 
Development of water ingress accidents into core-heatup has been 
analysed as well. They run into categories with 'open containment' 
and contribute to the overall frequences (—»20 X ) . 

3.3 Other initiating events /14. 15/ 

In the AIPA and PSH studies together a broad spectrum of initiating 
events and accidents sequences was analysed (Tab. 9). Although 
acts of sabotage and war or atws were not analysed 1n both studies 
it can be stated 

• that core heatup accidents dominate the risk as long as excessive 
temperatures lead to fission product release from the fuel elemen 

- that iMLC and LOPP are the dominant initiating events but others, 
e.g. external events, need to be considered If the probabilities 
for whole LMLC/LOPP-sequences are less than 10" , 

- and that water ingress accidents may contribute significantly to 
risk depending on the design. 

4. "lesson to learn" 

The presented results of a German risk assessment study ere valid 
for the non-optimized German HTR-1160; they reflect some weaknesses 
in the design and areas of uncertainties in methodology, modelling, 
data and basic assumptions which had to be covered by conservative 
assumption (Tab. 10). The uncertainties are In most areas not spe
cific for HTR-risk-assessments. The study elves many options for 
an Improved HTR-1160 design which are listed 1n Table 11. If no 
major change in core design is assumed they should: 

• reduce the probability for core-heatup which means fission 
product release from the core, 

- guarantee containment for a very long time. 

If by change in core-design a massive coated particle failure can 
be avoided or drastically delayed this catalogue needs to be 
revised. 



In addition to the prevailing study Me Intend to quantify the 
Influence of design modifications on risk figures qualitatively. 
I believe that after the work has been done (for details see Tab. 12) 

- Core heatup sequences with open containment or early failure 
will be much more unlikely and of less Importance, but contri
butions from other initiating events, like external impact, 

are a limiting factor. 
- The representative core heatup sequences for risk will Include 

late or no containment failure, where leakage dominates for 
release. 

• Accidents with a potential for release by-passing the contain
ment, e.g. SG leaks and non-orderly plant response, may contri
bute to risk significantly. 
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Fie. 1: 

MILESTONES OF PSH-PHASE 1 

U : REVIEW OF AlPA-PHASE I < — AIPA-PHASE II) 
It: REVIEW OF AIPA-PHASE II AND 

APPLICATION OF AIPA-METHODOLOGY TO 
6EMMN HTR-1160 FOR SCHHEHAUSEN SITE 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR PHASE Is 

. USE OF A!PA METHODS. MODELS- MID DATA WHERE ADEQUATE. MODIFICATIONS 
WHERE NECESSARY IN OUR OfIRION 

. DRS RELIABILITY DATA WHERE APPLICABLE 

. CONSEQUENCES MEASURED IN CURIE RELEASES 

. GERMAN CONDITIONS OF SITING / LICENSING, 
NO IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN DESIGN CONSIDERED 
(MODIFIED TECHNICAL PLANT DESCRIPTIONS FROM 1976) 

STATUS . DISCUSSION OF DRAFTED SUMMARY REPORT. WRITE UP OF APPENDICES 
, ESTIMATION OF RISK FIGURES FOR IMPROVED DESIGN 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
. KFA-ISF (LEAD FUNCTION) / GRS 

GERMAN PROBABILISTIC SAFETY FOR HTR-CONCEPTS (PSH) 
- BMI CONTRACT SR 133 

Table 1 



. PRISMATIC UC-FUEL ELEMENTS. 3000 NN^. 3.S MM/*? POWER DENSITY 

. CORE AUXILIARY CO0LIN6 SYSTEM. <bt50X INSTEAD OF 3x50Z 
REDUCED CAPABILITY FOR AFTER-HEAT REMOVAL HITH THE MAIN LOOPS 
(DIFFERENT PHILOSOPHY) 

. STEAM-DRIVEN DL3NERS. NUCLEAR STEAM REHEAT 

. IMPROVED ISOLATION OF THE REHEATED-STEAN SIDE. LESS RELIABLE 
ISOLATION OF THE HP-STEAM SIDE. IMPROVED STEAM GENERATOR DUMPING SYSTEM 

. HIGHER DE6REE Of- PPS-AUTONATISATION. OPERATOR ACTIONS MORE LIMITED 

. 6ASTIGHT CONTAINMENT. HIGHER RESISTANCE AGAINST EXTERNAL IMPACT AND 
OVERPRESSURES. NO FILTER SYSTEM FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 

. IMPROVED ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEM. REOUCED CAPABILITY OF THE BATTERIES 

* ALTOGETHER DESIGN DIFFERENCES CAUSE HIGHER RISK FIGURES 

KEY DESIGN FEATURES OF 1160-CONCEPT. OIFFERENCES BETWEEN GERMAN UND 
AMERICAN DESIGN 

Table 2 

EVENT /FAULT TREES SIMILAR TO AIPA. RSS. DBS 
RALLY • RISA-CODES 

DATA FROM DRS FOR COMMON COMPONENTS 
UPDATEO OCR-EXPERIENCE 

COMMON NODE FAILURES SANE »S AIPA. BUT 101 AVERAGE 
DIFFERENT FROM RSS AND DRS 

OPERATOR ACTIONS NEEDED OR POSSIBLE EV'EPT 
EARLY MS-OVERRIDE 
AIPA • RSS MODELS • ENGINEERING 
JUDGEMENT FOR OUANTIFICATION 

MEAN VALUES. ERROR SIMILAR TO DRS. DIFFERENT 
FACTOR FROM AIPA. RSS 
RESULTS PROBABILITY • RELEASE FOR CATEGORIES. 

NO INTEGRATION 

PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF PSH (1) 

Table 3 



NANICS AS AIPA CORE / CONTAIMNENT THERNODV NANICS AS AIPA 

COMPONENT FAILURE NOOELS 

- F U E L AS AIPA 

- P R I H M V COOLANT BOUNDARY DIFFERENT FROM AIPA 

- PCRV MODIFIED (FAILURE TEMP.) 

- HP-STEAM RELIEF-VALVE DIFF. FROM AIPA 

- CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE SEYOND AIPA 

(GLOBAL BURNING) MODIFIED. DIFFERENT 
FROM DRS. RSS) 

EARTHQUAKE FREQUENCY DIFF. FROM AIPA 
CAUSAL FAILURES BEYOND AIPA 

CONSIDERATION OF EXTERNAL EFFECTS AS IN DRS 

EXCLUSION OF SABOTAGE. MAR. ATMS AS IN AIPA. RSS. DRS 

PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF PSH (2) 

Table 4 
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HYWKM.YSIS GRAPHITE DESORPT10N WASH-OFF 
Of FAILED 
ru«L*J 

OXIDATION (so-SURFACE) Of FAILED 
ru«L*J 

Xe-133 3 . 10 5 QOOZ) . ^ 
J-131 1.6 . lO1* <10X) - 3 . 10 3 (50X) 6 . 10 2 

SR-90 - 1 . 10 1 2 . 10 3 (30Z) -
Cs-134 - 8 . 10 2 2 . 10" (30X) • 

** 2 Zo FRACTION 

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE (Ci) INTO THE COOLANT AFTER HATER INGRESS 
(MEAN VALUES) 

Table 8 

85 

EVENTS AIPA PSH IWORJANCE AIPVPSH 

LOSS OF HA|N LOOP COOLING X X CORE HEATUP, 
(LMLC. LOPP) DOMINANT 

STEAM GENERATOR LEAKS X X DO NOT CONTRIBUTE/ 
CONTRIBUTE <I>) 

OEPRESSURIZATION X X LOW CONSEOUENCES 
(INCL. AIR INGRESS) 

REHEATER LEAKS X X CONTRIBUTE/NEGLIGIBLE (D) 
PCRV FAILURE (CLOSURES) X X NEGLIGIBLE 

RUPTURES IN STEAM PIPES. X . « 
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 
DROP OF NEUTRON SOURCE. y • 

TANKS ETC 

FUEL STORAGE X X NEGLIGIBLE. LOW PROB. 

EARTHQUAKE X X CORE HEATUP. LOW PROB. 

AIRCRAFT IMPACT - X (D) 
OTHER EXTERNAL IMPACTS - X « « 
FIRES X - DESIGN DEPENDENT 

TURBINE RUPTURE - X UNNECESSARY PROBLEM (D> 

SABOTAGE, WAR - -

SPECTRUM OF INITIATING EVENTS IN AlPA/PSH 

(D) * DESIGN 

Table 9 



NON-OPTIMISED DESIGN, NO CHANGES IN DESIGN CONSIDERED 

DATA . MEDIANS FOR VALVES, BATTERIES ETC. 
. ERROR FACTORS 
. CRCRGV RESTORATION 

FAR REACHING COUNTER-MEASURES NOT CONSIDERED 
HUNAN ADAPTABILITY MAYBE UNDERESTIMATED 

No OVERRIDE OF INTERLOCKS BY OPERATOR ASSUMED 

DELAY AND RETENTION OF NON-VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS <>> 

MODELLING OF CORE-THERMODYNAMICS FOR EXTREME HIGH TEMPERATURES, 
RE-CRITICALITY 

PROBABILITY FOR LOCAL BURNING UNDERESTIMATED 
RETENTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS INSIDE CONT (>) 

» UPPER LIMIT RISK FIGURES 
•» R+D PRIORITIES, NEED TO BE MODIFIED FOR SIGNIFICANT 

CHANGE IN CORE-GENERICS 

UNCERTAINTIES IN METHODOLOGY, DATA, MODELLING 

Table 10 

• CORE (AVOIDANCE OR FURTHER DELAY OF EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURES) 

. ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEM 
• BATTERIES' CAPACITY, REDUCTION OF CMF, RESERVE SYSTEM 
• MANUAL DIESEL START 
- DIVERSE DIESELS FOR LINER COOLING SYSTEM 

. COOLING SYSTEMS 
• REDUCED TEST INTERVAL FOR SHUTOFF VALVES 
- INCREASED CAPABILITY OF MAIN LOOPS FOR CORE 

COOL-DOHN OR ADDITIONAL STEAM-GENERATOR-FEED-SVSTEM 
IMPROVED REPAIR OR RESTORATION POSSIBILITIES 

- OPTIMISATION OF PPS / OPERATOR ACTION (INTERLOCKS) 
. CONTAINMENT 

- EMERGENCY FILTER SYSTEM 
- H2 / CO RECOMBINATION / HIGHER DESIGN PRESSURE / 

AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
- DIVERSE. FAIL-SAFE CLOSURES 

. MATER-STEAM-CYCLE 
OPTIMISATION OF SO-ISOLATION AND RELIEF VALVES 

. REPAIR AND TEST-STRATEGY 

DESIGN OPTIONS FOR HT»-1160 

Table 11 
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Table 12 

EFFICIDCCY OF INHHtBIT PROTECTION MECHANISMS 
FOR AN IMPROVED HTR SAFETY CONCEPT 

x . PETERSEN, R. BOSCHTO, H. OERWXN, H. SCHDOC 
Inat i tu t ftir R««Jrtor«ntwicklunf 
Karnforachungaanlag* Jttlioh 
Jttlich 
Fadaral Rapublic of Oarraany 

For a preliminary design of a 350 MWt. annular core 
derived from the AVR-reactor the efficiency of Inherent 
protection mechanisms is discussed. After-heat removal and 
auto-shot down potential are demonstrated for intact and com
plete failure of core heat sinks. 

1. Motivation 
When discussing HTR safety concepts under the aspect of nuclear 
process heat applications it is evident that; 

- this reactor system has proven to offer a unique safety poten
tial based upon the inherent qualities of the ceramic core. 
This allows an approach toward a reactor design with an accepted 
deterministic limitation of max. radiological consequences of 
ultimate accidents; 

- however the realization of an appropriate safety concept can as 
well be a "conditio sine qua Hon" for the HTR to become an essential 
factor in the heat market, if this nuclear heat source should for 
economical reasons to be sited near the heat consumers (i.e. 
densely populated areas). 

In this context it is essential that the heat market have smaller 
units than the electricity market, and this boundary condition 
offers au essential degree of freedom to realize an improved 
safety concept. 



When reviewing the safety concept of today's large HTR-design* 
which in the FRG are extrapolated from the THTR-reactor, it can 
be noted that, with growing core size efficiency of inherent 
passive protection mechanisms is reduced. The main reasons are: 

- automatic after—heat removal procedures result in a quick 
cooling of the fuel to avoid flow-instability and 
to prevent graphite corrosion in the case cf water or air 
ingress. This fact limits the use of the auto-shut down 
potential of the core which is ba3ed upon the negative tem
perature coefficient of reactivity; 

- a reliable after-heat removal with natural convection of the 
coolant gas can hardly be realized because core up-flow has 
to be avoided. .Moreover, a sufficient coolant mass flow must 
control structural and main-loop temperature transients 
during after-heat removal; 

- utilization of the temperature stability of ceramic fuel and 
core structure for radiation heat removal and temperature 
stabilization within after-heat removal strategies is limited 
due to possible damage of in-core rods and metallic core struc
tural components li.e. top reflector, thermal shild, etc.). 

For these reasons, today's safety philosophy for large HTR'a 
mainly relys upon the function of an extensive system of active 
safety devices such as a diverse shut-down system and a redundant 
multi-loop auxiliary after-heat removal system with high cooling 
capacity. Inherent safety mechanisms are discussed as more or 
less important reserves for the licensing process and play an 
essential role in the risk assessment. Limited credit however is 
taken for the design of large units and within the discussion of 
public acceptance. 

Supposing a simple and immediately convincing safety concept 
based on inherent safety mechanisms is necessary and feasible 

for a small nuclear heat source under the dicussed site con-
ditions, what will be the main design citeria? 

2. Basic Concept and Main Design Criteria 
The main design criteria can be derived from the AVR-reactor. As 
discusued in "Safety aspects of the operation experience with 
the AVR power station" by Ivens and Ziermann, it has been shown 
by experiments and analysis that the inherent safety features are 
efficient enough to stabalize the system for a period of several 
days; 

- without active insertion of control rods and 
- without operation of the forced core cooling system; 

this is true for the pressurized primary circuit as 
well as for the depressurized one. 

The coolant gas contamination was measured and did not rise 
above normal operational levels during the course of the experi
ments. Due to the overall safety features of the AVR the safety 
classification for German nuclear reactors done by the "Gesell-
schaft fir Reaktorsicherheit" finds the AVR to fit in Category II. 
This category being for plants with minor danger potential while 
Category I is for LWR power stations /1/. 

The main reason for the persuasive power of this safety concept 
is the fact that the auto-stabilization of the system provides 
accident conditions where the fuel fission product barriers 
remain intact. Furthermore, those conditions are stable for a 
time interval undoubtely sufficient to bring the reactor into 
a final controlled state. 

When strictly following the principle of auto-stabilization with 
limited fission product release, a partial damage of structural 
components can be allowed under the condition that the efficiency 
of the basic protection mechanisms is liuiemsiea. The probability 
of damage for such components can be minimized and the avalability. 
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of the plant optimized according to economic aspects by a system 
of engineered safeguards including: 

- a shut-down system for the cold subcritical core 
- an active or semi-active cooling system for the structure 

and quick cooling of the core. 
In order to benefit from the temperature stability of the ceramic 
core also within normal operational procedures, metallic compo
nents should not be used within the core, top or bottom reflec
tors. Thus the core can allow for a limited heat-up of the fuel 
for power control a shut-down. An reverse of coolant flow as to be 
expected in the pressurized core without forced convection will 
not harm the top core structure and, the after-heat removal from 
the depresurized core can be carried out by heat radiation and 
convection through the side reflector into the heat sinks of the 
structural cooling system or of the liner cooling system. If the 
system is designed such that "standard" after-heat-removal 
procedures are feasible without any gas circulation within the 
primary circuit using only the diverse structural and/or liner 
cooling system as heat sinks, many design basis accidents for 
large HTR's become of minor importance. Appropriate reliability 
conditions of the core, the coolant ducts and the coolant blower-
systems will no longer have to be demonstrated for accidents like 

- depressurization transients 
- earth quake 
- air ingress, water ingress. 

A sufficient after-heat removal system which takes advantage of 
"natural" heat transfer phenomena requires a given combination 
of the decay-heat power density profile and core geometry such 
that in the worst case the max. fuel temperature does not reach 
the fission product retention temperature limit. 

3. Temperature limits of the fuel fission product barriers 
The max. fuel temperature load within a small core in the course 
of after-heat removal transients without forced convection is 

crossed typically within 20 - 50 h. During this "short time" 
(compared to the total irradiation period) the fuel can be 
heated to temperatures essentially above the full power level 
with an only minor increase of released radioactivity. The re
tention characteristics and the temperature limits depend upon 
the fuel particle and coating composition. A reliable data base 
for elevated temperatures has been built up for THTR-type fuel 
(mixed oxide BISO particles). In the course of an extensive ex
perimental program irradiated fuel elements were tested at 
realistic temperature and fcurn-up conditions in the AVR-reactor /2/ 
During temperature transients cf up to 2500 °C and annealing 
times of several hundred hours at various temperature levels the 
differential Kr-85 release was measured and thus the temperature 
induced failure of particle coatings determined. Additional exa
minations were carried out to quantify the integral release of 
of metallic fission products from intact and defective coated 
particles, it was shown that an increasing diffusion controlled 
release from intact particles only occures at temperatures above 
1600 C. Below this temperature limit the release rate is deter
mined by the failure of "weak" coatings. 

Fig. 1 plots the integral Kr 85 release for 4 long-time (up to 
500 h) annealing experiments between 1230 °C and 1800 °C: the 
typical particle defect quote at the 1600 °C temperature range 
is 10 . This seems to be acceptable, as in the course of a core 
temperature transient only a small portion of the fuel elements 
reaches the max. temperatures. Design basis is therefore a tem
perature stabilization of the fuel beyond 1600 C. 

4. 350 Mw.. -Core-essential features 
tn _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ — _ — _ 

the basic design principles of the core construction the 
passive system stabilisation at tolerable fuel and structural 
temperature conditions creates new boundary conditions when 



discussing "necessary" engineered safeguards under economic 
aspects. Many of today's well-known and broadly accepted basic 
safety systems might not only be superfluous but also incon
venient . 

For this reason the core design for a 3SO MW t h reactor can only 
be a first approach and shall here serve for the demonstration 
of the inherent sefety potential of cores to be developed for 
nuclear process heat applications. 

When extrapolating the AVR-core to larger thermal power the 
saaM design features follow: 

- pure ceramic core 
- limited radial expansion for the purpose of core-external 
cold shut-down and heat-radiation after-heat removal 

Two basic core geometries with a different specific power range 
can be utilized (Fig. 2): 

- for a thermal power of 250 MW a cylindrical core geometry 
of 3 m diameter and a median power density of 3 MW/m 
and 

- for a thermal power of 250 MW «.n annular core geometry with 
9p radial spacing of the annul as of 1,2 m. 

The height of both geometries can be raised from 3 m to 10 m, 
being li>»itca by coolant pressure drop and mechanical stability 
aspects. 

A principle drawing of a 350 MW._ annular core is shown in 
Fig 3 : The main features are: 
- central graphite column with coolant ducts (low bypass 
cooling) and cylindrical ducts for ceramic absorbers 

- down-flow of the core coolant within the pebble bed 
- side reflector with control rods and main cold gas up-flow 

- radial coal stone thermal simulation adjacent to the side 
reflector 

- top reflector cantilever beam construction without metel 
tie bars 

- cold thermal shield with water cooling system (structural 
cooling system) 

- PCRV with non-insulated liner and liner-cooling system. 

This special design contains a top after-heat-removal cooler 
which provides: 

- natural convection after-heat removal at full system 
pressure (50 bar) 

- or forced convection after-heat removal from the 
depressurized core. 

This cooler is not part of the basic safety concept and should 
only be considered as a component to enable the operator to cool 
the core within a limited time to normal operational tem
peratures (if that should be desirable and reasonable when com
pared with the expenditure). It has bean introduced because of 
the fact that the main coolant loop of a process heat reactor 
offers a limited potential for after-heat removal. It should, 
however, be noted that the core is designed such that the struc
tural and liner system serve as main decay-heat sinks. 

Fig. 4 indicates the coolant flow when the core is down and the 
top cooler is active 

- at full pressure a core/cooler circulation cools down 
the core from top to bottom; this flow state develops 
automatically at any time when the main blower(s) stop 
and the upper core parts start to heat up. Since the 
cooler is also active at full power a heat loss of 
2 - 3 MW t^ from the main coolant has to be accepted; 



- after depressurization, forced circulation driven by an 
auxiliary blower with hot gas core-up flow and cold gas 
down-flow through the central column gas ducts offers 
the possibility to perform an auxiliant after-heat 
removal which is decoupled from the main coolant loop. 

A preliminary layout has been performed for this core to allow 
for a transient analysis. Essential features are: 

- only one core zone 
- multi run-through of fuel balls (non-OTTO) 
- low enrichment uranium 
- high moderation ratio with tolerable reactivity effect 

in case of water ingress 
- strong negative temperature coefficient of reactivity 
- gas temperatures 250 ° - 750 °C (core layout for 
process steam application). 

5. Some results of the transient analysis 
The aim of the transient analysis for the 350 MW._ annular core 
reactor was to achieve, in principle, the same safety standard 
for a large core as has been shown for the AVR. 

The thermal performance of the annular core in accident situations 
is mainly determind by: 

- the radial spacing of the core-annulus 
- the power density level and profile within the oore. 

Only a minor influence is to be atributed to 
- the core heigth 
- the core diameter. 

Therefore a similar transient core behaviour can be realized 
fr;r a broad variety of unit sizes using the annular core design. 

5.1 Natural convective after-heat removal with top cooler 91 
Without any active procedure within the primary system the develop
ing coolant circulation between the pebble bed and the top cooler 
raises the upward heat transport. The circulating mass flow 
mainly covers the cooler/top-reflector regions and partially 
(20 %) enters into the pebble bed. Due to this flow the hot 
gas leaving the pebble bed surface in the upward direction is 
mixed with a large amount of cold gas, thus ti»e top structures 
only "warm up". Fig. 5 plots the amount of top cooler heat removal 
and the max. fuel temperature versus time: 

the cooling capacity rises to 5 - 6 MW after 5 h; the hotest 
fuel ball reaches a temperature of 1000 °C after 3,5 h and 
is at less than 650 °C after 18 h. 

If the top cooler fails at full system pressure the heat capacity 
of the top structure becomes active; at slightly higher tempera
tures and during a larger period of time, the decay heat (and 
stored heat) penetrates the side reflector and is absorbed by 
the structural cooling system. 

5.2 After-heat removal without coolant circulation 
If the system pressure is reduced to 1 bar, the natural con
vective heat transport is negligible and the top cooler can 
be used only as an effective heat sink by means of forced con
vection. In the case of failure of forced convtstion heat re
moval, the core is designed such that at rising fuel temperatures 
the dominating radiative heat transport within the pebble bed 
and the heat conduction through the side reflector into the 
structural heat sink or alternatively into the liner cooling 
system, limits the heat-up to acceptable operational limits. 

Essentially the same fuel temperatures but higher structural tem
peratures develop in the case that no active heat sink is in 
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6. conclusions 
Although we are just in the beginning of the discussion of the 
potential and the limitation of HTR safety concepts for new 
site conditions, which are mainly based upon inherent natural 
stabilisation phenomena, a new degree of freedom in safety 
performance can be expected from such reactor concepts. A con
sequent optimisation especially under economical aspects, how
ever, will probably necessitate a new line of logic for the 
reactor designer. 

Some basic HTR-concepts of today's projects from the very be
ginning had to be loaded with immense engineering expenditure, 
especially for autoamtic shut-down and decay-heat-removal 
systems. This created an increasing variety of accident com
binations to be discussed. 

A new concept like the one presented here, offers the possibility 
to prove on an available base of data and experience, that many 
of '•'viav's magic transients like 

- ATWS 
- core-heat up 
- air/water ingress 

are of minor improtance. Furthermore, since this reactor like 
the AVR will to a large extend allow for accident simulation, 
ist has a good chance of overcoming initial barriers within a 
limited period«Jtime. 

/I/ Personal note, SUtterlin. Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicher-heit, KOln. 
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MODEL EXPERIMENTS ON DEPRESSURISATION ACCIDENTS 
IN NUCLEAR PROCESS HEAT PLANTS (RTGR) 
6. FRITSCHING, G. WOLF 
INTERATGN 
Internationale Atomreaktorbau GmbH. 
Bergisch Oladbach 
Federal Republic of Germany 

1. Introduction 

The analysis of depressurisation accidents requires 
the use of digital computer programs to find out the 
dynamic loads acting on the plant structures. 
Because of the importance of such accidents in safety 
and licensing procedures of nuclear process heat plants, 
it is necessary to compare these computer results with 
suitable experiments to show the accuracy and the limits 
of the programs In question. 
For this purpose a series of depressurisation experi
ments has been started at INTERATOM on a small scale 
model of a primary loop of a nuclear process heat 
plant. Using the results of these experiments three 
different computer programs were tested with good suc
cess. The development of the experimental program and 
the estmation of the results was carried out in co
operation with KFA-Julich and the Technische Hochschule 
Aachen. 

2. Experimental Program 

2.1 Design of the Test Model 

For the purpose of verification of computer codes 
a minute similarity between the test model and a 
primary loop of the plant is not necessary. However, 
to get an improved accordance with the flow pattern 
it was tried to simulate as many plant specific coir-
ponents as possible. For this reason the test model 
consists of three different vessels (see fig. 1) which 



describe the reactor cavity (I), one defect heat ex
change loop (III) and the other not damaged loops re
presented together by one vessel (II) of larger diame
ter than vessel III. 
The pressure vessel I was divided by two thick perfo
rated plastic plates, which simulate the bottom and the 
upper reflector (PPT, PP2), and a gas-tight horizontal 
plate into four parts representing the core-region (2), 
an upper (1) and a lower (4! cold gas header and a 
hot gas header below the core. For describing the 
pebble-bed the core-region could be filled with 
spherical pellets of 13.5mm diameter. The upper and 
the lower cold gas header were combined by two pipes 
of b9.7mn\ and 100mm diameter, thus giving a rough model 
of the cold gas flow within the reactor cavity. By ver
tical partitions the headers could be divided at the 
ratio 1:5, in this way taking account of configurations 
with segmented headers for each loop. 
Fcr a brief simulation of the fluid flow within the 
neat exchanging loops cylindrical tubes were inserted 
into vessels II and III comparable with the tuoe sheets 
of the heat exchangers in reality. These tubes are com
bined with the hot gas header below the core by pipes 
representing the hot gas ducts of the plant. Together 
with the vessel walls these cylindrical tubes build up 
annular flow channels like the primary cold gas regions 
of the component cavities which lead the gas stream 
backwards to the blowers. Within these channels a small 
annular gap can be generated by fixing a rino on the 
outer side of the inserted tube, in this waj taking 
account of the isolation valve in the blower units. 
During these experiments without blowers these parts 
of the test loops are directly combined with the lower 
oold gas header by pipes standing for the cold gas ducts 
The pipes connecting vessels III and I are of 69.7mm 
diameter, whereas the pipes from vessel II towards ves
sel I have lOOnun diameter. 

Initiation of the Leakage Process 
For studying the effects of depressurisation waves 
a well defined start of the leakage process is re
quired. Therefore a special initiation mechanism is 
needed. The main part of this mechanism is a thin rup
ture disc in shape of a spherical calotte closing ini
tially the leakage orifice. This rupture disc is jas-
tight fixed between two rings ard is bumped in with a 
piston which is hydraulically iorced. This leads to a 
loss of stability of the calotte so that it is pulled 
in one piece from its fixing rings within 1-2 milli
seconds . 

Measuring Techniques 

The rapid pressure changes at the beginning of the 
depressurisation require highly sensitive measuring 
techniques. Therefore dynamic pressure transducers 
of piezoresistive type have been used. After ampli
fication the measuring signals were analogcusly re
gistered in form of frequency-modulated signals by 
magnetic-tape machines with a limited frequency of 
20K))z. The measurement error was about 2%, mainly 
produced by the tape machines. During one experiment 
the pressure development could be recorded by 14 gauges 
which may be located at 65 different positions on the 
test mode]. These test points are marked by dots in 
fig. 1 (only important points are mentioned). At each 
level it is possible to fix two gauges at different 
positions to get knowledge about the influence of 
two-dimensional effects. 

Performed Experiments 

The three vessels were combined by flange connections 
which could easily be dismantled, so that experiments 
with one, two or tlin'i vessels could be performed as 
well. The inserted structures such as tube-sheets, par
titions, perforated plates and pebble-beds could b« re
moved as well, so that experiments with and without 
these components were possible. By fixing the initi
ation mechanism at any one of the nozzles of the three 
vessels many different leakage points could be realised. 
To simulate leakage of the "hot. gas duct" the pipe;; 
(5) and (6) could be changed. In this way experiments 
with many different geometric configurations were pos
sible. 

The depressurisation experiments were carried out with 
nitrogen or helium, starting with initial pressures 
of 40 or sometimes 20bar. 
During the series of experiments it was taken advan
tage of the geometric flexibility of the test model 
going on step by step from one, two and three vessel 
experiments up to the most complicated case shown in 
fig. 1. In this way at least 46 different depressurisa
tion experiments have been realised offering much ex
perimental data for program verification. 

Tested Programs 

Three computer codes with different model estimations 
and solution method:.1 have been tested. Two of them, the 



programs HEINK0 and PSS-III were developed at INTERATOM. 
They are running on a CDC-6400. The third one is the 
code GATDYN of the Institut fUr Dampf- und Gasturbinen, 
Technische Hochschule Aachen. 

In the following part of my lecture more in detail 
is only reported about HEINK0 and PSS-III although 
the results of the program GATDYN agree with the ex
perimental data as well. All of the three programs 
use the equations of St. Venant Wanzel at the leakage 
point. 

3.1 Program HEINK0 

The program HEINK0 works on the basis of the diffe
rential equations for the isentropic flow within 
pipes of constant cross-secticn including the influ
ence of friction into the momentum equation. 

____ • v l i_ • - ! _ £ • _L. vivi (2) 

p = pressure S = density 
v = velocity c = velocity of sound 
t = time x = space variable 
d.- hydraulic diameter X = friction factor 

This partial differential equation system is trans
formed into a system of ordinary differential equa
tions by the characteristics transformation. 

. _J.it • ___. • -A_ v|v| . o 
-9c dt i t 2d h ' ' < 3< 4> 
ix 

^ v • c - 0 (5,6) i 
For the numerical solution the vessel system has 
been simulated by a meshed pipe system which is 
covered by a locally fixed grid of calculation points. 
The relations at a point within a pipe are shown in 
the following figure. 

time \ 
T 
_ t 

1 
Along the characteristics CH and CH~ described by the 
equations (4) and (5) tl<_ relations (3) and (4) are 
changed into a difference form using the known values 
at the points A' and B' to calculate p and v at point D. 
During one timestep a fixed velocity of sound is used. 
For the next timestep the sound velocity is found by 
the following relations. 

_ It) - £ t H U / K , ) 
I 
* (7) 

<- 11 ) \T*7 <t)/S<t) (8) 

At points were pipes are connected or changes in cross-
section occur special equation systems must be found. 
For this purpose the continuity- and the Bernoulli-equa
tion are included in the calculation. 

3.2 Program PSS-III 

PSS-III, however, uses the conservation laws of mass, 
energy ant? momentum in an integral form for a partial 
volume of the vessel system. By heat exchange equations 
and one-dimensional heat conduction the heat transfer 
into the structure material could be calculated, but this 
is only of importance for the core-region with the 
pebble-bed. In a quasi more-dimensional case for an 
ideal gas this leads to the following equation system 
tor a partial volume i. 

Conservation of mass: 
N 4A - ± wi . ( v , 

J t n=1 l'J 
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Conservation of energy: 
„ * 

J I- *F1 *« « * x ^ 1 * x' - ft. i i ̂  J . J 

<(t 
" i ^ i - V 

K-l tor flow out of i, otherwise k»j 
Conservation of Momentum: 

. i r../J:i 
1 , 3 / 1-1 A, 

( 10 ) 

( 11 ) 

M - mass 
W = massflow 
T = temperature of gas 
T*= temperature of the surface of structural material 
h = enthalpy 
R = gas constant 
M*= maximum number of different structure surfaces 
N = maximum number of surfaces over which flow into 

a volume occurs 
L = maximum number of cross-section changes 
A = flow cross-section 
d = heat transfer coefficient 
Jf = resistance factor 
This solution method requires a partition of the test 
model into partial volumes to calculate M and T within 
these volumes by the equations (9) and (10). The mass-
flow W, however, is calculated by equation (11) at the 
surfaces of these volume partitions using another spe
cial grid. This is shown in the following figure for 
a one-dimensional example with L = 3. 

s, 

T T 
*2 

-W:l: ' 

Li. H 

Results of the Experiments and Program Verification 

To get a general view of the development of a depres
surisation process at first a qualitative discussion 
is presented using an example with three vessels and 
all inserted components (see fig. 1). The leakage point 
with a circular cro3s-section of 100mm diameter was 
located at the nozzle in section (5) (fig. 1). At the 
beginning of the experiment the vessel was filled with 
helium with an initial pressure of 40bar and a tempe
rature of 282K. 

Immediately after the destruction of the rupture disc 
a sharp pressure drop occurred in the environment of 
the leakage point. This is shown by the pressure de
velopment at test points P6 and P26 (see fig. 2). The 
pressure drop is propagated as a depressurisation wave 
throughout the vessel system, which can be observed in 
the delayed pressure decrease at PB compared with P6. 
During the propagation the waves change their shape 
so that in greater distance from the leakage point 
only a nearly exponential pressure decrease can be 
observed (sve PI, P8, P32) . On structures which are 
surrounded by the fluid at two sides, pressure diffe
rences car. bo generated by the waves leading for short 
times to dynamic loads. Components of this kind are 
for example the tube-sheets of the heat exchangers and 
the side- reflector of a process heat plant. 

During the first phase of the depressurisation pressure 
oscillations are possible in parts of the flow system. 
During this experiment such an oscillation occurred at 
test point P24. 
A relatively stable flow follows up that initial phase 
generating pressure differences which are very sensi
tive to the flow resistance within the system. Unfortu
nately, it was not possible to measure the real sta
tionary resistance factors of the vessel system because 
no blower was installed; therefore it was necessary to 
use the common resistance factors for the program veri
fication. In the channels and the pebble-bed these fac
tors were continually taken in dependence of an actual 
Reynolds number. 

Another important fact for the plant design are the 
maximal pressure transients in the system. They are 
necessary to find out the loads generated on badly de-
pressurable regions, for instance the insulation in the 
hot gas regions. 



All these effects are fully developed at the start of 
the depressurisation, ind therefore a good accordance 
between experiment arid calculation in this phase is 
dosired. 
This general view of the depressurisation is verified 
by all other experiments. 
As all relevant effects were observed in the experiment 
just discussed, it seeii ;i to be very suitable for the 
program verfication. Unfortunately, for this case only 
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RAPID DEPRESSURiZATIGH OP A HELIX* VESSEL: 
A COMPARISON* BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
AND CHB-DDOafSICrNAL ANALYSIS 

N. DANG, J—P. BUPOHT, H. WEBS 
Swiss Federal I n s t i t u t e for Reactor Research 
Mfarenlingsn 
Switserlani 
Abstract 

The analysis of rapid pressure transients following the 
rupture of a barrier between different pressur < levels in 
a direct gas turbine loop is a major safety corcern for 
gas cooled reactor plants of the HHT type. In this context 
the need for reliably tested numerical methods is evident. 

An experimental program was elaborated at the Swiss Federal 
Institute for Reactor Research carrying out simple model ex
periments in order to investigate the validity of usual one-
dimensional methods. 

In this paper a preliminary experiment of rapid depressuri-
zation of a helium vessel will be presented. The usual one-
dimensional numerical methods: 

- finite difference method tfDMj, 
- control volume method (CVM), 
- method of characteristics (CHM) 

are reviewed. Special attention will be paid to a comparison 
between the finite difference and the control volume approaches 
as to the simplifications usually made for computer codes based 
on the control volume method for the analysis of the dynamic 
behaviour of networks. 

A general agreement between the numerical results obtained with 
FDM and CHM and the experimental data can be observed except in 
the immediate vicinity of sudden flow area changes where two-
dimensional effects are predominant. The control volume muthod 
leads to a too conservative estimate of the deprtsssurization rate 
in the vessel. This can be explained by the simplification 
introduced, neglecting the massflow gradient term in the momentum 
equation. 

Introduction 

The analysis of rapid pressure transients following postulated 
rupture of a barrier between the very different pressure levels 
in a direct gas turbine loop is a major safety concern for 
reactor plants of the HHT type. In this context the need for 
reliable tested rumerical methods is evident. 

The depressurlzatlon experiment presented In this paper Is a 
preliminary step of an experimental program elaborated at the 
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research in irder to in
vestigate the validity of the PLAYGAS one-dimensional model l\l 
used in the frame of the HHT project to analyse the pressure 
transients induced by the above-me.itioned pressure equilibration 
accidents. 

1, The Depressurization Experiment 

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the experimental model made of 
a cylindrical vessel of 390 nm internal diameter coupled to 
a duct of 87 mr« internal diameter and 583 mm length closiid by 
a 0.6 mm vhicV membrane. 6 pressure transducers of the Klstler 
6031 type recording pressure frequences up to IcO KHz are used. 

http://above-me.it


The model is mounted in a sho^k tube (fig. 2) and filled with 
Helium at a pressure of 20 bar. The back pressure in the shock 
tube is 10 bar. The depressurization is induced through bursting 
the membrane by an electrically fired detonation capsule. 

The pressure transients measured at the differert positions 
are shown in fig. 3. It can be seen at position 1 that the 
detonation induces a pressure peak followed less than 0.1 ms 
later by an expansion wave due to the bursting of the membrane. 
The pressure transients are considerably damped at position 4 
immediately after the cross-sectioncel area chinge and are 
practically identical for positions 4, 5 and 6. 

2. Onedimensional calculations of the pressure transients 

The depressurization experiment was simulated with different 
one-dimensional models based on 

- the method of characteristics (CHM) 
- the finite difference method (FDM) 
- the control volume method (CVM) 

The following notation will be used: 

A cross-sectional flow araa 
C sound velocity 
D hydraulical diameter 
e specific internal energy 
f coefficient of friction 
h specific enthalpy 

v h specific total enthalpy (h = h +• — ) 

k gas constant 
m mass flow (m = pvA) 
t time 

density 
! v| 
V 

2.1 The Method of Characteristics (CHM) 
For the rapid pressure transients under consideration the 
wall friction is believed to have a negligible influence. 
The flow is thus assumed to be ieentropic. With this hypo
thesis the equations of motion could be written in a simple 
characteristic form /2/ 

DV 
Jt = 0 

D~J~ 
Dt = 0 

with D* 
Dt - i_ + ( v ± c ) i_ at l ' ax 
± J __ v * -—- c for , k-1 

+ 
The constancy of J", the so-called Riemann invariants along 

dx + their respective characteristic lines — = v- c allows an 
explicit construction of the flow field in the x-t-plane, 
starting from initial and boundary conditions. 

The experimental model is simulated as 2 ducts with different 
cross-sectional areas coupled together. A grid of 25 points 
(10 in the vessel, 15 in the duct) is used. The pressure at 
position 1 is given as a boundary condition through a poly
nomial approximation p 1(t) of the measured curve. 

The numerical results are checked against experimental data 
in figure 3. A good agreement could be observed except for 



posj tion 8 by the discontinuous cross-sectional area change 
where 2 dimensional effects could not be taken into account 
by the one-dimensional model used. 

2.2 The Finite Difference Method (?DM) 
The term "finite difference" method is used to describe a 
large number of numerical techniques developed to solve 
partial differential equations by replacing the partial 
derivatives by finite differences. 

The PDE equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation 
for a one—dimensional adiabatic unsteady flow read: 

Mass 

Momentum 

3p 
3 t = _ 1 3ni 

A 3x 

3m 
at = 3mv 

3x 

a 
at [P ( e + v 2 / 2 ) l 

(2.1.a) 

3x 2Dr (2.2.a) 

Energy f- [p(e+v /2)] = - j - 4- [ra(h+v"V2)] (2.3.a) A Sx 

These equations are applied at discrete, fixed cross-sections 
transforming the partial time derivatives into total derivatives 
and replacing the spatial partial derivatives by finite diffe
rences. 

pi-l 

pi-l 
m' ,1-1 P 

•i+1 

'i+1 

Ax 
vi-l *i+l 

Mass dpi 
dt 

1 ("'i m'i-l' 
Ax (2.1.b) 

^ ' i ( mi+l Vi + l" mi Vi ) A ( p i + l " p i ) 

Momentum ^ = &* h x (2.2.b) 

f 
2D, e' m'.v' , i l i 

Energy — [p i(e i+v i*/2)j 1 - . i[<"V"V
v,i/3'-'Vl<hi-l+vA2)] 

A Ax 
(2.3.b) 

where the variables denoted with a(') are defined at cross-
sections with abscissa x'. = x, + Ax/2. 

l i 

This system of ordinary differential equations could then be 
solved by available ODE solvere such as the Runge-Kutta method. 



As already done for the run with the method of characteristics, 
the experimental model is simulated by 2 ducts with different 
cross-section areas coupled together. A total number of 25 
discretization cross-sections is used. The wall friction is 
neglected (f = 0). The system of ordinary differential equations 
is solved by an implicit method of the Gear type /3/. 

The numerical results are compared to the measurements in 
figure 4. Again a sensible deviation is observed at position 
a showing the limitation of the one-dimensional hypothesis. 
At the other positions the agreement is quite satisfying. 

2.3 The control volume method (CVM) 

This is a method generally used for unsteady flow of a com
pressible fluid in a network of volume: and links /4/. It is 
used in the PLAYGAS computer code for the transient analysis 
of the HHT plant /l/. 

The unsteady equations of mess, momentum and energy conser
vation applied to a control volume v with fixed boundaries 
£ read in the one-dimensional case: 

Mass f£ /odV = - /pvdA (3.1.a) 
v I 

Momentum — /pvdV = - /pv dA - /pdA - /ex dA (3.2.a) 
v 

EqergX dt / 0 ( e + v /2)dV = - /pv(h+v2/2)dA (3.3.a) 
v z 

with v 
the shearing stress exerted on the stream by 
the walls 

dA the wetted wall area over which x acts w w 

The duct is discretized into an alternate succession of 
control volumes vAV = A-Ax) of 2 types: the plena (or nodes) 
and the links (or connectors), each being staggered from 
the other by a disLance Ax/2. 

PLENA 

'i-1 
'i-1 

'i+1 
'i+1 

Ax 

LINKS 

The continuity equation applied to the plena gives: 

-jr (P.A Ax) d t i (m! - m! , ) l i - 1 

or dpi 
dt 

1 ( m i m l - l> 
Ax <3 .1 .b ) 



Introducing the definitions: 

f = 4 ̂ 5 — *«<* dA = ^ 
pv 2/2 w D h 

into the momentum equation (3.2.a) applied to the links gives: 

fe'p|v'2AAx 
- (P;V'AAX) = - li^v^-i^) - A( P i + 1- P i) - -35-

dm! (n.^.v... - m v.) Alp.., ~ P^ fe!m!v' 
x i+li+1 i i i-*-! i 1 i i /-, •) y.\ 

dt Ax Ax 2D L 

Similarly the energy equation (3.3.a) is applied to the plena: 

3.b) at I W v i / 2 ) J = • A 5 (3-
It should be noted that these equations (3.1.b), (3.2.b) and 
(3.3.b) are identical to the equations (2.1.b), (2.2.b) and 
(2.3.b) derived by the finite difference approach. 

However for practical applications to transient analysis in net
works the following simplifications are usually made 

SI |^ <0i vi 2/ 2 A A x > " ~ <«"ivl2/2 " ""i-l viV 2 ) 

i.e. the balance of kinetic energy in the plena is assumed 
to be automatically equilibrated. 

m , v . , - m.v. „ m! 2 d / P , x 1 - ! / P . ) 
s 2 i+l i+l U l - i - i ± l ^- in equation (3.2.b) 
— Ax A Ax n 

i.e. the contribution of the mass flow gradient to the 
momentum balance is neglected. 

This leads to the following equations: 

IK 

dP i j (mj - n\|_ 1) 
dt~ = A Ax 

dm; m^2 U/Pi+1 - 1 / P i ) A ( p 1 4 > 1 - P i ) f e | m | v ^ 
d t ~~ A Ax Ax ~ 2D. 

d Pi ei 1 (»i hl " »j-l hl-l ) 

dt ~ A Ax 

(3.1.c) 

(3.2.c) 

(3.3.c) 

The equations (3.1.c), (3.2.c), (3.3.c) are used to simulate 
the experimental model by a succession of 25 plena (10 for 
the vessel, 15, for the duct) connected together through the 
links. The wall friction is neglected (f * 0) and the system 
of ordinary differential equations is solved with the same in
tegration method as by the FDM calculation. 

The numerical results are presented in frigure 5. In addition 
to the deviation observed at position 8 due to the one-dimen
sional approximation, a much more rapid depressurization rate 
is calculated by the CVM model at positions 4, 5, 6 in the 
vessel. This is believed to be caused by the very restrictive 
simplification S2 neglecting the contribution of the mass flow 
gradient to the momentum balance. The calculation is repeated 
without this simplification i.e. with equation (3.3.b) instead 
of (3.3.c) and again a satisfying agreement is obtained (fig. 6) 



3. Conclusions 

A satisfying general agreement between numerical results and 
experimental data is obtained with the one-dimensional models 
based on the method of characteristics (CHM) and the finite 
difference method (FDM). It has been shown that the control 
volume approach could lead to the same set of equations as 
the finite difference approach. However, for the transient 
analysis of networks of volumes and ducts, the simplifications 

SI and S2 are generally introduced. 

51 The balance of the kinetic energy is assumed to be auto
matically equilibrated 

52 The contribution of the massflow gradient to the momentum 
balance is neglected 

The simplication S2 is the cause of the noticeable deviations 
of the CVM results from the experimental data (compare fig. 5 
and 6). 

Consequently special care has to be paid when using a model 
based on the control volume method for the analysis of very 
rapid pressure transients such as those induced by internal 
pressure equilibration accidents in reactor plants of the 
HHT type. 
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?ig. 2: The experimental model mounted in the shock tube 

Fig. 3; Numerical results from the Method of 
characteristics (CHM) 
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Fig. 4: Numerical results from the finite difference 
method tFDM) 
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Fig. 5; Numerical results from the control volume 
method (CVMl) 109 
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Fig. 6: Numerical results from the control volume 
method (CVM2) 
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THE HTR SAFETY CONCEPT DEMONSTRATED BT SELECTED EXAMPLES 

H. SOWER, D. STOLZL 
Hochtempera'tur-Realctorfcau GmbH. 
Mannheim 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

The licensing experience gained in the Federal Republic of 
Germany is based on the licensing procedures for the 
THTR-300 and the HTR-1160. In the course of the licensing 
procedures for these reactors a safety concept for an HTR 
has been developed. This experience constitutes the basis 
for the design of future HTR's. 

1. Licensing Experience in the Federal Republic of Germany 

In the Federal Republic of Germany a great leal of expe
rience has already been gained from the licensing proce
dure for High-temperatur Reactors. An experimental reac
tor, the AVR, has been in operation for more than 10 years 
and is demonstrating an extremely satisfactory operating and 
safety behaviour. A power reactor of 300 MW electrical 
poweri the TKTR 300, is presently under construction at 
Schmehausen (see Fig. 1). 

The nuclear licenses for the erection of the various com
ponents of the THTR have already been granted in part or 
are being expected in 1980. The application for the 
operating licence has been filed and is expected to be 
granted in 1982. 



In the years 1974 to 1976 a safety evaluation was carried 
out for an HTS with block-shaped fuel elements and an 
electrical power of 1160 MW. it was intended to construct 
this HTR 1160 next ot the THTR 300. The safety evaluation 
on concept-and site was completed early in 1977 with a 
positive result. As usual, the safety evaluation report 
states various licensing conditions which remain to be 
met. This concernes essentially the accidents incurring 
water or stiara ingress into the primary circuit. 

The sequence of these accidents depends on the further 
failure assumptions which are different from those in 
the OS. For this reason additional verifications are 
required in German licensing procedures. 
After completion of the safety evaluation the HTR-1160 
has not been persued in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

The overall licensing practice and the experience gained 
from discussions with experts and authorities in the course 
of these projects furnish a solid basis for preparing a 
safety design concept for future HTR projects. 

These are a steam-cycle plant, with an electrical output 
of about 900 MW, a process-heat plant,and a high-tempera
ture reactor with helium turbine (HHT). 

The fundamental safety requirements for the safety systems 
are greatly independent of the reactor concept, so that 
> e available experience in safety design which mainly 
results from the experience gained with steam-cycle plants, 
can be transferred even to process-heat plants and HHT plants, 
although in these cases additional requirements must be 
taken into consideration such as the connection with the 
gas factory in the case of the process heat plant. 

Safety requirements for high-temperatur reactors in the 
Federal Republic of Germany 

In the course of the current licensing procedures the non-
existance of HTR-specific safety criteria haa proved to be 
a particular disadvantage. Since the BMI safety criteria, 
issued in 1974 by the Federal Ministry of the Interior, are 
based on the light-water reactor technology, their application 
to other nuclear power plant systems is problematic, because 
these criteria are based mainly on deterministic requirements, 
and less on the aspects of the protection of the environment. 
Thus they are not always appropriate to the safety characteristi 
of an HTR. The same applies to the regulations prepared by thf 
Committee for Nuclear Technology (Kerntechnischer Ausschufl) 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

The LWR safety criteria issued in 197 4 and the subsequent 
application of these criteria to the THTR-300, whose 
construction had been started already in 1972, and further 
additional requirements resulted in subsequent modifications 
and important delay in the erection. It has been possible 
to carry out all the required changes without changing the 
basic design. 

The safety concept remained however essentially unchanged. 

In 1979 a draft of HTR safety criteria was compiled upon 
the order of the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI). 
These criteria were based on the current LWR-specific cri
teria containing mainly deterministic requirements. In part, 
however, also HTR-specific characteristics have been taken 
into consideration establishing a beginning to the compi
lation of the HTR-specific safety requirements. 



These HTR-specific criteria,which will be taken as the basis 
of the design of the safety concept of future reactors, in
corporate also prospective additional requirements as far 
as it seems reasonable (e.g. probabilistic requirements). 

Safety Characteristics of an HTR 

The safety concept of an HTR was based on the following HTR-
specific features: 

The HTR possesses a system of barriers and delay ranges 
for fission products - coated particles, graphite Matrix 
of fuel elements, prestressed concrete reactor vessel, 
and reactor containment. Especially the fuel particle 
coatings and the graphite matrix are resistant to high 
temperatures and retain their effectiveness up to ex
tremely high temperatures. 

Helium, the coolant which is used in high-temperature 
reactors, is chemically neutral, it does not undergo 
any phase changes, and has a negligeably small reactivity 
influence. 

The temperature coefficient of reactivity is negative 
over the total relevant temperature range. 
The reasons for the possibility to make use of this 
effect will be given below. 

- 5atio_of_p£wer_density>_and_heat_cagacity_ 
The ratio of power density and heat capacity which is 

decisive for the velocity of heating-up of the reactor 
core in the event of loss of cooling is lower in the 
high-temperature reactor than in the light water reactor 
by a factor of 10 - 15 due to the low power density 
(6 MW/m* in the THTR) and the high heat capacity. 
23e._2£_£££2!!!i2-.!S2£i£i2i 
The ceramic material used in the reactor core is 
characterized by an excellent resistance to high tem
peratures. 
§HE5£z52^S_£S22£2E_ v232Si 
The reactor pressure vessel is designed as a redundantly 
prestressed concrete reactor vessel into which all main 
components carrying primary gas are integrated. 

The excellent fission product retention characteristics of 
the fuel elements ensure low contamination of the reactor 
coolant. (In the AVR the coolant gas activity is less than 
100 Ci). 
This results in: 

low exposure of the environment during normal operation 
and in the event of accidents 

- low radiation exposure of personnel. 
The experience gained in the course of the operation of HTRs 
(Peach Bottom, AVR, Fort St. Vrain) has shown, that the ra
diation exposure of the operating and maintenance personnel 
is lower than that of the light-water reactor by at least 
one order of magnitude. 
The accumulated dose for the AVR plant personnel and the 
external personnel was measured to be 50 rem/a. The accu
mulated dose for the Fort St. Vrain power plant personnel 
is as low as approx. 3 rem/a. 

In particular with regard to tne coatings which are of 
decisive importance to the release of fission products 
the safety margin to failure is very large. The mean fuel 



element temperature in the THTR is 640°C, the design tempe
rature is 1250 °c, complete failure of the coatings occurs 
only above 2400 °C. Diffusion of solid fission products 
starts, however, at about 1600 °C. 

This chracteristic provides the possibility of actually 
making use of the negative temperature coefficient of 
reactivity acting as an inherent shut-down mechanism in the 
event of reduction or loss of core cooling, since in the HTR 
even a temperature equalization between fuel element center 
and surface (max. temperature difference approx. 2C0 °C) in 
case of interruption of heat removal cannot result in a 
destruction of the fuel element. 
Due to the phase stability of the coolant, even in the event of 
"loss of coolant" there is always gaseous coolant available at 
a sufficient density. This means that loss of coolant is 
practically impossible. Only a depressurization of the 
primary circuit, resulting in a corresponding density change 
of the coolant occurs. 

The extremely high heat capacity of the reactor internals 
with reference to the power density, results in an extremely 
^low temperature rise in ths event of all reactor coolant 
accidents. In addition, part of the after-heat can be removed 
from the reactor core even in the event of loss of cooling, 
since the graphite internals have a high heat conductivity 
and heat capacity and the heat radiation becomes more 
effective in the reactor core at high temperatures. Also 
for this reason, temperature will rise very slowly in 
the reactor core. This means that plenty of time is available 
for countermeasures even in the event of hypo
thetical accidents. 

The HTR Safety Systems 

The saftty systems of an HTR are mainly designed according 
to deterministic aspects such as required according to the 
safety criteria and practiced in the licensing procedure. 
This means that the safety systems are designed so as to 
control all assumed accidents taking into consideration a 
"single failure" and a "repair case" even in the event of 
failure of the first initiation of the plant protection system 
for the detection of accidents. 

In the following the safety systems are briefly described 
with reference to examples: 

The reactor pressure vessel of all HTRs, except for the small 
experimental reactors such as the AVR in Julich, are con
structed froiii prestressed concrete. 
Such presbressed concrete pressure vessels are considered 
as burst-safe, which has been confirmed in experts' opinions 
for the THTR 300 and the HTR-1160. 

§l3y£32SS_5YS£§2S_ 
The design of the shutdown system for pebble bed reactors 
can be based on the experience gained with the THTR 300. In 
the THTR, the first shutdown system consists of 36 absorber 
rods in the reflector. For larger reactors with reactor powers 
higher than 300 MWe the effectiveness of the reflector rods 
is, however, not sufficient so that the reflector rods are 
backed up by absorber rods to be directly inserted into the 
pebble bed. 



In the THTR the second shutdown system consists of 42 
absorber rods which are directly inserted into the pebble 
bed. In larger reactors the incore rods also assume the 
tasks of a second shutdown system. For reasons of diversity, 
additional shutdown possibilities for future plants are being 
investigated such as injection of neutron-absorbing gases 
into the primary circuit or introduction of small absorber 
spheres into the pebble bed core. These additional shutdown 
possiblities are being investigated especially for large 
reactors in which scram cannot be effected by the reflector 
rods only. 

A reactor shutdown resulting exclusively from the negative 
temperature coefficient acting as an inherent shutdown me
chanism has not been used up to now instead of hardware 
measures. This characteristic is, however, of extreme im
portance to the control of hypothetically assumed acci
dents, thus contributing essentially to the reduction of the 
residual risk. 

The favorable accident behaviour has been confirmed in the AVR 
by repeated "rod jam tests". In this demonstration test the 
coolant circulation was suddenly interrupted at full power 
and the insertion of all the four shutdown rods was prevented. 
Due to the negative temperature coefficient, power production 
was immediately reduced to residual heat level. The generation 
of xenon kept the reactor subcritical for about one day; 
then power balanced out in the range of a few kilowatts, 
according to the heat transfer to the internals surrounding 
the reactor core. 

A££§Eb e3£_I e.5°.Y.3l_§ v. s.$ e m. 
In principle, afterheat removal in high temperature reactors 
can be effected by the main cooling system during all operating 

conditions and accidents. In the AVR, THTR-300, and Fort St.Vrain 
power plants this afterheat removal concept is being used. 

In the THTR-300 an additional water injection into the 6 steam 
generators is provided in addition to ths purely operational 
systems. For this purpose 3 steam generators each are combined 
in an emergency cooling circuit. In the event of grid failure 
electric energy is supplied by an emergency diesel for each 
circuit. If the reactor is under pressurized conditions, one of 
the six steam generators is sufficient .for afterheat removal. 
The THTR-300 is the first reactor for which a risk evaluation 
was claimed in the course of a licensing procedure in the 
Federal Republic of Germany in connection with the licensing 
of the afterheat removal system. In addition to the verification 
of the required reliability of the afterheat removal system it 
could be shown in this connection that also in the event of 
failure of the complete afterheat removal there are approxima
tely three hours available for initiating counter measures 
already planned in the afterheat removal system. 

The HTR-1160 reactor project was the first project in which 
in addition to the main cooling system a further auxiliary 
cooling system was introduced, consisting of four afterheat 
removal loops (see Fi-j. 2) . This afterheat removal concept 
obtained a positive evaluation in the course of the assess
ment of the HTR-1160 concept. 

At that time, the reasons for adopting an auxiliary cooling 
system, independent of the main cooling system were 

that the main cooling circuit must not be designed 
to be fully functionable in the eve->' of the maximum 
depressurization accident. 
(lower extent of verification, lower costs) 



the main cooling circuit with all its required auxiliary 
systems was not to be designed as a safety system, it 
was designed according to purely operational requirements. 

The auxiliary cooling system, which is independent of 
the main cooling system, represents a second afterheat 
removal system. This results in an increased safety 

- - - - - - potential_______ 

The same concept is taken as a basis for the plants which are 
currently being designed, such as the steam cycle plant with 
a pebble bed reactor. 

For a pressurized reactor one of the four afterheat removal 
loops with a maximum efficiency of approx. 100 MW is sufficient 
for the removal of afterheat} with the reactor depressurized, 
two of these loops are required. 

A further increase of the reliability of afterheat removal 
will be possible by a separate water injection into the steam 
generators of the main cooling system. This would result in a 
further reduction of the residual risk, which is very low aryway 

5. Accident behaviour 

In the licensing procedure practiced in the Federal Republic 
of Germany it is assumed that in principle all components 
can fail, the failure model depending on the design and 
the stresses to which the component is exposed. In addition, 
in the event of an accident consequental damages must be 
assumed to occur on the components which are not designed 
against the accident stresses with sufficient safety margins 
or which cannot be exposed to inservice inspections to a 
sufficient extent. 

The design of the safety systems is mainly determined by 
the accidents to be assumed. In high-temperature reactors 
these ate especially: 

a) Oepressurization accidents 
b) Water ingress accidents 

Depressurization of the primary circuit is not as serious an 
accident in an HTR as in a LWR in particular, with regard 
to the activity released. Special afterheat removal systems 
are not required for controlling this accident. Neither 
are there any consequential damages to be expected to occur 
on the fuel elements. Thus the activity release is relatively 
low. 

If considerations for the THTR-30D are based on the design basis 
activity of 35 000 Ci, the loss of coolant accident will result 
in a whole body dose of about 50 ir.rem. This applies to an 
event, where the activity is immediately released over the 
scack without delay or filtering. In the hypothetical event of 
ground release the maximum permissible load in the Federal 
Republic of Germany of 5 rem would not be exceeded. Thus it 
has been possible to construct the THTR without the containment 
usually required for LWRs. 

Future HTRs will be designed with a containment, e.g. to improve 
the possibility of controlling external effects. Fig. 3 shows the 
history of the maximum fuel temperature during a depressurization 
accident in the HTR-1160. This figure shows that there is a large 
safety margin to the failure limits of the fuel elements. 
Apart from the depressurization accident, water ingress into the 
primary system due to steam generator damage is a decisive factor 
for the design of the afterheat removal systems. Therefore it is 
achieved by a high quality standard of manufacture and in-service 
inspections that major steam generator damages can be excluded. 



For limiting undue corrosion of the fuel elements and the ceramic 
reactor internals the water ingress into the core in the event 
of a steam generator damage will be limited by dumping the defective 
steam generator and by reducing the graphite temperatures to levels 
below approx. 700 *C by a respective design of the afterheat removal 
system. 

The effectiveness of the inherent safety characteristics in the 
event of a hypothetical accident has been analysed by General 
Atomic in the course of risk assessment studies on the HTR 1160. 
(AIPA Accident Initiation and Progression Analysis). This study 
has since been transferred to German conditions by the Institute 
for Nuclear Safety Research in the Nuclear Research Center of 
JQlich. 

In addition to the extent of damage, also the probabilities of 
occurrence and the risks of the various accidents have been 
determined. Among others, also the risk of hypothetical accidents 
with total failure of safety installations has been determined. 

These analyses have shown that the risk of high-temperature 
reactors is comparatively low and clearly below the risk of 
other reactor lines. 
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HTGR SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM 

A.V. BARSELL, B.E, OLSEN, F.A. SILADY 
General Atonic Company 
San Diego, California 
United States of America 

ABSTRACT 

An HTGR safety research program is being performed 
Sv-Dporting and guided in priorit es by the AIPA Probabilistic 
Risk Study. Analytical and experimental studies have been 
conducted in four general areas where modeling or data 
assumptions contribute to large uncertainties in the conse
quence assessments and thus, in the risk assessment for key 
core heat-up accident scenarios. Experimental data have been 
obtained on time-dependent release of fission products from 
the fuel particles, and plateout characteristics of condensi-
ble fission products in the primary "ircuit. Potential failure 
modes of primarily top head PCRV components as well as concrete 
degradation processes have been analyzed using a series of 
newly developed models and interlinked computer programs. 
Containment phenomena, including fission product deposition 
and potential flammability of liberated combustible gases have 
been studied analytically. Lastly, the behavior :>f boron control 
material in the core and reactor subcriticality duiing core 
heatup have been examined analytically. Research in these 
areas has formed the basis for consequence updates in GA-A15000. 
Systematic derivation of future safety research priorities is 
also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Accident Initiation and Progression Analysis (AIPA) study led to 
several safety R&D recommendations (Ref. 1). These recommendations were 
systematically obtained on the basis of relative risks predicted for the 
dominant accident scenarios (core heatup) and the major sources of uncer
tainty associated with those predictions. The four separate studies 
support the core heatup consequence assessments as follows: 

1. Fission product release study failure of fuel particle 
coatings, fission product release from the fuel and transport 
to the containment, and plateout procosses within the PCRV. 
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2. PCRV integrity study - physical processes associated with 

primarily tophead PCRV component failure modes and degradation 
of the concrete. 

3. Containment Atmosphere Response (CAR) study - natural deposition 
of released fission products, pressurization due to gas accumula
tion, potential flammability of combustible gases, and effects of 
helium blowdown jets. 

4. Recriticality examination - migration of boron carbide control 
material and associated reactivity effects and shutdown margins. 

Research in these areas to date formed the basis for the updated con
sequence assessment of the AIPA study documented in CA-A15000 (Ref. 2). The 
present status and technical accomplishments of these tasks are discussed 
in this paper. 

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE ASP PLATEOUT 

The release rate of fission products from the fuel particles and the 
plateout of activity on PCRV surfaces during core heatup were found to be 
important parameters that contribute significantly to the fission product 
releases predicted over the spectrum of core heatup scenarios. 

In laboratory furnace tests, the release of fission products was 
measured from laser-failed irradiated BISO Th02 and TRISO UC2 fuel particles 
over a range of burnups. The burnups were 0.25, 1.4 and 15.IX PIMA for 
Th02 particles and 23.5 and 74% FIMA for UC2 particles. The fission products 
measure-i were nuclides of xenon, iodine, krypton, tellurium, and cesium. 

Two types of experiments were performed: isothermal and temperature 
rise experiments. The range of the temperatures was from 1200*C to 2300°., 
In the temperature rise experiments, the heating rates were between 50°C 
and 450°C/hr. The isothermal experiments provided a basis for developing 
a release model and the temperature rise experiments provided a test for 
the model in describing the release in a core heatup event. Good agreement 
was obtained between the model res"lts and test data from the temperature 
rise experiments. Detailed results are documented in Ref. 3. 

The central feature of the developed release model is a fractional 
release function which describes the release as a function of time, temper
ature, and burnup. This function was formulated as semi-empirical but, for 
specific conditions, was shown to be equivalent to a corresponding function 
derivable from a diffusion equation which a> counts for trapping. 

A comprehensive series of tests to measure temperature dependent 
failure of intact fuel particle coatings under core heatup conditions is 
ongoing. Irradiated coated particles are heated from 1100°C to tempera-



tures as high as 2600°C at rates of 20, 50 or 185°C/hr. Fuel failure 
fractions are determined as a function of temperature from Kr85 release 
fractions. Tests have been conducted on TR1S0 UC2 fissile fuel irradiated 
to 6 - 70% FIMA and TRISO Th0 2 fertile fuel irradiated to 2-8% FIMA. Re
sults from tests on 886 TRISO UC2 particles (Fig. 1) show that the fuel 
performance model used in AIPA is very conservative. The AIPA model 
assumed 100% coating failure at 2000°C; experimental data suggest an expected 
failure level of 3% at 2000°C and that 100% failure would not occur until 
temperatures exceed 2500°C. Although analysis is continuing, performance 
of TRISO Th02 fuel is similar to TRISO UC2 fuel. The new data are being 
interpreted on the form of a more realistic semi-emperical model for total 
coating failure. 

A combined analytical and experimental effort has been pursued regard
ing plateout behavior of fission products in the primary circuit. A first-
version plateout computer program, called PADLOC, has been completed and 
documented (Ref. 4). This program solves mass transport and adsorption 
equations for a single nuclide species along defined multiple flow paths 
over defined surfaces. The solution considers a time-dependent radionuclide 
sources, radioactive decay, surface adsorption per given relationship, 

- - - - desorption, and surface heating by decay heat of plated-out fission products. 
Application of this version of the program to core heatup scenarios formed 
the basis for an updated AIPA assessment of iodine time-dependent release to 
the containment (Ref. 2). 

The experimental program for iodine began with in-vacuum tests to 
provide data to the PADLOC code on iodine species formation and adsorption 
characteristics over core heatup conditions of surface temperature (130 to 
830°C) and iodine vapor pressure (10-9 to 10" ̂ atm). These so-called static 
plateout tests showed that iodine undergoes rapid reaction w?th the Fe 

- - - constituent of mild steel (such as in upper plenum elements or the PCRV 
_ _ _ thermal barrier cover plates) to form Fel2- The rate of formation of Fel2 

was measured as a function of temperature and iodine partial pressure. It 
was observed that Fel2 condenses along the adsorption tube surface over the 
250 to 350°C temperature region. These tests showed that in general forma
tion of Fel2 musL be considerated along with molecular iod ne. Further, the 
resulting data provided the means for calculating the extent of plateout 
of Fel2 at lower temperatures. 

A second stage of testing under dynamic (flowing helium) conditions 
was conducted in FY-79 and FY-80 to provide verification and correlation 
data for the PADLOC program. Iodine transport was achieved by imposition 
of a low flowrate helium stream in a tube to simulate the convective flow 
conditions during core heatup. The I2 was exposed to mild steel to form 
Fel2 at high temperature and deposition characteristics of the produced 
Fel2 were measured for fixed isothermal or temperature gradient conditions 
for comparison with PADLOC predictions. 

Application of the Fel2 reaction rate data from the static tests 
predicts fast and complete reaction of mild steel for the dynamic test 

conditions. This was confirmed by chemical analysis and iodine mass 
balance measurements. The peak concentration of condensed Fel2 
measured by means of gamma scanning occurred at temperatures around 200-
400*C. This is in rough agreement with the PADLOC prediction, assuming 
all I2 converts to Fel, and Fe^ deposits along the tube according to its 
vapor pressure. The model correctly predicts the location of the plateout 
distribution peak. However, the data indicate movement of some of the 
adsorbed F2l2 along the surface in the direction of lower temperatures, 
a phenomenon not simulated in the PADLOC model. Similar Fel2 plateout 
profile data obtained from tests at Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 5) 
were correlated with similar results (see Fig. 2). 

The dynamic test series was completed at the end of FY-79 and in FY-80 
an evaluation was performed of the test results. Present tests have provided 
adequate data on Fel2 formation and deposition under simple laboratory condi
tions to enable PADL0C simulation of Fel2 In future risk assessments. However, 
the following tasks are recommended for future work; 

1. Completion of development of a multiple species version of 
PADLOC which can simulate chemical reactions, including reaction 
of the iodine with metallic surfaces (forming Fel2, Crl^, etc.) 
and possible reaction of iodine with metallic fission products in 
the fuel (such as cesium). 

2. Laboratory measurements of the conditions under which chemical 
compounds other than FelT can be formed and the rate of reaction 
as well as their plateout characteristics. 

3. Heatup to failure of actual fuel particles and measurement of 
plateout characteristics of compounds formed. 

While former tests provide input to the advanced PADLOC model the 
latter tests will provide data for code correlation and verification under 
integrated conditions which more closely simulate reactor conditions. 

PCRV INTEGRITY 

The PCRV integrity study was initiated to Improve 1 he accident simula
tion models that were used early In the AIPA study. It was recognized that 
the magnitude of radiological consequences predicted for core he;*tup sequences 
was dependent on assumptions that could not be fully verified with the simula
tion models then available. Since both the dominant risk and relatively 
highest consequence events predicted for the HTCR Involve core heatup, and 
since this conclusion was arrived at on the basis of the quantification of 
a relatively small number of accident sequences, information obtained from 
the PCRV integrity study has been used to generate additional core heatup 
sequences resulting in potentially higher consequences than those predicted 
earlier. The updated risk assessment (Ref. 2) reflects the improved 
understanding of core heatup brought about by the PCRV integrity study. 



The first part of the task was to model the entire primary system 
response, particularly through the coupling of the core cavity to the 
side cavities by natural convection and radiation. This is accomplished 
during pressurized heatup by implicit coupling of a RECA computer pro
gram (Ref. 6) model of the reactor core with a RATSAM computer program 
(Ref. 7) model of PCRV compartments and components. Once the reactor 
depressurizes, thermal radiation is the dominant means of heat transfer 
to regions outside the core. A model was then developed to assess side 
cavity heatup due to thermal radiation through the cross ducts. In 
this model, the core plenum surfaces radiate to the opening and walls of 
the duct. The heat then transfers by conduction through the metal thermal 
barrier cove» plates and the kaowool material which insulates the PCRV 
liner and concrete. 

At longer times during depressurized conditions, the CORCON computer 
program (Ref. 8) is used to simulate heat transfer out of the core, con
sidering the fission product decay heat. An iterative procedure between 
the CORCON thermal analysis program and a fission product transport computer 
program, SORS (Ref. 9) was developed to track the fission product decay heat 
to determine realistic core temperatures and to accurately assess the decay 
heat released for subsequent critical component analysis. This procedure 
has realistically illustrated the large fraction of decay heat with migrates 
within and out of the HTGR core during the gradual attainment of high 
temperatures (Fig. 3). 

The final aspect of " lis task relates to potential failure of PCRV 
tophead components and concrete degradation (Fig. A). A version of the 
CCRCON computer code has been developed to model tophead and sidewall 
failures while simultaneously calculating the heat transfer within the core 
and away from the core surfaces to the PCRV. The active heat transfer 
mechanisms are decay heat redistribution, conduction, and radiation. 
Thermal barrier, liner, and concrete failures are continuously monitored 
in the model. Component failure initially proceeds from the top head 
thermal barrier cover plate and kaowool insulation to the liner and PCRV 
concrete. 

The component failure mechanisms that are simulated are the creep 
rupture and eventual melting of the thermal barrier and liner components, 
along with the spalling and melting of PCRV concrete. Concrete spalling is 
preceded by water boiloff and limestone aggregate decomposition into calcium 
oxide pnd carbon dioxide. A fraction of the liberated steam from the concrete 
will react with the hot graphite core upon contact. 

The concrete degradation process represents a large thermal sink that 
impacts the core temperatures and the containment behavior. Recent work 
still in an early state has identified additional reaction energies and 
heat capacities previously not considered that will affect the ultimate 
termination of core heatup. 

CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE RESPONSE 
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The containment structure is an effective barrier for holdup or 
retention of fission products released from the core and primary circuit. 
Hence, high priority was attached to assessment of fission product deposition 
in the containment along with analysis of potential modes of loss of leak-
tightness, i.e., due to helium blowdown jet effects, flammability of 
combustible gases, or overpressurization due to gas accumulation. 

In the first phase of the Containment Atmosphere Response (CAR) task, 
a computer program named CNTB (Ref. 10) was developed for analysis of 
transient containment pressure response to PCRV depressurization for various 
types of gas mixing, considering heat transfer to the building heat sinks. 
Use of this code demonstrated that the probability of containment over
pressurization due to sudden helium depressurization through PCRV openings 
limited by flow restrictors is negligible irrespective of any mixing 
effects. 

The second study phase (Ref. 11) focused on analytical models of 
depressurization jets and their effects on the containment structure, A 
computer program called JETWAV was developed for this purpose. Calculations 
using the computer program for a hot leg blowdown of PCRV helium discharging 
into helium accumulating at the bottom of the containment indicated that 
peak containment liner temperatures (i.e., kne hot streak) from jet impinge
ment do not exceed 150°C. The liner can withstand this temperature without 
significant probability of buckling. These jet models can also be employed 
to predict transient gas mixing and local gas concentrations in the contain
ment when entrainment coefficients become available. These will be obtained 
from planned discharge tests investigating helium Jets and gas nixing. 

The third phase of the CAR task focused on the chemical response ot 
the containment atmosphere during core heatup as documented in Refs, 12, 13. 
Event sequences leading to PCRV concrete' degradation result in combustible 
and noncombustible gas species liberated to the containment at longer times 
(after several days). The CARC'AS computer program (Ref. 13) was developed 
from the CNTB program to treat CO., steam, CO, and H„ gaseous species in 
addition to helium added to the containment mixing, the program evaluates 
convective heat transfer to the containment surfaces, including effects of 
steam condensation. The potential for containment overpressurization is 
thereby determined. 

For evaluation of potential flammability, the slow combustion and deton
ation limits of carbon monoxide and hydrogen in air were studied as a function 
of diluent fraction and temperature. Using a combined theoretical and ex
perimental correlation approach, temperature and diulent dependent limits 
of flaramabilIty and detonation were derived and Incorporated into the CARCAS 
computer program. At each time increment, the program tests the accumulated 
gas mixture in thu containment against these limits to determine conditions 
under which combustion is possible, given an Ignition source. 



Analytical models were developed for a realistic determination of the 
pressure and temperature of the containment atmosphere during and after 
slow-combustion of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Included are models for 
imperfect combustion and thermal radiation, heat convection, and steam 
condensation from the containment atmosphere to the boundaries during 
flame propagation. The results form the basis for evaluating possible 
impairment of the containment function by performing a structural response 
analysis. 

Also, in the third phase of the CAR task, models were developed 
for fission product iodine adsorption on metallic and coated surfaces, 
adsorption and diffusion in concrete and interactions with condensing 
steam on containment boundaries and the cleanup filter system. These 
models were incorporated into the CARTAS computer program and applied 
to updated AIPA core heatup sequences in Kef. 2. Results indicate that 
at early times the surfaces readily adsorb iodine. Coated surfaces are 
as effective as the cleanup filter system in removing gas-borne iodine, 
whereas the concrete is relatively ineffective. After steam begins con
densing, iodine in the coated surfaces is washed away and iodine in 
the untreated concrete is leached out to the containment drain and 
sump. 

The description of the aeiosol-like type activity (such as cesium, 
strontium, and tellurium) differs* from the description of iodine vapor 
in the containment atmosphere. Development was initiated on models of 
aerosols within and leaking out of the containment. An analytical model 
was developed to account for gravitational- settling in addition to filtra
tion, to handle the aerosol removal by steam condensation. More elaborate 
models are, therefore, being considered. 

RECRITICAUTY EXAMINATION 

An important safety research task is investigation of the AIPA risk 
assessment assumption that the reactor remains subcritical throughout a 
core heatup event with insertion of one or both shutdown systems for the 
long times as dated with core heatup consequences. This is being pursued 
analytically a i tests for model verification are planned. Time-and spatial 
ly dependent core temperatures were calculated using the CORCON computer 
program. Time-dependent fuel failure and transport of nuclides out of the 
core were calculated using a modified version of the SORS computer program. 
This program also computes slumping or compaction of the inserted control 
rods or B^C reserve balls in their respective channels due to thermal and 
gravity effects. Vapor transport of the boron in the channel and diffusion 
of boron into the graphite surrounding the channel is simulated. 

The above information was input to reactor physics computer programs 
to assess shutdown margins. MICROX, an integral transport theory flux 
spectrum program (Ref. 14), was used to generate cross-sections for the 
heavy metal, fission product, and moderator nuclides versus temperature. 

• 
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DTKX, an unpublished computer program using one-dimensional transport 
theory, was used to generate macroscopic cross-sections for various 
configurations of control rods, reserve shutdown system and boron 
diffused into the graphite. Calculation of the effective multiplication 
factor, k, for the core conditions at a specified time is performed by a 
two-dimensional multlgroup diffusion theory code, BUC (Ref, 15), using 
the MICROX and DTl-'X cross-sections as input. 

Two time points within the first two days were selected to consider 
the effect of control poison slumping and compaction, A later timepoint: 
was selected to consider the second period of reactivity concern in which 
vapor transport at high temperatures may deplete a large volume of the 
central core of boron after many hours of heating. All three evaluations 
showed that the effective multiplication factor would be much less than 
1.0. 

However, since there are also large uncertainties in the transport of 
fission product poisons at the high core temperatures, preparations are 
in progress for experiments on boron carbide slumping behavior, vaporization, 
and diffusion in graphite. Included is a review of the phase behavior of 
the boron-carbon system and available vapor pressure data as well as dif
fusion coefficient data for boron in graphite. Mock-up (Laboratory-scale.) 
tests are proposed with the objective of validating the computer model 
used for predicting boron stability and transport. 

CONChUSIONS_AN_D FUTUREPROGRAML.PJ^.CTION 

The safety research described above provides fundamental support to 
the HTCR probabilistic risk assessment (i'KA) in the area of consequence 
assessments and has aided in confirming the low consequence magnitude due 
to the inherent safety features . f the concept. The program is, therefore, 
important to the licensing of ti.e HTCR particularly in view of the increas
ing emphasis on the use of PRA methods. 

Future safety research priorities are being derived by applying value-
impact methodology. A study has been performed which attempted to quant li/ 
potential reductions in risk uncertainties which candidate experimental 
or analytical tasks of closely defined cost and work scope could achieve. 
'Ilie benefit associated with each task was subjectively estimated as a 
percentage reduction In the uncertainty in consequence prediction at a 
mean frequency of I0~5/reactor-year. For many research areas, the benefit 
was calculated using relatively sophisticated Monte Carlo uncertainty 
aiiaLysis methods as described in Kef. Id. Other areas could not be so 
quantified and their benefit values were subjectively estimated. Recom
mended future safety research areas resulting from this analysis include 
experimental assessment of PCRV component failure (e.g., thermal barrier 
failure, liner cooling system failure and concrete degradation characteris
tics), long-term iodine deposition within and release from plant barriers, 
and containment failure modes. 
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1. Introduction 

Accidents resulting in an ingress of water or air into the primary circuit of 
a HTR are considered significant from a safety engineering point of view because 
there :- the danger of several fission product barriers being affected simul
taneously. Air-oxygen and water react chemically with hot graphite, corroding 
the fuel elements and producing burnable gases whose release Into the contain
ment nay lead to explosive gas mixtures. Furthermore, steam and the reaction pro
ducts formed during water ingress will cause a pressure build-up in the primary 
circuit. Whether and to what extent these processes result in a release of ra
dioactivity will depend on the actual accident sequence. 

2. Mater Ingress 

2.1 Design Basis 

In the first phase of an accident involving the ingress of water into the primary 
circuit the most important effect is the build-up of pressure. It is determined 
primarily by the total mass of water and by the rate at which the primary circuit 
is cooled ^own. The roans of controlling these accidents are therefore directed 
towards both the localisation and shut-off of possible sources of water ingress 
within a short time as well as the shut-down of the reactor and the rapid 
cooling of the primary circuit in order to maintain the pressure build-up within 
narrow limits. Thereby it is achieved that the effects of the design basis acci
dents involving water ingress are confined to the primary circuit. 

The shut-down of the reactor and the rapid cooling of the primary circuit can also 
be an efficient method to confine the effects of water ingress accidents to tlie 
primary circuit in cases when the localisation and shut-off of the source is 
not successful. For this the THTR 300 gives an example. The after-heat also under 
accident conditions must be removed from the primary circuit by the steam gene
rators. Therefore the possibility that a defective steam generator operates during 
after-heat removal cannot, In principle, be excluded. However even U. this case 
a pressure relief valve is not necessary for the limitation of the primary cir
cuit pressure. The reasons for this are the extraordinarily high capacity of the 
emergency cooling system and the particularly favourable design parameters (see 
section 2.5). 

2.2 Emergency Cooling Systems //»/ 

The THTR 300 is fitted with two emergency cooling systems, which are Independent 
from each other. Both systems are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The removal 
of teat from the primary circuit is carried out by the main loops, of which three 
are designated to each emergency cooling system. Two loops for each system half 
are preselected for emergency cooling. The two non-selected loops are shut-down 
following the Initiation of emergency cooling. The selection Is automatically 
changed when moisture is detected In a preselected loop. However an automatic 
switch from a selected loop to a non-preselected and already shut-down loop 1s 
not possible during emergency cooling operation. 

Following the start of emergency cooling the normal secondary-circuit is auto
matically divided between the two emergency cooling systems. The feed of steam 
generators used for emergency cooling is taken over by the emergency feed pumps 
of both emergency cooling systems. Before that the pressure In the steam gene
rators is reduced by steam relief valves. Within about 90 s after initiation 
of emergency cooling the systems have reached their full cooling capacity. 

As long as the steam generators are producing steam the secondary ciicuit remains 
open (left hand side of Fig. 1). In this situation water and steam are sepa-ated 
in the steam separator. The water returns to the emergency water tanks via heat 



exchangers, ..hile tr= steam is released to the atmosphere after cooling the re-
heaters. As soon as steam production ceases the secondary circuit is closed 
(right hand side in Fig. 1). The reheaters are "hen no longer cooled. 

Emergency cooling is introduced by either a moisture or a pressure signal. Both 
criteria lead to an emergency cooling mode, known as EC 5, which provides an 
extremely rapid cool-down of the primary circuit. The gas mass-flow in each loop 
is estabilished in this condition at about 27 % of the nominal flow rate in 
normal operation. In the case when only one loop is operating in one system 
half the heat removal capacity of this loop is automatically doubled by the 
Increase of the feed water and the gas flow rates. 

2.3 Probability of Emergency Cooling with one Defective Steam Generator 

The probability of emergency cooling with one defective steam generator is ex
tremely small as a systematic accident analysis has shown. As an example the 
accident topology is shown in Fig. 2 for multiple tube failure in one of the 
steam generators preselected for emergency cooling. The number of ruptured 
tubes is assumed to be so large, that the entire emergency feed water flow to 
this steam generator enters the primary circuit if this steam generator is 
used for after-heat removal. Due to the increase of the gas outlet temperature 
caused by the superheated steam the defective steam generator would be shut
down as a result of over-temperature trip. If the temperature instrumentation 
fails, within 13 s after tie beginning of the accident the moisture detection 
system in the defective loop will react and shut-down the steam generator. Simul
taneously the reactor is shut-down and emergency cooling 5 is introduced in which 
only intact steam generators are operating. 

If the moisture detection system in the defective loop has failed, the shut-down 
of the reactor and the introduction of emergency cooling will occur somewhat later 
due to the increased pressure in the primary circuit. In this case the moisture 
detection system remains active, so that after introduction of emergency cooling 
an intact steam generator might be shut-down by this system. The probability 
that this intact steam generator belongs to the same system half as the defective 
is 1 : 2. In both cases emergency cooling is operating with two intact and one 
defective steam generator. However in one case the defective steam generator 

is double fed, in the other case single fed. If the moisture detection system u 

also fails in the intact loops, emergency cooling operation takes place with 
three intact and one defective steam generator. The same condition occurs if 
the pressure instrumentation of the primary circuit has failed but instead of 
that emergency cooling is introduced by activation of the moisture detection 
system in one intact loop.jThe values shown in the figure are the assessed 
frequencies for each sequence. The values can only be used as irdications be
cause the frequency of the simultaneous failure of several steam generator tub»?s 
is not known. Therefore, on the basis o f t h e failure probability of one tube 

-5 an upper limit of 10 per steam generator and year was assumed. It is expected 
that this limit is already too high for a single fed steam generator and much tor 
large for the case of a double fed defective unit, because twice the number 
of tubes must fail in the i att e rcase to allow the full feed-water flow to enter 
the primary circuit. 

2.4 Temperature- and Pressure-Time-Behaviour in Emergency Cooling with one 
defective steam generator. 

Because of the expected higher occurrance probability and the greater relevance 
for similar accidents, which are initiated by a single tube failure in one stea-y 
generator and which have an occurance probability four orders of magnitude hiqhe-
both sequences with a single fed defective emergency steam generator were chosen 
for detailed transient analysis. In this case the continuous water ingress rate 
during emergency cooling is 12,5 kg/s. The calculation starts at that time 
when the circulators have reached their full speed. At this time already 2,7 t 
of steam have entereu the primary circuit. 

One important physical parameter controlling the pressure transient in the pri
mary circuit is the gas temperature in the cold-gas plenum, because more than 
90 % of the gas inventory of the primary circuit is contained 1n this plenum. 
Fig. 3 shows the time dependence of the cold-gas temperature together witn the 
gas-outlet temperature of the defective and the intact loops. In the beginning 
all temperatures fall very rapidly as a result of the very effective cooling, 
but run through a minimum and later increase again. The increase of gas-outlet 
temperature both in the defective and in the intact steam generators is a result 



of the rapid increase of the steam content in the coolant, which causes an in
crease of the thermal capacity of the coolant. The consequence is an accelerated 
cooling of the core. In the intact steam generators this leads to an excess of 
thermal power, which cannot be removed by the steam generators. Therefore the 
gas-outlet temperature increases with increasing steam content. In addition, 
already after 200 s condensation takes place, which increases the excess of 
thermal power. 

For the defective steam generator the effect of the rapid increase of the steam 
content in the coolant automatically causes a rise of the steam content at the 
gas-outlet of the steam generator, because part of the thermal power must be 
stored in evaporating feed water. In saturation conditions of the coolant, which 
is already reached after 150 s, this is only possible if a simultaneous increase 
of the gas-outlet temperature of the defective steam generator occurs. A de
crease of the gas-outlet temperature of the defective steam generator occurs, 
when the time dependent reduction of the evaporation rate, which depends on 
the thermal power, 1s greater than the time dependent increase of the steam 
content in the cold-gas-plenum. This will occur after about 1300 s. At this 
time, the condensation rate in the cold-gas plenum has reached such a high 
value* that the steam content increases only very slowly. 

The gas temperature in the cold-gas plenum falls until the start of condensa
tion and then increases again with the gas-outlet temperature of the Intact 
and the defective loops. The calculated temperature behaviour is based on the 
assumption, that the water fed into the cold-gas plenum is spontaneously eva
porated as long as saturation has not been reached. This 1s a conservative 
assumption with regard to the pressure build-up in the primary circuit. 

Fig. 4 shows the time dependent behaviour of the primary circuit pressure and 
the condensation rate in the cold-gas-plenum. In spite of the continuing operation 
of the defective steam generator a pressure of 48 bar is not exceeded. The ma
xima lies only a little above proof-pressure and is far below the value which 
is accepted for such an improbable accident. It is reached after 1750 s. At 
this time, the condensation rate in the cold-gas-plenum exceeds the feed-water 
f\cm rate of the defective steam generator, so that the steam content in the pri
mary circuit is slowly reduced. Up to this time 23,5 t of water have entered 

the primary circuit of which 14,8 t are in the form of steam while 8,7 t have 
been condensed. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The analysis has shown, that in case of favourable design characteristics even 
very severe water ingress accidents, in which an identification and shut-off 
of the water source is not successful, can be coped with without opening the 
primary circuit for limiting the pressure build-up. In this respect, the par
ticularly favourable design characteristics of the THTR, which are related to 
this, are as follows: 

- the large cold-gas plenum, which contains more than 90 I of the coolant 
inventory of the primary circuit, 

- the low cold-gas temperature of 523 K (250* C), which is the boiling tem
perature of water at a pressure of 40 bar, 

- the low core temperature during normal operation, 
- the large cooling capacity of the after-heat removal systems (emergency 
cooling systems) and 

- the large difference between operation pressure and failure pressure of 
the primary circuit. 

The large volume of the cold-gas plenum is capable of storing a considerable 
amount of steam. The low operation temperature of the cold-gas plenum prevents, 
that condensed water, which comes into contact with the plenum structure, Is 
vapourised by boiling so long as the primary circuit pressure is above 40 bar. 
The large cooling capacity of the after-heat removal systems provides for a 
rapid cooling of the core and the cold-gas plenum, so that early condensation 
take place and only negligible amounts of reaction products are formed. 

3. Air Ingress 

3.1 Air Ingress Rates 

Significant quantities of air can only enter the primary circuit of an KTR, if 
there is a large opening between the primary circuit and the containment. In 
the case of a completely integrated primary circuit 1n the PCRV (Prestressed 



Concrete Pressure Vessel) the air ingress rate depends primarily on the size 
and the position of the opening as well as on the thermodynamic conditions in the 
primary circuit and in the containment. The largest ingress rates occur, when 
the opening is in the top head of the PCRV. In this case a natural convection 
flow between the primary circuit and the containment can be established/^?/. 

The rate of the natural convection flow was calculated for various depressurization 
accidents by a computer code developed for this objective. The investigation was 
based on an annular gap, because the openings in the top head of the PCRV are 
fitted with doubly secured plugs and only a failure of the seals is postulated. 
It was assumed, that the flow cross section is equivalent to the clearance 
between the plug and the liner. The effect of flow-restrictors was taken into 
account. However it was neglected, that the plug because of its weight wil" 
reseat after depressurization of the primary circuit, acting like a safety-valve. 

Natural convection in an annular gap can only take place, when the pressure 
balance shown in the vector diagram of Fig. 5 is fulfilled. In the case of the 
ingress stream the following must hold: static pressure in the containment plus 
the pressure of the weight of the gas column minus the pressure loss equals 
the primary circuit pressure. For the case of the outlet stream the weight of 
the gas column and the pressure loss act in the same direction, so that the 
addition of both values to the static pressure in the containment gives the 
pressure of the primary circuit. Both mass flow rates, which are coupled by 
the primary circuit and by the containment, take up the value by which the 
described pressure balance is fulfilled. It is difficult to say how the total 
cross section is divided between inlet and outlet flow. However, it can be 
shown that both mass flows reach a maximum for a certain relationship between 
the relative cross sections. This maximum depends on the conditions in the 
primary circuit and in the containment and is automatically used by the computer 
code. 

The time dependent mass-flow through the opening is shown in Fig. 6 for the 2 case of a leak cross-section of 0,5 m , an equilibrium pressure of 2 bar and 
with the after-heat removal system in operation. The results are based on the 
time dependent behaviour of the temperature of the primary circuit typical 
for HTRs under these accident conditions. In the initial phase the ingress 

rate is much larger than the outlet flow rate injsplte of the increasing tempera
ture 1n the primary circuit. This is due to the fact that the lighter gas in 
the primary circuit is displaced by the heavier gas in the containment. This 
exchange effect is shown by the dotted curve, which gives the helium fraction 
in the primary circuit as a function of time. Also In the later phase the in
flow exceeds the outflow, which 1s caused by the decreasing temperature of the 
primary circuit. The average ingress rate over 6 h is only about 0,5 5 of the 
gas flow rate in the primary circuit. In the same period about 650 kg O2 enter 
the circuit. The ingress rate is reduced from an Initial value of 190 kg/h to 
75 kg/h. At this time, the oxygen content 1n the containment atmosphere has 
fallen by 4,5 X. 

In the case in which the after-heat removal system has failed, approximately 
the same mess flow rates in the leak were calculated. Therefore it can be 
concluded, that the gas exchange between the primary circuit and the contain
ment by natural convection in a top head leak is relatively insensitive to 
the specific accident sequence. The calculated air ingress rates lie within 
an order of magnitude, in which circumstances the graphit* burn-off of the 
core is not critical. The quantities of burnable gases which are formed 
present no danger to the containment in the case when the after-heat removal 
system is operating and present no immediate danger to the containment 1n 
the case when the after-heat removal system has failed. 

3.2 Graphite Burn-Off in the Case of Large Air Ingress Rates 

Large air Ingress rates, which are substantially greater than the values given 
above, are only conceivable for the current integrated designs of HTR-concepts 
in conjunction with extremely improbable depressurization accidents. Because 
these accidents are so unlikely they have no Influence on the engineered safe
guards. In spite of this, parameter-studies have been carried out with relative
ly large air Ingress rates for the purpose of understanding the behaviour of 
HTR-pebble bed systems with massive air ingress IV. In this study the newly 
developed graphite corrosion computer code REACT/THERMIX was used for the first 
time. This code has been developed specifically for pebble bed reactors. 



The PNP 500 reactor was chosen. It was postulated that the reactor is shut-down 
at the beginning of the depressurization accident and that the after-heat removal 
systems start 5 min later. The gas temperature at the entrance of the cold-gas-
plenum was taken to be'300° C. The gas flow rate through the core and the gas 
exchange rate between primary circuit and containment were varied. The latter 
was taken to be a fixed percentage of the flow rate through the core. The gas 
which leaves the primary circuit was assumed to mix spontaneously with the 
containment atmosphere. 

The axial temperature profile in the center line of the core is shown in Fig. 7 
for various times after the start of the accident. The gas flow through the 
core was taken in this case to be 6 * of the gas flow during normal operation 
and the volume exchange rate was taken to be 40 X of the gas flow rate. This 
case was chosen in order to demonstrate the effects of corrosion on the tempe
rature profile.When the after-heat removal systems start operation the maximum 
temperature was 1030° C approximately. The maximum lies 480 cm below the core top. 
After 15 min this maximum has been shifted to a depth of about 170 cm caused 
by the heat of reaction of carbon combustion in the upper core region. After 
30 min the highest temperature of about 1300° C is reached. From then on the 
maximum temperature moves in the flow direction through the core, which means 
that the reactor is cooled down. 

The total graphite burn-off as a function of time is shown diagramatically Ifl 
Fig. 8 for a constant volume exchange rate of 20 % and various flow rates through 
the core. The reduction of the total burn-off with increased flow rate through 
the core is caused by the more rapid cooling of the core which arrests the 
chemical reaction.at an earlier time. In the case of low core flow rates and 
the assumed high volume exchange rates almost the total inventory of oxygen 
in the containment is consumed. The maximum burn-off of a fuel ball is less 
than 50 S of the fuel-free region. 

The parameter-study carried out has shown that even in the case of an accident 
Involving high air ingress rates the reactor core is safely cooled down and 
graphite burn-off of the fuel balls is limited to the fuel-free region. Massive 
fission product release as a result of corrosion is therefore not to be expected. 
The frequently feared "graphite fire" can even under these unfavourable acci
dent conditions be excluded. 

4. Summary 128 

The results of the presented work can be summarized as follows: 
- The favourable design features of the THTR limit the pressure build-up in 

the primary circuit to values below critical values In water ingress acci
dents even when the source of water is not identified and shut-cff. A pressure 
reduction by safety valves is in this case not necessary so that the accident 
consequences remain confined in the primary circuit. 

- The expected air ingress rates following a depressurization accident through 
an opening in the top head of the PCRV are extremely small 1n the case of 
complete integration of the primary circuit in the PCRV. The chemical pro
cesses in the primary circuit remain so limited that no danger for the fuel 
elements and the containment exists. 

- The often feared"graphite fire" can be excluded even in the case when the 
circulators of the after-heat removal systems take in a high percentage of 
containment atmosphere. The core is cooled down safely. 

The presented work has contributed towards improving the understanding of the 
processes taking place during water and air ingress accidents. Future work is 
aimed at reducing uncertainties and improving the rrodelling for a more realistic 
description of the processes involved in such accidents. 
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A DETAILED STUDY OF THE STEAM ENTRY 
EFFECT OP A GCFR 
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1. Introduction 

In a gas cooled fast reactor (GCFR) a restricted amount 
of steam could enter into the reactor core as a consequence 
of a steam generator leak. The reactivity effect of such an 
incident is an important safety parameter. Because of large 
compensating effects steam entry is difficult to calculate 
and a detailed physical understanding is particularly 
important. 

In this paper the results of detailed steam entry calculations 
for a realistic reactor model are reported. From an additional 
perturbation theory analysis, and an analysis of one group 
cross section changes for different nuclides new insight 
into the physics of the steam entry effect can be obtained. 

2. Calculational Methods 

The calculations were performed for a GCFR which conforms 
to the General Atomic 300 MWe design (1). A two-dimensional 
R-Z model with 4 core zones and radial and axial blanket 
zones was used. The reactor model is shown in Fig. 1. 

The calculations proceeded in two stops. First, burnup cal
culations were performed to obtain the nuclide concentrations 
for the middle of the equilibrium cycle (MOEC). These con
centrations were then used as input for the subsequent steam 
entry calculations. Fig. 2 illustrates the calculational 
procedure in more detail. The cross sections were derived 
from the British FGL5 data set. Fundamental mode spectrum 
calculations and subsequent cross section condensations were 
performed with MURALB to obtain zone dependent 37 group 
constants. 

- Burnup calculations: 

Burnup was calculated in two-dimensional R-Z geometry 
using 10 energy groups. The group condensation scheme 
allowed for interactions between zones by averaging the 
37 group cross sections with zone integrated fluxes from 
a one-dimensional radial reactor calculation. A 360 day 
equilibrium cycle was calculated assuming an average 
thermal power of 830 MW,a load factor of 0.7,and a fuel 
residence of 3 cycles. This corresponds to an average 
burnup of 74 400 MWd/t HH of the fuel. For the radial 
blanket a 6 cycle residence was assumed. The plutonium 
enrichment of the fuel was adjusted to give k ,=1 with-

3 ef f 
out boron control at the end of the equilibrium cycle. 

- Steam entry calculations: 
For each reactor zone "dry" (no H O ) and "wet" (0.03 g/cm3 

H 90 in the coolant channels) 37 group cross sections were 
calculated. The "dry" and "wet" microscopic cross sections 
were appropriately mixed for intermediate steam densities. 
Finally the mixed cross sections were used as input for 
37 group two-dimensional diffusion and perturbation theory 
calculations. 



3. Integral Reactivity Effect 

3.1. Middle of the Equilibrium Cycle 
For the middle of the equilibrium cycle (MCEC) the steam 
entry effect was calculated for steam densities of 0.01, 
0.02 and 0.0 3 g/cm in the coolant channels, the maximum 
steam density corresponding approximately to the H_0 
inventory of all steam generators. The boron control 
in core zones 1 and 3 was adjusted to give k 5 f=l for 
the dry reactor at MOEC, i.e. the reactor was assumed to 
be critical when the steam ingress occurs. 

The results are shown in Fig. 3. The total reactivity effect 
was calculated to be negative in the whole range of interest. 
The maximum negative effect amounts to -1.0 % near 0.02 g/cm 
H O . At the steam density of 0.03 g/cm the reactivity effect 
is still -0.8 %. 

A replacement (simulation) of the boron control by a 
buckling imposed overall leakage would lead to a positive 
steam entry effect of 0.7 % for a H.O density of 0.0 3 g/cm . 
This illustrates that the steam entry reactivity effect 
is very sensitive to the method used for adjusting the 
reactor for criticality. An adjustment by a buckling imposed 
leakage, as it is customary in fundamental mode calculations, 
leads to a pessimistic value. 

At General Atomic the steam entry reactivity effect for the 
fresh unrodded core at operating temperature was calculated 
to be -1.85 $ (-0.65 %) for a steam density of 0.0075 g/cm 
in the coolant channels, Ref. (2) p. 13. Since this value 
corresponds to different reactor conditions an accurate com
parison with the EIR result cannot be made easily. However, 

the General Atomic and the EIR calculations appear to 
be consistent. 

3.2. Beginning of Life 
At the beginning of life (BOL) the steam entry reactivity 
effect was calculated for an H O density of 0.0 3 g/cm . 
The excess reactivity of the dry reactor was compensated 
by the following alternative methods: 

1. By reducing the Pu enrichment of all core zones 
such that the reactor is critical at the end of 
the first cycle and compensating the remaining 
excess reactivity of the beginning of the cycle 
with B10. 

2. By B10 poisoning alone. 

The first method is the more realistic method. In the 
first case a steam entry effect of -0.6 % was obtained, 
i.e. a value similar to that for the MOEC. In the latter 
case an effect of -2.8 % was obtained. This, again, 
demonstrates that the steam entry effect is extremely 
sensitive to the method used for compensating the excess 
reactiv ty to obtain criticality before steam ingress 
occurs. This is especially true at BOL whera the 
excess reactivity is relatively large. 

4. Perturbation Theory Analysis 

To get the contributions of the different reactor zones 
exact perturbation theory calculations in 37 energy groups 
were performed for a steam entry of 0.0 3 g/cm . The results 
are shown in Table I. The total reactivity change Ap is 
represented as the following sum: 



Ap = 5SCAT + 6 LEAK + (5PROD + 6ABS) 

- The scattering term JSCAT contains the reactivity change 
due to changes in the scattering properties resulting 
from the additional hydrogen and oxygen atoms. It includes 
also the entranced reaction probabilities of the neutrons 
scattered down into lower energy groups (the main spectrum 
effect). The contributions from core zone one and three 
containing BIO to the scattering term are negative. The 
contributions of core zone two and four on the other hand 
are positive but smaller compensating 1/3 of the original 
negative value. Particularly interesting are the large 
negative contributions of the blankets accounting for 70% 
of the total negative scattering effect. 

- The leakage term 6LEAK accounts for the fact that the neutron 
mean free path is reduced by steam. The leakage term 
has approximately the same size in core zones 1,2 and 3 

- - - but increases towards the outer zones. The total leakage 
effect compensates half of the total scattering effect. 

- The production term 6PROD and the absorption term 6ABS 
are the reactivity contributions due to perturbation 
of neutron producing and neutron absorbing materials. 
For a steam entry it should in principal be small and 
mainly due to the hydrogen absorption. In our case 
however, the contribution amounts to 27 % of the total 
reactivity effect. The reason is the spectrum change 
within the individual 37 energy groups which leads to pro
duction gains and absorption losses. This spectrum change 

_ was taken into account by calculating new wet 
cross sections (compare paragraphe 2). The big contri
bution of the (SPR0D+6ABS)-term shows that the 37 
energy group structure would not be adequate enough 

to calculate the steam entry effect using only one 
single (dry) cross section set. 

- The total reactivity contributions Ap of the different 
reactor zones show: 

1. The blankets contribute considerably (72 %) to the 
total negative effect. 

2. Core zones with a high plutonium enrichment and no 
control absorbers give raise to positive contributions. 

3. In the core positive and negative zonal contributions 
are compensating each other to a considerable extent. 

4. The reactivity changt; of the whole reactor, 
Ap = -0.82 %, is consistent with direct diffusion 
theory calculation. 

5. Sensitivity to Fuel Composition 

The sensitivity of the steam entry reactivity effect to 
the composition of the fuel can be studied using one-group 
cross-sections (Normalised zone dependent reaction rates). 
The representation in Table II is convenient for estimating 
the influence of small changes in the nuclide concentrations 
on 4 k e f f ("wet" - "dry"). 

It can be seen that changes in the isotopic composit.'-..n 
of the plutonium can give rise to important effects. The 
replacement of pure 2 39Pu by an equivalent amount of 
typical LWR grade plutonium, for instance, can be expected 
to give a positive net effect, the negative 240Pu contribu
tion being overbalanced by che positive 241Pu contribution. 

The figures show that 237Np can considerably inorove 
steam entry reactivity. For fuel loaded with a small 



amount of 237Np (237Np/Pu=0.1) burnup and subsequent steam 
entry calculations for the MOEC were performed. The obtained 
steam entry reactivity curve decreases with increasing 
steam density reaching -1.9 % at 0.0 3 g/cm . This is 
more than twice the negative effect obtained with normal 
fuel for the same steam density. Under normal reactor 
conditions the reactivity loss due to the addition of 2 37Np 
is small because the 237Np absorption ^osses are compensa
ted by 237Np fission gains and to some extent also by a 
spectrum hardening effect. In our case,e.g., replacement 
of 238U by 237Np in the fresh core caused a reactivity loss 
of 1% and no reactivity loss at all at the end of the 
equilibrium cycle (238Pu breeding). The deteriorating of 
breeding gain due to the replacement of 238U by 2 37Np 
is small because 237Np capture produces 238Pu which can 
be regarded as fissile in a GCFR. Therefore 237Np is a 
better material to improve steam entry reactivity than 
a pure absorber as e.g. Gd. 

The figures for the blankets indicate that the blanket 
steam entry values can be affected by Pu breeding. 

6. Conclusions 

The calculations lead to the following main conclusions: 
1. Our calculations predict that the effect of steam entry 

into a 300 MWe GCFR fueled with normal Pu mixed oxide 
fuel is negative in the whole range of interest. 

2. The effect is very sensitive to the method used for 
compensating the excess reactivity to obtain critical!ty 
before steam ingress occurs. This is especially true 
at BOL where a relatively large excess reactivity has 
to be compensated. 

3. The blanket zones contribute significantly to the total 
negative steam entry effect. 

4. Steam entry reactivity is sensitive to fuel enrichment 
and boron control which can cause positive contributions 
from core zones with high Pu enrichment and no boron 
control. 

5. Changes in the isotopic compositions of Pu can give 
raise to important changes of the steam entry effect 
(240Pu and 241Pu in LWR-Pu) 

6. A small amount of 237Np added to the fuel can considerably 
improve steam entry reactivity without noticeably deterio
rating breeding ratio or affecting reactor operation. 
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PRESSURE TRANSIENTS ANALYSIS OP A HICJH-TEMPERATURE 
GAS-COOLED REACTOR WITH DIRECT HELIUM TURBINE CYCLE 
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Swiss Federal I n s t i t u t e for Reactor Research 
WUrenlingen 
Switzerland 

Abstract 

The direct coupling of a gas cooled reactor with a closed 
gas turbine cycle leads to a specific dynamic plant be
haviour. This behaviour will be described and illustrated 
through results gained from computer analyses performed at 
the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIN) in 
Wurenlingen within the scope of the Swiss-German HHT project. 

The specific dynamic plant behaviour may be summarized as 
follows: 

a) Any operational transient involving a variation of. the 
core mass flow rate causes ? variation of the pressure 
ratio of the turbomachines and leads unavoidably to 
pressure and temperature transients in the gas turbine 
cycle. 

b) Very severe pressure equalization transients initiated 
by unlikely events such as the deblading of one or more 
turbomachines must be taken into account. 

Among the operational transients, two cases will be presented: 
a generator loss of load followed by plant stand by operation 
and a plant omerqoncy .shut down. In both cases a "im*>ressor 



bypass must open in order to decrease the pressure ratio and to 
suppress the excess power of the turbine thus limiting the shaft 
overspeed. In the plant trip case, the by-pass remains fully 
open while in the stand-by operation case a PI controller 

I ensures a stable adjustment of the shaft speed to its nominal 
value. 

In the category of accidental pressure equalization an 
overview lias been made of some extreme pressure and flow 
transients as they would result from an hypothetical 
total deblading of one or more turbomachines. Typical 
for this kind of transients is a very fast depressuri-
zation of the high pressure part of the circuit and a 
corresponding fast pressure increase in the low pressure 
part leading possibly to a shock wave propagating through 
the heat exchanging equipment. The influence of some design 
parameters (like volume configuration, flow limitators) and 
of some safety assumptions (like deblading time) on these 
transients will be shown. 

1. Introduction 

The use of a direct closed gas turbine cycle as power con
version loop for a high temperature gas cooled reactor has 
been investigated for many years in both the U.S.A. (GT-
HTGR concept of the General Atomic Company, ref. 1 and 2) 
and in Europe (Swiss-german HHT-project, ref. 3). The main 
incentives for developing this concept are its potential 
for a high thermal efficiency, its suitability for dry-
cooling and its capability of providing district heating 
withou* loss of electrical power output. Furthermore it 
offers a better understanding of critical technical areas. 

especially the behaviour of materials at high temperatures, 
which are essential for nuclear process heat applications. 

It is also recognised (ref. 4) that the gas turbine concept 
involves larger technical risks than those associated with 
the steam cycle. One of the critical areas is the dynamical 
behaviour and some significant aspects will be described 
here. 

2. The HHT Demo Plant 

The transients presented here were computed for a 600 MWe 
demo plant presently under investigation within the HHT-
project. 

The main concept xeatures ares 

- a high temperavure reactor of the pebble bed type with 
OTTO-refueling (once through then out) . 

- a single power conversion loop with recuperator and 
intercooling between the LP and HP compressor 

- all primary circuit components including the gas turbine 
are integrated in a multi-cavity PCRV 

- the steel liner of the PCRV internal surface has no ther
mal insulation. This so-called warm liner concept is made 
possible by use of the relativ cold gas at outlet of the 
compressors (110 C) and by a concentric piping disposition 
allowing this gas to flow in direct contact with liner 
surface. The expected advantage is an improved liner in-
spectability and reliability. 



The main design data are summarised in the table 1 and a 
schematic lay-out and flow diagram are shown in fig. 1. 

The transients shown below are in their qualitative shape 
mostly conditioned by specific features of the gas turbine 
cycle. Thus they are representative of the dynamics of the 
plant concept beyond the particular design investigated. 

3. Operational transients 

The plant control and protection system is based on: 

- control rods to regulate the core power and outlet tempe
rature 

- compressor by-passes for rapid control of the turbogroup 
speed and power. They are also used to prevent the com
pressors from surging (ref. 8). 

- helium storage for slow power variations and long term 
operation at reduced power without plant efficiency losses 
(helium inventory control) 

Two kinds of operational transients will be presented: a loss 
of electrical load followed by plant hot stand-by and an 
emergency plant shut-down. Both cases require the rapid and 
large opening of the compressor by-passes shown schematically 
in fig. 2. They thus involve significant pressure and tempe
rature transients, probably the severest one to be expected 
in non accident situations. 

3.1 Loss of electrical load followed by plant hot stand-by 
operation 

This case is characterised by the following action of the 
high pressure compressor by-pass valve. In a first step (be-
ween 0.1 and 0.4 s after loss of load signal) this valve 
opens completely. The flow passes no longer through the 
turbine, and reduces correspondingly the turbine to com
pressors power ratio and allows for an efficient limitation 
of the shaft overspeed. In a second step, the valve opening 
is adjusted by a proportional controller maintaining the turbo-
group at near nominal speed (hot stand-by operation). This 
action is initiated as soon as the shaft begins to decelerate 
(torque balance negative). The resulting time behaviour of the 
by-pass mass flow rate, shaft speed, turbine and compressor 
power are shown in fig. 3. The max. shaft overspeed remains 
below 107 % with a maximum HP compressor mass flow rate of 
^ 1350 kg/s representing about 170 % of the turbine and core 
flow at full power. 

The corresponding pressure and temperature transients in the 
whole plant are shown in fig. 4 and 5 respectively. The 
pressure decrease on the HP side o£ the loop, particularly 
in the core region, is over 10 bars and occurs in about 4 
sec. Unless an higher shaft overspeed is tolerated, the 
pressure variation rate cannot be reduced. The final pressure 
level is determined by torque equilibrium condition of the 
self running turboshaft and cannot be changed. 

The temperature transients are an unavoidable consequence 
of the pressure ratio variations over the turbomachines. The 
turbine outlet temperature rises from 500°C up to 600°C in 



5 sec while the HP compressor outlet decrease from 107 to 
about 80 C during the same period of time. The temperature 
transients at inlet at outlet of the recuperator LP are 
further influenced by the mixing of the cold by-passed flow 
from the HP compressor outlet. In the present computation 
by-pass flow distribution 50/50 % before and after the LP 
recuperator was assumed. The LP recuperator side undergoes 
a temporary temperature drop of 160 C in 3 sec before 
stabilization occurs at about 40 C below the nominal 3evel. 

Due to the absence of thermal insulation the liner (warn1 

liner concept) is also very sensitive to gas temperature 
variations. The liner LP region between recuperator LP and 
precooler undergoes an increase of 40°C from 150°C to 190°C, 
The whole liner in HP region (core and recuperator cavities) 
is affected by the temperature decrease from 107 to 82 C at 
outlet of the HP compressor. 

Some of these temperature deviations between normal and hot 
stand-by operation can be partially limited by the following 
parameters: 

- by-pass flow distribution ratio before/after the LP re
cuperator: more flow after the recuperator reduce the 
temperature drop at the LP recuperator inlet and also 
reduce the temperature increase in the liner region bet
ween the LP recuperator and the precooler. 

- compressor inlet temperatures: an increase (by adequate 
modification of cooling condition on the water side of 
the precooler and intercooler) would help to keep the 
compressor outlet temperatures closer to their nominal 
levels. 

- speed of the turboshaft during stand-by operation! ,in in
crease would also help to keep high compressor outlet tem
peratures by increasing the pressure ratio. 

The determination of these parameters must take many dynamical 
situations into account and sometimes leads to contradictory 
requirements. A systematic investigation remains to be done to 
evaluate the best compromise. 

3.2 Fmergency plant shut down (plant and turbine trip) 

The core and turbine flow being directly related, a turbine 
trip always involves a reactor trip. The turbine trip consists 
in opening both the HP and LP compressor by-passes completely 
and rapidly (full opening between 0.1 and 0.4 after trip sig
nal) . 

In the present computation, a maximum HP compressor by-pass 
flow of 1350 kg/s ("v 170 % of nominal turbine flow) as for the 
loss of electrical lead case was assumed. The LP compressor 
by-pass has a maximum flow of 600 kg/s (T> \ of nominal tur
bine flow) to keep a safe margin from the surge limit in the 
LP compressor. The resulting pressure and temperature transient 
are shown respectively in the fig. 6 and 7. The same effects 
already discussed in the loss of load case appear again b'Jt 
increased since the pressure ratio reduces to unity for pres
sure equalization. The core undergoes a depressurizat.ion from 
70 down to 40 bar in about 20 s (- 20 bar during the first 
4s). The turbine outlet temperature rises from 500 C to over 
800°C in less than 20°C. The HP compressor outlet temperature, 
affecting the liner in the core cavity, decreases from 107 C 
down to 20°C. 



After pressure equlization the core auxiliary cooling system 
(CACS) will start to maintain forced cooling in the core. 
Flow reversal in the power conversion loop will occur. Due 
to the flow configuration associated with the warm liner con
cept, the full CACS flow goes first through the recuperator 
before entering the core. So that long term temperature 
transients will be governed by the CACS and by temperature 
redistribution within the recuperator. 

The same parameters as discussed in the loss of load case may 
modify, in limited way, the temperature transients and 
the same remarks apply accordingly. 

4. Pressure equalization transients 

The high and low pressure levels within the gas cycle are kept 
separated dynamically by the turbomachines and statically by 
the recuperator. Failures of these barriers would lead to 
(potentially) very severe pressure equalization transients. 
Very low probabilities for the occurence of such events (10 / 
year or less) seem very difficult to prove. To what extent 
the core structures, CACS loops and some components within 
the power conversion loop must be designed to withstand the 
associated transients remain an open licensing issue. 

The computations performed until now are of a preliminary 
nature and intended as a preview of the maximum transients 
which can be expected in extreme situations. 

4.1 Turbine deblading 

The presented transients will be limited to the turbine de
blading case, which is very representative for this category 
of accidents. 

How fast and how complete the turbine deblading can be is 
so far very difficult to analyse and to answer. In the present 
preliminary investigation, the pessimistic assumption has bo 
made that the deblading is instantaneous and total. For the 
computation it was assumed that at time t • 0 the turbine is 
replaced instentaneously by a nozzle with a flow area corres
ponding to the free area between rotor and stator xn the 
absence of blades. The resulting Tiass flow transients are shown 
in the fig. 8. A very large flow rate increase occurs in the 
deblading turbine. The peak value is almost 5.2 x the nominal 
value and is reached in less than 0.1 s. The other plant com
ponents are also undergoing a strong and rapid flow increase, 
the amplitude decreasing with the distance from tho damaged 
turbine. The peak value in the core is almost 3.3 :< the nominal 
value. The corresponding pressure transients are shown on 
fig. 9. The depressurization rates on the HP side of the cycle 
are high: up to 1000 bar/s at the turbine inlet and in the 
hot gas line and up to 200 bar/s in the core outlet plenum. 
On the LP side, the rapid pressure increase at the turbine 
outlet may lead to a shock wave propagating in the complex 
flow geometry of the recuperator LP and precooler. The 
pressure variation rates are very different depending on 
the distance from the damaged turbine what induces large 
temporary pressure differences over the conceni-ilc flow 
structures of the core region: peak values are about 10 bar 
over the core and 20 bar over the hot gas pipes. These struc
tures play a vital role for the after heat removal (damage 
would involve inacceptabie core by-passes). Structural ana
lysis of graphite and metalic components under dynamical 
load are in a preliminary investigation state. An adequate 
design remain now an open safety issue. A preliminary investi
gation of the thermal insulation behaviour under high depressuri
zation rate has been presented in the paper from Weber (ref. 5). 



4.2 Influence of some parameters 
The following is a brief review of parameters potentially 
affecting the pressure transients. Results of corresponding 
investigation are summarized. 

£i2w_Jimi5££2 
Flow limiters in the vicinity of the turbine may slow down 
the pressure equalization process. Effects on some peak pres
sure differences following a turbine deblading are shown in 
fig. 10. Reducing the flow area by half, also reduces the 
pressure differences approximately by half. However flow 
limiters involve high efficiency losses and their thermal 
insulation appear to be problematic. An attempt is made to 
profit indirectly from this effect by designing the first. 
fixed blade stage in the turbine in such a way that its 
failure can be considered as impossible. A non deblading 
of this first stage would reduce pressure differences by 
a factor of approximately 2, 

Volumes^of_core_and_recugerator_glenun\s 
The helium inventory affects the pressure variations rate. 
However changes of 20-30 % in these volumes brought only 
minor changes (>- 0.5 bar) in the maximum pressure differences. 

Turbine_debladinc[_mechanism 

A partial deblading has the same effect as the above mentioned 
flow limiters. Another parameter is the space of time which is 
needed before total deblading is completed. Fig. 10 shows how 
the deblading time may affect the maximum pressure differences 
securing across the core and the hot gas pipe. It shows that a 

deblading time far beyond the ms domain is required to decrease 
substantially the peak values. Large deblading times seem very 
difficult to prove. 

Number_of_gower_conversion_loogs 
The deblading of only one turbine in a multi-loop design re
duces significantly both the magnitude and the speed of the 
pressure variations in the core region and in the intact loops 
(fig. ID . 

5. Computer model 

The computation has been performed with the EIR PLAYGAS code. 
It is based on a 1-D dimensional compressible non-steady flow 
model (ref. 7). Numerical and experimental investigations are 
presently under way to evaluate how accurate can be a relativeley 
simple model as required for a whcin plant simulation, in parti
cular due to the 1-D approximation together with the relative 
coarse mesh size (ref. 6). Present results show that the de-
pressurization transients on the HP side of the cycle are rea
sonably accurate with this kind of model. On the LP side, the 
propagation of shock waves in the complex flow geometry of the 
heat exchanging equipment may require a lot of numerical as well 
as experimental investigations and development to obtain a de
tailed knowledge of local and multi-dimensional effects. 

6. Conclusions 

The direct coupling of a gas turbine cycle with a hight tem
perature gas cooled reactor leads to specific dynamical aspects. 



The close interaction between core flow, turbine power and 
pressure ratio involves by operational transients such as loss 
of electrical load or plant trip pressure and temperature 
transients which are decisive for most structural design re
quirements. 

Furthermore, pressure equalization transients may potentially 
lead to unusually high pressure transients, which in the present 
state of the art makes the licensing capability an open issue. 

The question of what course should be followed, either to 
undertake intensive material and structural analysis develop
ment or to develop a plant concept (e.g. multi-loop?) where 
the involved transients are significantly reduced, remains a 
further open question. 
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Abreviations 

HHT high temperature reactor with helium turbine 

FCRV grestressed concrete reactor vessel 

LP low pressure 

HP high pressure 

CACS core auxiliary cooling system 

Table 1 

HHT 600 MWe Dereo Plant - Main design data 

• • • • ' • " — 

reactor power MW 1640 
electrical power (nett) MW 675 
plant efficiency (nett) % •v 4 0 

core outlet and turbine °c 850 inlet temperature °c 850 

gas turbine cycle pleasure max. bar 73 
min. bar 21 

Helium inventory total kg 33'466 
HP side kg 21'770 
MP side kg 6'406 
LP side kg 5'290 

F_KL._i 
SCEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE MAIN CIRCUIT IN THE PCRV 
OF THE 1IHT DEMO PLANT 
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FIG. 2 
SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE BYPASSES IN THE HHT-PLANT 
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FIG. 3 
HHT DEMO-PLANT 600 MW 
GENERATOR LOSS OF LOAD FOLLOWED BY HOT STAND BY OPERATION 
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FIG. 6 
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FIG. 8 
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FIG. 9 
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INVBSTIGATIOW ON THE MHtESSURIZATION BEHAVIOUR 
OP A TYPICAL HOT THERMAL INSULATION 

H. WEBER 
Swiss ffcderal Institute for Reactor Research 
tfttrealingen 
Switzerland 

1. Introduction 

Thermal insulations of the hot gas ducts of the 
HHT-Reactor have to fulfill three requirements: 
to provide thermal insulation up to temperatures of 
850°C. to hold high pressures of up to 70 bar and 
to withstand very high depressurization rates. Fig. 
1 shows the construction of a fibre-type insulation 
that meets these requirements. The pressure carry
ing liner remains cold because convection through 
the insulating material is avoided by helium tight 
walls and a set of depressurization holes in the 
hot gas duct at one axial position only, that allow 
a rapid equalization of helium pressure between the 
interiour of the insulation and the gas flow. At 
rapid depressurization, the helium in the insulating 
material passes through the perforated tube, is 
collected in the depressurization channel and 
escapes through the depressurization holes. The 

pressure transients that occur at rapid depressuri
zation produce pressure differences over the hot 
internal structures of the insulation and damage 
or even failure could result. Although a variety 
of depressurization - investigations of such insu
lations have been carried out at KFA-Julich, the 
depressurization rates have been limited at a 
maximum value of about 30 /§ This is a 
very low value for HHT-circuits, because it has 
been shown in dynamic calculations, that as a 
consequence of recuperator or turbomachinery fail
ure, depressurization rates of up to 2000 bar/» 
may occur . It is the aim of this contribution 
to present the results of depressurization moaaure-
ments that have been carried out on a test insula
tion by EIR-Wurenlingen and AC-Laboratory Spiez 
with helium in the range of 500 to 6000 bar/s. 
These results together with earlier measurements 
in air have been used to verify the validity of a 

numerical model. All the details of this model have 
( 4 ) been reported e/ irl ier 

2. Test Insulation and Test Facilities 

One chamber of a fibre-type insulation using 

Kaowool as the insulating material has been 



suitably modified to make rapid depressurization 
experiments possible (Fig. 2), A short depressuri-
zation-tube has been added with a diaphragm and a 
membrane fixed by a ring. The insulation can be 
filled with helium up to 40 bar through the main 
flange. Depressurization is initiated by blowing 
up the membrane with a small quantity of explosive 
wire. The pressure transients are measured by nine 
piezo-electric pressure transducers at three dif
ferent axial positions, 1 to 3 in the insulating 
material 4 to 6 in the annular channel and 7 to 9 
in the interiour of the hot gas duct. The pressure 
signals are amplified by nine charge amplifiers and 
recorded by an Ampex magnetic tape recorder. They 
are replayed later at lower band velocity, conver
ted into digital form by an Analog-Digital-Conver
ter and stored on a floppy disc by a PDP-11-pro-
cessor. 

The test insulation has been fixed in the interiour 
of a shock-tube in order to dissipate the shock-
wave generated by blowing up the membrane (Fig. 3). 
The depressurization rate has been varied by the 
use of diaphragms with different opening diameter. 

More details about the test-facilities can be 
(4) found in l . 

3. Experimental Results 

The results of earlier depressurization experiments 
carried out with air up to 40 bar have been re
ported in . Recently experiments with helium 
have been done at 21 and 11 bar in order to com
plete these investigations. The main parameters of 
the helium experiments are shown in table 1 to
gether with the exact locations of the nine pres
sure sensors. 

The pressure transients measured at 21 bar are 
shown in Fig. 4. Each curve is displaced by an 
amount of 2 bar from the preceding one in order to 
improve the presentation. In all the experiments, 
sensor 5 fails, in experiment 4, sensor 4 fails 
too. The diameter of the diaphragm increases from 
experiment Nr. 1 to Nr. 4 and correspondingly, the 
depressurization rate in the interiour of the hot 
gas tube increases (sensors 7, 8 and 9). As a 
consequence of the finite time constant of pres
sure equalization in the interiour of the insula
tion, the pressure differences over the internal 
structures of the insulation, e.y. over the per
forated tube and the hot yas duct, increase. This 
behaviour is displayed in fiy. 4 by an increasing 



distance between the curves 3 and 6 and C and 7 
from top to bottom. The peak value of these dif
ferences can be considered as load onto the in
ternal structures. The dependence of this load on 
the depressurization rate is shown in fig. 5 for 
all the experiments carried out with air and 
helium. The measured peak differences p.-p and 
p -p have been compared with calculated depressu
rization characteristics by use of a numerical 
model. 

4. Numerical Investigations 

Two gasdynamic models have been used. In a simple 
lumped parameter model the insulation is treated 
as a system of two volumes V for the insulating 
material and V for the depressurization channel, 
that are connected through the massflow m across 
the perforated tube (fig. 6 ) . The law of conser
vation of mass for both volumes and the law of 
conservation of energy for the depressurization 
channel together with appropriate relations for 
the mass currents m.. and m leads to a system of 
three equations for the three unknowns p , p and 
o . For all the numerical calculations, an exponen-
tial decay of pressure in the hot gas duct has 

beon assumed and for comparison with the measured 
transients, the timeconstant of this exponential 
has been chosen in order to obtain the best fit for 
the pressure p in the hot gas duct. In a more ela
borate gasdynamic model, the depressurization chan
nel has been divided into six cells and additional 
differential equations for the pressure, deniity 
and mass-current in each cell have been obtained 
through the formulation of the three conservation 
equ-itions for each cell. A comparison between this 
more elaborate model (Delpip) and the simple lumped 
parameter model (Depres) has shown that there is 
only a very small difference between the two models 
(fig. 7 ) . in an earlier paper it has been shown that 
the influence of friction in the depressurization 

channel is negligibly small . More details of 
(4) the numerical models have been given in 

5. Experimental Verification of Numerical Rosults 

Because of the very small deviations of the pres
sure transients between the two models "Delpip and 
Depres", the simpler one "Depres" has beon used as 
a base for comparison with the experimental results. 
Fig. 5 shows a plot of the maximum pressure diffe
rences p,.-p and p T-p 6;* a function of the initial 



depressurization rate ^ ? / 0 In comparison with the 
experimental data for helium and air. The correspond 
ence between the theoretical and experimental points 
is quite acceptable if the uncertainty in the deter-
mination of the initial depressurization rate ̂ T / Q 
from the experimental data is taken Into account. 
Moreover, the simple model has been analized by the 
methjd of dimensional analysis and this analysis has 
shown, that the same two empirical parameters are 
able to reproduce both the measured data with air 
and helium. These two parameters are the effective 
surfaces of che flow across the perforated tube and 
across the depressurization holes. 

6. Conclusions 

The measurements of the depressurization behaviour 
of a fibre-type thermal insulation have been repro
duced with sufficient accuracy by a simple numerical 
lumped parameter model. Two empirical parameters of 
the model had to be fitted and the same set of these 
two parameters - the effective surfaces of the flow 
across the perforated tube and the depressurization 
holes - could be used to reproduce both the experi
mental results with air and helium. This is in 
accordance with the results of a dimensional ana

lysis. Tho readers Interested in the mathematical 
details are referred to . 
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Experiment 
Nr. 

Ini t ia l 
pressure 
(bar) 

Diaphragm 
diameter 
<nw) 

Approx. 
max.depress. 
rate (bar/s) 

Max. pressure 
difference 
in bar 

P l - P , Pfi-P* 
1 21 BO 1000 4 .7 3 .8 
2 21 100 1900 9 . 0 4 . 9 
3 21 140 3800 11 .6 8 . 0 
4 21 200 6200 16.4 9 .0 
5 11 80 500 3.4 1.7 
6 11 100 1100 5.4 3 .0 
7 11 140 2200 7 .2 5 .0 
8 11 200 3000 8 .6 1 .6* 

50 588 588 50 

Table_lj .lain ?arametnrs of Helium Experiments 
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT OP A MULTI CAVITY PRESTRESSED 
COHCRETE REACTOR VESSEL WITH HOT LINER 

R. LAFITTS, J.D. MARCHANB 
Boimard & CSardel Ing. Conseils SA 
Lausanne 
Switzerland 

1. FOREWORD 

High Temperature Reactors [HTR) are particularly safe and 
this results from both inherent safety features and basic
ally safe engineering provisions. 

It is known that the inherent safety of the hTR is in 
relation with the graphite moderator which is an important 
heat sink which makes it possible to accommodate power 
excursions without excessive temperature increases a,id the 
resistance of which increases as the temperature becomes 
-higher. Another factor is the negative Doppler coefficient 
which limits power excursions throughout the life of the 
reactor. 

Amongst trie engineering characteristics, the reactor and 
the primary circuit are completely embedded in a presiressed 
concrete reactor vessel (PCRV), the design of which, in 
relation with the nature of the material, makes it possible 
to preclude any rupture cf the construction. 

The safety characteristics of such PCRV's for CC?-cooled 
reactors has been demonstrated with the plants built in the 
United Kingdom and in France. 

163 
This technique is also adequate for HTR's as for the Fort 
Saint Vrain plant in the USA and the THTR in Germany. 

A further step toward the overall safety of the plant could 
be achieved for the HHT power station, since in this case, 
the whole power generating equipment, from the reactor 
to the gas turbine (directly inserted in the primary 
circuit), is integrated in the PCRV. 

This concept has brought about several design problems 
relevant to safety for which solutions had to be found in 
agreement with requirements of the licensing authorities. 

As compared to reactor vessels already built, the HHT-PCRV 
has the following pecularities : 

- many large dimension cavities; the horizontal turbine 
cavity makes the geometry of the structure more complex : 
ducts, sometimes quite long, connect the cavities; 

- in normal operation, the pressure is not identical in the 
different -avities; 

- the cavity liner is in direct contact with the coolant 
the temperature of which is high; it is thus a warm liner; 

- the removable closures of the cavities are numerous and 
of large diameter. 

The existing standards and guidelines do not apply straight
forwardly to this work. 



In the following, we will expose certain important problems 
relating to the vessel design with respect to its safety 
and present the sight in which solutions have to be searched 
for. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PCRV 

The PCRV hereafter briefly described concerns the HHT-
Oemonstration Plant with a power of 1640 MWt (about 670 MWe) 
which is jointly developed in Germany and Switzerland . 

The vessel (fig. 1 to 3) has the shape of a cylinder of 
prestressed concrete of 46,00 m diameter and 46,00 m height. 
The core of the reactor is placed along the axis of the 
vessel; the turbine is placed horizontally in the lower slab. 
The two recuperators, the four coolers and the four emergency 
coolers are disposed vertically in cavities surrounding the 
core. 

The vertical prestressing is achieved by means of 920 cables 
of 13,9 MN ultimate strength. The horizontal prestressing is 
realized on 4/5 of the vessel iieight by annular wrapping with 
0.6" diameter cable. In the vicinity of the turbine, pre
stressing is applied by cables of the same strength as the 
vertical ones, in majority wrapped around the outside of the 
pressure vessel and throughgoing for some of them. 

1/ This work has already been described in automn 1978 at the 
Specialists' Meeting on PCRV organized by the IAEA in Lausanne 
(Switzerland) with reference to the paper "PCRV for the HHT-670 MWe 
Oemo-Flantj R. Lafitte. 3.0. Marchand. 

2/ The design of the PCRV is undertaken jointly by Hochtemperatur 
Reaktorbau GmbH. Mannheim (HRB) and Bonnard & Gardel Consulting 
Engineers Ltd, Lausanne, under the leadership of HRB. 

The thermal diagram (fig. 4) shows that the coolant, i.e. 
Helium, comes out of the core at 874 C and 70 bars to enter 
directly in the gas turbine in which its energy is released 
and comes out at 504 C and 25 bars. The gas flows then 
through the recuperator and in the coolers; its temperature 
is 16 C and its pressure 23 bars. It is subsequently 
compressed o first time, then cooled and compressed again : 
its temperature is 105 °C and its pressure 73 bars. It flows 
then through the other section of the recuperators and 
then returns into the reactor at 457 °C and 71 bars. 

Gas at low temperature being available, the circuit may be 
arranged in such a way that the temperature on the walls of 
the cavities does not become too high, i.e. below 200 °C. 

It is thus possible to design a liner which is in direct 
contact with the gas, without thermal insulation. From the 
inside to the outside of the cavities, the walls comprise 
(fig. 5) : 

- the liner stiffened by ribs and anchored with anchor bolts 
to the structural concrete, 

- the warm concrete layer 20 cm thick with its function 
of insulation and tranemission of the pressure stresses 
to the prestressed structure, 

- the cooling circuit installed where the warm concrete 
joins with the structural concrete. 

In addition, a drainage system is foreseen close -.o the line: 
in order to remove the free water from the concrete which, 
because of the temperature, turns to vapour. This makes it 



possible to avoid a possible corrosion process of the 
liner and its anchorages. This drainage system could alsc be 
used for detecting gas leaks through the liner. The delicate 
question about eliminating the risk of a gas pressure within 
the walls will be examined later. 

Tha closures sealing the cavities (certain of which have 
diameters up to 5,80 m) ars designed as reinforced concrete 
shells. They fulfil the two following functions : 

- resistance to pressure, the shell transmitting its stresses 
to the edges of the vessel by means of removable supports .• 
stands or wedges: 

- gas leaktightness achieved by means of a liner independent 
of the closure. 

3. DIFFERENT PRESSURES IN THE CAVITIES 
3.1. Pressure values 
As already mentioned in the description of the thermal 
diagram, the following pressure conditions are found in the 
cavities in normal operation at 100 % power (fig. 6 and 7) : 

- reactor core : 71 bars 
- 2 recuperators : 25 bars in the lower part and 72 bars 

in the upper part, separated by a steel dome 

- 2 coolers before the low pressure compressor : 24 bars 

- 2 coolers after the low pressure compressor : 41 bars 
- 4 emergency coolers : 73 bars 
- turbine and compressors : 23 to 73 bars. 

with respect to the safety of the vessel, it is obviously 
essential that all assurance has to be given that the maximum 
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pressure of 73 bars will not be exceeded. Provisions are "*' 
therefore taken in the control and shutdown system of the reactor 
for achieving this goal, even in the case of an accident. In 
addition, in order to get an increased safety, safety valves 
are foreseen in the walls of the vessel to prevent any in
crease of the pressure beyond 5 % of the maximum value, i.e. 
77 bars. 

The most important accidents considered on the primary circuit 
are the rupture of the turbine or of the compressors blaaing 
or the rupture of the rotor of the generator. Further, 
the rupture of the steel partition dome of a recuperator or 
the rupture of a coaxial duct are also taken into consideration. 

In these different cases, the high and low pressure regions 
may be suddenly put into communication : the pressure equalizes 
at a value of the order of 52 bars in all the cavities. One 
must however be sure that, during the transient, the shock 
waves do not create important overpressures, exceeding the 
equilibrium pressure or even the maximum pressure of 73 bars. 

Finally, the pressure tests carried out before the commision-
ing of the plant and during its operation (5 to 10 times) must 
also be considered as vessel loading cases. 

3.2. Design and test pressures 

Which pressure must be finally chosen for the design of the 
vessel ? 

First, for the control of the stresses and deformations in 
the vessel structure under operating conditions (normal 



conditions, incidents and accidents] throughout the life of 
the plant, the same design pressure may be assumed for all 
the cavities, equal to the maximum possible pressure of 77 bars 
(opening pressure of the safety valves). It is quite obvious 
that this procedure results in an oversizing of the 
vessel Cprestressing and thickness of the concrete) in the 
regions surrounding the cavities which, in normal operation, 
are submitted to pressures 2 to 3 times lower (6 cavities with 
41 to 23 bars). In addition, during most part of the plant 
life, this being in operation and the vessel under pressure, 
the regions of the low pressure cavities are strongly stressed 
with a prestressing too high with respect to the normal oper
ating conditions. 

It thus appears that the control of stresses and deformations 
should be done with the cavities pressures which occur for 
each case of operating conditions. Therefore, different 
design pressures according to the cavities will be considered. 
Their values will take into consideration the limits set for 
the opening of the safety valves, being possibly different 
according to the thermal circuit region. 

The vessel would thus be sized by an envelope of possible 
cases; e.g. 77 bars for the region of the core and of the 
turbine with simultaneously lower pressures in the other 
regions; or also for the low or mean pressure cavities 
(coolers, recuperators). 55 bars (equilibrium pressure of 
52 bars multiplied by 1.05) associated with an identical 
pressure in the region of the core and of the turbine. 

What about the case of the test pressure ? It should be 
reminded that the purpose of the pressure test is to check 
the leaktightness of the liner and not the resistance of 
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the vessel which is checked in a very severe way, for the 
cables as well as for the concrete, during the prestressing 
operations. 
The test pressure generally admitted is 10 \ higher than the 
design pressure. Here also, a test pressure of 65 bars, calcu
lated from the maximum design pressure of 77 bars and applied 
to all the cavities results in oversizing the vessel. If, 
however, higher permissible stresses are admitted in the 
regions of the low pressure cavities, the pressure test may 
unnecessarily deteriorate the vessel. 

One should therefore consider to realize a test with different 
pressures in the cavities, e.g. two regions at respectively 
85 and 60 bars. 

Finally, the choice between identical or different pressures 
according to the cavities results from an optimum research 
between two terms : 

- When identical pressures are supposed, ceri.=?in cavities are 
submitted to higher pressures than those happening during 
operating conditions or tests. The prestressing is over-
dimensioned in certain parts of the PCRV, thus more expensive. 

- When different pressures are supposed, the prestressing is 
more exactly sized; however, for the test, different 
pressures must be effectively created which means the 
placing of temporary diaphgrams on certain ducts leading 
to the cavities. Beyond the cost of such diaphragms, the 
inconvenients of their taking up and down must be considered, 
not only during the first test but also for those to be 
realized during the plant life. 



In order to have a quantitative element for this choice, we 
have determined the prestressing system in both cases, this 
for the HHT-PCRV. It appears that the steel weight difference 
for the tendons and wires is of about 10% for the vertical 
and 5 % for the horizontal prestressing. 

Considering a cost of prestressing of about 50 millions 
Swiss francs, it is consequently a possible economy of 3 to 
3.5 millions that would be realized on the vessel cost if 
different pressures in the cavities were considered. Compared 
to the probable cost and above all the exploitation difficulties 
with temporary diaphragms, this economy does not appear deter
minant at this stage of the project. 

In conclusion, it is admitted that identical calculating and 
test pressures in all the cavities should be considered. 

3.3. Ultimate pi>«eaur« 

Finally, the question of the choice must be raised of the 
pressure which would theoretically cause the collapse of 
the PCRV structure. 

Concerning an hypothetical pressure it does not seem logical 
to determine it on the base of a factor applied to a design 
pressure admitted identical in all the cavities. It seems 
that the simplest solution consists in increasing the 
values of the maximum pressures in each cavity under opera
ting conditions by a safety factor and to assume that these 
pressures act simultaneously in the different cavities of 
the vessel. 

It should be reminded that the safety factor is not meant to 
cover uncertainties on the pressures acting on the vessel bu 
to provide a safety margin with respect to the unaccuracies 
of the calculations, possible secondary stresses or strains 
and possible variations in the resistance and the behaviour 
of the materials. It further allows to ensure that, in oper
ating conditions, the ultimate state is sufficiently remote 
from the operating conditions under which the vessel behavio 
has to be reversible under all loads applied to it. At this 
stage of design, this factor, applicable to the different 
design pressures, should not be lower than 2,5. 

The ultimate analysis is generally carried out with pressure 
only as, in the rupture phase, the structure is already 
cracked and thermal stresses are negligible. One can however 
consider that the thermal effects have an influence over the 
development of the cracking process which can finally modify 
the failure strength of the thick PCVR walls. The importance 
of this phenomenon must be investigated with nan linear 
analysis by increasing thermal loads and pressure up to 
collapse, the structure being priorly submitted to several 
load cases, 

4. DRAINAGE NETWORK 

According to the existing standards the prestressing must 
be sufficiently high to ensure that the concrete on any 
plane passing through any pressurized cavity is maintained 
predominantly in compression, This applies to all cases 
of operating conditions (normal conditions, incidents and 
accidents) during the life of the plant. 

1/ for example, Specification for PCRV for nuclear reactors, British 
Standards Institution. 



In a multi-cavity vessel as in the case of the HHT, it is 
not possible to make sure that this condition is fulfilled 
in all the sections parts of the vessel. It is notably the 
case for certain angles of cavity or for the connections 
between the ducts and the cavities and in the warm concrete. 
These zones sould be as limited as possible and an important 
passive reinforcement must be placed in the concrete in order 
that the tensile stresses be taken up. 

But how does the behaviour of the vessel look if, in these 
tensile zones the lir.er loses its leaktightness and gas 
penetrates into cracks in the concrete ? This may be checked 
without great difficulty by means of a non-linear calculation 
with pressurized cracks. 

Generally speaking, the existing standards prescribe that 
a rupture calculation must be carried out in the case of 
lost of leaktightness of the liner. This would provoke, even 
if the concrete is compressed, owing to the porosity of the 
concrete and the construction joints, a gas pressure in the 
walls. It is admitted, for example for the HTGR vessel (fig.8], 
that the pressure existing in the cavities could create an 
intersticial pressure in the vertical or horizontal complete 
sections with a linear decrease towards the outer edges. The 
pressure resulting in the rupture of the vessel should not be 
lower than l.S the design pressure. 

This problem is wellknown in the projects of concrete gravity 
dams and we think interesting to mention it as there is SQ 
years experience on the subject. The upstream face is submitted 
to the water pressure (of about maximum 25 bars for the highest 
dams known) and is not covered by a liner. It is admitted that 
water intersticial pressure exists in the horizontal sections 

of the dam, with linear drecrease from the upstream to the m 

downstream face. The condition introduced by Maurice Lftvy for 
a horizontal crack not to open is that the vertical compressive 
stress on the upstream face of the dam, calculated considering 
the lifting force produced by the intersticial pressure, should 
be greater than the water pressure. This condition is generally 
applied} moreover a drainage net is always realized, vertical 
shaft 0,8 to 2 m diameter a few meters apart and placed near 
the upstream face (3 to 5 m)» these shafts are connected to 
downstream face by longitudinal galleries. 

Unfortunately, for the HHT vessel, a 1,5 safety factor for 
the loading case with intersticial pressure in the walls ia 
net realistic (and even leas the condition of Maurice Levy) 
because of the great thickness of ths walls wlch therefore 
makes possible the hypothetical creation of very large sur
faces submitted to intersticial pressure and consequently 
forces impossible to equilibrate with the prestressing system. 

On the best of terms, the ultimate strength safety factor can 
be set at 1,1 for example (and not 1,5) in order to guarantee 
a non fragile rupture of the vessel. The sense of such a 
safety is however arguable : in fact when the prestressing 
system cables are near, rupture, they present such a lengthening 
(about 15 cm for the vertical cables) that the vessel is 
greatly cracked. The leahages are considerable, long before 
the rupture and it is difficult to imagine that the cavities 
would still be under pressure. 

It is therefore essential for the vessel safety to foresee 
a drainage network, It should be deslgned according to the import -
ance of the gas leakage and f J W conditions in the concrete. 



The analysis of these elements is still to be done. The measure 
of the possible cracks in the liner is difficult to determine] 
it can be anticipated that it should not exceed one milimetre. 
The flow in the concrete could be described as a fluid perco
lation in a porous medium (law of Darcy) the discharge is smalli 
the pressure decreases but not linearly. 

A flow through the possible cracks in the concrete should also 
be considered. The most probable, hypothesis is that it is a 
flow with much friction and low speed, about a few metres/sec 
(flow Joule-Thompson). In this case also the pressure does not 
decrease linearly. Of course the discharge is more important 
than in trie former percolation case. 

In our opinion the drainage network ought to be designed 
in the following system (fig. 9) s 

- a drainage made out 01 small tubes a few cm2 section and 
about 10 to 10 cm apart, directly in contact with the liner, 
tightly fitted to it. Its purpose is to eliminate all small 
leakages and to give the possibility of detecting them. Its 
function is facilitated by the fact, verified on already 
built vessels, that because of the shrinkage of the concrete, 
the liner does not stick exactly to the wall. The tubes also 
evacuate the steam of the warmed concrete] 

- a drainage network, placed at a distance of about 2 to 3 m 
of the edge of the cavities subject to high pressure. This 
largely dimensioned network is made of shafts. 20 cm diameter 
for example. 2 to 2.5 m apart. Its function is to evacuate all 
eventual important leakages maintaining the pressure in the 
shafts at the lowest possible level in such a way that the 
structure of the vessel beyond the network is not submitted 
to any pressure. 

5. WARM LINER II 

S.l. lin«r behaviour 

The liner behaviour is first briefly described, It is fixed 
to the structural concrete by anchor bolts and is submitted 
to all the vessel deformations (prestressing, creep). It is 
not free to expand because of the structural concrete, the 
temperature of which does not rise above 65 C, As its tem
perature can reach 200 °C, the liner is submitted to high 
compressive stresses. The main problem is however the fatigue 
caused by the temperature cycles. 

The difficulties of the liner design do not occur for the 
normal parts (which form the biggest surfaces of the liner) 
but for the singularities : cavity angles, wall penetrations, 
connecting ducts, etc. It is thus necessary to determine the 
strains of the structural concrete at these singularities 
since they are Imposed to the liner. The computations to be 
done are complex s first, analysis of the whole vessel and 
then analyses of each singularity with a finer finite elements 
mesh by using the results of the first computation as boundary 
conditions. 

S.l. Temperature oondition$ 

As a basis of the design of a safw warm liner, the temperature! 
at which it is submitted must be clearly determined. Not only 
the temperatures and temperature cycles of the (;as in contact 
with the liner must be known during the operation conditions 
of the vessel (normal operations, incidents, accidents) but 
also the possible temnerature disparities of the wall tempe
ratures during permanent or transient conditions. 

For the HUT vessel, thj following determinant temperatures 
have been fixed. They are valid during the plant life and 



for on* of the most stressed part which Is the upper third 
of the reactor cavity. 

Temperature °C Cycle number 

40-130 900 
130-40 200 

1-0-70-130 200 
30-40-190-40 700 

Normal operating conditions 
Start up 
shut down 

Load break 
Emergency shutdown 

5.3. Coefficient of thermal expanaion 

The steel chosen for the warm liner of the HHT vessel is 
a fine groin carbon steal with a low yield limit and a high 
ultimate strain (WSt E 29 for example). 

The computations have shown that the liner is feasible for 
the normal parts but that difficulties arise for the singular
ities although the temperatures do not rise above 2C0 CC. 

Instead of trying to reduce the temperature and the *>nplitude 
of the thermal cycles, the solution should also be looked for 
with a steel having a lower coefficient of thermal expansion. 
A first investigation has been done towards this solution and 
is presented hereafter 

The mean temperature of the prestressed concrete structure is 
58 °C, The vessel temperatura before operations is supposed tc 
be 20 °C. The mean maximal liner temperature during normal 

1/Wa wart to thank Prof. 3. Paschoud, Ecole Polytechnique Federate de 
Lausanne, who has brought very precious information on this subject. 

operation is about 150 °C in the recuperators. The concrete 
coefficient of thermal expansion is 6.10 / CC. The optimal 
valua of the steel coefficient of thermal expansion is given 
bv the following expression • 

Ac • liner strain - concrete strain • 0 
from which i 

« c 1 5 0 « (56-20) • 6 • '1.0** - (150-20). a 

o r ' e • 1,75 • 10" 6 / °C 

This value should be compared to the one of cartoon steel which 
has been admitted up to now for the liner, i.e. 12 • 10 /°C. 

The low steel coefficient of thermal expansion should be 
valid in the range 50 to 250 °C. 

For some metals of the ferro-magnetlc transition, in parti
cular Fe. Co, Ni, the phenomena of lowering of self magnetism 
at temperatures lower than the Curie point, *ra accompanied 
by contractions which reduce and even Inverse the expansion. 
The alloys of these metals have for this temperature range, 
a behaviour with small thermal expansion. 

Some Fe-Ni alloys, called Invar 36 I Nl, are used in the 
construction of methane tankers. We have been Interested to 
this type of steel (considering also that its mean coefficient 
of thermal expansion could be further reduced by adding 3 to 
4 V of Co). 

The coefficient, of thermal expansion of the alloy Invar 
36 * Ni is sn> Her than 3 • 10* /°C for a temperature uo to 



250 °C; the values are Riven in the following! table aa a 
function of the liner temperature T aa well as the resulting 
thermal stresses variations in the liner between SO °C and T. 
The corresponding values are also given for the carbon steel. 

Liner stresses variations due to temperature 
T C°C) 50 100 150 200 250 
a Invar 
(10"6/°C) 1.13 1.26 1.62 2.02 2.79 

a ojlnvar 
lN/mm2) 0 - 12 - 33 - 61 - 113 
A o,Carbon1/ 

1 steel 
(N/mm2) 0 - 171 342* - 514» - 686* 
* fictive stresses 

1/ Twice the stress intensity amplitude Sa 

The thermal stresses variations are. for the Invar, up to 
200 °C. always under the 0,1 % yield limit which is 240 N/imi2 
at 20 °C and 100 N/mm2 at 250 °C. The tensile strength is 
500 N/mm2 at 20 °C and 430 N/mm2 at 250 °C. The elasticity 
modulus is constant, equal to 140.000 N/mm2. 

The Invar thus shows a much more favourable behaviour : the 
stress variation due to the temperature cycles is, at 200 °C, 
about eight time smaller than for the carbon steel. 

The other properties of this alloy are still to be analyzed. 

No data have been found about the fatigue limit of tha Invar. 
The reducing of the carbon content and the adding of nickel 
are however eenerally favourable, in metallurgy, to the fatigue 

atrength) the fatigue propartlea of the Invar can thus ba 
conservatively taken at leaat equal to the one of the carbon 
ateel foreseen for the liner. 

The welding technique is known, good experiences have been 
done in the USA during the construction of methane tankers. 

The irradiation fatigue ought not to be very different than 
the one of the carbon steal. The possible change of the Curia 
point under the influence of y rays and neutrons should also 
be investigated. 

The corrosion raslatanca is better due to the nickel content, 

Finally, the price of the Invar can be estimated At Swias 
francs 20 per kilogram. The total price of the liner would 
thus be Sfr 46 to 50/kg, to be compared to the price of 4 
carbon nteel liner at Sfr 307kg, The price difference does 
thus not exclude thia solution. 

The delay problem should finally be pointed out an it can 
arise due to acceptation by the security authority of a new 
steel quality, 

6, CLOSURES 
Different typos of closures axlst (fig. 10) made out of «te*l, 
reinforced or prestresaed c:&n»rete, simply connected to the 
upper face of the vessel or imbedded in it, 

For the HHT project, the studies have yield to an imbedded 
closure designed as a reinforced concrete shell (fig. 11 to 13) 
The closure must be removable and consequently, its supports 
are built with steal stands or concrete wedgta. 



9.1. Cloture aollioitationa 

Tha closure has to withstand tha praasura forcas and tha 
thermal effects and at tha aama tima haa to atay perfectly 
tight. 

Tha shall lias on tha adgas of tha cavity which daforms as 
part of tha vassal itsslf. During construction tha cavity adgas 
ara circular (basida tha construction tolarancaa) Tha pro-
stressing tands to closa them up in an oval ahapa (fig. 14), 
Craap incraisas this tandancy. Aftar tha closura is placad, this 
phenomenon goas on. Whan tha reactor is shut down, tha cavity 
expands in an irragular way naar tha adgas, dua to tha prassura 
and tha taiaparatura affacts. 

Tha closure doas thus not lis uniformly on its supports causing 
asymmetrical solliciations which introduce flaxura in tha shall. 

Sliding on its inclined supports which move aaida, the 
closure moves up (fig. 15, displacement caused by the pressure 
only). In order to limit this displacement, one could initial* 
ly prastress the closura by pushing it down with Jacks placad 
on the upper supports. 

Ouring the vessel shut down, the cavity, the pressure of which 
decreases, retracts and pushes the closure down on tha lower 
supports. The vessel creep, acting in tha same diiection, also 
tends to strongly compress the closure. 

From another point of view, tha closura introduces forcas 
into tha vessel which tands to limit tha deformation of the 
edges. 

The closure has also to be designed for tha loading ease If 
created by tha fall of a load from the crane. 

f.l. Dttign of tht eloturt 

Tha reinforced concrete shell is extremely resistant and does 
not offer any particular problem. Finite elements computations 
easily determine stresses and strains caused by asymmetrical 
loadings. 

Tha design of the upper and lower supports la mora difficult 
because of tha influences of the daformat ion of tha cavity 
edges. The mors the support forcas of tha closure on ita 
uppar faca (with stands or wedges) tend te be vertical, 
the more the vertical displacements of tha closura ara small. 
Tenslla stresses however appear at tha lower periphery of the 
shell, The dimensions of the closurs and Its support* however 
Influence the overall height of the vessel. 

Tha analysis of this problem has shown that an angle of 
10 °C is favourable. 

As far as the lower support is concerned, its inclination 
allows a batter introduction of tha support forces when the 
closure is pushed down following the phenomena previously 
described. 

Tha design with double shall offers very good support 
conditions. The uppr; shall forms the main resisting element 
of the closurs and is supported by the lower shall which trans
mits the forcas on the cavity edges. 

It should be noted that the behaviour analysis of the closure 
and its supports has also to be done with model testing. 



6.3. Closure leaktightneaa 

The closure leaktightness is the most difficult problem. 
This comes first from the fact that the values of the cavity 
deformations a""d closure displacements are not determined 
with accuracy because of the uncertainties on the material 
chardLLeristics and the simplifloating hypotheses of the 
computation (even for sophisticated mathematical models). 

The sealing ri .g should be designed to support not only the 
pressure but also the relative displacements of the closure 
and the cavity edges. These sollicitations are cyclical and 
fatigue phenomena have to be taken into account. 

Leaktightness and strength are better separated as two 
different functions. 

Leaktightness is realized by a steel liner attached to the 
one of the cavity but supported by the closure. The connection 
is made by an Omega-ring. The solution presented in the 
figure 16, designed by Sulzer. withstand the cyclical sollici
tations of the operating conditions. 

A 50 cm2 limit is imposed to the leak surface for the gas 
in case of cracking. This can be done with discharge lirnit-
ators which can be included in the Omega-ring or in the 
circumferential space (between the closure and the cavity) 
around the closure. 

CONCLUSION 17 
The PCRV of the HHT project differs from those realized 
up to this day by the important nurrtber of cavities, by the 
different cavity pressures and by a liner in contact with 
hot gas. The problems related to the o-.oign of this structure 
and its safety, that we have just investigated, are summarized 
below. 

For the cases of operating conditions, the computations can 
be based on an identical pressure in all the cavities. The 
overdimensioning of the vessel which results is not a deter
mining factor at this stage of the project. 

The possible loss of leaktightness of the liner can introduce 
gas pressure into the walls of the vessel. The great thickness 
of the walls makes it impossible to withstand the resulting 
forces with prestressing in offering sufficient safety factor 
against collapse. It is thus important to design a drainage 
network largely dimensioned. 

The warm liner appears at this staee of the oroiect too hiehlv 
stressed by fatieue at the singularity points.(ducts between 
cavities, areles). A solution is proposed which limits the 
variations of thermal stresses by using a steel with low 
coefficient of thermal expansion. The alloy Invar 36 '-, Ni 
appears to be a solution technically interesting and still 
acceptable from the economical point of view. 



7.4. The cavity closures, which are numerous and some with large 
dimensions, are an important aspect of the vessel safety. 
Their design and particularly their leaktightness is a 
difficult problem because of the closure displacements and 
the deformations of the cavity edges. A solution of reinforced 
concrete shell with independent liner is proposed. 
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LICBSIVG OF HT(lte IK TUB URITED STATES 

C.R. FISHER, B.S. ORTIS 

S n OiofO, California 
Umitod St«to« of AMriea 

ABSTRACT 

The licensing history of the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) 
in the United Statea ia given historical perspective. The experience began 
with Che licensing of tha Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station and extends to 
the continuing experience at the Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station. 
Additional experience was obtained from the licencing reviews in the mid-
1970s of the large HTCR plants that were to be built by Philadelphia Klec-
tric Company and Delaarva Power and Light. Also, information was provided 
by the licensing review of the Ceneral Atomic standard plant by the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) at about the same time. These experi
ences are summarized in terms of the principal design criteria that were 
required by the regulatory authority for each project. These criteria 
include specification of the design basis accidents that were postulated 
for th* plant safety analysis. Several technical issues raised by the 
NRC during their review of the large HTCR are presented. 

The licensing requirements for the Fort St. Vrain plant have changed 
since the operating license was issued. These have arisen from new require
ments for all reactors (e.g.. fire protection, security, and Three Mile 
Island accident) and from operational experience. The effects of the Three 
Mile Island accident on the Fort St. Vrain licensing requirements have been 
ainlmal. 

A look at the future of HTUR licensing in the Unit.J States suggests 
an increased use of quantitative safety requirements as well as the associ
ated probabilistic assessment methodology. This should help to heighten 
awareness in the regulatory authority of the large safety margins Inherent 
in gas-cooled reactor technology. General Atomic has used this methodology 
to evaluate the HTCR relative to the light water reactor (LUK) in meeting 
some of the criteria proposed by the NRC's SiUng Policy Task Force in 
Report No. NL'REC-0625. Ceneral Atomic is working with Cas-Cooled Reactor 
Associates, a utility organization, to carry out a pre-appllcatlon review 
program with the NRC in which it is expected that a number of the generic 

- sjnety issues can be resolved prior to the next application for a construc
tion permit for an HTCR. 

m 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses the licensing or regulatirv compliance of the 
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTCR) in the United States. It is 
concerned with tha public safety aspects of the HTCR and not with the 
environmental impacts of routine operation. The HTCR is characterlied by a 
moderator and core structure that is largely graphite, ceramic fuel material, 
and use of helium gas as a primary coolant. The helium, flowing in a closed 
loop, transfers heat to boiling water in a steam generator that supplies 
steam to a power conversion cycle that is typical of modern, fossil-fired, 
steam power plant technology. Two power plants of this type have been built 
and operated in the United Statea: the Peach lot torn Atomic Power Station 
(40-MW(e)) in Pennsylvania and the Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station 
(330 MW(e)) in Colorado. 

The licensing history of the HTCR in the United States began with the 
Issuing of a construction permit to Philadelphia Electric Company for the 
Peach Bottom plant in 1962, This plant was constructed and first operated 
in 1967, The Peach Bottom plant was operational until 1974, when It was 
shut down for de-commissioning. Information obtained from the operation 
and post-operational examination of the plant contributes to the experience 
base to support licensing of future HTCKs, (See Kef. 1.) 

The Fort St, Vrain Nuclear Generating Station (FSV) was authorised for 
construction in 196s. This plant has been in operation since 1974. The 
plant has yet to reach its design power output of 330 MW(e) because of 
technical licensing difficulties as described below. The operational his
tory of FSV is described in Kef. 2. The FSV plant embudJes many of the 
design features appropriate to 1'irge HTCK power plants, so its operational 
history will provide Important information for future HTCR licensing 
activities. 

Additional licensing experience was accumulated in the 1970s with the 
applications for construction by Philadelphia electric Company and Delmarva 
Power and Light to build twin-unit power plants of 1100-MW(e) and 770-MW(e) 
unit capacity, respectively. These applications were carried through the 
issuance of safety evaluation reports by the staff of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), These reports Identified technical licensing 
Issues to be resolved prior to operation of the plants. In 1974, Ceneral 
Atomic Company (CA) submitted a safety analysis report (CASSAR-6) for NRC 
review that provided a safety evaluation of the nuclear steam supply system 
of a standard de-sign, 1160-MW(e) unit for generic approval by the NRC. The 
review was curtailed when CA censed commercial HTCK activities in 1975, 
The NRC issued a draft safety evaluation report on this standard design in 
1977, This report identified several additional technical licensing issues 
that would need to be resolved In any future HTCR licensing activities. 



The remainder of this paper is devoted to discussing the evolution of 
principal licensing criteria applied to the HTCR, the unresolved technical 
4i^oiising issues, and the prospects for now requirements and approaches In 
the future. 

.'. COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL LICENSlNC CRITERIA 

It is InstructIve to review the evolution of licensing requirements 
ror HTCRs in the United States by examining the principal licensing criteria 
lis it were imposed at the times when the particular plant designs were 
submitted to the regulatory authority for review or were finally approved 
for instruction and operation by that authority. In order to understand 
these licensing criteria, it is first necessiry to summarize the principal 
design features of each plant that bear upon the criteria. Table 1 is a 
sunaury of these design features. The evolution in design features has 
been to locate the entire primary coolant system within a prestressed con
crete reactor vessel (PCRV) embodying redundant structural members. This 
vessel, in turn, is surrounded by a rather conventional, concrete eontain-
:nent building designed for a low rate of leakage under the pressure pro
duced by postulated accidents. The evolition in core cooling to assure 
safe shutdown has been from use of the main cooling loops to incorporation 
of dedicated decay heat removal cooling loops. The trend In control of 
release of fission products from the fuel elements is toward use of fuel 
particles that are coated with impervious layers of ceramic material to 
provide the primary fission product release barrier. Other special safety 
features of the design are treated in the discussion of principal licensing 
criteria. 

Licensing criteria are those design and operational requirements that 
assure that the nuclear power plant will operate consistent with a minimum 
level K>i protection of the health and safety of the public. The principal 
criteria selected for presentation are those illustrating an evoluL onary 
trend in U.S. licensing requirements for HTCRs. These are restricted to 
najor design features and assumptions. There has also been an Increase In 
requirements for quality assurance and in-service inspection and surveil
lance and in sopMsti.-ation In engineering methodology. Design criteria for 
resisting severe natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, have become more 
demanding. These latter requirements are applicable to all nuclear power 
plants and are not unique requirements fur the HTCR. 

The principal licensing criteria used by thf» regulatory authority for 
SiTCRs in the United States are presented in Table i . The design basis 
incidents that are postulated require demonstration that 'OCFRIOO dose 
Units are not exceeded offsite. The large HTCR plants and the FSV plant 
also require the postulatlon of a single failure of safety-related equip
ment concurrent with the postulated accident. All of the plants require 
demonstration that the reactor can be safely shut down subsequent to the 
postulated accident. 

*Code oi Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 100. 

The trend of the radioactive source term for reactor siting ha« been 
to use more conservative releases as the plant size has increased. The 
Peach Bottom plant was licensed using a release of fission products from 
the primary coolant system that was based on a postulated sequence of 
events Judged to be highly unlikely. The 1'SV plant, was licensed assuming 
not only a total loss o r forced circulation cooling, which Is very unlikely, 
but also a release rate from the fuel that exceeds the rate at which experi
mental evidence indicates that the tission products can diffuse out of the 
fuel material. The siting source term for the large HTCR used an even more 
conservative model for the case of fuel particle coating failure with 
temperature and gave no credit for the time-delayed diffusion of fission 
products out of the fuel material. The result of the licensing criteria 
imposed by the regulatory authority on the large HTCR was to require an 
exclusion area boundary radius and containment building leak rate not very 
different than that required for an l.V.'R of the same thermal power capacity. 

The capability to provide decay heat removal subsequent to an inter
ruption of helium circulation by the main loop helium circulators varies 
from plant to plant. The trend is to the employment of Independent, 
diverse cooling loops for decay heat removal in order to reduce the proba
bility ot common nu.de failure ot the cove cooling function. The Peach 
Bottom plant, with flow upward through the core, had the capability of ade
quate core cooling by natural circulation of the helium through the steam 
generators. The FSV core does not have the capability for natural circu
lation cooling of the cove. However, the PCRV liner cooling system is 
capable of limiting core temperatures so that, given a permanent loss of 
forced circulation, the offaite radiation doses are well within regulatory 
limits. Fort St. Vrain is the only nuclear power plant in the United Stales 
specifically designed and licensed to meet 10CFR100 guidelines with a postu
lated loss of convective core cooling. For the large HTCR, a low-leakage 
containment building with an internal, rc-circulating filter system main
tains offsite doses within regulatory limits in the event of a permanent 
loss of forced circulation cooling. 

Moisture ingress into an HTCR is an accident unique to this type of 
reactor. The design features of all the U.S. plants provide moisture 
detection and isolation of the leaking loop as well as dumping of the water 
from the steam generator o f that loop. This approach is conceptually 
unchanged from Peach Bottom through the large HTCR, The regulatory author
ity has consistently required that these actions be performed with auto
matic-, safety-related equipment, although the calculated consequences of 
these accidents are small compared with other design basis accidents. 

The design basis depressurization accident (DBDA) for the Peach Bottom 
unit was postulatlon of a rupture of a primary coolant pipe outside the 
reactor vessel similar to the loss-of-coolant accident for an LWR, With 
the enclosure of the primary coolant system in a PCRV at FSV, the DBDA 
became a dcpressuriz.ition through a penetration closure with the flow area 
limited hv structurally independent flow restrlctors. This assumption was 
also applied to the large HTCK, except that for tne FSV retctor double 
closures were employed whereas single closures were specified for all of 
the large HICK penetrations. This accident provides the basis for the con
tainment building design pressure as well as the pressure forces acting on 

http://nu.de
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TABLE 1 
PRINCIPAL HTGR PLANT DESIGN FEATURES 

PLANT 

DESIGN FEATURES 

PLANT FUEL ELEMENT 
CONFIGURATION 

REACTOR 
PRESSURE 
VESSEL 

CORE FLOW 
DIRECTION 

HELIUM 
CIRCULATOR 

STEAM 
GENERATOR 
CONFIGURATION 

REACTOR 
•UILDING 

PRIMARY 
CIRCUIT FISSION 
PRODUCT CONTROL 

DEDICATED 
DECAY HEAT 
REMOVAL 
SYSTEM 

REACTIVITY 
CONTROL 

PEACH SOTTOM 
UNIT1 
[ 4 I M * d ) l 

CYLINDRICAL. 
FULL LENGTH. 
CENTRAL FUEL 
COMPACTS 

CYLINDRICAL. 
*TEELWITH 
ELLIPTICAL 
ENDS;MULTI 
LAYER METAL 
INSULATION 

UP ELECTRIC DRIVE 
OIL-LUMICATED 
•EARINCS; 
EX VESSEL 

U-TUiE ANO DRUM. 
OUTSIDE REACTOR 
VESSEL 

STEEL. PRES
SURE-RESIST 
INC CONTAIN 
ME NT. 
INERTEO 
OURING 
OPERATION: 
RECIRCULAT 
IRC FILTER 
SYSTEM 

INDIVIDUAL FUEL 
ELEMENT PURGE: 
HELIUM PURIFI
CATION SYSTEM 

NO. PONY 
MOTOR ON 
MAIN 
CIRCUIATO . 

SOLID ACSOAIER 
ROD. PNEUMATIC 
ACCUMULATOR 
INSERTION: 
PLUS ELECTRIC 
ORIVE RODS; PLUS 
THERMALLY 
INITIATED. GRAVITY 
DROP RODS 

FORT ST. 
VRAIN HTGH 
|3>M*M»)I 

HEXAGONAL 
PRISMATIC 
•LOCKS n o 
LONG. M a n 
ACROSS FLATS, 
CONTAINING 
IONOEO FUEL 
PARTICLES IN ROOS 

PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE, 
SINGLE CAVITY 
STEEL LINER; 
FliROUS INSULA
TION 

DOWN STEAM DRIVE 
WATER LUIRICATEO 
IEARIN6S. IN 
VESSEL 

HELICAL COIL 
WITH REHEAT 
COIL III VESSEL 

CONFINEMENT 
•UILDMC WITH 
FILTERS TO 
VENT 

COATEO FUEL 
PARTICLES. 
HELIUM PURIFI
CATION SYSTEM 

NOPELTON 
WHEEL DRIVE 
ON MAIN 
CIRCULATOR 

SOLID ACSORtER 
RODS. GRAVITY 
INSERTION: PLUS 
AtSORKR PELLETS 
IN RESERVE SYSTEM 

LARGE HTGR 
[PHILAOELPHIA 
ELECTRIC 
I1M-MW If) PLANT, 
DELMARVA 
» M I W ( t ) PLANT, 
ANO GENERAL 
ATOMIC 11t*MW (i) 
STANDARO PLANT) 

ill, PRESTRESSED CON 
CRETE;MULTI-
CAVITY STEEL 
LINER: FIIROUS 
INSULATION 

OOfPN STEAM DRIVE; 
WATER LUIRICATED 
•EARINCS; IN 
STEAM GENERATOR 
CAVITY OF 
VESSEL 

HELICAL COIL 
WITH REHEAT 
COIL IN STEAM 
GENERATOR 
CAVITY OF 
VESSEL 

CONCRETE. 
PRESSURE 
RESISTING 
CONTAINMENT 
WILDING. 
RECIRCULATING 
FILTER SYSTEM 

COATED FUEL 
PARTICLES; 
HELIUM PURI
FICATION 
SYSTEM 

VES.3 0EDI 
CATEO CORE 
AUXILIARY 
COOLING 
SYSTEM 
LOOPS 

SOLID AISORMR 
RODS. GRAVITY 
INSERTION: PLUS 
AtSORKR PELLETS 
IN RESERVE SYSTEM 

TABLE 2 
PRINCIPAL HTGR LICENSING CRITERIA 

PLANT 
LICENSING CRITERION OR DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT 

PLANT SITE SUITASIUTV SOURCE 
TERM 1 K F R I M 

DESIGN IASIS 
OEPRtSSURIZATION ACCIOENT 

DESIGN IASIS 
MOISTURE INGRESS 

DESIGN IASIS 
REACTIVITY ACCIDENT 

LOSS Of VAIN LOOP 
NORMAL CIRCULATION 

PEACH IOTTOMUNITI RELEASE TO CONTAINMENT 
FROM RUPTURED PRIMARY 
COOLANT LOOP. LOSS OF 
CORE COOLING. 

FAILURE OF ONE PRIMARY 
COOLANT LOOP PIPE. 
COOLING ON OTHER LOOP. 

11 IS/SEC STEAM GENERA
TOR LEAK WITH PRIMARY 
COOLANT LOOP FAILURE. 
CONTAINMENT IS NOT 
OVERPRESSURIZED. 

SINGLE ROD WITH 
DRAWALATMAXI 
MUM RATE 

COOL:NG:V : 

1. PONY MOTOR ORIVE OR 
HELIUM CIRCULATORS. 

2. NATURAL CIRCULATION 
OF HELIUM. 

3. VESSEL COOLING COILS. 

FORT ST. VRAIN HTGR UNRESTRICTED CORE HEAT-
UP NORMALIZED TO TIO-
14144 SOURCE TERM. 
DEPRESIURIZATION OF 
PRIMARY COOLANT THROUGH 
HELIUM PURIFICATION SYSTEM. 
CONTINUING LEAK AT LEAK 
RATE OF PCRV. 

FAIIJREOFDOUILEPENE 
TRAFION CLOSURE. AREA 
LIMITED I V FLOW RESTRIC 
TOR. COOLING ON MAIN LOOPS. 

N LI/SEC STEAM GENERA
TOR LEAK. MOISTURE 
MONnOR SYSTEM FAILURE. 
NO FLAMMAILE MIXTURES. 
ONE RELIEF TRAIN AVAIL 
AILE. 

ROD PAIR (SINGLE 
ORIVE) WITHDRAWAL 
AT MAXIMUM RATE 

COOLING IV: 

1. PELTONWHEEw DRIVE 
ON HELIUM CIRCULATOR. 

i. FEEDWATER 
b. EMERGENCY 

FEEOWATER 
c. FIREWATER 

2. PCRV LINER COOLING, 
NORMAL AND AUXILIARY 
COOLING METHOD 

LARGE HTGR 
(PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC, 
DELMARVA, ANO GENERAL 
ATOMIC STANOARO PLANT) 

UNRESTRICTED CORE HEATUP 
NORMALIZES TO TIO 
14*44 SOURCE TERM. 
SLOWDOWN OF PRIMARY 
COOLANT TO CONTAINMENT. 

FAILURE OF SINGLE PENE
TRATION CLOSURE. AREA 
LIMITED I V FLOW RESTi.lC 
TOR. COOLING I V CORE A M 
ILIARY COOLING SYSTEM. 

M LI/SEC STEAM GENERA
TOR LEAK. MOISTURE 
MONITOR SYSTEM FAILURE. 
NO FLAMMAILE MIXTURES. 
ONE RELIEF TRAIN 
AVAILAILE. 

ROD PAIR (SINGLE 
DRIVE) WITHDRAWAL 
AT MAXIMUM RATE 

COOLING IV: 

1. CORE AUXILIARY COOLING 
SYSTEM. 

2. LINER COOLUG, WHICH 
PROTECTS PCRV STRUCTURE 



re-xctor vessel internal structures. The radiological consequences of this 
accident for the FSV plant and the large HTGR vere estimated to be small 
compared with those calculated using the site suitability source term. 

Postulated control rod withdrawal accidents for HTCRs are similar to 
those for LKRs. For the FSV reactor and the large HTGRs, where the control 
rods are inserted by gravity, the maximum credible rate of reactivity 
insertion is determined by the maximum speed of a single drive mechanism. 
For the Peach Bottom reactor, where the control rods were driven in from 
the bottom, the drop ot a control rod out of the core was made incredible 
by the design of the mechanism. For all of the plants, the maximum rate 
~of-reactivity insertion due to water ingress is always less than that 
'calculated for the rod withdrawal accident. 

In summary, from the licensing of the "*each Bottom plant through the 
licensing review of the large HTGR, no new generic accident was required 
to be postulated. However, treatment of some of the details of these 
accidents has evolved as discussed above, 

1. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS DURING FORT ST. VRAIN OPERATION 

Subsequent to the safety evaluation of the FSV plant that formed the 
basis for its operating license, a number of new requirements have been 
'"mposed as a result of technical problems in the plant, the fire at the 
Brown's Ferry plant, the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI), and some 
new, general regulatory requirements. 

Pelton wheel drives on the helium circulators are used to provide 
motive power for helium circulation when an adequate stear. supply is not 
available. Early in the plant operation, cracks were found in these wheels 
ani in a shaft coupling. As a result, the wheel material was changed and 
t'.ie allowable shaft speed was reduced for use of the water drive. 

Excessive heating of the top head of the PCRV was observed in the 
vicinity of the control rod drive/refueling penetrations. This was due to 
an unexpectedly high rate of local helium convection in the penetrations. 
The control rod drive assemblies were removed and modified to baffle this 
convective flow and reduce the excessive heating. 

Temperature fluctuations with time at the core outlet were observed. 
This resulted in regulatory restraints on power level and the institution 
of a diagnostic study to determine the cause 01 and remedy for these fluc
tuations. The study has resulted in the hypothesis that the fluctuations 
are caused by variable bypass flow in the space between the fuel elements. 
It is thought that the flow varies because of fluid-pressure-induced, radial 
motion of the fuel elements that, coupled with thermally induced motion, 
causes a periodic change in the space between fuel elements. A design to 
remedy this situation resulted in the installation of radial restraint 
devices at the top of the core during the first refueling. At this writing, 
tests of the effectiveness of these devices have yet to be performed. The 
NRC has approved the plans for these tests up to 7051 of reactor design 
power. 

A commitment has been made by the owner (Public Service Company 01 
Colorado) to upgrade the helium circulator service system to improve Its 
reliability. 

Detection of some errors in the plant accident analysis has resulted 
in the NRC restricting plant operation to 70% of the design capacity pending 
some plant modifications and NRC approval of a revised analysis. The plant 
modifications are the addition of booster pumps to the fire water system to 
increase helium circulation when usirig fire water to drive the Pelton 
wheels and changes that reduce to 2 hr the time by which the PCRV must be 
depressurized given a postulated, permanent loss of forced circulation 
cooling. At this writing, the NRC has approved the plant modifications, 
but they have yet to approve the plant operation at power levels above 70% 
of design capacity. 

Some misrouted cables were found about the time of the Brown's Ferry 
plant fire. Because of these occurrences, the plant was upgraded by cor
recting the cables, improving the fire protection system, and adding a new 
plant system, the Auxiliary Cooling Method (ACM). The ACM provides an 
independent means of prciding cooling water to the PCRV liner cooling sys
tem to limit offsite radiation doses given a permanent loss of forced cir
culation cooling. This system is effective even if a fire destroys the 
cables in the main cable-spreading area of the plant because all of its 
essential components are remote from this area. 

The plant security requirements have been made more stringent since 
first operation, resulting in some architectural changes and Increased 
staffing. 

The NRC has required some plant protection system setpolnts to bo 
reevaluated to better account for instrument calibration error and drift. 
This has been required of a number of the other nuclear plants in the 
United States. 

The Impact of the requirements of the Short Term Lessons Learned from 
the Three Mile Island accident has been minimal for the KSV plant compared 
with that for some of the operating LURs. Modifications to the plant have 
included the addition of some shielding around filters in the reactor 
building to protect the operators and some upgrading of radiation-monitoriug 
capability. In addition, some administrative and procedural changes are 
required in the emergency preparedness system to provide independent ser
vices for each pair of circulators that operate in each of the two helium 
loops. This is in response to an incident that occurred in 1978 in which 
a small amount of radioactive helium was released to the environment 
through the circulator service system. The committed change will allow 
isolation of one reactor cooling loop in response to faults while allowing 
for cooling on the other loop. 

Concern aloi't oxidation of the graphite core support structure due to 
moisture in the helium has led to the installation of removable surveil
lance specimens in the core support structure. These will be removed and 
analyzed according to a schedule when refueling is performed. 



4. UNRESOLVED LICENSING ISSUES 

A number of outstanding issues would have to be resolved with the NRC 
in any new application to construct an HTGF. power plant. These issues are: 
(1) the issues from the Philadelphia Electric and Delmarva reviews that 
were left for resolution until after issue of the construction permit; (2) 
additional issues identified by the NRC in their Interim Safety Evaluation 
Report on the General Atomic standard plant (GASSAR-6); and (3) problems 
identified in the operation of the FSV plant. In addition, there are 
potential licensing issues for the HTGR as a consequence of the lessons 
learned ̂ rem the TMI -aceident. The impact of that accident is discussed 
in Section 5. 

The unresolved issues identified in the safety evaluations of the pro
posed large HTGR plants are listed in Table 3. These issues are discussed 
be low. 

The issue of design criteria for graphite structures relates to the 
stress levels used for design of reactor vessel internals and fuel element 
structural components for the postulated plant conditions. A consultant to 
the NRC (Franklin Institute Research Laboratories) has recommended the use 
oi more conservative criteria than GA has used in the past. Studies are 
being done by GA that include experiments to provide a technical basis to 
^resolve this issuer 

The core seismic response issue concerns the verification of the 
methodology employed to predict the mechanical response of the HTGR core 
and the core supports to earthquakes. Work is being performed at GA to 
develop and verify the computer codes used in this design analysis. This 
work is both analytical and experimental. 

The in-service inspection and testing of the pressure-retaining compo
nents of gas-cooled reactors will be specified in Section XI, Division 2, 
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which is under development. 
An NRC st«.Cf member participates on the subcommittee that is carrying out 
this work. At the time of the large HTGR reviews by the NRC, the utilities 
committed to future compliance with the code after it was developed. The 
NRC reserved acceptance of the commitment pending development of the final 
code. 

The pre-operational vibration testing of reactor vessel internals was 
not well-defined at the time of the safety evaluations of the large HTGR, 
The comparable requirements for LWRs are specified in Regulatory Guide 
1.22. General Atomic has done considerable work since that time to specify 
an appropriate test program for the large HTGR. This work has not been 
reviewed by the NRC. 

The issue of anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) has yet to be 
resolved in the United States for LWRs, although it appears to be close to 
resolution at this writing. The NPX has not defined the criteria that would 
be applied to gas-cooled reactors. However, it is thought that the criteria 
would be similar to those for LWRs. A preliminary analysis of the response 

TABLE 3 ' 
TECHNICAL REGULATORY ISSUES FROM PREVIOUS REVIEWS 

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC AND DELMARVA LARGE HTGRt 
1. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR GRAPHITE STRUCTURE! 

2. CORE SEISMIC RESPONSE 

3. IN-SERVICE INSPECTION AND TESTING 

4. PREOPERATIONAL VIIRATION TESTING OF REACTOR INTERNALS 

5. ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM 

«. CONFIRMATION OF THE CONTAINMENT DEMON IASIS 

7. LONG-TERM IEHAVIOR OF METALLIC COMPONENTS OF THE PRIMARY 
COOLANT SYSTEM 

GENERAL ATOMIC STANDARD PUNT (GASSAR-I) 
S. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA OURING SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING 
I. LOW PROIAIILITY ACCIDENT DEFINITION 

to anticipated transients of a large HTGR with failure of control rod 
motion was prepared and submitted for NRC review as part of the Delmarva 
application. The report provided some evidence that these postulated 
events could be accommodated by the HTGR design within the LWR criteria of 
that time. The subsequent change to low-enriched fuel with its increased 
negative temperature coefficient of reactivity should further improve the 
HTGR response. 

Confirmation of the containment design basis is a requirement In 
establishing the HTGR plant response to depressurization accidents. The 
time-dependent containment pressure response depends upon the mixing of 
helium and air in the containment. In addition, the local temperature 
response of the containment depends upon the behavior of jets of helium 
issuing from the rupture of the primary coolant system. Subsequent to the 
NRC review, both GA and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory have done work to 
develop computer codes to better predict these phenomena. 

The long-term behavior of metallic components in the primary coolant 
system remains an issue because of the lack of experience with these mate
rials in the HTGR coolant environment for a 40-year plant life. Laboratory 
testing at GA continues to produce data to resolve this issue. 



In the transition from cooling on the main loops to cooling on the 
core auxiliary cooling system, there is an issue of local high temperatures 
of reactor internals due to the transition to laminar flow when pressurized 
and also to the formation of hot, rising jets of helium above the core when 
pressurized. Better computer modeling of these phenomena is being developed 
at GA, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory is performing experimental studies 
of the formation and dispersion of hot jets. 

In the review of the GA standard plant, the NRC raised the issue of 
the need for consideration of combinations of low probability accidents, 
such as a depressurization accident combined with steam generator failure. 
General Atomic has subsequently performed the Accident Initiation and Pro
gression Analysis (AIPA) study (Ref. 3), which estimates the frequency of 
occurrence of accident sequences. It is expected that these results in 
conjunction with increased acceptance of this methodology by the NRC can 
be used to show that combinations of low probability failures are suffi
ciently low that they need not be considered to be desig.i basis accidents 
for the plant. 

The core fluctuation problem at FSV is expected to br an issue In any 
future HTGR licensing activity. General Atomic 13 continuing to study this 
problem including the use of experiments. Success of the core radial 
restraint devices at FSV would do much to alleviate concern with this 
issue. 

Oxidation of graphite reactor vessel internals at FSV is expected to 
create an issue in the future for licensing large HTGRs. General Atomic is 
studying the use of graphites having a higher resistance to oxidation as 
well as the use of cixculator service systems having greatly enhanced 
reliability against water ingress to the primary coolant system compared 
with that at FSV. 

5. IMPACT OF THREE MILE ISLAND ACCIDENT ON FSV 

Last year all operating nuclear plants in the U.S. were requested to 
respond to 32 items for compliance that were derived from ideas generated 
by the TMI accident. Of these, six were not applicable to FSV because it 
is not an LKR. Nine of the items were judged to be already in compliance 
with no change required. The remaining 17 required some plant, operational, 
or administrative change. 

The plant design changes include additional shielding to protect 
operators from radioactive material in the reactor building, safety classi
fication of emergency feedwater flowmeters, relocating the radiochemistry 
laboratory to protect its occupants, increasing the range of some radiation 
monitors, and providing an onsite technical supp< c center to be used in the 
event of an accident. Emergency planning and plant staffing and procedures 
were improved, including the use of shift technical advisors in the control 
rcora. The FSV plant has received NRC approval for the shift technical 
advisor to be on 1-hr call rather than onsite as required for all of the 
LWRs. This is in recognition of the HTGR's inherent, slow response to dis
turbances. Additional areas still being negotiated between Public Service 

m 

of Colorado and the NRC include the location of an emergency operations 
center, the distance range of environmental monitoring, and evacuation 
planning. The NRC has approved an evacuation radius of 5 miles for the 
FSV plant versus 10 miles for large LWRs and an iodine ingestion pathway 
planning radius of 30 miles versus SO miles for large LWRs. 

6. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

It is expected that the licensing process in the United State* will 
include increasing reliance on the methodology of probabilistic risk assess
ment (PRA). This trend was established well before the TMI accident. How
ever, the occurrence of the accident has caused unusually deep scrutiny of 
the U.S. regulatory process, which has resulted in recommendations for more 
use of PRA to account for multiple failures as well as to define "how safe 
is safe enough." There is little doubt that use of these techniques will 
make the licensing process more rational. In order to make PRA moat use
ful, it is necessary that quantitative safety goals be established. A 
number of groups in the U.S., including the NRC, are working on this task. 

General Atomic is developing general design criteria and positions on 
NRC Regulatory Guides for the HTGR and hopes to get the NRC to review these 
in the near future. These positions are derived to take into account the 
inherent safety features of the HTGR. General Atomic is working with 
Gas-Cooled Reactor Associates, a utility organization, to initiate a review 
program with NRC. For these features to be recognized as a way to provide 
the maximum benefits, however, requires that the NRC eventually recognize 
established siting criteria for the HTGR that are commensurate with its 
relative safety margins compared with LWRH. The results of the AIl'A study, 
when compared with the results of the Reactor Safety Study, provide some 
measure of the relative safety margins. 

In August 1979, the NRC published the "Report of the Siting Policy 
Task Force" (NUREG-0625) with recommendations for reform of U.S. -eactor 
siting policy for LWRs. If adopted as recommended, reactor site distance 
parameters would be the same for all reactor plants regardless of their 
inherent safety characteristics or engineered safety features: a minimum 
distance to the exclusion area boundary; a minimum emergency planning dis
tance, maximum populatisn density, and distribution criteria! and minimum 
stand-off distances for external hazards. 

The report states that the "siting principles" in the study are not 
"directly applicable" to the gas-cooled reactor, and therefore it nay be 
possible to develop a less restrictive policy for the HTCR. The principles 
in the report if applied to the HTCR are viewed by GA to be overly restric
tive in view of the inherent safety characteristics of the HTGR. General 
Atomic plans to comment to the NRC staff as the new siting policy develops 
and to recommend that the policy be specific to reactor type and power 
capacity. To establish a technical basis for this activity, analyses were 
performed to compare the acute and latent effects of a core melt sequence 
for a 1000-MW(e) PWR, as characterizes by the release scenarios of the 
Reactor Safety Study (Ref. 5), with those of core heatup sequences of a 



comparably rated HTGR (Ref. 3). The analyses assumed that the site param
eters for distances and population densities described in NUREG-0625 were 
employed for both types of reactor plant. 

For additional comparison purposes, analyses were performed for both 
reactor types assuming reference U.S. site parameters typical of existing 
and planned U.S. reactor sites through the year 2000 rather than the NUREG 
assumptions. While the PWR analysis assumed evacuation out to 25 miles, 
the HTGR analysis conservatively assumed evacuation out to only 1.6 miles. 
Nevertheless, the results indicate that (1) the event for the HTGR would 
not result in any acute fatalities regardless of the site parameters; 
(2) the NWREG parameters would reduce the acute fatalities for the PWR case 
by about one order of magnitude at an event frequency of 10~'/reactor-year; 
(3) the NUREG parameters would produce no detectable differences in latent 
fatalities for the PWR relative to the U.S. reference site; and (4) even 
with the reduced extent of evacuation assumed for the HTGR, the number of 
latent fatalities predicted for the HTGR using the NUREG parameters is 
similar to those calculated tor the representative U.S. site. It is con
cluded that the NUREG recommendations are not effective in reducing the 
risk of latent effects lor either type of reactor plant and that the NUREG 
parameters appear to be excessively conservative for the HTGR, 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The history of licensing of the HTGR in the United States has been 
one of changing requirements due to changing design concepts, changing 
plant size, and changing level of detail of the review by the regulatory 
authority. A number of outstanding licensing issues have been identified 
which must be resolved with the NRC in future HTGR applications. These 
issues have been under study by GA and others since they were identified, 
and the prognosis for their future resolution is believed to be very good. 

The TMI accident has badly shaken the U.S. regulatory process. The 
effects on the HTGR concept appear to be minimal, judging by the FSV experi
ence and by study of the final report on lessons learned from TMI (Ref. 4). 

General Atomic expects an increasing use of PRA in the future regula
tory process. This trend should result in heightened awareness of the large 
safety margins inherent in the HTGR compared with other reactor types. 

The outlook for future licensability of the HTGR in the U.S. is very 
good. 

m t m m m m m m ^ m m ^ m m m m m m m a i m 
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1. Introduction 

The nuclear power stations planned for Heysham II and Torness will each 
have twin 660 NW(e) Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGR) based on the 
design of those which have been operating at Hinkley Point 'B1 and 
Hunterston '»' since 1976. Following submission of the Pre-Construction 
Safety Report in the autumn of 1979, construction on site is programmed 
to start in the autumn of 1980. Some design changes have been 
introduced where necessary to meet enhanced safety requirements which 
have arisen over the decade since the Hinkley and Hunterston reactors 
were ordered, and also to improve teatures in which deficiencies were 
identified during the construction and operation of these stations. The 
experience gained in the design and construction of the Hartlepool and 
Heysham I AGRa has also been taken into account. 

This paper describes current safety requirements for thermal reactors 
in the UK and explains how particular requirements are met in the design 
of the Heysham II and Torness reactors. 

2. Current Safety Requirements in the IK 

Construction <uid operation of a commercial nuclear power station in the 
UK requires the granting of a license by the Health and Safety Executive 
under the Nuclear Installations Act of 196%. The HSE is advised by the 
Nuclear Installation Inspectorate (MID and the licence is granted to 
either the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) or the South of 
Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB). A major activity in licensing is the 
assessment by Nil of the Pre-Construction Safety Report, prepared by the 
single UK Design and Construction company, Nuclear Power Company Limited, 
under the terms of its contracts with the Generating Boards. Preparation 
of the Pre-Construction Safety Report is seer. »s important not only to 
confirm that safety requirements have been met but also to ensure that any 
design changes required during construction are kept to a minimum. 

While detailed guidance is provided by the principles by which 
the Nil (Ref 1) will assess the safety of the design of a 
nuclear power station and by the safety requirements of the 
Ctilities (as the licensees), all parties in the UK recognise clearly 
that the adoption of a I'ormai legalistic approach could, in practice, prove 
counter-productive to the achievement of real safety. It is important to 

n-te that while the requirements are not mandatory, this does not mean 
that any variations which are agreed are only relaxations; if considered 
feasible and appropriate, more stringent provisions may also be demanded. 

The aim of the safety design approach is to meet the recommendations of 
the International Commission on Radiological Protection and the EEC 
Directive of 1 June 1976 in respect of exposures of the general public and 
workers to ionising radiation; this requires a sound design concept, 
well-engineered and proven design and high quality construction. The current 
UK methodology embodies an evolution from the earlier 'credible/incredible' 
approach to one combined with a comprehensive Quantitative Risk 
Assessment (ORA). For the former, certain events may be classified 
as being so low in risk of occurrence that general further provisions 
or particular distortions of the design to deal with them are not 
justified. For the latter, sets of numerical targets are set and 
reliability values are specified which relate to the performance of 
the kinds and numbers of components in the systems used in safety roles. 
While QRA, is not to be employed aa the sole basis for safety assessment, 
it is seen to have particular value in ensuring that a systematic approach 
is followed and that a balanced design is achieved in terms of safoty 
performance. 

Some major examples of the requirements of the saiety systems and their 
performance *re: 

(i) For any single accident which could give rise to a large 
uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment, 
resulting from some or all of the protective systems and 
barriers being breached or failed, then the overall design 
should ensure that the accident frequency is less.than 
10~ 7 per reactor year. 

(ii) For major safety functions (e.g. reactor shutdown, shutdown 
cooling) the reliability target is not to exceed 1 failure 
in 10 7 demands. 

(iii) The reliability of a single system cannot be olalm«d as 
better than 1 failure in 10 b demands (to allow for Common 
Node Failure considerations). 

(iv) Each system must perform adequately assuming a single failure 
of any plant item. 

(v) Operator actions should not be claimed or required within 
30 mins of reactor trip. 

Principal features of the Heysham II and Torness AORs 

Th>- nuclear island, Fig 1, at each of the sites at Hey sham and Torness 
comprises two reactors (Ref 2), each of 660 MW(e) (gross), surrou»»d«fd by 
the building structure which also accommodates a central block for the 
fuelling facilities. A refuelling machine in the charge hall services 



both reactors. The graphite core structures, the boilers and the carbon 
dioxide gas circulators are housed in the two single-cavity concrete 
pressure essels prestressed with helical multi-layer tendons in the 
vertical walls. The fuel elements, of which there are 8 in each of the 
332 fuel channels, incorporate 36 pins containing uranium Uoxide fuel 
pellets clad in stainless steel. The average fuel channel gas outlet 
temperature is 645°C. and the coolant pressure is 43.5 bar a (circulator outlet) 

Four boiler groups, located in the annulus surrounding the reactor core, 
allow heat rejection in independent quadrants. Separate tube banks, sited 
below the economiser section in the main boiler casings, form decay heat 
boilers which may be used for shutdown cooling. Associated with each boiler 
quadrant are two induction-motor-driven constant speed gas circulators 
located in horizontal penetrations below the boilers. The coolant 
flow is controlled in normal operation by variable inlet guide vanes. 
Post reactor shutdown the gas circulators are energised via variable 
frequency converters at 7.5Hz (15% full speed) and up to 100% speed in loss 
7>f coolant pressure accidents. 

The primary control and shutdown system consists of 39 absorber rods 
and drives housed in standpipes in the top cap of the pressure vessel. 
A back-up secondary shutdown system, mounted through the bottom slab 
of the pressure vessel, injects nitrogen into the core channels, and, 

- if necessary in the long term, boron beads. 

4. Definition, of fault categories 

The target data for risk and system reliability quoted in Section 2 has 
required an overall risk assessment using event and fault trees and data 
on component reliabilities taking into account plant testing and 

- : - maintenance.~ The aim has been to demonstrate that an adequate balance 
of safeguards plant has been provided. 

A first step in risk assessment is the identification of all credible 
initiating faults. To rationalise fault transient analyses and the proof 
that reactor plant constraints relevant to safety are not violated during 
fault conditions, the various faults are grouped into eight categories 
in each of which the fault characteristics, the reactor system response 
and the final consequences are roughly similar. Faults are further 
divided into two classes, 'Frequent' and 'Infrequent*, according to whether 
the predicted frequency of occurrence is greater or less than about 10~3/yr. 
The objective is to relate the diversity of safeguards to the two fault 

- frequency classes.In order that individual 'frequent' faults do not exceed 
the radioactive release limitations, diverse safeguards are necessary, 
such as the secondary nitrogen shutdown system and natural convection cooling 
as back-ups, respectively, to the rod primary shutdown system and forced 
gas circulation. This diversity provides high reliability and protects 
against some unforeseen common-mode faults inhibiting a primary safeguard. 
'Infrequent' faults do not require the same diversity since adequate 

~ redundaicy of a single type of safeguard satisfies the acceptable risk levels. 

The eight categories of faults are as follows; IS 
1. Spurious reactor trip 

This category includes all automatic and manual reactor trips which 
are not due to a failure which causes the reactor to depart from its 
permitted operating regime. At the high frequency assumed for design 
purposes (10/y) this category makes the most onerous demand on the 
diverse heat removal system. 

2. Pressurised reactor faults - These include; 

- Main boiler feed and condensate system failures. These define the 
duty of the decay heat boiler feed system which, with forced gas 
circulation, provides the means of heat rejection in these events. 

- Fracture of a steam main. The steam released by a failure within 
the reactor building can be allowed to fail the gas circulators in 
up to two quadrants. Barriers prevent further failures. 

- Water ingress into the vault from main boiler leakages. Protection 
is given by reactor trip on two lines of vault overpressure In 
addition to the reactor ove-vressure relief valves. 

- Partial loss of primary coolant flow. The failure of the two 
circulators within one quadrant does not necessitate • reactor trip. 

- Reactivity faults, i.e. symmetric and asymmetric withdrawal of 
control rods, 

- Quadrant faults; examples are mis-match of gas flow and boiler 
feed in a quadrant necessitating trip of one quadrant but not 
of the reactor. 

3. Loss of arid connection 

This category of electrical faults causes rundown of all gas 
circulators together or sequentially. This moderately frequent event 
demands diverse shutdown and cooling systems and power supplies from 
diesel generators, 

4. Depresaurisation faults 

The design maximum breach occurs outside the quadrant 
space and is limited by design to 0.03m^. 
To meet reliability requirements it is shown that safe shutdown heat 
rejection is possible with only two of the four quadrants in operation, 
emergency boiler feed supplied to the main boilers and gas circulator 
speed programmed to increase as reactor pressure reduces. 



It is assumed for design purposes that the hot gas issuing into the 
quadrant space from a failed vessel side-wall penetration could put 
the circulators in that quadrant out of action. To meet the more 
onerous requirements in this event it is therefore shown that one 

= _ __ other quadrant of the three remaining will be adequate for heat removal. 
This is possible by providing engineered restraints at the side wall 
penetrations to restrict the breach area to 0.006m^ and CO^ injection 
to held the circuit pressure at about 2 bar for a period. 

E. Faults arising in essential mechanical/hydraulic systems 

Because of the redundancy in these systems, this fault category does 
not lead to an automatic reactor trip but requires the consideration 
of failures such as pipe failures which could demand action to trip 
the reactor eventually, albeit by the operator. 

6. Refuelling route faults 

This category covers faults in fuelling plant and refuelling operations 
and is extended to include reactor faults occurring whilst refuelling 

_ _ - which will normally be carried out with the reactor at power. 

7. Internal hazards 

This fault category comprises: 

- fires 
- floods from on-site sources 
- loads dropped from lifting equipment 
- disruption of rotating machinery 
- disruption of on-site pressure vessels 
- hot gas release following breach of the primary coolant circuit 
- steam release following steam pipe failure 
- release of toxic substances on site 

The reactor and safeguards plant is protected by limiting the effects 
of each hazard by means of selected plant layout, by segregation barriers 
and by physical restraints. 

8. External hazards 

This fault category comprises: 

- earthquakes 
— extreme winds 
Particular plant and structures are designed to survive specified 
conditions to ensure reactor shutdown capability and reliable post-trip 
cooling. 

The preliminary risk assessment showed that the contributions of the 
individual fault categories to the summated risk were approximately similar 
and that there were no fundamental design deficiencies in the provision of 
plant for tripping the reactor and cooling it subsequently. These plant 
provisions are described in the sections following. 

5. Layout and segregation of plant 

For protection against hazards, the reactor building surrounding the 
pressure vessel is divided into 4 segregated quadrants, A, B, C, * p, Fig 2, 
each quadrant being associated with a pair of gas circulators and a boiler 
unit housing main and decay heat boilers; also with an independent 
electrical system, Fig 3. 

The inter-quadrant barriers are designated 'primary' and 'secondary'. 
Primary barriers are designed to contain minor fires and hot gas releases 
within a single quadrant, leaving three others available post-iihutdown. 
The more substantial secondary barriers will contain the lower-frequency 
major fires and the effects of steam pipe breaches within two quadrants, 
leaving the other two quadrants available post-shutdown. 

The secondary barrier principle is extended to the independent electrical 
systems, pairs of which are therefore isolated from each other by the 
building structure, Fig 2. There is a primary barrier within each 
electrical system pair. 

An electrical system (Fig 3) includes an 'X' diesel-backed train to energise 
its quadrant pair of gas circulators and certain essential auxiliaries, 
and a 'Y* diesel-backed train to energise diverse cooling services. There 
are therefore 8 diesel-generators and trains per reactor but the diesel-
generators are connected also to similar plant on the second reactor. 

The 'X' and 'Y' trains of a particular quadrant do not require to be 
segregated because there is available sufficient redundant and diverse plant 
associated with the other quadrants. 

Auto-sequencing equipment controls plant operation. Sequence initiation 
uses 'de-encrgise to operate' signals and all parameter sensing and plant 
state checks are done *n a way that maintains 'X' and 'V train electrical 
independence. This restriction on cros3-checking simplifies auto-sequencing 
but entails the starting up of ail parallel plant for each post-shutdown 
cooling function. 

For hazards .segregation and operational convenience, certain motor-pump 
unitjj for feed and cooling services are grouped with appropriate segregation 
in the mechanical annexe and in the reactor services annexe, Fig 2, and not 
in the building quadrants. 



6. Reactor shutdown oj stems 
For those faults for which failure of the shutdown system would risk a 
radioactive release, the shutdown systems must perform with a reliability 
better than 1 0 - 7 failures per demand. This cannot be achieved by a single 
system of similar components irrespective of the degree of redundancy 
employed due to the possibility of a common-mode failure invalidating all 
equipment of a similar nature. Consequently, each fault in this category 
will be detected by sensing two independent diverse parameters with each 
diverse system designed to a reliability of about 1 0 - 4 f/d. 

The two diverse guardline systems comprise a main electro-magnetic pulsed 
(Laddie) guardline which initiates the primary shutdown system (rods) and 
a diverse, relay, guardline which initiates the secondary shutdown system 
(nitrogen injection) at, for example, a higher temperature trip level in 
event of failure of the main guardlines or primary shutdown system. The 
diverse guardline also provides a back-up route for tripping the main guardline. 

A further guardline protects boilers and circulators against faults in 
individual quadrants. As some such faults have safety implications, there 
is not complete separation between this primarily economic guardline and 
the reactor safety guardlines. 

7. Post-trip cooling systems 

(a) Post-trip cooling at normal gas pressures 

Frequent faults, such as category 1 faults, require exceptional 
redundancy and diversity in the shudown cooling provisions in 
order to meet the reliability target. For those faults the cooling 
safeguards are therefore divided between the 'X' and 'Y' trains in 
such a way that either train system acting on its own will cool 

- the reactor safely. This arrangement provides redundancy and, by virtue of 
_the diversity, gives protection against common-mode failure of cooling. The 
two means of gas circulation, i.e. forced and natural convection, determine 
the allocation of functions to the 'X' and 'Y' trains. These functions are 
listed in Table 1 and the various post-trip cooling systems in Fig 4. 

Mode 1 - 'X' trains alone - forced gas circulation at pressure 

Primary fuel cooling when shutdown is by forced convection using the gas 
circulators, the decay heat boilers rejecting the heat. The circulators, 
their auxiliaries and those of the decay heat boilers are allocated to the 
'X' trains. Seconds after a reactor trip the circulator llkV circuit breakers 
are opened, Fig 3, and the frequency converters are energised. The IGVs are 
opened. Following a delay with checks that the circulator speeds are below a 
predetermined setting, the frequency converter circuit breakers close to 
maintain lt% speed which, with two quadrants of decay he.-'.t boilers, is 
sufficient for safe fuel cooling but all quadrants are normally initiated. 

The safety requirements call for one aseismic cooling route and the 'X' trains 
provide this. Owing to the difficulty of making the seawater system aseismic, 
the decay heat boilers reject heat to air coolers. 

m 
Fig 4 is extended to show as an example the 4 decay heat boiler* supplied by 
4 feed pumps. To improve availability all pumps are headered and any pattern 
of 2 energised out of the 4 connected to the trains provide sufficient flow, 
Headering is acceptable because the frequency of header failure is not 
greater than the frequency of failure of all 4 trains in a common-ncde 
equipment fault. Pairs of pumps are segregated by fire/missile barriers and 
the system as a whole is segregated from the main boiler feed system to avoid 
common failures arising from the range of internal hazards (category 7 faults). 
Because the decay heat and main boilers are mounted in the same casings, 
there is no need for any gas flow diversion valves which would otherwise 
contribute to overall unreliability. It is also acceptable to use the normal 
duty gas circulators with the decay heat boilers because by design and 
segregation the gas circulator common-mode failure frequency is as low as the 
acceptable overall failure frequency of the decay heat boiler feed system. 

Mode 2 - 'X' and 'Y' rains together - Forced gas circulators at pressure 

The main boiler auxiliaries are allocated to the 'Y' trains. Thuu the 'X' and 
'Y' trains with the gas circulators, their auxiliaries and the main boiler 
auxiliaries together provide a second shutdown cooling mode. The auto-
sequence system would introduce this mode following total failure of the 
decay heat boiler heat rejection system. 

Mode 3 - 'Y' trains alone - Natural convection gas circulation at pressure 

Natural gas convection provides the diverse means of gas circulation when the 
reactor is pressurised and requires that the main boilers be in use; this is 
why the main boiler emergency feed system is assigned to the divers* 'Y' trains 

(b) Post-trip cooling in depreasurising faults 

The characteristics of the principal depreasurisation faults are summarised 
under fault category 4 of Section 4. Owing to the reduced gas density the 
main boilers have to be employed for shutdown cooling. A major breach of the 
pressure boundary is an 'Infrequent' event, the frequency being such that 
the reliability requirements do not call for two independent cooling means, 
The *X' and 'Y' circuits are therefore used together to power the gas 
circulators, their auxiliaries and the main boiler auxiliaries, the four 
independent circulator/boiler quadrant systems providing sufficient 
redundancy of cooling. 

Conclusion 

This paper has described the way in which the shutdown and cooling systems 
for the Heysham II and Torness AGRs have been selected in order to meet 
current UK safety requirements. Fault tree analyses have been used to identify 
the credible fault sequences, the probabilities of which have been calculated. 
By this means the relative importance of the various protective systems has 
been established and redundancy and reliability requirements identified. 
This systematic approach has led to a balanced design giving protection over 
the complete spectrum of fault sequences. 
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TABLE 1 - SHUTDOWN COOLING PROVISIONS 

Reactor 
condition Mode Train 

usage Circulation Boiler plant Heat 
rejection 

Minimum allowable 
number of quadrants 

Normal 
pressure 
post-trip 

1 •X' Forced 
15X speed 

Decay heat 
boilers 

Air 
coolers 2 ex 4 

Normal 
pressure 
post-trip 

2 •X' * Forced 
15% speed 

Main boilers 
(diverse) 

Steam to 
atmosphere 1 ex 4 

Normal 
pressure 
post-trip 

3 • y. 
Natural 
convection 
(diverse) 

Main boilers Steam to 
atmosphere 3 ex 4 

Depressur-
isation 
faults 

- •X' 4 
.y. 

Forced 
100% speed Main boilers Steam to 

atmosphere 

(a) .03m2 Breach 
2 ex 4 

(b) .006m2 Breach 
in quadrant 

Depressur-
isation 
faults 

- •X' 4 
.y. 

Forced 
100% speed Main boilers Steam to 

atmosphere 
1 ex 3 with CO 2 

pressure support 



Central control room 

Prcstressed 
concrete pressure 
vessel-

Rcoctor core -

Boilers 
Circulators' 

Reactor relief 
valves 

Charge hall crane 

Refuelling machine 

Quadrant relief vents 

Fuel decay store 

Fuel dismantling cell 

HEYSHAM H / T O R N E S S A.G.R. NUCLEAR ISLAND PIG. I. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the past years, the design works of the Experimental Very High 

Temperature Reactor (VHTR) plant have been conducted at Japan Atonic Energy 
Research Institute. The conceptual design has been completed and the more 
detailed design works and the safety analysis of the experimental VHTR 
plant are continued. 

The purposes of design studies are to show the feasibility of the 
experimental VHTR program, to specify the characteristics and functions of 
the plant components, to point out the R * 0 Interns necessary for the 
experimental VHTR plant construction, and to analyze the feature of the 
plant safety. 

The experimental VHTR must be provided with the function as follows. 
• Demonstration test for future nuclear process heat applications. 
• Irradiation test for development of fuels and materials for high-

temperature use. 
• Confirmation test for large VHTR plant safety. 

The design conditions of experimental VHTR were determined due to 
considerations of the three functions mentioned above. These conditions 
are summarized in Table 1. Thermal power of 50 Mt'T 1s considered combinient 
for daing the demonstration test, and the coolant temperature 1000'C at 
the outlet of the reactor is required from a nuclear heat util ization system 
such as a direct steel making. 



In this paper the summary of system design and safety features of the 
experimental reactor are Indicated. Main Issues are the safety philosophy 
for the design basis accident, the accidents assumed and the engineered 
safety systems adopted in the design works. 

2. Outline of the experimental VHTR design 
The system diagram of the experimental VHTR is shown In Fig.l. The 

reactor cooling system consists of two cooling circuits In symmetric 
arrangement on the right and left sides. Each primary circuit are connect
ed to the secondary circuits with intermediate heat exchanger. The heat 
generated by the reactor is removed in the steam generators installed in 
the secondary circuits or supplied to the heat utilization component such 
as a steam reformer arranged in parallel to th- steam generator. The helium 
gas temperature at the outlet on the secondary side of the intermediate 
heat exchanger was decided 930°C from the requirement of the available 
heat utilization systems. Auxiliary cooler installed in parallel to the 
Intermediate heat exchanger is used when the cooling capacity of the main 
cooling system is lowered, in addition to the cases of refueling and shut
down of the reactor. Table 2 summarizes the main parameters of the experi
mental VHTR plant. 

The core structure of reactor Is Illustrated in Fig.2. The core 
consists of 73 columns and the fuel colunn consists of seven elements piled 
up. Reflectors are arranged outside the core and also graphite block 
reflectors are placed at the top and bottom of core. Figure 3 indicates 
the fuel element. The burnable poison made of B HC particles and graphite 
powder is loaded at the corners of t •» standard fuel elements. 

The helium coolant flows in the core from the coolant inlet tube of 
coaxial structure at the lower part of the reactor vessel and arrives at 
the reactor upper plenum. And the helium flows through the cooling channel 
of the fuel column. The average temperature of helium mixed in the lower 
plenum is 1000°C. 

A pair of control rods is installed in evfy seven columns. There are 
14 rods (7 pairs) in the core and 24 rods (12 pairs) in the reflector part. 
The control rod drive mechanism is placed in the stand pipe at the pressure 
vessel head. 

3. Safety design of the experimental VHTR 
In the current study of the experimental VHTR design, the spectrum of 

accidents and transients Is analysed. The examples of accidents for the 
experimental VHTR are listed in Table 3. The safety fearturs of the experi
mental VHTR are as follows. 

• The Integrity of pressure boundary of the primary coolant 1$ 
postulated for fission product containment. 

• The pressure difference between the primary and the secondary cooling 
systems in the normal operation is maintained In order to prevent fis
sion product leakage from the primary to the secondary cooling system. 

• The high reliability of reactor shut-down system such as the control 
rod and the reserve shut-down mechanism are postulated. 

• The reactor plant is secured against possible accidents of heat 
utilization system combined to the reactor. 

The selected design basis accidents for the engineered safety system 
of the experimental VHTR are representative of three fundamental events; 
fission product release, loss of cooling ?nd air Ingress Table 4 summa
rizes this classification and also identifies the engineered safety system 
provided for the design basis accidents. 

As shown In Table 4, the posibillty of reactivity Insertion resulting 
from control rod ejection or the core dropping Is precluded by the design. 
The orifice set at the bottom of the control rod channel prevents to 
generate enough withdrawal force to float control rod in the rapid upflow 
of coolant through the core following the primary system dcpressurizatlon. 

And also the anchor device of the control rod dHve mechanism In the 
stand pipe is designed to prevent the control rod drive mechanism from 
launching through the failed closure. 

In our uesign, however, a hypothetical withdrawal of a single control 
rod pair is assumed to restrict the maximum worth of control rod. 

Core drop Is precluded by the integrity of core support with the 
protection system described below. 
(1) Isolation 

At the rapid depressurization accident of the primary coolant system 
following secondary pipe rupture outside the reactor containment building 



the isolation of primary system is importants to prevent a release of the 
primary coolant contaminated by fission products. Because the heat transfer 
tubes of the intermediate heat exchanger are designed with #the pressure dif
ference between the primary and the secondary cooling circuits, the tube breaks 
must be assumed in the case of secondary coolant depressurization. The 
amount of the primary coolant release is mainly depend on the number of 
IHX failed tube and the shutoff time of isolation valve. To determine the 
shutoff time «f the isolation valve, resulting doses are calculated. Fig.4 
shows the dose at tht? site boundary in the case of the accident. From the 
comparision af this results and the guideline of plant site selection the 
shutoff time required for the isolation valve is specified as less than 
10 Sec. Although the guideline of plant site selection was developed for 
safety assessment of light water reactors, it is applicable to all type of 
nuclear plants to assure the health and safety of the public. The design 
conditions and the structure of the isolation valve are shown in Table 5 
and Fig.5 respectively. 

(2) Cooling 
The auxiliary cooling system consists of two cooling circuits in 

parallel to main cooling circuits respectively. 

Each auxiliary cooling circuit is capable of cooling the core in the case 
of Toss of forced circulation due to primary or secondary circulator 
stick. The specification of the auxiliary cooling system are sunmerized 
in Table 6, and the typical result of transient analysis is indicated in 
Fig.6. In this analysis the trip of a primary circulator was assumed, and 
the emergency reactor shutdown with the signal of abnormal coolant flow 
rate delayed about 9 sec. Fig.6 shows that tht decay heat is removed by the 
auxiliary cooling system startirq up at 5 minutes after the circulator 
trip. 

I,, order to assess the capability of reserve cooling system, primary 
cooling pipe rupture is analyzed. Fig.7 shows the result of transient 
analysis of the maximum temperature in the reactor following the failure 
of the primary coolant boundary. 

In this analysis the pressure in the reactor vessel is assumed to be 
about 1 kg/cm2a and the natural circulation of coolant is assumed in the 

theoretical model for the calculations of heat transfer in the reactor. 
The temperature of reactor vessel during accident depends on the natural 
circulation, of which the flow directions are upward in the core and down
ward at the core barrel. Due to natural circulation the temperature of the 
vessel top becomes high gradually. The flow rate of natural circulation 
calculated under the low pressure condition is less than about 10" 2 % of 
that at full power operation. The maximum temperatures are suppressed 
under the limited value by the operation of the reserve cooling system with 
the water tubes surrounding the reactor vessel. The concept of the reserve 
cooling system is indicated in Fig.8. The decay heat is removed from the 
reactor vessel surface by radiation and air natural convection. 
(3) Air ingress 

In a hypothetical accident such as the primary cooling pipe rupture, 
the protection against the core graphite oxidation by air ingress must be 
considered besides the core cooling. The inert gas system prevents the 
core support graphite from being oxidized by the air Ingressed after the 
primary pipe rupture accident. Fig.9 indicates the result o* analysis on 
oxidation of the core support post graphite. The air is Inhaled into the 
core with the natural circulation through the ruptured pipe. 

The nitrogen gas is injected into the lower plenum from the nozzle 
inserted near the support post to produce an inert gas atmosphere. The 
main specifications of the inert gas system adopted as one of the engineered 
safety system in the experimental VHTR design are summarized in Table 7. 
Ail of the engineered safety system adopted in the design are illustrated 
in Fig.10. 

4. Discussions 
The engineered safety system adopted in the experimental VHTR are 

described. 
Nevertheless the results of the preliminary analysis have indicated 

that the design of these system is accepted by the guideline, the more 
detailed studies must be pursued to verify the analyses. 

In order to complete the safety analysis report of the experimental 
VHTR, the various kinds of research and development works are needed to 



obtain the informations and data for the assessment of the engineered safety 
system. 

The main activities for these systems are as follows. 
• Demonstration experiments showing the anchor device is effective 
to prevent the control rod ejection. 

• Intermediate heat exchanger tube test showing the integrity under 
accident condition. 

• High temperature tests of the isolation valve. 
• Performance test of the reserve cooling system. 
• Verification of the computer program used in the analyses. 
In conformity with the reactor design, the research and development 

program is in progress at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. 

TABLE 1. BASIC DESIGN CONDITIONS OF THE EXP. VHTR 

REACTOR THERMAL OUTPUT 
REACTOR OUTLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE 
REACTOR INLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE 

FUEL 

FUEL ELEMENT TYPE 
DIRECTION OF COOLANT FLOW 
PRESSURE VESSEL 
NUMBER OF PRIMARY COOLING CIRCUITS 
HEAT TRANSMISSION 
PRIMARY COOLANT PRESSURE 
SECONDARY COOLANT PRESSURE 
COMPONENTS IN THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT 

50 MW 
1000 *C 
THE TEMPERATURE MUST BE DETERMINED WITH REGARD 
TO SPECIFICATIONS OF THE REACTOR VESSEL AND 
HELIUM CIRCULATOR AS WELL AS TO THERMAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CORE 
UO 2 KERNEL,COATED FUEL PARTICLE 
GRAPHITE MATRIX DISPERSION-TYPE 
PIN-IN-BLOCK TYPE 
DOWNWARD-FLOW THROUTH THE CORE 
STEEL 
2 
INDIRECT (ADOPTION OF IHX) 
10 KG/CM ZG 
HIGHER THAN PRIMARY COOLANT PRESSURE 
HEAT REMOVAL COMPONENTS 
HEAT UTILIZING COMPONENTS 

TAU.E 2. MAIN PARAMETERS OF VHTR PLANT 201 
REACTOR THERMAL OUTPUT 
REACTOR VESSEL OUTLET / REACTOR VESSEL INI 
COOLANT PRESSURE 
PRIMARY COOLING CIRCUITS 
FUEL TYPE 

PRESSURE VESSEL 
CORE DIMENSIONS (DIAMETER/HEIGHR) 
NUMBER OF FUEL ELEMENTS (COLUMNS/BLOCKS) 
NUMBER OF CONTROL RODS 
PRESSURE VESSEL INNEP DIAMETER 
POWER DENSITY (AVEG./MAX.) 
FUEL INVENTORY (AVERAGE ENRICHMENT) 
BURN UP (AVEG.) 
INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER 

NUMBER/LOOP, THERMAL OUTPUT 
AUXILIARY COOLER 

NUMBER/LOOP, 
STEAM GENERATOR 

NUMBER/LOOP, THERMAL OUTPUT 
HELIUM CIRCULATOR NUMBFR/LOOP 
AUXILIARY HELIUM CIRCULATOR N W J E R / L O O P 

SO MW 
:T TEMPERAIUHE 1000/395 -C 

'10 KG/CH ?G 
I LOOPS 
LOW ENRICHED U0 2, COATED PARTICU 
PRISMATIC BLOCK-PIN TYPE 
STEEL 
2.7/1.0 M 
511 (73/7) 
19 PAIR 
5.95 M 
2.2/5.7 W/CM 3 

1.71 ON u (3.2 w/o) 
10,000 MWD/T 
HELICAL COIL TYPE 
1, 25 MW 
SHELL AND TUBE TYPE 
1 
SHELL AND TUBE TYPE 
1, 25 MW 
CENTRIFUGAL TYPE, 1 
CENTRIFUGAL TYPE, 1 

TABLE 3. EXAMPLES OF ACCIDENTS FOR EXP, VHTR 

TRIP OF A PRIMARY OR A SECONDARY CIRCULATOR 
TRIP OF A FEEDWATER PUMP 
LOSS OF OFFSITE ELECTRIC POWER 
A CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL BY AN OPERATOR ERROR 
CORE COOLANT CHANNEL PARTIAL BLOCKABE B< FAILURE 
NON-CONTROLLED WITHDRAWAL OF A CONTROL ROD 
ROD DROP FROM HIGH WORTH TO LOW WORTH REGION OF CORE 
STICK OF A PRIMARY OR A SECONDARY CIRCULATOR 
STICK OF A FEEDWATER PUMP 
CORE BYPA3:; OF COOLANT FLOW 
IHX TUBE BREAK 
PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM LEAK WHICH REQUIRES REACTOR SHUT DOWN 

WITH NORMAL PROCEDURE 
SECONDARY COOLANT CYSTEM LEAK WHICH REQUIRES REACTOR SHUT DOWN 

WITH NORMAL PROCEDURE 
AUXILIARY COOLER TUBE LEAK 
PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE IN THE CONTAINMENT 
SECONDARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 
FAILURE OF FP ADSORPTION BED IN THE COOLANT PURIFICATION SYSTEM 



TABLE <I. CLASSIFICATION OF ACCIDENTS FOR EXP. VHTR 

CLASSIFICATION 

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM 

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

INERT GAS SYSTEM 

ENGINEERED SAFETY SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT 

REACTOR CONTAINMENT 
ANNULUS PURGE SYSTEM 
AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEM 

IN CONTAINMENT 
ISOLATION VALVE 
AUXILIARY COOLING SYSTEM 

RESERVE COOLING SYSTEM 

Nj-GAS INJECTION SYSTEM 

PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 
PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 
PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 

SECONDARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 
LOSS OF PRIMARY OR SECONDARY 
FORCED CIRCULATION 
PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RL'PTURE 
CORE BYPASS OF COOLANT 
PRIMARY COOLING PIPE RUPTURE 

TABLE 5. DESIGN CONDITIONS OF ISOLATION VALVE 

TALLE 7. INNERT GAS SYSTEM 202 
- FUNCTION 

- DBA 
- SYSTEM 
- PERFORMANCE 

PROTECTION AGAINST THE CORE GRAPHITE 
OXIDATION FOLLOWED AIR INGRESS 
PRIMARY COOLANT PIPE RUPTURE 
N 2-GAS HOLDER, INJECTION NOZZLE 
FLOW RATE 
OPERATION TIME 

25 NM/HR 
30 DAY 

LOCATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF CONTAINMENT 
FLUID HE 
TEMPERATURE 960 *C 
PRESSURE 52 K G / C M ' G 
FLOW RATE 30,300 KG/H 
PRESSURE LOSS 0.1 KG/CM* 
DRIVE MECHANISM AIR CYLINDER 
SHUT3FF TIME ^ SEC 

TABLE 6, AUXILIARY COOLING SYSTEM 

lOOO'C 
40.0kg/cm* O 

Reactor 

395 °C 
40.8 k g / c m 2 G 

Auxil iary 
cooler 

FUNCTION 

HE FLOW RATE 
TYPE OF COOLER 

REMOVAL OF DECAY HEAT DURING NCMAL SHUTDCWM 
PERIOD AND DURING ABNORMAL CONDITION SUCH AS 
THE MAIN CIRCULATOR STICK 
10% OF THE MAIN LOOP FLOW RATE 
SHELL AND U-TUBE TYPE HE-WATER HEAT 
EXCHANGER 

l 

930°C 
4 3 0 k g / c m 2 G 

910*0 

Intermediate 
^ h e a t exchanger \~i 

Auxiliary 
QOS-circulator 

—C«H0-^)-[>O 

Primory 
gas-circulator 

—00-O-Q^)-p<} 

Steam 
generator 

Secondary 
gas-circulator 9 

280°C 

-c-: 

F I G . I SYSTEM DIAGRAM UF EXP, VHTR 

Nuc;eor Heat 

Utilisation System 
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F I G . 10 ENGINEERED SAFETY SYSTEM OF EXP, VHTR 

HTGR SAFETY PHILOSOPHY 

V. JOKSIMOVIC, C.R. FISHER 
General Atomic Company 
San Diego, Cal i fornia 
United States of America 

ABSTRACT 

The accident at the Three Mile Island has focused 
public attention on reactor safety. Many public figures 
advocate a safer method of generating nuclear electricity 
for the second nuciear era in the U.S. The paper discusses 
the safety philosophy of a concept deemed suitable for this 
second nuclear era. 

The HTCR, in the course of its evolution, included 
safety as a significant determinant in design philosophy. 
This is particularly evident in the design features which 
provide inherent safety. Inherent features cause releases 
from a wide spectrum of accident conditions to be low. 
Engineered features supplement inherent features. The 
significance of HTd'R safety features is quantified and order-
of-magnitude type of comparisons are made with alternative 
ways of generating electricity. 

NUCLEAR SAFETY IN ^U'TiLWATJip E T.MI 

The accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant has focused public 
attention on nuclear safety. The Kemeny Commission Report (Ref. 1) gave 
the light water reactor generally good marks for protecting the public. 
The regulatory apparatus, including how the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
and the industry have performed, was sharply criticized but reform and not 
suspension of i.aL nuclear option was the Commission's final recommendation. 
More attention to man-machine interfaces was clearly mandated. Before the 
Kemeny Report became public, the NRC and the utility industry had under
taken their own steps to assure that the lessons of the Three Mile Island 
accident would be fed back promptly to all nuclear utilities so that tlvev 
could make design modifications and improve plant operating procedures. In 
June 1079, the TVA Board approved a declaration on atomic safety which an 
be viewed as a new national yardstick for public policy in this field. As 
a result of all this, the safety operating nuclear plants will certainly 
be improved, as will the safety of the 100,000 MU'(e) of nuclear capacity 
now under construction. 

This work was supported by the Department of Energy under Contract 
DE-AT03-76ET35300. 



Three Mile Island has dramatized accident risk to the utility industry 
as well as to the general public. The affected utilities are having 
difficulty in coping with the financial impact of the accident, and it is 
apparent that greater consideration will be given to this aspect of nuclear 
power in the future. Many prominent public figures such as the first chair
man of the AEC, David Lilienthal (Ref. 2), advocate a safer method of 
generating nuclear electricity. The second nuclear era is being mentioned 
with a target of, say, 1000 GK(e) of nuclear electricity. 

These safety and financial concerns have prompted some discussion of 
the different safety characteristics (primarily inherent) of other reactors, 
notably gas-cooled reactors, e.g., Alvin Weinberg suggested (Ref. 3) thai 
it might be wise to " reopen the possibility of gas-cooled reactors..." 
because of those inherent safety features. This paper primarily discusses 

- -the safety philosophy of a concept deemed suitable for this second nuclear 
era. 
ESSENTIAL HTCR FEATURES 

Basic HTGR technology in the U.S. is exemplified by the proven opera
nt lity of the Peach Bottom* and Fort St. Vrain** nuclear power plants. 

The wealth of operating experience with the European CO2 cooled 
1-'actors, which currently exceeds 600 reactor years, has been of considerable 
benefit in the development of high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTCRs) 
in the U.S.. The HTCR, as typified by the design of commercial HTGRs sold 
and subsequently cancelled in 1970s, is distinguished froir. its European 
predecessors by the use of helium coolant and refractory, coated particle 
fuel imbedded in the graphite moderator. 

KEY INHERENT SAFETY FEATURES 

The emphasis in safety considerations throughout the design evolution 
of gas-cooled reactors has led to a high degree of inherent safety in the 
iliGR. The safety philosophy employed in the design of the HTCR is to 
utilize these inherent features as the first lines of defense in retaining 
the inventory of radioactivity ana maintaining the integrity of the ".on-
tuuunent barriers. Over a wide spectrum of accident conditions postulated, 
the significance of each essential design features of the HTGR as it 
contributes to a high degree of inherent safety is illustrated in Table 1. 
Unique benefits are also derived by careful and optimized plant design. 

*i'each Bottom was a 40 MW(e) HTGR plant operated by the Philadelphia 
Electric Company. It was shut down and decommissioned in 1974 after 
7 years of successful operation. 

**:-ort St. Vrain is a 330 MW(e) HTGR plant being operated by the Public 
Service Company of Colorado. 

Graphite Core with Refractory Fuel 
The HTGR is constructed entirely of ceramic materials which maintain 

their integrity even at extreme temperatures. This contributes to large 
safety margins between normal operating temperatures and damage limits. 
The core structure weighs almost 3 million pounds, and the associated 
heat capacity together with a low power density insure that reactor 
temperature transients in response to disturbances proceed very gradually. 
The use of coated particle fuel imbedded in the core graphite gives rise 
to a capability to retain fission products even in the unexpected event of 
a sustained interruption in core cooling capability. The slow thermal 
response also prcvides for a more forgiving reactor since ample time is 
available to prevent transients from progressing into major accidents. 
In the extremely rare event that all means of core cooling are lost 
indefinitely, the inability of the core to melt down together with the 
remaining inherent features preclude the rapid release of large quantities 
of radioactivity. 

Helium Primary Coolant 

The most fundamental property of a gas such as helium, which is noncon-
densible over the whole range of temperatures encountered, is that it 
always totally occupies the space that it is in and, so confined, obeys 
one unique and linear temperature-pressure relationship. Because there is 
additionally no liquid-gas interface to be considered, a single unambiguous 
signal (pressure) always suffices to determine just where the coolant is. 
This most importantly implies that rapid depressurization can be accommoda
ted without concern for such consequences as void formation, local core dry 
out and cavitation of pumps, as would be the case with liquids confined at 
temperatures above their atmospheric boiling point. 

The working pressure required for gas-cooled reactors is furthermore 
typically much below that needed to adequately pressurize a water coolant. 
This feature enables sufficient core cooling to be readily provided for 
the HTGR even at atmospheric pressure. In this sense, it can be claimed 
that HTGRs are immune to the so-called "Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), 
which obviates the need for coolant injection systems. Hence, it is only 
necessary to remove decay heat to provide adequate cooling, thereby simpli
fying the design of the cooling systems. These simplifications in the 
design requirements make it unnecessary for the operator to make quick 
decisions or to take prompt ac'Lions to maintain adequate cooling. 

Another major benefit of helium is its inertness, which means that it 
cannot react chemically with other materials such as fual cladding or core 
structural components. At Three Mile Island, the uncovering of tlip core 
and subsequent Fuel cladding heat-up caused the zirconium-water chemical 
reaction that apparently resulted in damage to the fuel rods as well as 
the extensive liberation of hydrogen gas. The hydrogen bubble that formed 
complicated subsequent efforts to cool the core. 



Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel 

The HTGR utilizes a prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV). This 
large passive structure encloses the entire primary coolant system, includ
ing the xeactor core and all steam generation equipment. High strength in 
the PCRV is provided by redundant axial and circumferential steel tendons 
that prestress the concrete in compression so that cracks which might occur 
are self-sealing. The shielding afforded by the concrete prevents neutron 
emhrittlenent in the load-bearing tendons. Separation of the functions of 
sealing and load carrying is made possible with the use of a steel liner 
which is always in compression further limiting the possibilities for fault 
propagation. During postulated core heatup accidents, the PCRV retards the 
transport of fission products to the containment building and protects the 
containment from the degrading effects of reactor decay heat. These 
characteristics contribute to the long time scale of accident progression 
and provide for exceptional radioactivity retention. 

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

In recognition of the potential for accident conditions that in some 
cases may reduce the effectiveness of some of the inherent features, 
engineered safety features are 'provided to further reduce the likelihood 
of accident situations developing and to help insure that even when such 
accidents occur, the consequences will fall within acceptable limits. The 
specific engineered features described below were selected for their 
compatibility with, and to fully exploit the benefits of, the inherent 
safety features of the HTGR. 

In the engineering of the HTGR safety systems, it has also been the 
objective to exploit the simplicity of HTGR dynamics. This gives rise co 
an enhanced ability to predict how HTCR would behave during transient 
eoaditions and is a direct benefit of the large thermal inertia and homo
geneity of the reactor core and the use of an inert single phase gas 
coolant. Enhanced predictability enables the design of the engineered 
safety systems to be kept simple and, hence, highly reliable. More impor
tantly, the need for quick decisions and prompt actions in the face of 
uncertainty on the part of the reactor operator, is avoided. Hence, the 
inherent characteristics of the HTGR by virtue of enhanced predictability 
provide a "hands off" capability for the engineered safety systems in 
response to a wide spectrum of transients and accident conditions. These 
same features also enhance the ability of the control room operators to 
contribute to safe operation because they provide for unambiguous indica
tion of the reactor status. Because of che simplicity and time scale of 
the reactor dynamic characteristics, the operator is better able to foresee 
how the system will behave in response to his control actions. 

Key engineered features are described below. 

Dedicated Dê -ay Heat Removal System 

The pow^r conversion loops are able to remove decay heat under 
most accident conditions. However, the HTGR also has a dedicated, fully 

redundant decay heat removal system which is separate from and independent 
of the power conversion system. This separation Increases the resistance 
against common cause failures. Because of Che inherent features of the 
HTGR and their predictability, the auxiliary cooling design is kept simple, 
is fully automatic and, hence, highly reliable. Its sole function is to 
remove reactor decay heat under the full range of operating conditions 
and design basis accident environments. There is no requirement to inject 
coolant since adequate heat removal can be obtained with the PCRV depressur-
ized after a postulated leak in the primary system boundary. There is no 
ambiguity with regard to which cooling system can be operated at which 
temperature and pressure, etc.. As a result of the slow thermal response 
of the HTGR core, interruptions in core cooling system operation of several 
hours can be tolerated without damage to the fuel or release of radioactivity. 
This reparabillty feature contributes to a high degree of system reliability 

Additional Engineered Features 

There are engineered safety features provided in the HTGR in addition 
to those provided for core heat removal. One is the provision for a 
secondary containment structure to prevent the release of any radioactivity 
which may escape the primary coolani: boundary. This, of course, is not 
unique to HTCRs, but, because of the inherent features, its effectiveness 
in mitigating accident consequences is enhanced. 

Although no chemical reactions can occur with helium, there is the 
possibility of graphite oxidation with air or moisture if present in the 
primary coolant either as Impurities or as the result of postulated accident 
conditions. The potential for graphite oxidation was recognised early in 
the development of gas-cooled reactors and its safety implications in the 
HTGR have been minimized as the result of a defense-in-depth design 
philosophy. 

Defense-ln-depth is afforded by the use of helium in a closed cycle and 
an integral PCRV arrangement that encompasses the entire primary coolant 
system. The integral PCRV concept was introduced in the line of European 
i;as-cooled reactors primarily to minimize the potential for air ingress 
following postulated leaks in pipes or ducts. In order to obtain signifi
cant quantities of air ingress with the PCRV, it is necessary to postulate 
either very large openings or multiple openings at different elevations, 
both of which require multiple structural failures which are extremely 
unlikely. Even for these extremely unlikely accidents, the potential for 
air inleakage is bounded by that inside the containment building which 
is insufficient Co significantly affect accident consequences. 

There are also possible accident scenarios that result in water 
inleakage to the primary coolant and hence, the potential for graphite 
oxidation by water. However, unlike the air reaction, the water-graphite 
reaction is endothermic. The engineered safety features provided for 
these scenarios include a moisture detection system, a steam generator 
isolation and dump system, and PCRV safety relief valves. 



The HTGR engineered features include two redundant and 
diverse reactivity control systems each of which is independently capable 
of maintaining a cold subcritical condition in response to a wide speclrum 
of low probability accidents. 

ENHANCED SAFETY FEATURES 

The safety of the HTGR can be even further enhanced by virtue of careful 
safety optimization of the design. There are many combinations of added 
features that can be considered, and methods employing probabilistic risk 
assessment have been used to sort and judge these options. This allows a 
systemtematic ranking to be developed based on the projected frequencies and 
consequences of a variety of accidents and the effect on those accidents 
of the inclusion of design options. Other judgments that are more 
difficult to quantify are also included in this process, and the costs of 
options receive preliminary examination. The ranking study utilizes the 
design concept configurations, and it, therefore, provides insights regarding 
desirable approaches to the conceptual designs of the systi is. Three 
enhanced features are of greatest interest. It should be pointed out that 
these features have not yet been fully engineered and factored into a 
reference design. 

Natural Convection 

Although the present method of removing decay heat from the reactor 
core involves forced circulation by the power conversion or auxiliary 
cooling loops, the HTGR system can be designed to reject its heat in a 
natural convection mode such that cere overheating and associated plant 
damage would not occur even in the unlikely event of failure of all main 
and auxiliary loops or loss of their power supplies. Moreover, the 
complications associated with a two phase coolant that can negate the 
effectiveness of natural convection through the core such as experienced 
at THI are removed so long as an adequate helium inventory is maintained, 
there is also a higher level of confidence that the conditions necessary 
for natural convection can be achieved without the need for the operator 
intervention because of the enhanced predictability and simplicity of 
reactor coolant dynamics alluded to earlier. Because neither the fuel 
nor other reactor components are damaged when the cooling systems are 
operated in this mode, natural convection enhance:, the protection of 
plant investment as well as the safety of the public. 

Liner Cooling 

The PCRV liner cooling system offers an ultimate heat sink for the 
residual heat for extremely remote accident scenarios when both forced 
and natural circulation are unavailable. The liner cooling system can be 
designed to insure the structural integrity of the PCRV and containment, 
thereby protecting public safety without the need for evacuation. This 
provision was included in the Fort St. Vrain design. 
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Another option is the ability to reduce PCKV helium pressure rapidly 

through a purification train. This could prevent the lifting of PCRV 
safety valves in the tare event of core heatup when the liner cooling 
system was working through the cooling loops were not. It could also 
prevent a large loss of primary helium from the PCRV in the event of a 
small uncontrolled leak. These actions prevent or reduce contamination 
of the containment which greatly eases clean-up. This provision was in
cluded in the Fort St. Vrain design. 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS 

lr. recent years, considerable interest has evolved in the application 
of the HTGR to direct and indirect cycle gas turbo-generators, process 
heat and process steam/cogeneration concepts. The nuclear side of the 
process steam/cogeneration HTGR plant is very similar to the steam cycle 
plant which has already been discussed. The gas turbo-generator and 
process heat applications, however, have several unique characteristics 
as well as higher core operating temperatures than the steam cycle plant. 

In the direct cycle concept, the turbomachine (turbine and compressor) 
are positioned with the PCRV in cavities located below the core. In this 
application, the turbogenerator shaft passes through the primary coolant 
boundary. In both the Indirect cycle and process heat concepts, a secon
dary helium loop is utilized with an intermediate loop heat exchanger 
(IHX) positioned within the PCRV. Secondary helium coolant lngresses and 
egresses from the IHX though code penetration closures. 

The safety philosophy for these advanced concepts follows the basic 
philosophy of placing primary reliance on inherent and/or passive safety 
features of the HTGR that are common to all of the concepts mentioned 
above. Helium gas is used to cool the graphite core in all of the advanced 
concepts. In all cases, coated fuel particles are used and the entire 
primary coolant system is enclosed within * PCRV. A secondary containment 
building surrounds the PCRV in each case. In addition, engineered safety 
systems such as the core auxiliary cooling system and the reserve shutdown 
syste* are provided in each concept. The gas turbine concepts contains 
additional features such as the turbomachine overspeed control system, 
the Internal pressure relief system, and the precooler isolation and dump 
system. For the process heat concepts, an external pressure relief system 
and a system which automatically isolates the secondary loops In response 
to low pressure or high radioactivity levels have been proposed. A 
detailed philosophy for engineered features is still evolving. It is 
obvious that such u philosophy will exhibit the same approach a<: that 
developed for the steam cycle. 

QUANTIFICATION OF SAFETY 

The significance of HTCR safety features, primarily inherent ones, 
has been recognized for some time on the basis of predominantly 



qualitative considerations such as those discussed above. However, 
only within the last several years has there been an appropriate yardstick 
developed with which to quantify their safety significance in a Banner 
that londs itself to direct comparisons with the energy alternatives, 
particularly the light-water reactor and coal. Such a yardstick is provided 
by probabilistic risk assessment, a systematic approach for the delineation 
and quantification of the risks associated with technology or an activity. 
Although much remains to be learned about the public health and safety and 
investment protection aspects of alternative energy sources, a great deal 
of effort has already been invested in quantifying the risks associated 
with the LWR and the HTCR as well as non-nuclear alternatives, especially 
coal. 

On the basis of the risk information currently available (Kefs. A,5,6), 
orc^r of magnitude type of comparisons can be made among the alternatives 
such as those presented in Table 2. The figure of merit used here is the 
relative number of fatalities (early and latent) per unit-year of operation 
normalized to the current generation LWRs selected as a base for comparison. 
The contribution to this index from accidents is computed as the product 
of the accident frequency and its consequences. It is important to 
recognize, however, that the nature of the risk from burning coal is dif
ferent than that of nuclear. The indicated fatalities from coal are the 
result of air pollution and accrue on a continual basis. Those from 
nuclear come from low probability power plant accidents and accrue on a 
random basis. £ven when a reasonable account is Made of this distinction 
by placing more importance on low probability, high consequence events, it 
is extremely diffic-U to avoid ihe conclusion that both nuclear options 
discussed are safer than coal. 

The comparison between the HTGR and LWRs is more direct because the 
nature of the risks are the same ano. the estimates are obtained with, 
by and large, comparable methods and data. The exceptional safety margin 
enjoyed by the HTCR over the alternatives can be largely attributed to 
its inherent safety features. The consequences of accidents, for the same 
frequencies, are much lower for KTCR*. The enhanced safety features 
make the core heatup events for an HTCR even leas likely to occur. 
«jfACTITAUVE SAFETY GOALS 

Quantitative safety goals are being studied in the U.S. and in Europe, 
As they become better developed, they may provide the quantitative derivation 
or rationale for defining how safe is safe enough. Present trends in this 
development are to utilize PRA methodology, and more standardization of 
the methodology may become established as a result. This advancement in 
the approach to safety will be advantageous to the endeavor of nuclear 
power and shou.d clarify the merit of varioua design options and comparison 
of reactor co-icept*. UA's contribution in that field is exemplified by the 
statement before the ACRS subcommittee on reliability and probabilistic 
assessment (Ref. 7). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The HTCR has, in the course of its evolution, Included safety as a sig

nificant determinant in design philosophy. This i» particularly evident in 
the design features which provide inherent safety: the graphite core with 
Imbedded furl particles, the helium coolant, and the prestressed concrete 
reactor vessel which contains all primary coolan' ot ts as well as the cure 
and steam generators. These features cause releases from a wide spectrum 
of severe accidents to be low. Engineered features supplement inherent 
features. The engineered safety feature for decay heat removal, the core 
auxiliary cooling system. It designed to be separate from the power con
version lm»ps, and redundant. The resistance of the auxiliary loops to 
common mode failures is therefore high, and that coupled with good predict
ability of performance and automatic actuation yield a very reliable system. 

in the future, additional features such as natural convection cool in* 
loops may reduce even further the possibility of core heatup thereby improv
ing both safety and investment protection. This could also provide even 
more assurance that there was much margin being designed into the plant. 
A summary of the characteristics of such an advanced plant la given in 
Table 3. 

The significance of HTCR safety features has been quantified and order-
of-magnitude type of comparisons against alternative ways of genwtatlng 
electro power demonstrate major improvements in public safety. 
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Inherent Feature Relevant Properties Safety Significance 

Coated particle fuel 

Graphite core 

Helium coolant 

o Ceramic material 

o Saall diameter 
o Multiple "pressure vessels" 

o Maintains integrity at very high 
temperatures, 

o Small temperature rise across fuel. 
o High retention of radioactivity; slow 
controlled release under no cooling 
conditions. 

o High heat capacity/low 
power density 

o Does not melt 
o Ceramic material 

o Slow response to temperature transients, 
ample time for prevention and mitigation 
of accidents. 

o No "China Syndrome" type of considerations. 
o Maintains strength at very high tempera-
tures. 

o Single phase 

o Neutronically inert 
o Chemically inert 

o Low stored energy 

o No boiling, bubbles, liquid level or pump 
cavitation, coolant injection systeps not 
required. 

o No reactivity effects. 
o No chemical reactions with fuel or other 
reactor components. 

o Enhanced containment effectiveness, 
need for containment heat removal system. 

PCRV and associated liner o Structurally redundant 

o Concrete cooling requirement 
o Massive robust structure 

o Integral arrangement 

o High level of integrity (failure of indi
vidual structural measures inconsequential). 

o Independent heat removal capability. 
o High retention of radioactivity, massive 
containment heat barrier. 

o Primary system pipe/duct ruptures eliminated. 
o Air ingress potential limited to containment 
volume. 

Coal 1300. 

Current LWR Plants* 1.0 

HTGR** 0.0002 

•Per WASH-1400 estimate. 

**Effect of HTGR enhanced safety improvements discussed 
in this paper not included. 

A relative comparison of risks from alternative sources 
of generating electricity per unit output. 

Table 1 Safety significance of key inherent features Table 2 



Desirable Safety Objectives Corresponding Characteristics 

Ample time to influence progression of 
reactor transients. 

o Large graphite core with low power density. 
o Refractory coated particle fuel embedded in graphite. 
o Massive PCRV between core and containment 

Simplicity, stability, and predictability 
of reactor dynamics. 

o Single phase, inert gas coolant. 
o Homogeneous core with practicable geometry (no meltdown). 
o Negative temperature coefficient of reactivity. 

Highly reliable reactivity control 
capability. 

o Automatic reactivity control system, 
o Back-up system for reactivity control. 

Highly reliable reactor cooldown 
capability. 

o In-house electrical generation and rundown on power 
conversion loops. 

o Hands off, automatic, dedicated decay heat removal 
system. 

o Passive natural convection heat removal capability. 

No need for evacuation even for core 
heatup scenarios, retention of fission 
product gases. 

o PCRV liner cooling system capability to enhance 
survival. 

o Helium purification train capability to prevent 
opening of PCRV relief valves. 

o Inherently low consequences because of inherent 
safety features. 

Table 3 Enhanced safety HTGR characteristics 
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Moscow 
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i. HTBODUCTIOH 

Successful development of the nuclear power proves that it can 
be efficiently used not only for electrical energy but also for pro
duction of thermal power for industrial and municipal purposes. At 
present, the nuclear stations are being built for district heating 
using the low potential energy. 

Another main purpose of the HTGR is to provide the power consuming 
industrial processes with the high potential heat. 

Safety analysis of the HTGR plants is very important for practi
cal realisation of this trend. The research conducted prove that from 
the safety standpoint the HTGR has a number of advantages specified 
by the features inherent in the reactors of this type. 

The graphite used as the basic structural material for the core 
and the helium coolant define HTGIi major safety features, including: 

- negative temperature factor of reactivity; 
- phase stability, low activation ability and chemical inertness 

of the ooolant; 

- high heat capacity, no core melting etc. 214 
The fuel elements design features i.e. the usage of the coated 

particles based on the uranium carbide and oxide; the integral 
arrangement of the primary circuit within the prestressed concrete 
reactor vessel (PCRV) provide the low coolant activity and safety 
in case of the depressurisstion. 

This report concerns some accident conditions for ths BTF-50 
demon*trational reactor (Pig.1) which miotic with the safety features 
common to the typical HTGR differs in design. 

The distinguishing features are generally associated with the 
non-integral arrangement of the basio equipment of the primary cir
cuit, metal vessels for ths reactors and steam generators, main gas 
double coaxial ducts* 

Another distinguishing feature in the branched primary circuit 
where sphsrical fusl elements circulate carrying ths gamma-activity 
to the irradiator for the different radiation and chemical processes. 

2. ANALYSIS OF ACCIDEHT COMDITIOWS 

Thft accident conditions of the BTP-50 plant were theoretically 
analysed with the help of the GJctf-tmni EC-1040 computers using the 
DIAB-1 (1), DIHXBH, CIRK (2) codes written in the VoPTPJIk -,/V 
language specially for the HTGU with the spherical fuel elements. 
Mathematical models based on the energy, mass and momentum equations 
make possible to calculate the time dependences of such parameters as 
distribution of the temperature of fuel, moderator, reflector,coolant 
over the core volume, the temperature of coolant and metal structures 
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along the coolant circuits and steam generators. The neutron ana 
physical processes are considered in non-distributive kinetic appro
ximation taking into account six groups of delayed neutrons. The reac
tivity la oalcalatad as a funotlon of fuel, moderator, reflector tea 
peratures, xenon and aaaarlua concentration, height and density of 
the pebble bed, water content in the core, positions of the control 
rods. In calculation of the reactor poiaonlng, the fuel movement in 
the reactor and radiation chemical circuit la taken into account. 
Baalc principles of the mathematical model and aaaumptiona are given 
in detail in work /l/. 

By present, the B/T-50 accident < ondltlona have been analyzed 
(3) and can be classified aa follows) 

1. Unexpected positive and msgativt reactivity appearance due 
to the change in the cor* geometry and composition, misoperation, 
the Control and Safety System ( C*3 ) malfunction. 

2. Unexpected changes of the cooling conditions in the core 
due to the tripping or jamming of the gas blowers. 

3. Sudden changes in the fuel circulation rate. 
4. Changes In the reactor reactivity due to penetration of 

water in the core at the steam generator failure. 
5. Primary circuit depressurisation. 
Below the above accident conditions are considered for opera

tion at the nominal power, with the first three situations occuring 
in the selfcontrol mode when the Control and Safety System don't 
operate. 

2 . 1 . 0T1fr S t a r t W J PtrtfflftlttOft 
The reactivity perturbations may occur as a result of dropping 

of one graphite block of the upper end reflector into the core or in 
increase of the pebble bed height and density. 

The 0.1*3 perturbation (Fig.2) causes 20$ rise of the relative 
neutron power H for 7 -~ 6 s. 

The fuel ( rf ) and moderator ( 7% ) temperatures Uevate arid 
the temperature effects of fuel ( &k$ ) and moderator ( &H* ) com
pensate the inserted reactivity ( *K*. feedback effect totals -0.119 
after*50 s) so that the reactor power is stabilised in 120 s at a 
level which is about 5% higher than the nominal level. The average 
gas temperature T 1 elevates negligibly. Temperature change rate does 
not exceed 5 K/e. 

The efficient reactor "aelfcontrol" due to the negative tempe
rature effect with fast response is worthly of notice. 

The reactor scram which may occur at the power rise prevents the 
nuclear hazardous runaways of the reactor. 

2 .2 . De-energiaatlon of four gas blowers. 

With all gaa blowers de-energized (Pig.3) gas flow rate 
through the reactor for about 60 s is smoothly reduced to about 
2% of the nominal value due to the "running-out" of the gas blower 
rotors and the natural circulation. As the result of the gas flow 
rate reduction, the temperature of the fuel element cladding (mode
rator) increases, reactivity and reactor power decrease. 



the process is stabilised by the fuel temperature effect posi
tively contributing to the reactivity, so that the reactor power is 
set at about 2% level for *- 180 u, i.e. the power level reduces 
as the gas flow rate decreases. 

It should be noted that in the above case the rates of tempera
ture change are low and no core overheat occurs. The operation mode 
ia not nuclear hazardous even if aelfcontrolled. The safety systems 
for the primary and secondary circuits ensure nuclear and radiation 
safety. 

2.3. Fuel circulation scram 
This operation condition is possible at the failures of the 

fuel loading system, circulation system or as the result of the 
operator errors. 

With the fuel circulation scram (after long-term reactor opera
tion at the nominal power) the xenon concentration P**> in the 
core reduces due to its burnup ~d the iodine concentration _P> 
increases due to the cut off iodine release into the outer circula
tion circuit (Pig.4). As the iodine concentrates, the xenon produc
tion process becomes predominant at the iodine decay and the xenon 
concentration ( _y\^ ) begins to increase. The samarium average 

much 
concentration process proceeds in a similar way buVslowly, therefo
re the reactivity initially increases relatively fast <J^, ~AHAt*aK^ 

a/'* reaches maximum of about y% in 1.5 hour. 
The rate of xae positive reactivity insertion ia 0.3x10~J % s. 
The analysis of the above case shows that it is useful to cut 

off the fuel circulation simultaneously with the reactor shutdown: 
in this case the reactor poisoning-out will decrease the "iodine pit" 

and the conditions for the subsequent reactor start up will be now 
favourable. 

Regarding the nuclear safety the circulation scram is* not hazar
dous because the rates and absolute values of the reactivity c&ange 
are low and reliably compensated by the reectcr control oyeietn. 

2.4. Inburst of water into the reactor core. 
The steam generator tubes failure can be the most probable 

cause of the accident. In this case the water or steam will be forced 
into the primary circuit by the higher pressure of the secondary 
circuit (100 bar ). The amount and rate of the entering water is 
determined by the sige of the leakage in the steam generator. 

This work considerea the situation with the instant failure of 
one or several tubes (up to 7) in the economiser side of the steam 
generator. Maximum total amount of water leaked into the primary cir
cuit will be about 1500 kg with the feed water circuit cut of in 
the emergency steam generator. If the water penetrates into the pri
mary circuit in the liquid phase, the larger water amount will be 
concentrated in the lower section of the steam generator and removed 
through the special drainage without reaching the oore. 

If the water leaks in the steam phase, ita average concentrate f. 
in the primary circuit, if universally mixed with helium, i« 
1500:200*7.5 kg/m-5 (where 200 m-3 is the volume of the primary 
circuit), and the water concentration in the core accounting the 
pebble bed porosity is 7.5x0.4-3 kg/m . 

To reduce the reactivity effect of the water penetration into 
the core, the uranium enrichment wac increased up to 21*. Maximum 
water efficiency does not exceed 1.6% and is attained at 15 kg/m3 



water concentration in the core due to reduction of the resonance 
abaorbtion by 2 3 8 U (Pig.5) /4/. 

With the failure of 7 tubes of the steam generator, the initial 
flow rate of the water leaking into the primary circuit is 35 kg/s. 
The water concentration in the core for one cycle of the coolant 
circulation ( 6 s ) makes 0.8 kg/m and is equal to 0.16% reactivity. 

This perturbation of the reactivity is not dangerous from the 
point of view of the core overheating and nuclear safety. The subse
quent front boundary of flow of more moist helium will enter the core 
6 s later. By this time, the reactor will have been subcritical re
sulting from the safety system tripping. 

2.5. Pepreeeuriaation of the main duct. 
The accident situation associated with the failure of the main 

circulation duct is considered as the most probable design accident 
because in the course of its development the greatest damage of the 
equipment can take place and maximum activity is released from the 
primary circuit. 

The main duct connecting the reactor and steam generator is 
the double coaxial duct with 670 mm outer "cold" duct diameter. 
The inner "hot" duct is designed for 40 bar pressure though in the 
normal conditions it is operated under the action of 0.66 bar pres
sure differential in the primary circuit. The analyses were conducted 
both on the only outer and double coaxial ducts failures. 

With the failure of the outer duct some components of the prima
ry circuit equipment are effected by greater pressure differentials 
than with the double duct failure. 

The analysis of accident conditions with the duct failure near the 
reactor veost Showed tnat the loads in the in-circuit components are 
of oscillating and damping nature,in aome cases they are aign-variable. 

Duration of non-stabilized process is 0.5 s, then the time 
dependent preaaure differential in the primary circuit components 
becomes stabilized. 

Pi(>6 ehows the loads which sometimes greatly exceed the nomi
nal ones. 

The analysis of the double coaxial duct failure accident demonst
rated that in this caee the helium is rapidly forced out of the pri
mary circuit with the subsequent inleakage of the helium-air mixture. 
With the failure of the double coaxial duct in one circulation loop 
and the rest 3 loops undamaged, the core bypass flow fraction can be 
about $0%. 7o reduce the air content in the eteara generators cells, 
the oxidation recistent system is provided for the core. Due to the 
nitrogen supply in the emergency cell low air concentration is main
tained for 6 hours the period required for the reeidual heat removal 
cc obtain the temperature below 600°C. 

The calculation results of the time-dependent behaviour of 
the coolant temperature at the core outlet and maximum temperature 
of the fuel with the double co.-uial duct failure are given in Pig. I. 

The diagram nhnwa that if ne reactor is cooled by 2 of 3 main 
ess blowers, the residual heat removal does not cause the substantial 
overheating of the fuel due to the heat accumulation in the graphite 
spheres, the coolant temperature increases to 200 and 160°C,respecti
vely. When cooling the reactor core only by one gas blower, the 
imperrais8ible fuel tnmperature can occur. Prom the analysis of this 



emergency s i tua t ion i t ia evident that with the nitrogen oxidation 

re s i s t en t system and two gas blowers in operatior the re l i ab le ope

rat ion of the residual heat removal system i s e isured without sub

s t a n t i a l e levat ion of the temperature. 

". CONCLUSION 

The analyses carried out on the accident s i t u a t i o n s f o r tLv 

B / T - 5 0 reac tor showed that due to the high heat capacity of the 

graphite core and negat ive temperature e f f e c t of the r e a c t i v i t y the 

B/~P-50 reactor i s e f f e c t i v e l y s e l f c o n t r o l l e d at d i f f erent perturba 

t i o n s of the r e a c t i v i t y and has low s e n s i t i v i t y to the f a i l u r e of 

the core c o o l i n g . The primary c i r c u i t depressurizat ion accident 

should be thoroughly s tudied because of the dangerous consequences 

i . e . the core overheating and the r e a c t i v i t y re l ease i n t o the env i 

ronment. As a whole, the s t u d i e s now i n progress show that the prob 

l e a of the HTGR s a f e t y oan be s u c c e s s f u l l y so lved . 
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Fig.3. Four gas flowcre de-energised; Tp - water temperature at the 
steam generator outlet; T, - reflector temperaturej T, - wa
ter temperature at the ateam generator inlet; T u - gas tempe
rature at the reactor inlet. 



Pig. 4. Circulation scram 
1 - 1/cra3 

Fig.5. Reactivity as the function of the water .jc-ntent in the 
reactor core. 
Shim rods: 1 - inserted, 2 - withdrawn. 

Fig.6. The time-dependent behaviour of pressure differential in 
the pebble bed (1), steam generator (2), upper end reflec
tor (3) in case of the outer duct failure. 

Pig.7. The time-dependent behaviour of the temperature of fuel (1) 
and heliua at the reactor outlet in case of failure of double 
duct with three gas flowers in operation. 3*4 - two gas flo
wers in operation. 
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USB OP NATURAL CIRCULATION MECHANISM FOR CORE COOLING 
OF HIGH THtPERATURE HELIUM-COOLED REACTORS AS A MEANS 
OP SAFETY ENHANCEMENT 

M.S. BBLTAKOV, V.D. KOLGANOV, S.S. KOCHETKOV, 
V.P. SMBTANNIKOV, V.K. ULASEVICH 
Institute of Atonic Energy P.L. 
I.V. Kurchatova 
M08C0H 
USSR 

The modem level of developing nuclear power engineering is 
characterised by its extensive adoption in industry. The ever increa
sing tendency is to use nuclear fuel not only for solving problems 
in electric power production but for generating high- and low 
potential heat for commercial and district heating applications. 
Unit power of nuclear power plants (HP?) has proved to increase 
essentially. The advantages of nuclear power use and widening of its 
application necessitate KPP location in densely populated areas 
with concentrated industry. Therefore, the requirements for the KPP 
safety are growing in importance. 

In modern practice, various means and measures are taken to 
make KPP operation safe.They perform the following functions:reactor 
protection against unintentional runaway, prevention of radioactive-
decay products from penetration into the reactor and proces6 circuit* 
of the plant and into the environments, retaining of reactor struc
tural integrity under any emergency conditions, natural disasters 
inclusive. In this case, reliable heat removal from the reactor core 
attains a great importance under emergency conditions. One of the 
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most reliable ways of heat removal from the core involves mechanism 
of coolant natural circulation in tne reactor loop} if all gas blo
wers fail completely, in practice, this circulation being the only 
possible way of reactor core cooling. It should be noted that the 
mechanism of coolant natural circulation is sufficiently understood 
and extensively employed in HPPs with liquid coolants (water.orga-
nics, liquid metal) in various operating modes, nominal inclusive 
(e.g. district heating). NPPa with gas coolant do not show such 
possibilities due to low density of gas in the circuit. leverthelesc. 
as is obvious from the evaluation design results, a number of modes 
is found at the plants of such type for which the use of natural cir
culation may be justified and expedient. This paper presents similar 
evaluation results as applied to KPPa with gas-cooled thermal and 
fast reactors where helium is used as coolant; attempts were made to 
establish operating limits of the natural circulation mechanism in 
these cases. Por this purpose, parametric analysis is <-*rried out 
for a closed loop (Fig.1) with the reactor core as source of cooi^t 
heating and cooler (shutdown heat exchanger, steam generator or 
high-temperature heat exchanger) placed above the level of the 
upper end of the core. The gas moves due to its various density in 
the circuit riser and downcomer. While in riser DAEC, core "I", the 
gas is heated and then is cooled down in heat exchanger "2n and re
turns to the core through downcomer "CD". The gas temperature is 
assumed to change only at the sections of the reactor core and heat 
exchanger. In the rest of the circuit sections temperature and gas 
density appears to be practically constant, and the friction and 



flow acceleration losses are negligible. In the parametric analysis 
the correlation between general thermodynamic (thermohydraulic) and 
geometrical parameters is required to be found. The thermodynamic pa
rameters are aa foilowe: 

a) gas temperature 
- at core inlet - T 0 

- at core outlet - T 8 

- at outlet from highly rated channel - Tg»,x 

b) heating in highly rated channel - aTK 

c) gas density 
- at core inlet - fio 
- at core outlet - f+ 

d) gas pressure drop 
- across the core - A ^ S » 
- in heat exchanger - A P T ; 
- i n components of circuit structure (gaslines, 
fittings, etc) - »?„; 

e) absolute gas pressure in circuit - P ; 
f> gaa flowrate in channel - G ; 
g) gas velocity - W. 
Among geometrical parameters are linear dimensions of the 

circuit and flow areas, in particular: 
- efficient height of gas cold column - L; 
- height of heat exchanger location relative 

to core upper boundary - I^i 
- core height - h; 
- hydraulic diameter of channel - d̂ , -, 
- gas flow area - f. 

77 Based on steady-state circulation in the circuit ** 

A P O J •• cPTf APK3 * fsL<f - f9L<j =0 ( D 
P,/.«-AP r- AP w, 

by introducing the parameter & = — — - — 
determined as efficiency factor of gas cold column and assuming 
that the gas pressure drop in the core is expressed in the followin, 
way according to the equation of motion: 

with respect to the continuity 
G=ff"f (3) 

and state equations P •• f$^T (O 
T 

and also taking into account the relation ? sf*~ZT ( sat is fy! 
natural circulation conditions) one nay derive the following 
eijucttion: 

clx . LP L, _ ( clx 
(GR f{ _ T„ % J T(x) 
UP h Jv ( 

Mr J 

= 0 (5) 
T(x)dx + r6tlx-r0 

where f r f- hydraulic factor of fr ic t ion , 
R - gas constant, 
g - gravity acceleration. 

By integrating this equation in conformity with the lew 
of heat flux axial distribution, the correlation between pressure 



in circulation loop P and gas flowrate through highly rated channel 
G is obtained 

P=-~0\ , - 4 
(6) 

T» 

where 7c/>= ^= » a IK = , /g = — • 

- dimensionless temperature parameters; 
J. = — - parameter of heat exchanger arrangement. 

\ L 

da. 
parameter of heat flux distribution over the core height. J1 J T(x) 

To illustrate, for constant heat flux distribution 

, h 4 f T 

for c08inusoidal heat flux distribution 

j _ z JL «~*? {i$(*yiH)yi-[*Tt/(z*&TK)j2. s C n \r,kjw) ) 

where T z—=— } 'aw* To 

H - efficient height of the core (with regard to the reflec
tor). 

In the circuit operation with natural circulation, the flow "* 
pattern may be limited by one of the two parameters - maximum allo
wable temperature of the fuel cladding or maximum allowable tempera
ture of the gas. If the latter is the decisive factor in the circuit 
the parametric analysis appears to be performed with formula (6), 
and the former necessitates the members, taking Into account the 
effect of heat transfer coefficient ot4,K on the parameters, 
to be introduced in this formula. 

For simplicity, the maximum allowable temperature of the clad
ding is assumed to be at the channel outlet (as is apparent from the 
subsequent calculations, for the operation with natural circulation 
such assumption seems to be justified and provides some design mar
gin). 

Prom the obvious relation 

K*o* •** G'cr (r^ -re) ^ < K f r j M - 7-*«K, ( 7 ) 

where KA*K ^AOK ~ relative heat flux and heat transfer coef
ficient in the point of maximum tecperature 
of the fuel element wall, respectively; 

C p - heat capacity of the gas, 
Ta0(7- maximum allowable temperature of the fuel 

element wall 
Pos- surface of the fuel elements in the channel; 

using tfc-.> following formulae to determine heat transfer coefficient 
/1.2/ , 



for turbulent flow 

and o ^ = ±f*. X,„ 

for laminar flow ( X*eK - coefficient of gas heat conduction), 
near the wall with maximum temperature the local Reynolds number 
may be expressed as 

T ?•*«*,•&* - for laminar flow (8) 

I [**•'•*-(£)) 
4 

- for turbulent flow 

Hera, 

r =. 
«(r *.>0K -K'jf 

Mt.. - maximum Nuaselt number for laminar flow, 

p. - local Prar.dtl number. 

A, n, m, 1 - empirical coefficients in heat transfer formula 
for turbulent flow. 

Taking into account that 

G =fc 'A»» 'J**UK f-sM 
relationship (6) assures tho form 
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ifi-fi-fA, where Ke = —2 - - modified Reynolds number 

ff».n - coefficient of dynamio viscosityj 
fto*. - density of gas at atmospheric pressure and 

temperature T e # ( T 

Thus, relationship (9) correlates the required gas pressure 
in the circulation loop with other operating parameters, for which 
the temperature limitation of fuel element cladding is valid. There
fore, when operating in modea of natural circulation the gas pressu
re may be considered as a criterion of its intensity, and by using 
this parameter the limits of natural circulation applicability may 
be evaluated in various structures of gas-cooled reactors. 

The maximum power density of the core which may ba found from 
the expreaaion 

wervea J..S another criterion, 
whore Np - reactor thermal power, 

A^jond £ - volume ar.d porooity of the reactor core respec
tively) 
coeffiei 
over the core radiu«. 

K R - coefficient of nonuniform hent flux distribution 



On the basis of relationships(8), (9) and (10) a parametric 
analysis was made of some typical thermal and fast gas-cooled reac
tors with core dimensions peculiar to the designs developed in the 
USSR and abroad. For simplicity, the boat flux distribution over 
the core volume is assumed to be uniforu. Table I gives the initial 
data for the evaluation design. For the high temperature gas-cooled 
reactor the core with spherical fuel elements is considered, and for 

the faet gas-cooled reactor fuel pina are taken. 

Taole 1 Initial Data for Evaluation Design 

Paraaeter High Temperature 
Gas-Cooled Reactor 

(HTGR) 
Gas-Cooled 
Fast Reactor 
(GCFR) 

J», m 5 1 

•*-o» 200 200 

r.^,°c 1020 550 

iV.„.°c 1200 700 

*/* , . 200-400 100-200 

L4tm 5-20 5-15 

? 0.5-1,0 0,5-1,0 

a 0,5 0,5 

Coolant Helium Helium 

The calculation results are shown in Figs. 2-5. Consider the 

influence of constructive factors upon criterion parameters - P and 
(lv . If in the designing, one factor varies, the values of other 

factors will be taken on the basis of their possible application in 
the reactor designs being considered /3»4/. Among the factors deter
mining the geometrical characteristics of the circuit, parameters L 

and ft (Fig. 2 and 3) have the most appreciable effect on the 
natural circulation. Though with an increase in the height of the 
Leai exchanger location relative to the core level the required pres
sure of the gas decreases significantly, the integral arrangement of 
the equipment will result in an appropriate increase in the overall 
dimensions of the reactor core vessel: perhaps, in modern gas-cooled 
reactors this location height cannot exceed 10 m. An increase in 
coefficient f> contributes also to » decrease in the circuit gas 
pressure. 

Since this parameter is related to the equipment structure of 
the circuit (heat exchangers, fittings, gsslines), compact heat 
exchangers, reduction in the amount of circuit equipment, erhanced 
flow areas of gaslines etc. are required to elevate this parameter. 
Therefore, the integral arrangement of the equipment in the prest-
ressed concrete reactor vessels (FCRV) helps natural circulation. As 
is evident from the preliminary assessment, the value J*« 0.8 is 
easily obtainable by certain constructive measures. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the relationship between core gas pressure 
and power density and geometrical characteristic h/dr of the channel 
An increase in parameter h/d_ leads to an increase in obtainable 



power density of the core, but the reopired pressure in the circuit 
also increases. 

It is seen from Figs. 2-5 that the level of obtainable power 
density is strongly dependent on the pattern of gas flow, which in 
turn depends on absolute pressure in the circuit. To obtain higher 
power density, the level of the circuit gas pressure is required to 
increase proportionally, that is, the gas pressure should increase 
no less than 5-6 times within the range of parameters under conside
ration for passing from laminar-to-turbulent flow. 

In this connection, note that if the level of the coolant pres
sure in high temperature power plants with gas-cooled reactors could 
be raised to 150-200 bars, (as may be inferred from the experience 
with the GCPR development, it is principally feasible with the use 
both of steel and prestressed concrete vessels), then on the basis 
of the calculation results obtained, a conclusion may be drawn as to 
the principal feasibility of the HTGF operating only with coolant 
natural circulation. Ho such case is possible for the 
GCPR. 

Table 2 gives comparative parameters to be obtained when the 
HIGH and GCPR cores are cooled with gas forced and natural circula
tion for the circuit pressure level envisaged in design developments 
of these reactor types in the present state of the art. 

If£L6_£ Comparative Parameters of Gas-Cooled Reactors Yi 

Parameter H T 0 R G C P R 
Porced cir
culation 

Natural cir
culation 

Forced cir
culation 

Natural circu
lation 

v kW/1 
15 6 500 30 

P, bar 60 60 160 160 

As is clear from the Table, the natural circulation mechanism 
as an operating means of the HTGR core cooling can be used up to 
30-50& of nominal power, and for the GCPR this amounts to 6-7%, if 
the coolant circuit is appropriately designed. Prom this parametric 
analysis it is also obvious that the natural circulation mechanism 
can be successfully applied to gas-cooled reactors at reduced power 
levels, in particular, in residual heat removal at scheduled and 
emergency shutdown,perhaps with the exception of the cases associat
ed with circuit depressurization. ?fe illustrate the feasibility of 
residual heat removal by coolant natural circulation by way of cone: 
der'ing two gas-cooled reactors: channel-type HTGR with spherical tm 

elements /5/ intended to produce high potential heat 
and gas-cooled fast breeder reactor - BTP-300 /6/» 

When operating in a nominal mode the core of these reactors is 
cooled with forced circulation by gas blowers, the coolant flows ir. 
the core frorabotton to top. The H.T-300 is provided with auxilia: 



loops having their own gas blowers and heat exchangers for residual 
heat removal. As to the HTGR, there are no auxiliary loops, and 
reactor residual heat removal is thought to be performed in the loop 
of the main circuit, each loop having a gas blower and a high temper 
ture intermediate heat exchanger. Computerized design of residual 
heat removfl was made, the algorithm being based on determination of 
coolant temperature and pressure distributions over the circuit as 
a time function in accordance with ly. (1). The general initial 
parameters of the reactors are given in Table 3* 

the evaluation has shown that residual heat removal using the 
heat exchangers of the main circuit the natural circulation mechanis 
functions more efficiently in the HTGR than in the GCFR, although 
in the latter the pressure level is significantly higher. Naturally, 
it is accounted for the lower power density, strong heating up of 
the coolant and relatively lower hydraulic resistance. 

Pig.6 depicts the time-dependent behaviour of the main parame
ters of the HTGR circuit in a residual heat mode during ten days. 
It is assumed that the first 100 s a transient occurs followed 
by reduction in reactor power and decrease in frequency rotation of 
gas blowers to a win-iim-iiii permissible level, equal to ^0% of nominal. 
After 9-10 min the gas blowers are tripped and residual heat removal 
by natural circulation of the coolant may be realized with half the 
circulation loops in operation up to the moment of scheduled mainte
nance of the reactor. Prior to this work during several hours the 
circuit pressure should be gradually reduced to the value reo.uired 
(2.5-3 bara). 

Table 3 The General Initial Param eters of the Reactors ** 

Parameter HTGR ETP-30( 

1. Coolant 
2. Reactor nominal parameters: 

- thermal power, MW 
- gas temperature at core inlet,°C 
- at core outlet, °C 
- gas pressure, bar 

3. Core height, m 
4. Core diameter, m 
5. Channel hydreulic diameter, mm 
6. Heat exchanger height, m 
7. Heat exchanger diameter, m 
8., Distance between lower end of heat 

exchanger and upper end of core 
9. Assumed allowable temperature of 

fuel element cladding, °C 

Helium 

515 
300 
950 
40 
5 
6 
56 

10(2.6)* 
1 

2 6** 

1200 

Helium 

810 
280 
630 
160 
1 
1.7 
6.1 
4.3 
1.3 

3.0 

700 

* The height of hot section of high temperature heat exchanger/HTGR 
** The distance between the upper end of the core and the lower end 

of the intermediate heat exchanger hot section. 

When passing to natural circulation the temperature of fuel 
elements and coolant increases appreciably. If emergency shutdown 
of the reactor is not caused by a sudden failure of gas blowers, 
e.g. electric drive de-energizing, this temperature rise may be 
facilitated by a la-er change to core cooling by natural circulatio: 



Using residual heat removal by natural circulation the parameters 
decrease with time smoothly at permissible change rates. As is clear 
from Fig.7 where the curves of maximum permissible parameters in 
case of possible passing from foroed-to-natural circulation are 
shown, all the loops of the circuit remaining functional, the nttu-
ral circulation mechanism can be used in the event of depressuriza-
tion of tae reactor circuit, but in 3-4 days after reactor shutdown. 

The sequence of operations during residual heat removal in the 
ETP-300 reactor can be analogous to that mentioned above (Fig.8) 

Nevertheless a change for natural circulation is possible conside
rably later compared with the HTGR due to a higher power density of 
the reactor core, naturally, in depressuriaation of the GCFR cir
cuit its potential use is limited. 

The analysis described above makes it possible to conclude that 
emong numerous measures envisaged in design of gas-cooled nuclear 
reactors to provide safe operation, the natural circulation oechanis 
can be considered aa one of the reliable and simple means of reactor 
core cooling except depressurizaxion case. In this respect, the rea
lization of this mechanism would be one of the important factors in 
increasing safety of these reactors. 
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INVESTIGATIONS OP GAS EXPLOSIONS IN 
A NUCLEAR COAL GASIFICATION PLANT 

K. SCHULTE 
INTERATOM 
Intemationaler Atomreaktorbau GmbH. 
Bergisch-Gladbach 
Federal Republic of Germany 
1 • Introduction 

The safety research program on gas cloud explosion! is 
performed in thecontext of the German nuclear coal 
gasification program, more precisely: in the context of 
the PNP project, that means. Prototype Plant Nuclear 
Process Heat. 

By the work within this project, it is tried to extend 
the use of nuclear energy to non-electric applications. 
The product of the planned plants is SNG, that means, 
Substitute Natural Gas. 

The use of process heat in chemical processes requires 
short distances between the process heat and the chemical 
plant. When the process heat is generated by a nuclear 
reactor, the safety implications of this close coupling 
are obvious, if one remembers the serious accidents in 
Flixborough, Port Hudson, or de Beek, Netherlands. 

At the present time, nuclear power is mainly used to 
produce electricity. In Germany, the licensing procedure 
of nuclear power stations must prove that the impact of 
pressure waves cannot cause serious damage to the nuclear 
reactor. For this purpose, the licensing authorities have 

http://tl.-3e-Jcpem.lom


worked out a regulatory guideline, which postulates a 
certain pressure resistant design of the reac-or building, 
and - what is important here - certain safety distances. 
In the case of gas mixtures as explosiveo, these safety 
distances between reactor building and the location of 
potential gas flow-out depend on the ir.ass of this gas. 

These safety distances are incompatible with the technical 
requirement of handling process gases in close distance to 
or inside the reactor building, in order to be able to use 
the necessary high temperature. 

The two che;v.ical processes, which will be supported by 
nuclear heat, are the methane steam reforming process + ) 

and the steal- gasification of coal + +' . In order to 
achieve a reasonable throughput the temperatures 
necessary for these processes are in the range of 
about 9eo"C. If this high temperature heat must be 
transpor-ed over some distance, there are considerable 
losses of heat. As a consequence one must start at 
higher temperatures. The starting temperature is 
approximately the temperature of the nuclear reactor, 
which is limited by the materials used. 

On the other hand, at the time, when the regulatory guide
line was worked out, there were some incertainties 
about the mechanisms and possible impacts of gas cloud 
explosions. 

For these reasons the guideline explicitely excludes future 
nuclear process heat plants. These plants will be designed, 
constructed, and operated in order to prevent a dangerous 

-*-! in the case of hydrogasification 
**' m the case of steam gasification 

release of gas as far as possible. Nevertheless, it must 
be iiiown in the nuclear licensing procedure that a gas 
release cannot cause serious damage to the reactor plant. 
The program shall supply sufficient knowledge in order to 
protect the reactor plant adequately. 

Philosophy, structure and Organisation 

Detonation and Deflagration 

Some time ago, it was found that a flammable cloud can 
principally explode in two very different processes /9, 10/. 
One process, well known from high explosives, is the 
detonation. In a detonation, the flammable gas mixture is 
ignited by the temperature rise due to the generated shock 
wave. Shock wave and flame front are coupled and travel 
with supersonic velocity through the cloud. The primary 
ignition must have sufficient power and the mixture must 
be able to burn quickly enough. 

In a detonative wave, the pressure riues abruptly and 
decreases - compared with the deflagration - relatively 
quickly. The peak values of the pressure depend on the 
energy density of the exploding mixture and can reach 
about TO bar; in g;is explosions typical durations are 
about 50 msec. 

The other explosion process is the deflagration. In a 
deflagration, the reaction front propagates with moderate 
velocity behind the generated pressure wave. The flame-
velocity in case of turbulent flow may be in the order 
of 10 m/sec relative to the unburnt mixture. 

As the reaction products have a volume which is ay a 
factor of approximatly 7 larger than that of the unburnt 



Mixta**, they leave tha reaction front with a valoelty of 
70 m/eec. If they cannot flow away fxaaly - and thla la 
the altuatlon la tha apharle caaa -, tha raactlon front 
meet traval with tha anhanoad valoelty of tha raactlon 
produeta into th* unbornt mixture, acting Ilka a (spharle) 
platen of nearly tha M M velocity. 

in the deflaeretlve wave* the preasure rlaaa alowly to 
the peak preaeurei outalde of the horning cloud, thla 
overereaaur* quickly changes to an underpreaaure of 
nearly the none (abaoluto) value from which 
ataoapherlc preaaure la reachad slowly. Maximum over- and 
underpreaaure are nearly equal and are determined by the 
valoeltlee of the flane front (or the piston). Zn the above 
mentioned caaa of 70 m/eec f 1 M M front velocity, a peak 
overpreaaure of CO mbar la generated. The total duration 
of the wave la determined by the flame front velocity and 
the extenalon of the cloud> In a centrally ignited cloud 
of 39 m radlua, a total duration of 500 meec la achieved. 

For exploalona of TNT and other high explosives, a relationship 
waa derived between the damage of typical structures and tha 
deatroylng preaaure. Analyalng the haaarda of gaa cloud ex-
pleeiona with thla relationship, laada to two remarkable re
sults i 

- The deatroylng preaaure must have been considerably higher 
than that of an Ideal, undisturbed deflagration - supporting 
the aeeumption of a process similar to a detonation. 

• The second result is, that the equivalent TNT-maee (which 
would generate auch a damage) dropa towards short dlstancas 
from exploalon centres thla reault la contradictlonary to 

tha asumptlon, that tha destruction was performed by a 
detonation generated blast wave. 

The dlaagreement between the two reaulta of usual damage 
analysis rafleeta the uncertainties In our field and deter
mine* the work to be done. 

(1) First, it la neoesaary to find the preaaure and the 
preaaure ahape of reallstlo gaa explosions. Today, 
Z gueas, all exports agree to the fact, that a 
gaa cloud cannot detonate, if three conditions are 
rulfilledi 
- the cloud la completely uneonflned, 
- the cloud la mixed of air and hydrocarbons 

(with at moat one double bond), 
- the cloud la not ignited by a detonation e.g. 
of a high exploalve. 

Zn general, two of thaaa conditions (gaa composition 
and no strong ignition) are fulfilled. Partially con
fining structures within or near tha cloud can dlaturb 
and accelerate the deflagration prooeas and perhaps 
causa a transition to detonation. 

zn the flrat part of the researchprogram, the aetlng 
mechanism* are Investigated, which can influence the 
pressure build-up. 

(2) comparing tha praaaura ahapea of a detonation and a 
deflagration, a different behaviour of tha structure* 
submitted to thaaa wavaa la expected. 

Zn a second part, tha impact of pressure wavea of 
realistic shape on some structures is determined. Such 
structures are chosen which are often used to analyse 
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1 MAIN TASKS AND GHT SUBCONTRACTORS IN THE PNP 
GAS CLOUD EXPLOSION PROGRAM 

Single mechanisms 
In part I of the program, it is intended to investigate 
the acting mechanisms, which cause a pressure wave as 
a consequence of explosive gas release from the gasi
fication plant. 

Cloud formation 
In section 1 of part I, the release of the gas, its 
propagation and the forming of the cloud aro to b« 
treated. 

The following problems are not fully understood up to now. 

(1) While the propagation and mixing of an undisturbed 
jet is known and calculable, experiments must be 
performed, if the jet hits an obstacle (ground, 
buildings). 

(2) If the gas is released without directed rnomnntu.ii, the 
gas propagates near the point cf release in a flow 
field governed by turbulence. The concentration dis
tribution and its fluctuations are generated by steam-
line curvature and turbulences. The typical length 
scale of this turbulent flow is determined by the 
dimensions of buildings nearby. The concentration 
distribution can be calculated only f-jr large distances, 
large compared with the dimensions of structures; in 
the neighbourhood of these structures the flow field 
is very complicated and only model experiments are 
possible. 

(3) The gas release from bursting vessels can be described 
by a model , which has been developed by Giesbrecht 
et al./ 1 / for two-phase mixtures. There must be done 
some corrections for gas filled vessels. 

http://rnomnntu.ii


(4) The buoyancy of light and hot gases will influence 
the forming of the cloud; there exist only spare 
measurements and no calculations. 

!5) After gas release, the mixing state can be described 
by the local distribution of concentration and turbu
lence. The burning velocity, which immediately deter
mines the pressure of the blast wave, is strongly in
fluenced by these two quantities. Beyond this the 
further propagation of the gases will be caused by 
turbulence, that means short time fluctuations of 
concentration and the following long time dilution. 
Usually, the time average of concentration is calculated; 
concentration fluctuations and turbulence are not known. 

(6) Finally the model measurements must be scaled-uo to 
real size. At the time, there are deviations up to a 
factor 3 in both directions. 

To remove some of these incertainties model experiments are 
being performed in a small wind tunnel. Fig. 2 shows the wind 
tunnel and the arrangement of the model buildings. The flow 
direction is parallel to the x-axis and to a line inter
secting this axis at an angle of 30°. 

The source of the gas, of which the concentration is to be 
measured, is situated in the lee side of the first, transverse 
building (Fig. 2^. 

Measurements have been performed to investigate 

- the influence of the mode of gas release (directed or 
diffuse) 

- the influence of an obstacle in a jet 

- the influence of the source altitude 

- the influence of the angle of flow relative to the 
model arrangement. 
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Fig. 2 a) Wind tunnel 
b) Model arrangement; 

coordinates for concentration d is t r ibut ion 
measurement 



The tlzat experiments for revealing tha Inflaanea of 
bouyency did not ahow any affact. For thla purposa. experiments 
ara to ba performed In a room with a eroaa sactlon of about 
20 m a. 

rig 3. ahowa tha concentration flald of a dlffuaa aourca at 
floor, rha (dimenslonleaa) eonoantratlon X la dlaplayad as a 
function of altltuda a at dlffarant points x, y in tha horliontal 
plana. As tha wind flows parallax to tha symmetric axis, tha 
resultant concentration distribution Is symmetric too; tharaforo 
only ona half of tha data haa to ba dlaplayad. 

As another example *ig« « ahowa tha Influence of release mode. 
A directed releaae against the floor at different angles is 
coaipared with tha dlffuae emission of gaa. 

The Measured data are being used to develop or Improve calcu
lation methods, with theae methods the gas masses between 
certain concentration limits can ba determined for different 
altuatlona and the moat aevere situation can ba found. 

3>* ionitlon data 
Zn the next section the questions of ignition and of laminar 
flame velocity are treated. Because of the enhanced tempe
ratures and tha special gaa mixtures of nuclear process heat 
planta not all relevant data are known from literature. 

The measurement of necessary explosion limits has started. 
Moat of the work will be done In a conventional explosion 
chamber, some control measurements of larger scale will be 
carried out. 

A survey of the literature on flame velocity and ita 
measurements ahowa large discrepancies for some gases and 

between different methods. In order to limit the range of 
values sufficiently, we decided to build up a new measurement 
devlee. The central part is a nossls burner. The angle of 
the flame cona is determined by a Schlleran optic. Tha velo
city of the fresh burning gas Is determined by tha velocity 
measurement of vary small 10,2 f^) tracer particles; this 
is dona by a Lasar-Ooppler-anemometer. The first measurements 
have been carried out. 

Fig. 3 Distribution of (dlmenslonloss) 
concentration Kj 
diffuse gas release at ground (sea fig.2) 
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3.3 Pressure build-up calculations 

In the third section of part I, a computer code is being 
developed. Starting point of such calculations is a set of 
governing differential equations. Up to now, these equations 
were solved only under two simplifying restraints: 

- first, only geometrical configurations with one space 
coordinate can be described, that means; only plane, 
cylindrical, or spherical flame fronts can be> calculated; 

- than, it is assumed, that the fields of pressure and 
flow velocity are similar. ? 

i 
In order to achieve a more realistic'mathematicil description, 
the two restraints are dropped: the solution shall be extended 
to sc.v.e other i.T.ruirtant -acnetrios (Fig. 5 a) without assuming 
a similarity of t.-.e two fields; the instationary propagation 
process shall be studied for different and changing flame 
velocities. 

At the time, only a one-dimensional code has beer, developed. 
By this, the effect of flame velocity is studied. Before 
extending the code to a true two-dimensional one, some two-
dimensional configurations shall be treated by perturbation 
methods. 
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Fig. 5 a) Geometries of gas cloud and confinement for 
calculating the pressure builci-up. 
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Fig. 5b) Pressure shapes of a spherical explosion at different 
times. An unrealistic high flame velocity of 52 m/sec 
leads to front velocity of 330 n/sec; after 1/3 and 
2/3 of radius, this flane is a acelerated by 20%, as 
it may be caused by grids or nets 

3.4 Obstacles 
In the next section the possibilities of higher pressures 
caused by the interaction of the flame front with ob
stacles are to be proved. 

In this work ,6 possibilities could be identified which 
were able to enhance the pressure beyond that of an 
undisturbed deflagration. 

'1) if the explosion takes place in confined or 
partially confined geometries, the pressure 
is enhanced. 

- This effect can be avoided by an adequate design. 



(2) If the unburnt gas flows through grids or similar 
structures, the turbulence in the gas increases 
and causes an increase of flame velocity and of 
pressure. 

- This, effect has been investigated (among others 
by Wagner and co-workers) and leads only to a 
moderate enhancement of the pressure. / 2 / 

(3) A further possibility is the crossing of two 
flame fronts. 

- -- -Here some work was done by Smolinske,. Smolinske / 3 / 
used shock-waves in his experiments; if one 
interpretes these experiments for the blast waves 
of gas explosions, it seems that this effect 
cannot strongly influence the pressure build-up. 

(4) If the gas flow is reflected by obstacles, the 
pressure is enlarged with some small influence 
on the burning process. 

- This sffect is known and can be calculated, it is 
not necessary to do r & d work. 

The remaining two possibilities have to be treated 
more d.iply; for it cannot be excluded, that they are 
able to generate pressures considerably higher than 
those of ideal deflagrations. 

(5) One of these two cases is the ignition of a flammable 
cloud by another explosion, which has taken place in 
a building or a vessel. The pressure wave and the 
gas flow of the first explosion increases the turbu
lence in the cloud and accelerates the burning process; 
on the other hand, the burning process supports the 
blast wave with the consequence, that its pressure 
drops less slowly than in the free, unburning atmosphere 

- Some experiments are planned, to analyse this phenomenon, 
L„t the main work should be done in the frame of the LWR 
safety research program of the federal goverment. 

(6) The second issue is concerned with the vortices, which 
are generated, if the flow in front of the flame front 
hits buildings and other structures. If the flame front 
reaches the vortex, the flame can be drawn around by 
the high circulation velocity and some unburnt gas is 
enclosed by a cylindrical, concentric flame front. 

Lp to now, there :'.s not much knowledge about the burning 
and explosion behaviour of vortices. Seme small-scale 
experiments show an increase of flame velocity with the circu
lation of the vortex, but the pressure has not been measured. 
It cannot be excluded, that the concentric flame front may 
generate a pressure, considerably higher than undisturbed 
deflagrations. 

In order to investigate this phenomenon, an experimental 
arrangement has been constructed, in which a vortox-like 
flow field can be generated (Fig. 6). After filling the 
system with a flammable fixture, a sufficient flow is fanned 
by means of a blower. Then blower and chamber are separated 
by the two slide valves, and the mixture is ignited at the 
periphery over the total height of the chamber. The thin sice 
walls of the chamber are removed quickly by the increasing 
pressure in order to simulate a rearly unconfined explosion 
process. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to perform a vortex 
experiment till today and I can only show you some flow 
measurements. Fig. 7 shows some plots of the circumferential 
velocity and the turbulence at some positions in the chamber. 



The velocity distribution is similar to that of a core of a 
vortex; a judgement of the turbulence distribution is not 
possible, because the turbulence of real vortices is not 
known. 

The full lines in the figures show the stationary values, 
that means the values with running blower; the interrupted 
lines are measured some tine after separating the blower 
from the chamber; these values are important for the expe
riment, for the gas cannot be ignited unless the blower 
is separated. 

for generating vortex-like 
flow fields. 
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Fig 7 a) Distribution of circumferential velocity at 
different times (stationary and after separating 
the blower). 
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3.5 Large-scale experiment.; 244 

As a last section of part I, some large-scale experiments 
are performed which look at the explosion process as a whole. 

The experimental explosions were ignited in hemispheric baloons 
and in hoses, both consisting of thin polyathylene foil. The 
baloons and hoses were filled with nearly stoichiometric 
hydrogen-air-mixtures and ignited by exploding wires. 

Hydrogen is used, because some of the process gases in the 
gasification plant have a high hydrogen concentration; 
additionally, it es very instructive to compare the quick 
burning hydrogen with the slowly burning methane which is known 
from other experiments. 

In the baloon explosions, a nice example of agreement between 
a theoretical prediction and th'j experimental result was 
found. Fig. 8 a shows a calculated pressure shape of Kurylo 
et al. / 4 /, which c?- b? compared with an experimental one. 
The theoretical curve has been corrected for distance, flame 
speed and density ratio. 

This correction is shown in tabular form (Tab. 2). At the 
first arrow, a correction for distance is performed assuming 
acoustic behaviour of the peak pressure; this behaviour is 
proved by measurements. 

The second arrow shows the correction of piston velocity. 
(The piston velocity is connected with the absolute flame 
velocity S a b g and the density ratio between unburnt and burnt 
mixture). 



The correction is done by using an approximation of Taylor's 
formula for the peak pressure I I I . 

p = const. — B — «. const. 0.63 . 
<* 

1 .87 

where A is the piston velocity divided by the sound velocity. 
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Fig.3 a: Calculated pressure build-up; 
flame speed - 10 m/sec 
P - P/Po» T " t/'c " t a / r c » R =" r / * c 

P pressure> p ambient pressure, 
t time from beginning of deflagration, 

center of the cloud. t » r_/a, r distance fr' c c 
r radius of the unburnt cloud, 
c 
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Fig. 8 b: Measured and calculated pressure-time-shape; 
50 m baloon of hydrogen-alr-mixture; 
5,8 m diameter, distance 13,1 m 
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The comparison of the two curves in Fig. 8 b shows 24 
a quite good agreement between the two curves in spite 
of the differences in shape and of the pressure bumps 
after the peak pressure. 

The baloon experiments intend to reveal 

- the influence of cloud extension and 
- the influence of ignition energy 

on the flame front velocity and the pressure wave. 

It is known from experiments with methane and some other 
hydrocarbons, that the flame accelerates with path length 
because of the turbulence generated by the flame itself, 
quantitatively, the flame velocity increases with the 4th 
root of cloud radius. 

Hydrogen explosions cf balcons with 1.5, 2.9 and 5 m radii 
suggest, that this rule holds fcr hydrogen, too (Fig. 9). ir. 
order to confirm this result for an radius of nearly Ion, an 
experiment was planned for June, but unfortunately, it could 
not be performed, because there was rainy season in Germany. 

On the other hand, such an acceleration of flame velocity is 
not alarming: a flame path length of 500 m gives a factor of i 
in velocity, hence 150 n/sec , and causes an cvcrpresure of 
nearly 0.3 bar, the design over-pressure of nuclear power 
plants. 

In order to discover a dependence from the ignition energy, 
the mixture was ignited by energies of 10 and of 1000 Joules 
of the exploding wire. No significant result could be found 
(Fig. lO), the effect must be smaller than the moan deviation 
of flame accelerations measured, which is nearly 30 %. 
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as a function of flame way (radius of baloon). 
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In the foil hoses the susceptibility of flame velocity 
Z Z Z to turbulence and the ability to detonate should be 

observed. 

As just reported, the deflagration of a hydrogen filled 
baloon is quite similar to that of a methane filled one. 
On the other hand, the explosion behavoiur of the two gases 
in inflexible tubes differs strongly; in the hydrogen filled 
tubes after few diameters of path length a transition from 
deflagration to detonation is observed, while methane has a 
considerably longer transition length (some 10 diameters), 

In respect to confinement, a foil hose represents a medium 
configuration. If it is not possible to cause a transition 
to detonation in a hydrogen filled hose, a detonation of 

~ unconfined hydrogen-aix-mixtures can be excluded as it is 
the case with hydrocarbon-air-mixtures. 

The experiments in hoses of a length of 25 m and a diar.eter 
of 0.8 m did not show any dramatic behaviour; the maximum 
values of flame front velocity and peak overpressure are 
S2 m/sec and 13.5 mbar, respectively (Fig, 71). Z'r.sy c-:. io 
interpreted as prove for the impossibility of ur.car^ined 
hydrogen-air-detonations. As already mentioned above, this 
conclusion holds only, if there is no strong, that means 
detonative, ignition source; a unconfined homogeneous hydrogen 

= = = = »ir_-«aix4ure slightly rich of stcicheiometric will detonate, if 
ignited by about 1 g of a high explosive like Tetryl / 6 /. 

For the near future following experiments are planned 

- the above mentioned explosion of a large baloon of 
- - - - _ nearly 10 m radius, 

- the ignition of hydroger.-air-mixtures within two walls; 
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Fig. 11: Ignition of a hydrogen-air-mixture 
in a foil hcse 
Lower part; Position of flame 
front versus time. 
Upper part; Measured pressure 
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- the ignition of a nearly unconfirmed cloud by means of 
a nearly isochoric explosion (that r.ear.s an explosion in 
a closed room) in order tc generate a blast wave supported 
by burning; 

- the ignition of a truly unconfined cloud 
generated by a bursting gas bottle. 

Expecially the experiments concerning flame supported 
blast waves are of crucial interest for our question; 
they base on similar experiments of Wagner et al. / 7 / 
in laboratory scale, and of large-scale experiments 
performed in Norway / 8/. 

Damage analysis 
As mentioned above, the explosion hazard of gas explosion 
cannot be analysed in a satisfying manner, because the under
lying dam.age-pressure-relationship is derived from TNT ex
plosions. The different pulse shape of a deflagration, es
pecially the high momentum related to the peak overpressure 
and the significant suction phase, nay cause different 
destroying effects. It is to prove, whether the damage of 
large accidents can be explained by the pressure wave from 
a deflagration. 

In order to knew the damage of a blast wave, it is necessary 
to determine 

- the load function by gas dynamical considerations and 
- the behaviour cf structures by structuai dynamical 
method= . 

Load function 
L'p to knew, cr.iy the -~ac function from a dctcnaticr. shock 
wave has b-ser. kr.cv.n . different fron a .3 heck, a deflagrative 

blast is characterized by a slow incroase of pressure and 
flow velocity in front of the flame frcnt. In order to 
calculate the reflection of this wave type, the slow in
crease i3 mathematically modelled by a sum of subsequent 
small shocks. Fig. 12 shows the resulting load function 
supposing the very hiyh flame front velocity U„ as indicated 
in the figures; the position of the rectangular building 
is inside the explosive cloud. 

The load function is not only to be determined for broad 
structures like panes and walls, but also for slim struc
tures like stacks and pylons, for in the Flixbourough 
desaster some pylons showed a typical damage pattern. The 
analysis of damaged slim structures would have th* advantage 
to show the effect of the flow component of the combined flow 
and pressure field of an explosion; in a first approximation, 
slim structures are destroyed by the dynamic pressure 
(times an adequate drag coefficient c ), while plain and 
broad structures are loaded by the static pressure. The 
necessary drag coefficient c in the ir.stationary flew 
field of a deflagration is going to be measured by a baloon 
explosion. 

Structural behaviour 
In order to analyse actual damage, the behaviour of panes, 
of brick and concrete walls as well as of pylons is to be 
investigated. 

The work started v.'ith par.es because a simple behaviour was 
expected. For the experimental work a simulator of the de-
flagrative pulse shape was developed (Fig, 13). The experi
ments with panes displayed large deviations causod by material 
properties and by the mode of fastening the panes in a frame, 
but we au^ceodod in describing thy structural dynamics of 
panes mathematically (Fig. 1 •!) . 
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For the time being, the maximum stress is being ca.culated, 
which is caused by deflagrative and detonative pulse 3har-es; 
fig. 15 shows some plots for different peak overpressures 
and different durations of positive overpressure. 

The medium stress (beyond which 50% of the panes are broken) 
wis experimentally determined to about 750 bar. 
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15; Maximum tensile stress tn a pane as function of duration of positive 
overpressure; the different graphs are calculated for different peak 
overpressure (in mb.ir); left p.irt: deflagration, right part; detona
tion 
a) Glass pane 1 x 1 in, 2.8 mm thick 
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b) Glass pane 0.5 x O. 

The minimum peak overpressure to cause this tensile stress 
in a large pane is 20 mbar in the case of deflagrative 
pulse shape, whereas 3 5 mbar are necessary in the case of 
detonative blast waves. (For small panes the values are 
35 mbar and 60 mbar, respectively.) 

Furthermore, computer codes for concrete and brick walls 
are prepared. (The brick wall codes will be verified by 
measurements in the deflagration wave simulator.) By that, 
the different effects of the detonative and the deflagrative 
pressure waves can be compared. Some damage patterns of real 
explosion accidents will be analysed by means of these dia
gramed . 
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Conclusions 

The programme comprises efforts in several scientific 
disciplines. For a reliable description of realistic 
gas cloud explosions in an Industrial environment, the 
various results must be combined. It is expected that 
gas explosion accidents will be more correctly interpreted 
in this way than by the TNT equivalent. The final goal is to 
provide a representative pressure-ticc-functlon or a set 
of such functions. These functions should be the basis 
for safe design and construction of the nuclear reactor 
system of a coal gasification ulant. 



Since some crucial experiments, such as flame supported 
blast wave and burning vortices experiments, are still 
outstanding, no final conclusions can he drawn for the 
tine being. 

On the other hand, r.o result yet achieved contradicts 
the assumption that released process ?as i3 only abls 
to deflagrate; ever, in the case c: hyiroyen clouci withir. 
3or.e confinaxent, deflagration ia ths only possibles 
explosion process. 

As an undisturbed deflagrataticn can only generate 
pressures significantly below 100 rbar, it should he 
possible to demonstrate that, if unfavourable 
configurations are avoided, a design pressure of 
300 nbar is sufficient to withstand an explosion of 
process gas; this pressure should never be exceeded 
by process gas explosions irrespective of gas mass 
releas-d and distance to release point, e::cept possibly 
in relatively small ar^as. 
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